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Social Services Departments 
; This book is ahout Social Services Departments 
I in local authorities. It is concerned with 
I establishing in realistic and precise terms the 

work that these Departments should be 
expected to carry out - w~at bus~ess. they are 
in. I t is concerned, too, WIth establIshing what 
kinds of organization are necessary to carry out 
this work, taking into account such f~cto~. as 
size, geographical dispersion, the avaIlabIlIty of 
managerial and specialist skills,. the ne~d for. 
professional freedom, the necessIty for Imks WIth 

other related agencie&, and so on. 
The book presents in effect a first full report 
of the work of the Social Services Organization 
Research Unit at Brunel University. For the 
past four years t~e.Un~t has been working i.n 
active collaboratlOn wIth staff at all levels m a 
number of Social Services Departments and 
their precursors, in studying and h~lpi~g to 
resolve practical problems of orgamzatlOn and 
management. Over the same period t~e Unit 
has discussed such problems and pOSSible 
solutions in a more ge~eral setting with many 
hundreds of senior staff from Social Services in a 
series of national conferences. The novel 
analysis of the work of Social Services 
Departments and .the various 'models~. of 
organization and procedure for carrymg out 
this work, which are described here, have 
evolved from actual projects in specific 
departments. In many ways it is a companion 
to the recently published report by the Health 
Services Organization Research Unit at 
Brunel, Hospital Organization. 

I t will form essential reading for all those 
already concerned with the organization and 
management of Social Services D~partmen~ 

. (particularly now that so J?any are undergomg.: 
radical change and expansIOn) ; and also to all"" 
'those training for social work. More generally, 
it will be an important source book for I 

students of social administration and - becalise 
of the insights it provides into the employment' 
of professional people in hei~arc?ic organ~zation 
~.for sociologists and orgamzatlOn theOrISts. 
~ -
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Foreword 

One outstanding feature of contelllporary industrial society is the 
formation of large-scale employment systems. Nowhere is this 
development Illore true than in the public and social services in 
Great Britain. The new organizational structure for the personal 
social .services is a good example, covering as it does SOllle two 
hundred thousand staff in nearly two hundred local authorities. 

The sound organization and rnanagenlent of these vast institu
tions is a chronic problelll. In the attempt to improve their effer:
tiveness, changes in organization are continually being introduced. 
This process of change is particularly striking at the present time. 
Many Social Services Departments are about to undergo further 
radical change in the impending reorganization of local govern
ment which will affect about two million people in total. The 
reorganization of health services will affect three quarters of a 
million people, and the complete implementation of the Fulton 
Report for the Civil Service nearly half a million lllore. 

All these people are more or less affected by the inevitable 
personal uncertainty which accOlllpanies change in organization. 
The problem then is first ho'w to ensure that the changes are 
worth the trouble they cause, and second how to reduce to a 
minimum the disturbance to individuals. To achieve these effects 
requires clarity of perception and of definition of the changes to 
be introduced. 

Unfortunately, hmvever. the luere decision to bring about large
scale organization changes with their far-reaching effects is no 
guarantee that the proposed changes ,,,,ill be fornll11ated in a 
manner comprehensible either to those responsible for producing 
a change or to those affected by it. Changes aTe introduced 
,vithout those responsible kno'wing ,,,,hat they are doing - not 
because of foolhardiness or irresponsibility - but because organi
zation science is itself as yet so undeveloped that there are 

v 



vi SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENTS 

no 1vell-established organization models or concepts to hand with 
which adnlinistrators can effectively describe either existing organi
zation or the changes to be brought about in it. Lack of clarity 
causes much unnecessary uncertainty and confusion about what is 
to happen. Effects which are undesirable, or even the opposite of 
those intended, can be produced as readily as the effects sought 
after. 

Examples of difficulties of this kind are much too easy to find -
nearly any organizational change will serve. The Fulton Report on 
the l\1anagement of the Civil Service 'was concerned with increas
ing nlanagerial accountability. However, because of lack of clarity 
about the distinction bet.ween nlanagenlent levels and grades, its 
implementat.ion was concentrated upon grading and career st.ruc
ture with a consequent blurring rather than clarification of mana
gerial organization and accountability.* The Bains Report on the 
Management and Structure of Local Authorities tackled the ques
tion of whether each local authority should or should not appoint 
a Chief Executive Officer - but in the absence of any established 
and commonly accepted and used definitions it is impossible to 
know from t.he report whether the recommendation is for a person 
who would be a manager accountable for the work of the profes
sional department heads, or for a person who would be a 
professional co-ordinator of the work of the various departments 
but not the accountable manager (an issue commented on by the 
authors in Chapter 9). 

One can go on with example after example, but this is not my 
object. The point is that in the absence of established lueanings 
for such concepts as nlanager, manageluent level, grade. rank. 
chief executive, responsibility, superior, administrator, staff 
specialist, matrix organization, monitor, co-ordinator, chairman, 
professional autonomy, delegation, reporting, appraisal, assessment, 
bureaucracy, authority, participation, policy and policy-nlaking, 
decision, paYluent by results, and so on; it is literally inlpossible 
to couch reorganization plans in sufficiently comprehensible terms 
to get within shooting distance of an intended target. 

So it is that the nation goes from one reorganization to the next, 
conceptually ill-equipped and I believe floundering. The chief 
quality of the present book is that it attempts to overcome some 

'" See Elliott Jaques 'Grading and Management Organization in the Civil 
Service': 0 & M Bulletin, Vol. ~7, NO·3· August 197!?· 
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of these difficulties. Its approach to organization is through the 
tasks to be achieved. The authors start by giving useful detailed 
attention to the social policies which are to be implemented - to 
the services which the new social services departments are to pro
vide for the community. Social work with individuals and families, 
residential work, and day-care and domiciliary services are analysed 
in more fundamental terms of basic social ,vork, basic services, and 
suppleluentary services. 

Starting from consideration of the work to be done, and drawing 
on their m·vn field work with various departnlents, the authors 
proceed to construct a series of models for deploying the human 
resources of the departments to serve community needs. These 
models are of two main kinds - their Model A in terms of type of 
function, and Model B in terms of geographical deployment. In 
both kinds the various supporting services - such as planning, 
administration. finance, logistics. and staffing - are dealt with 
separately. 

One of the most fundanlental issues discussed is the vexed 
question of the consequences of the professionalization of social 
work for organization. In particular, research work has rigorously 
explored the widely canvassed idea that professional freedom is 
inconsistent 'with hierarchical management organization. The 
Research Unit has found that no such inconsistency exists. at least 
in this particular context. The professional freedom of the social 
worker has been confused with the clinical autonomy which for 
example, is accorded to medical consultants and general medical 
practitioners. The authors explain '''lhy clinical autononlY is in
consistent with a nlanagerial hierachy, and why professional free
dom is not. Tentatively, they construct an additional organization 
lllOdel for a Social Services Departnlent, given that social workers 
were to gain the additional professional recognition that would 
allow genuine professional autonomy. 

These models of organization are described in terms of a systema
tically defined family of concepts, and a glossary of these concepts 
is provided at the end of the book. The variety and precision of 
concepts employed is such as to allow an appropriately complex 
analysis of the special organizational requirements of field social 
work, residential care and day care, and domiciliary services. The 
analysis is concerned not only with the main lines of departmental 
division and Inanagement but also with the nleans of effective 
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lateral interaction between these services, and between the social 
services as a whole and the reorganized National Health Services. 

The organizational patterns described should help to deploy 
the members of the service so that they can best use their talent 
in providing services. Moreover, they should help to provide des
criptions of any reorganizations which nlay be planned in terms 
which once understood can be used unambiguously by all 
concerned. The effort of initiallnastery of the terms and concepts 
presented ,vill demand some work on the part of the reader - but 
the time is long past when organization and reorganization could 
be treated as matters of simple common sense accessible to every
one with a Inodicum of managerial experience. 

The pilot studies described in the book give some indication 
of how a teased-out picture of organization can be of help to 
people involved. They also demonstrate how flexibility and 
adaptability are increased. Clearly formulated concepts can be 
tested in practice, and where found to be wanting they can be 
modified or rejected. By this process of testing through experience, 
the steady elnergence of improving organization lnay be antici
pated. It is a lnatter of Olore than passing importance to the people 
of any nation. 

July 1973 Elliott Jaqu.es 
Director) Brunel Institu.te of 

Organization and Social Studies 



Preface 

As ",,rill be apparent from the text, the findings upon 'which this 
book is based come from field work carried out by all melnbers 
of the Social Services Organization Research Unit. Equally, the 
fashioning of concepts derives from that field ",,,ork and from 
continual discussion within the research tealn. The three nlembers 
of the Unit whose nanles appear upon the title page have, however, 
been responsible for the preparation of the book, and their parti
cular roles have been as follows. 

Ralph Rov".bottom has been the team leader since the inception 
of the research, and its director since 1972. He ,vas responsible for 
writing the manuscript. He is also a member of the Brunel Health 
Services Organization Research Unit. 

Anthea Hey has been a member of the team frOID its inception, 
coming from the position of Senior Assistant Children's Officer in 
Cheshire. She has been project officer in charge of the East Sussex 
Project. She was made a Senior Research Fellow in 1972. 

David Billis joined the team as Research Fellow one year after 
the research began. He is project officer in charge of the Brent 
Project. 

In addition to the authors of this book, the following have been 
or are members of the Research Unit, and have contributed by 
their field work and participation in project discussions: 

Dorothy Jerrome (Senior Research Assistant) 
Jacob Fachler (Senior Research Assistant) 
John Evans (Research Fellow) 
Geoffrey Bromley (Research Fellow) 
Helen Fergus (Research Fellow) 

1969-70 

1970 -7 1 

197 1-7 2 

1973-
1973-

It will be noticed in reading the book that references are made by 
name to the specific local authorities with WhOl11 we have worked 

IX 
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(though not to any individuals by nalne with whom we have 
worked). The Department of Health and Social Security, our 
sponsors in this project, normally insist on anonynlity of both 
persons and places in research reports. Given, however, the special 
method of work employed in this project (described in Chapter 1), 
with its focus on specific problenls in specific departments, and 
its emphasis on maintenance of confidentiality for all material 
until clearance is obtained, they have agreed to relax their general 
rule. It has been accepted in this particular instance that the 
identification of real places is likely to enhance the value of the 
material presented, given that its publication has been agreed by 
all the people concerned. 

In registering our debt to those who have helped this project, 
our prime acknowledgement HUlst be to the many hundreds of 
people from Social Services Departments throughout the country 
who have joined with us both in specific field projects and in con
ferences at Brunel University in the attenlpt to reach better 
understanding and control of some of the organizational problems 
which now face the social services. vVithout their ,villing collabora
tion this work would simply not have existed. Thinking of the 
field projects specifically described in this book, we should not fail 
to give particular thanks to the Directors and staffs of the Social 
Services Departlnents in Brent, East Sussex, and \Vandsworth, and 
to the Chief Officers and their staffs from the former Children's 
Departments in Essex and \Vandsworth, and the former i\lIental 
Health and vVelfare Departmen ts also in 'Vandsworth. 

Amongst conference Inembers, too, have been many staff of the 
Social 'York Service of the Department of Health and Social 
Security who, within these events (and often outside them as well). 
have considerably helped us to orientate to the social services field 
as a whole and its problems. We have a particular debt of gratitude 
to express to Gillian Browne-Wilkinson, Janet Cole, John Cornish, 
Lillien Davidson, Barbara Kahan, Robert King, John Locke, 
Frederick Taylor and their colleagues who have provided on 
behalf of our sponsors, the DHSS, a sympathetic and sensitive 
steering mechanis111 for the project as a whole over these first 
years. 

Within the University we have been helped at innumerable 
points by the advice and ideas of Professor Elliott Jaques, as 
designated supervisor of the project and Director of the Institute, 
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and also those of Professor Maurice Kogan, many of whose research 
interests abut on our own. 

Finally we would like to record our profound thanks to Mollie 
Parish and her staff, not only for their help in the considerable 
mechanics of producing a book of this kind, but for their general 
administrative support to the project since its inception. 

1973 
R.W.R 
A.M.H 

D.B 
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1 Introduction 

This is a book with an unfashionable approach. Its subject is tllC 
new unified Social Services Departments (SSDs) that came into 
being in local authorities (counties, county boroughs, and London 
boroughs) in early 1971. It is not concerned with the huge problenl 
of discovering exactly what needs these departments have to meet 
in their various localities or with what resources are needed to 
Ineet them. It is not concerned with the urgent question of the 
supply of trained social workers and how this may be increased, or 
for that matter ,·vith whether trained "vorkers are more effective 
than untrained, or whether elaborate techniques of intervention 
in social probleills are better than simple ones. It is not concerned 
'INith the ideologies or attitudes of social workers and other asso
ciates, or with how social workers and others interrelate (or fail to 
interrelate) at a personal level in various group situations. 

This book is concerned essentially with how workers at all levels 
in these departments see their own roles. the roles of their fellow 
workers, and the roles of their departments as a whole. It is con
cerned with a \vorker's view of the necessary work to be carried 
out. and the proper and Illost valid distribution of functions and 
authority to get it carried out effectively. In short, it is concerned 
with organizational structure and procedure fronl the viewpoint 
of those who constitute the organization. 

There is little doubt that such a concern is unfashionable at 
present amongst the bulk of the comlnentators and onlookers -
the social adnlinistrators, sociologists, psychologists, and manage
Illerlt theorists. Their interests in social services are for the most 
part of the kind indicated above - in social need and the proper 
level of provision to meet it, or in social work technique, or in the 
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study of the formation of professional attitudes, and their effects on 
work, or in the psychology of behaviour in organizations. The 
organization structure itself tends either to be discarded out of 
hand by theorists in terms such as 'll1erely the Jonnal structure' 
or if given any serious consideration at alL dealt ,vith in the 
grossly over-simple terms of 'classical' management theory of the 
19308 and 1940S - 'span of control', 'unity of command', 'line-and
staff organization', and so on. 1 

On the other hand it is quite evident that practitioners -
workers and managers in the field - do not find the consideration 
of organization structure unfashionable. They cannot ignore it: 
it conditions their every daily act and every viorking relation. 
Many of the problenls of work which they spontaneously present 
are quite overtly in organizational ternlS, and lllany others can 
readily be demonstrated to have some ilnnlediate organizational 
cause. Nearly always problems which are overtly ones of clarifying 
needs, reallocating resources, developing training programmes, 
introducing ne,,,, nlethods of work, dealing with 'personality' issues, 
and so on, turn out in the end to require some consideration 
of organizational machinery if they are to be adequately dealt with. 

The Development of the Project 

Significantly the origin of the project was a request in 1968 frorn 
the Home Office to Brunel University to undertake a programrne 
of managelnent training for oHicers frollllocal authority Children's 
Departments, which at the tillIe came under the wing of the Home 
Office. (Significantly, for 'managelnent training' too is a subject 
in high esteenI in the fashion of the day.) \Ve readily agreed to 
collaborate provided that we could also be financed to carry out 
research ,"vork in Children's Departments. Such ,vork would have 
hvo ainIs. First, it nIight enable us, and the departtnent concerned. 
to get a clearer view of organizational and Inanagement problems, 
so that training progralnmes l11ight be Inore realistic and useful. 
Second, it ,,,,ould allow us to sec ·what change, if any, actually 
resulted from training, or more directly, from the preliminary 
research itself. 

Instead, then. of some static or isolated kind of 111anagement 

1 The work of writers such as Urwick, Mooney and Reilly. Graicnnas, or 
(at any earlier date) Fayo!. See, for example, Gulick and Urwick (J937). 
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training based on the exposition of general management 
'principles', we conceived an approach geared to specific needs and 
problellls, and built of interlocking elements in a way that nlay be 
illustrated as follows: 

Experienced Problems 

1 
Research 

1 )Training 

Change 
(Executive Actionl 

With the sponsorship of the Home Office and the willing collabo
ration of the Children's Departluents concerned, work 'was actually 
started in the autumn of 1969 in two local authorities, the London 
Borough of vVandsworth and the County of Essex, and a little 
later a first series of six nvo-week 'conferences' for senior staff 
from the then Children's Service was launched. 

The ,vord 'conference' rather than 'course' was a considered 
choice. Throughout the first series, and subsequent ones, we have 
regarded the events concerned quite as much as opportunities 
to test and generalize research findings from specific projects as 
occasions to train and infornl participants through the straight
forward exposition of established truths. In fact, the dual elelnents 
of research and training are surely inseparable in any adequate 
process of so-called 'action research' on the one hand or 'formal 
training' on the other. The difference is merely in the balance 
between the two, and in the situation of the group of people 
involved. 

With the approaching anlalgalnation of separate Children's. 
'Velfare, and Iviental Health Departments into unified Social 
Services Departments, it becanle increasingly unrealistic to think 
only in terms of children's work. Our brief was appropriately 
extended "'lith the agreement of the Department of Health and 
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Social Security (DHSS) who were to take responsibility at national 
level for all personal social services following reorganization. The 
DHSS took over sponsorship of the work. Conference membership 
was extended to staff from all branches of the social services. New 
financial arrangements allm,ved us to build up a larger project 
team. 2 

Our project work extended to the London Borough of Brent; 
to the County of East Sussex and thence to three County Boroughs 
in the East Sussex area to be amalgamated with the County Autho
rity in 1974 - Brighton, Eastbourne, and Hastings; and also to 
Berkshire. Steering COinmittee arrangements were established 
within the DHSS to allow general guidance of all our work, as 
well as prnviding a definite place to which findings could be fed 
for assimilation at national level. 

The Social-analytic Method 

The method of work we have adopted is called 'social analysis'. 
It was pioneered by Elliott Jaques in the Glacier Project, and has 
been employed also in the Health Services Organization Project 
undertaken at Brunel University which runs in parallel to the 
project described in this book.3 In each of these three projects, 

2 Initial financing in the Children's Department Project allowed for two 
researchers full-time or equivalent. Present financing (March 1973) allows 
for up to four, under a part-time director. 

3 For leading references to the Glacier Project see Brown (1960), Brown 
and Jaques (1965), Jaques (1967). The work in hospitals of the Health 
Services Organization Research Unit is described in Rowbottom et al. 
(1973)' Social analysis as a method is considered in detail in an extended 
appendix in the latter work, and also in 'Social Analysis and the Glacier 
Project' - a paper by Jaques (Brown and Jaques, 1965). 

Looking for parallels in social services, the method of social analysis is 
comparable in some respects with 'action research' as employed, for example, 
by Leissner et ai. (1971) in their study of Family Advice Centres. The 
approach has much in common with the strategies of intervention in 
organizations increasingly referred to as 'organization development' (see for 
example Beckhard. 1969, and Bennis, 1969). However it is noteworthy that 
practitioners in the 'O.D.' field. having made due obeisance to the need 
to include consideration of 'formal' organizations in areas of possible develop
ment, usually concentrate on social psychological matters like developing 
personal and group attitudes and skills in dealing with communication. 
conflict, and the negotiation of change. More broadly. social analysis may 
be related to a whole array of methods of social intervention in a variety 
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there has been a heavy, though by no means exclusive, concern 
with the role-structure of organizations. (Although there is 
nothing in social analysis as a method which demands this particu
lar emphasis. It seems that it nlight be employed in relation to 
any aspect of organizational life that could in principle be institu
tionalized - its functions, its role-structure. its procedures or its 
policies.) 

As a method, it is first and foremost client-orientated - like 
social work or psychotherapy. It starts from the client's own state
ment of his problems and must therefore be distinguished fronl 
the systematic survey, or even the case-study, both of which are 
usually shaped and planned by the researcher. On the other hand, 
it must be distinguished from management consultancy, since 
explicit recommendation about what action to take in particular 
circumstances is never offered. 

The approach is collaborative and rests therefore on the con
tinuing confidence of all those with whom the researcher-analyst 
works. It follows that the latter must respect the confidentiality of 
work until such time as the client of the moment 'clears' material 
for more general release. In the collaboration, the analyst offers 
analysis and only analysis: responsibility for action remains at all 
tilDes with the client, as does responsibility for collection of any 
necessary supplementary data, or responsibility for evaluation of 
the results of action. (The researcher cannot step out of his analy
tical role to act at the same time either as servant on one hand or 
monitor on the other.) What the analyst contributes is, first. his 
own analytic skills, second his experience of similar situations, 
and third his knowledge of social structure and processes in 
general. 

In practice, having been accepted for work in a department -
a process which will usually involve introductory discussions with 
various groups of staff from the department - the researchers then 
wait for members of the department to take the initiative in sug
gesting particular problems for investigation. In some departments 
in which we have worked, it has been considered desirable to 
establish a Project Steering Comlniuee with wide representation 

of fields which share in common the existence of a change agent. some kind 
of client or client system, and the attempt to apply scientific knowledge 
to the client's problems (Lippitt el al., 1958; Bennis et ai., 1969; Hornstein 
el ai., 1971). 
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from within the departI11cnt to endorse any proposed projects and 
to keep an overview of subsequent progress. Naturally such a 
Coml11ittee includes the Director.4 In other departnlents it has 
been considered sufficient for the Director and his immediate 
assistants to act as such a steering group. 

Typically. the sanctioning of specific project work is carried 
out in three stages. First the steering group within the departnlent 
endorse the proposed project and decide its urgency and priority. 
Then discussions are held with the group of staff most immediately 
concerned (for example, all the staff in an Area Officc, or perhaps 
a mixed group of residential and field staff). Finally, a preliminary 
discussion is held with each individual participant, to see ·whether 
or not he personally wishes to becOl11e involved. In principle, he 
nlay decide not to, although it is only realistic to recognize at this 
stage the likely pressures on him to join, from either peers or 
superiors. 

Having thoroughly tested in this way the strength and reality of 
the desire to collaborate in an attack on the proposed problem, the 
actual work of analysis starts in individual discussions. The em
phasis on confidentiality allows a free airing of views, and 
ephemeral or personal issues can be filtered out to reveal the more 
basic or structural problems. 

As the analysis proceeds deeper views of the problem are re
vealed, layer by layer. First, consideration is given to various 
starting assumptions about ho,,, the organization is supposed to 
deal with the problem on hand - the public facts as it were. Then 
the question is pursued with the client of how the organization 
tends to work in practice, which nlay well be different - the 'real' 
facts so to speak. From there, questions can be pursued about what 
organizational machinery is in fact desirable to help to deal with 
the problel11 on hand, given existing circumstances and constraints. 
Finally, questions can be pursued, as far as is realistic, of how these 
arrangements might be further improved given relaxations in 
certain constraints or changes in circulnstances. 5 If all goes well, 

4 For example. a Steering Committee exists in Wandsworth consisting of 
the Director. three Assistant Directors and elccled representatives from the 
Area Officers (one), the senior social workers (one), the social workcrs (three). 
and the administrative staff (two). 

5 In the language of the Glacier Project (Brown, 1960) discllssion can 
proceed from the 1n(l1li/est situation. i.e. as formally described alld displayed; 
to the situation assumed by the participant; to the extant situation, i.e. the 
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both parties - the analyst and the client - extend their insight and 
at some stage (perhaps after several discussions) the analyst can 
commit to paper a joint analysis of the situation, based on the 
particular perceptions of the person with whom he has been "vork
ing, and clear it for release. After individual discussions, the 
analyst produces a general report for the whole group, and this 
itself will then be discussed and revised in one or more group 
sessions. Often such sessions reveal still better the true nature of 
the problem. and in doing so clear the way for the fornlulation of 
new possibilities for remedial action (samples of typical individual 
and group reports are given in Appendix C). 

Sonletimes the group itself has authority to act; or sometimes, 
with the agreement of the group concerned, the various reports 
can be released to higher levels of the department where authority 
rests to decide appropriate action. What now exists is an analysis 
of the problem, together wi th possible lines of attack drawn from 
the direct experience of those \\'ho live with the problem. It has 
very different weight from any 'recommendations' from some ex
ternal expert (although it is true that the analyst has necessarily 
influenced what has been produced). Nevertheless, any action 
which results is inevitably experimental in nature, and after some 
agreed period of tilne, perhaps three or six months, the effects of 
the action concerned can be assessed and the benefits evaluated.6 

situation 'revealed by systematic exploration and analysis'; and hence to 
the requisite - the 'situation as it would have to be to accord with the 
real properties of the field in which it exists'. The general drift of this 
description is highly valuable to the social analyst, though certain practical 
and philosophical problems arise from these precise defini l.ions as they 
stand. However, the analysis is certainly many steps forward from the 
crude dichotomy of 'formal' and 'infonnal' organization embraced by 
many writers from the Hawthorn Project onwards (see for example, Blau 
and Scott, 1963). 

6 It has been argued against social analysis as a method that it ignores 
objective evaluation of changes. In fact. the method does not at all preclude 
the gathering (by the client department) of objective data to assist evalua
tion, where such is realistic. But it must be recognized that whatever sup
porting data is available evaluation, by its very name, is ultimately a 
subjective process. In the end. we have to choose between various subjec
tivities - the researcher's values, the values of the workers in the client 
department, the values of elected members of local authorities who employ 
the workers, or the values of the clients whom the departments serve, 
assuming that these latter can be articulated other than through elected 
represen ta tives. 
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Again, the researcher-analyst joins in, and again his role is to help 
analyse any residual problems which still remain, or any new 
problems that have arisen. 

I t is thus very important that the researcher should maintain 
long-continuing contact with client departments. For this reason, 
our research strategy has been to work intensively and for long 
periods with a few authorities, rather than in a broader and more 
ephemeral way with many. It was judged that the conference 
programme would give us the necessary opportunities both to 
extend our knowledge of a wider range of departments, and to 
test the wider generali ty of our findings. 

Sorts of Problems Considered 

In priI).ciple, it seems that social analysis tnight be applied to a very 
wide range of problems which affect a group of people in their 
common work. As stated, in this project, so far at any rate, the 
process has been applied mainly to problems of role-structure 
(i.e. the roles which people are to play, and their interrelationships) 
though to some extent as well, to problems of organization pro
cedure. 7 Ho,vever, it can hardly be stressed too strongly that ques
tions of organization role and interrelationships cannot be divorced 
from consideration of the nature of the work to be done by the 
department as a whole; and the interplay of these two factors will 
be seen in what follows to be a constant thenle of this research. 

I-Iere are examples of some of the main problems we have en
countered. Each has arisen in one or other of our main field 
projects, but discussion in conferences has shown that nearly all 
are widespread causes of anxiety and uncertainty. 

Role of the 'Senior' 
,,yhat, basically is the job of the senior social worker? Is it in some 
sense managerial, is it more properly that of guide and mentor, or 
is it both? Does the senior have the right to interfere with the social 

7 In principle. for example. there is no reason why we could not. if asked. 
examine problems of payor grading (as was done quite explicitly in the 
Glacier Project) or even problems of detailed working methods (as was done, 
for example. in the analysis of pricing procedures in the Glacier Project). 
Whether the emphasis so far on role-structure has resulted from our own 
conscious or unconscious biases in interest. or from our client's urgent need 
to sort out basic organizational problems before tackling others. is difficult 
for us to judge. 
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workers 'own' cases? Should seniors be forced to carry supervisory or 
administrative responsibilities in order to progress in terms of status 
and pay? 

Intake and Transfer 
How can departments control their workload, given the (no doubt) 
perennial situation of a demand greatly outstripping the resources 
available to meet it? Is there a case for specialist intake workers? If 
so how can referral of cases be smoothly effected, where long-term 
case work is needed? What is the essential distinction between intake 
and duty work, if any? 

Clerical Staff in Area Teams 
Who controls clerical staff in area teams? Are they a genuine part 
of the area team, or are they merely outbranchings of central adminis
tration? 

The Area Team as a Whole 
What is the role of the Area Team as a whole? Is it merely that of 
an outposted case work unit, or ought it to aspire to a more complete 
role in relation to its local 'community'? Ought it to be concerned 
with evaluation, planning, and development of local services and 
with community work (so called)? Ought it to encompass domiciliary 
and day care staff, or even residential establishments; and. if so, what 
might 'encompassing' mean in hard organizational terms? 

Residential and Day Care Establishments 
Where do residential and day care establishments fit in the total 
organizational structure? Who is the immediate manager of each 
head of establishment, i.e. who at the next level carries full and 
continuous accountability for how that establishment as a whole 
flourishes? Are residential workers appropriately the 'equal' of field 
workers or, alternatively, are there any good reasons for recognizing 
the latter as carrying special authority and status? 

Residential Placements 
What is the most efficient system for finding residential and day 
care placements, given the particular needs of clients on the one 
hand, and the particular characteristics of various establishments 
on the other? How far should field social workers be involved with 
the client in residential care? Who should co-ordinate continuing 
activity? 

Role of Administration 
What is the role of central administration departments? Should they 
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carry or share in a real managerial role; or should they be recog
nized as simply secondary or service-giving, with no executive author
ity whatsoever? 

Role of Central Advisers and Specialists 
What is the proper role of the various central advisers and special
ists to be found in many departments - residential advisers, mental 
health specialists, adoption specialists, and so on? Do they have a 
purely consultative role; or should they too be given executive 
authority, and if so, of what kind? 

Role of Assistant Directors 
What docs the title 'assistant director' imply over and above a certain 
grade or status? Does it necessarily imply a full managerial relation
ship to other more junior staff? i\1ust directors act only through 
their assistants, or may they properly establish direct working rela
tionships, for example, with divisional or area officers? 

Devdoprnent of New Services~ Policies) Procedures 
How is the department as a whole to develop and introduce new 
services in a systematic way? How can it develop systematic policies 
and procedures to govern everyday activities. so as to rescue senior 
staff from a daily and untamed flood of minor emergencies and 
contingencies? 

RelJresentatioll 
Given the size of the new departments (typically now running into 
thousands of staff) how can those at the top keep adequate contact 
with the views and feelings of all those at the bottom? What place 
is there for a system of elected representatives of various kinds and 
groups of departmental staff? 

Conceptual Clarification 

Let us consider exactly what 'we, the research team, hope to con
tribute to the solution of these problems. As has been stated, we 
certainly do not pose as experts in the sense of offering specific 
solutions in specific situations. For in any case the most appropriate 
immediate response to any of these problems in various specific 
authorities nlay be quite different. depending on a host of local 
and tC111pOrary factors - personnel, financial, geographical, and so 
on - which only those who live in the situation and \vho carry 
continuing responsibility can judge. On the other hand. we aspire 
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to lnore than being merely the means of bringing groups of staff 
together to solve their own problems in their own way, or (at a 
lower level still) merely to helping them indulge in some form of 
mutual emotional catharsis. ''\That we try to do in fact is to help 
the people concerned to a better mastery of their problems through 
the recognition, definition, and establishment of the necessary 
conceptual tools ,\lith 'which to grasp their problem-situations. 

Nmv this nlay sound very abstract - a luere exercise in semantics 
- but in fact it is a very dO'wn-to-earth activity. The value of con
ceptual analysis can be illustrated in an introductory way by two 
examples drawn from the problell1s listed above. One relates to 
organization structure, and the other to procedures. 

In several places above, the terms 'management' and 'managerial' 
are used in stating problems - as they are comIl1only in everyday 
organizational life. Now it is obvious that none of the questions 
posed in these ternlS can be adequately dealt with until the tenns 
are clarified; not just until SOIl1e arbitrary definition is laid down, 
but until some explicit understanding and agreement is reached 
of a concept of manager or management which takes account of 
real features of the social situation, and of the kinds of behaviour or 
action necessarily required of actors in this situation. 

Here we draw on a particular conception of the managerial 
role which was developed in previous projects,8 though in fact the 
definition shown below has evolved somewhat as a result of more 
recent work in this project itself. 

l\lanagerial Role 
A managerial role arises where A is accountable for 
certain work and is assigned a subordinate B to assist 
him in this work. A is accountable for the work which 
B does for him. 

A is accountable: 
- for helping to select B 
- for inducting him into his role 
- for assigning work to him and allocating resources 
- for keeping himself informed about B's work, and helping 

him to deal with work problems 
- for appraising B's general performance and ability and in con-

8 See reference above to the Glacier Project and to the project work of 
the Health Services Organization Research Unit of BruneI University. 
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sequence keeping B informed of his assessments, arranging or 
providing training, or modifying role. 

A has authority: 
- to veto the selection of B for the role 
- to make an official appraisal of B's performance and ability 
- to decide if B is unsuitable for performing any of the work for 

which A is accountable. 

With this definition established, certain questions raised above 
- for eXaIuple, whether central administrative staff should playa 
managerial role in relation to either field or residential staff - appear 
in quite a new light. Clearer choices emerge (does one really want 
central administration to be accountable for the kind and quality 
of work carried out in residential establishnlents?) and possible 
action becomes more apparent ('~lho then shou.ld be required to 
carry out a managerial function in respect of heads of establish
Inents?). 

This particular clarification is only one of many similar ones 
relating to organizational structures. Building on the work of 
previous projects we have now established a list of some dozen or 
so different executive role-types over and above managerial roles, 
whose existence can be demonstrated with more or less precision 
in social service and other organizations. Thus to say that an 
administrator or specialist does not carry a tnanagerial role is by 
no means the same as saying that he carries no authority; many 
other choices exist as later discussion will reveal. We have already 
established the existence in social services departments in addition 
to managerial roles, of supervisory roles, staff officer roles, co-ordina
ting roles, monitoring roles, service-giving roles, and a further 
range of roles in what we describe as dual-influence situations. 
Using these organizational elements or 'modules' in various com
binations gives rise to the possibility of a rich variety of more or less 
complex organizational forms and thus a whole range of practi
cal alternatives for organizational definition. O A list of the complete 

9 This is a far step from the simplified 'line-and-staff' or 'functional 
models of the classical management theorists and. we suggest. is more specific 
and practiCed than the broader classifications used by the latter-day writers: 
'organic' and 'mechanistic' organization (Burns and Stalker, 1961) 'profes
sional', 'semi-professional' or 'non-professional' organization (Etzioni, 1964), 
'hierarchy' and 'arena' (Hunter, 1967) 'hierarchy' and 'polyarchy' (Algie, 
1970) and so on. 
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range of organizational modules at present established, with 
precise definition, and illustrations, is shown in Appendix A, and 
referred to for frequent use throughout the remainder of the book. 

It may be noted that all these definitions of role-types employ 
the same kinds. of terms: 'duties' or 'functions', 'authority', and 
'accountability'. It is at this point that many conference members 
from social services have cavilled. What has happened to the full 
person, they ask? Where is the place in this analysis for inter
communication, for the subtle play of personality on personality, 
for the recognition of the voice of experience or expertise? 

The ans\ver is, naturally, that all these things do exist and do 
matter: indeed that they constitute the very flesh and blood of 
organizational life - as they do of all social life. But to see organiza
tionallife only in these terms is exactly to miss the bone structure 
underneath the flesh and blood. Organizational roles can be con
ceived and described in the absence of individuals to fill them, and 
they can only be described in such terms as above. More or less 
well conceived and understood they do greatly condition the inter
action of people within the organization. To be concerned with 
designing them well is not to ignore the spontaneous flow of human 
intercourse but to attempt to provide the sort of channels which 
best facilitate it. (It is perhaps the case that the professional 
social workers by their very training are apt to analyse organiza
tional problems only in personal and psychological terms, and not 
also in terms of social structure.) 

So much then for the nlanagerial role and its counterparts. A 
second example of conceptual clarification in the field of organiza
tional procedures rather than role-structure arose in project work 
concerned with referral processes. At a certain point in one field 
project we discovered that problems were arising in the referral 
of cases from a specialist 'intake' group to a 'long-term' case work 
group (the project is described in Chapter 8). The exact mechan
ism of referral was far from clear. There were times when appa
rently nobody was responsible for the case, and the upshot was that 
intake workers became inhibited about action on cases which 
really should have been referred to the long-term group. 

A necessary insight was the distinction of the 'referral process 
from the transfer process and their separate and precise definitions. 
Social workers may often refer cases for advice, services, collabora
tion, or even (as in this case) for possible transfer. But until such 
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time as accountability has been accepted by the nev\' party, transfer 
is not complete, and accountability therefore remains with the 
original party. (Other conceptual clarifications were needed too in 
this situation, for example a clarification of exactly 'what was meant 
by 'short-term' case work and 'long-term' case work.) 

The Present Position 

In a very real sense the following pages constitute a progress report 
on a continuing project. ''''hat is described are the findings that 
have crystallized in the first three and a half years of project 
work, i.e. up to the spring of 1973. . 

At the time of writing work continues in Wandsworth, Brent, 
Berkshire, and the complex of authorities in the geographical 
area of East Sussex. (Work in Essex ceased with the cODling to an 
end of the Children's Departlnent in 1971.) Although the various 
projects concerned started at different tinles and vary in character 
and intensity, in general it has been possible to establish deep 
and continuing relationships with the departments concerned. 
The point has now been reached where action and change inti
n1ately linked to project work is beginning to occur in all of 
them. 

The first four years of conference events (lnostly one to two 
weeks each in length) will have brought us into contact ''lith 
nearly five hundred senior staff from social services throughout 
the country.lO As a result of this conference v,'ork, we have begun 
to establish more tenuous links with a number of other depart
ments where we are carrying out what might be described as 
intermittent consultancy. Furthermore, through conferences and 
publications, and through our continuing contact with our steering 
groups within DHSS, we have begun to 'work with various central 

10 Conferences have drawn staff from 97 Children's Departments, 12 

'Vclfarc Departments and 13 Mental Health Departments (as they were), and 
from 7r, Social Services Departments. In all, staff from some 120 of the 
174 authorities in England and 'Vales have attended. In addition 59 staff 
from the Social Work Service group of DHSS (and its predecessors) and 
a number of senior l'esearch and teaching staff from the field have attended. 
Staff from SSDs have been drawn mainly from the range from Area Officers 
(or its residential or day care equivalent) up to and including Director
level. 
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agencies in the social work field such as the Central Council for 
Education and Training in Social \\Tork. 

Altogether then, we envisage the possibility of continuing work 
at three successive levels: 

(I) continuing intensive social-analytic project work in a small 
number of departments, which it is hoped will extend in the 
course of time to all parts and all levels in each, in order to 
generate and test new fundamental understanding of how de
partments as a whole can best function; 

(2) intermittent contact in a consultancy-type relationship with a 
number of other departments, to spread ideas and test them 
further in particular sites: 

(3) the more general dissemination and testing of ideas through con
ference activity, publications, contact with professional and 
other staff in central government, and the like. 

Outline of the Book 

The subject rnatter in the conling pages is broken into a number 
of main headings - the work of SSDs, organization of field work, 
organization of residential care, and so forth. Under each heading 
we ofIer a general analysis of problems in the area concerned, and 
in each case we draw heavily on various examples from field project 
\vork. Sometimes the project '\lark has done little more than indi
cate the true nature of the problem. Sometimes it has moved to 
the point of identifying remedial action or alternatives for re
medial action. SOlnetinles we are reporting frOln fields of work 
in a state of change as a direct result of the analysis that has been 
undertaken. In addition, in each chapter we draw freely on general 
views that have been expressed within our conferences on the 
nature of the problems concerned or the adequacy of various 
possible solutions. 

Thus each chapter is firmly rooted both in direct project work 
in the field and in conference discussion. Together they span 
many aspects of the work of present social services departments, 
but ,vhere we have no direct project experience (as in for exatnple 
the field of conlmunity work. or of home-help organization) then 
we have kept our comnlent or speculation to a minimum. 

The following chapters fall into several broad groups. The next 
three chapters consider the department as a whole. its social 
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environment, its general range of work, and the various possibili
ties for its general structure. The following four chapters examine 
various parts and processes in more detail - field work, residential 
care, domiciliary and day care, and procedures for co-ordinating 
work with particular cases that may involve several or all branches 
of the department. The penultimate chapter describes expanding 
project work in broader fields such as the relationship of the 
department to the local authority as a whole, to health services, 
and to its employees seen as a number of separate occupational 
groups in their own right. Finally, in the last chapter we summarize 
the main conclusions from our work so far. 

To keep a clear narrative flow, the main text is reserved as far 
as possible for actual project descriptions and immediate com
mentary on them. Academic discursions and references to other 
literature are relegated to footnotes. 



2 The Social and 

Organizational Setting 

The New Social Services Departments 

The Social Services Departnlents of local authorities in England 
and Wales came gradually into existence in 1970 and 1971 follow
ing the recommendations of the Seebohm Report. l Although that 
major report projected a full and glowing vision of what a com
prehensive social services agency might be, the legislation that 
followed it 2 was somewhat bare, consisting of little more than a 
detailed specification of all the particular pieces of existing welfare 
legislation for which a new departnlent would be responsible. 
However, several new points of substance were established. First, 
each local authority - county, county borough, or London borough 
- was to appoint a special committee concerned wholly and solely 
with social services matters (this in spite of a plea by the earlier 
Maud Report3 for a reduction in the proliferation of committees 
that already existed in local authorities). Second, each authority 
was to appoint a Director of Social Services who again would be 
wholly and solely concerned with social services. No joint appoint
Inents of Medical Officer of Health and Director of Social Services 
would be tolerated. for example - the implication was that Direc
tors would be immediately accountable to social services com
Inittees. Third, the appointment of individual Directors was to 

1 Home Office et aI. (1968) ReIJ01"t of the Committee on Local Authority 
and Allied Social Services. 

2 Local Authority Social Services Act (1970). 
3 Ministry of Housing and Local Government (1967). 
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be subject to the scrutiny of the appropriate Secretary of State, and 
if necessary to his veto. 

In essence the new legislation gathered under onc roof nlost of 
the personal social services previously carried out in children's 
departments. health departnlents, and (lvhere separate) in welfare 
departnlents. It did not adjudicatc. hmvcver, on whcther or not 
personal social services carried out by welfare workers in educa
tion or housing departments should also be incorporated, although 
scope for doing so was not specifically excluded. It did not suggest 
what should happen to social workers in hospitals (although it has 
since been stated that these workers are to be transferred to the 
enlploynlent of local authorities). It did not include the probation 
service.4 

When appointed, Directors found thcluselves at the head of 
departnlents employing many hundreds, or in the case of the 
largest departments, some thousands of staff. These included for
mer child care officers, welfare workers, and mental health workers; 
the staff of various homes and hostels for children. the old, the 
mentally disturbed, and the handicapped; the staff of various day 
centres and nurseries; large numbers of home-helps (mostly work
ing part-time); and large nUl11bers of supporting administrative 
and clerical staff. To help co-ordinate and l11anage this diverse 
empire a new range of assistant directors and advisers v,:ere created. 
Of all the staff, however, only a small proportion had any formal 
qualifications in social work, though they brought collectively a 
considerable wealth of practical knowledge and experience. 5 

In the following chapters the work and the internal structure 
of these nel.., departments will be studied in detail. In this chapter 
we shall start by establishing a broad picture of the kind of organ
ization under consideration and hm,v it stands in relationship to 
its social and political environment. 

By way of introduction it might be stressed that SSDs do not 
carry out their work. in social isolation. Their clients go into 
hospital, attend or fail to attend schools, are subject to legal pro-

4 Appendix F of the Seebolun Report gives a detailed account of the 
nature, distribution, and organization, of personal social services in statutory 
authorities at the time of the Report (1968). 

sit was estimated that only about 40% of main grade field workers had 
a professional qualification, ignoring trainees and assistants (Department 
of Employment, 197.2). and less than 4.% of l'esidential staff (Central Council 
for Education and Training in Social \-Vork, 1973)' 
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ceedings, suffer froIH evictions, run into difficulties with social 
security benefits. and so on. Any long-term view ,vhich does not 
take into account links "vith other local authority departments 
and with various other statutory and voluntary agencies is un
likely to be either conlprehensive or useful. 

Nor can departnlents be viewed realistically without taking 
account of the true nature of their relationship to the bodies which 
support and govern them. For whilst departments are not simply 
outcrops of SOllle universal self-generating bureaucracy neither 
are they associations of uncontrolled self-supporting 'professionals'. 
Whilst they are not simple obedient agents of social control, 
neither are they unrestrained instigators of social change. 

The Conventional Sociological View 

Before expanding these points it is perhaps as 'well to lay to rest 
one particular ghost. This nlight be called the conventional socio
logical view of social services organizations. The essential image 
that remains after reading tnuch of the sociological literature is as 
shown in Figure 2.1. 6 It may be interpreted as follows. 

The entity under discussion is something called an 'agency' 
whose output is simply something called 'social work'. Essentially 
it contains two groups: the professional social workers and the 
administrators. By and large the former identify with clients and 
are primarily concerned with their needs. They bring into the 
situation 'professional values' which they have ilnbibed in train
ing and in association ,vith their fellow professionals. Their profes
sional background gives them something called 'professional 
authority'. On the other hand, the administration tend to identify 
with 'bureaucratic values', They see rules and regulations as nlost 
inlportant. Their desire is to contain costs and their instinct is to 
repel what they see as extravagant denlands for service. They fill 
the higher levels of the agency. and so by definition carry 'bureau
o"atic authority'. l\1any adtninistrators are adnlittedly ex-profes-

n See for example leading works by Blau and Scott (1963) and Etzioni 
(1964). Reading such present day sociological textbooks for social work 
students. as those of Leonard (lg66), Smith (1970) or Heraud (1970), the 
framework or paradigm depicted below is so taken for granted that one 
might not only describe it as the conventional sociological view but indeed. 
in Galbraith's famolls phrase, as the conventional 'wisdom of the day. 
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The Agency 

Sodal ~ Work 

The Clientele 

Figure 2.1 Overview of Social Services Departments 
- A Simple Stereotype 

sionals but their professional cOInpetence is assumed to be less 
than that possessed by those who remain in practice. (Of the two 
groups there is little doubt as to ,,,,ho is on the side of the angels I) 

Now this is no doubt an oversimplification and perhaps even a 
distortion of the conventional sociological view. The lnain thing 
to enlphasize is that although some such general overview or 
orientating framework is necessary, such a one as this leaves many 
serious gaps. 

First, although the word 'agency' is used, there is little or no 
pursuit of what might seem the obvious questions - on whose 
behalf the agency operates, and on ,.vhat, as it were, is the nature 
of the social linkage upwards and outwards. 1 Again, there is an 

7 As Kogan and Terry (1971) have observed, local authority social service 
agencies do not appear from nowhere. They are intended as the executive 
arms of democratic government. If indeed there were substantial conflict 
between the values that motivate professionals in their work. and those in
herent in the bureaucratic process, there might well be good grounds for 
giving preference to the latter. deriving as they do (or ought to do) from 
the goals and policies sanctioned by democratically-elected }'epresentatives of 
the communities t.o be served. However, as they go on to observe, if the 
agency did not want and intend professionals to work professionally and 
according to their professional norms it would scarcely go to the trouble 
of employing them. 
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assumption that 'social 'work' is a self-explanatory tenn. Social 
work is taken to be what all professional employees are trained to 
carry out, and the question whether this is what and only what 
the agency ,vishes to undertake is left unexamined. Further again, 
there is little thought as to exactly who constitute the 'clientele'. 
The ,·vord is taken again as self-explanatory, and whether the 
agency has an obligation to undertake work with or on behalf of 
those who are not immediate and obvious clientele is left un
examined. 

Overall, there is the assumption that departmental eluployees 
can usefully be divided into 'professionals' and 'adnlinistrators'. 
However valid this organization apartheid may have been in earlier 
days. in Britain at least the bulk of 'administrative', i.e. mana
gerial, positions are now filled from professional ranks and it is 
highly questionable to conceive people in such positions as either 
no longer professional or as in some way failed professionals. Nor 
does it help to be forced to draw sharp lines where 'professionals' 
end and 'administrators' begin. Is the senior social worker who 
'leads' a team but carries his or her own caseload, an administrator 
or a professional? 

A Pluralistic Alternative 

Surely the overview shown in Figure 2.2 provides a more realistic 
base for detailed organizational exploration. 

Instead of the monolithic 'agency' a whole complex of separate 
but interacting social structures must be recognized. At the centre 
is the main structure of the department, a system of ""'ork-doing 
roles headed by the Director. Associated with this at successive 
stages of remove are the Social Services COInmittee, the Local 
Authority as a whole, and Central Government. Together the last 
three can be thought of as constituting a complex governing institu
tion which establishes in the main departmental structure an ex
ecutive system to forward its aims. The governing institution 
finances the department and authorizes its monitors and "vork.8 

& As Donnison and Chapman (1965) observe in their series of case studies 
of social services agencies' "the bureaucracy" breaks up on serious inspec
tion into a variety of separate. competing and bargaining organizations; and 
these organizations do not present a monolithic face to "the public" but 
are interpreted and allied with a variety of "publics" which exercise con
siderable influence <'11 their operations' (p. 2f)4). They too note the distinc-
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Ultimately. this cOlllplex governing institution is linked to the 
general public who elect its menlbers at local and national level. 
Also. the departlnent must ,,,,ork and interact ,vith many agcncies, 
some subject to the same governing institutions and SOlne indepen
dent. 9 

Other social structures arise by virtue of the linkage of melnbers 
of departrnents at many levels - not only the lov~'est - with various 
professional associations or trade unions. 1 

0 Professional associations 
give quite concrcte and explici t expression to the othcrwise rather 
abstract idea of a profession as a shared systelll of ideals, lllethods, 
and knowledge. These professional associations and unions haye 
a clear interaction with, and influence on. both central and local 
government. Over and above this, individual departmental mem
bers ,,,,ill often choose to join special pressure groups of nlore or 
less militant outlook. 11 Finally. yet a further piece of social struc
ture may exist in the form of a staff representative systenl particular 
to each department, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. 

Rather than the siluple dichotomies of 'adnlinistrators' and 
'professionals', of 'establishment' and 'others', this is a 'pluralist' 
view of the social environment. rvforeover, it embraces both con
flict and consensus within its scope. Anyone institution (for 
exalnple a local authority cOIlullittee) will often find itself facing 
conflict in the form of pressure or opposition fronl many others 
(for example, central government. a professional association, or 
even the melnbers of its own department). In lllccting this pressure 

tion between the role of the 'governing body' and the 'executive system'. 
The latter is not just the passive instrument of the governing body but 
itself creates and continually modifies the service (p. 234) - hut it must get 
the support of the 'resource providers'. The job of the governing body is 
to approve, modify, or reject, proposals for significant change in objectives 
or re-allocation of resources (p. 250). Elsewhere. Parsons (1960) makes much 
the same point in a morc general context when he emphasizes the need to 
distinguish the 'community' or 'institutional' system of any organization 
from its 'technical' and 'managerial' system. 

9 See Evan's (1966) concept of the 'organizational set'. 
10 For example, the British A')sociation of Social \-Vorkers, the Association 

of Directors of Social Services. or the National Association of Local Govern
ment Officers. 

11 Such organizations on behalf of children. the mentally disordered. the 
homeless, as (respectively) the Child Poverty Action Group, the Na tional 
Association of Mental Health, 'Shelter', or, of course, straightforward political 
parties. 
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it will tend to move towards a consensus. Any individual member 
of the department may feel the influence of several conflicting 
roles - for example, executive role, or role as nlember of profes
sional association - and he will, in his o\vn life, seek some equilib
rium in the pulls which these various roles generate. 

In general terms, the function of the department will be to 
provide to the public and for the public such 'social services' as 
its governing institution determines following the various inter
actions described above. 'Vhether or not the resulting definition 
coincides completely with 'social ,,,,ork' as advocated by a particular 
professional association, or with the sort of activity advocated by 
a particular pressure group will be another lnatter, depending on 
the power of the group concerned to impress its view. In general 
all groups might be expected to hold somewhat different views 
of the proper functions and priorities of departments - this is the 
ilnplication of a pluralist society. 

In other words, in the language of systems theory, no department 
is a closed systenl in its own right. Various loops are built into 
the social structure which as it were allo'w direct or indirect pres
sure from the service receivers to be fed back through more or 
less powerful linkages to the main body of the department. And 
this is over and above such 'feedback loops' of systelnatic evalua
tion as the department may itself see fit to establish. 12 

12 It may be tempting at this point to try to fit this approach into one or 
other of the main established sociological frames of reference for organiza
tional studies - 'systems', 'structural-functional', 'psychological', 'action', 
'int.er-actionist', etc. (Silverman, 1970; Cohen, 1968). It is our belief in 
fact that the approach draws something from all these schools, but sub
scribes wholly to none. A systems-view of organization is offered at this 
point, but we would agree with Silverman that 'organizations' do not react 
to their environment: it is their members who do. Chapter 3 explicitly 
employs a functional analysis, but again it is understood that it is the 
various participants who mllst in the end define and legitimate the functions 
required and not we, the independent observers. The psychology of super
vision is studied in Chapter 5. but it is not assumed that organizations 
are shaped simply to satisfy the personal or social needs of their employees. 
The detailed accounts of participants' various expectations of their col
leagues in various working situations given in Chapters 5-8 capture some
thing of the flavour of an 'interactionist' approach. Overall the general 
strategy of social analysis as a method of research and intervention in its own 
right, with its built-in expectation of existing conflicts in view, interpre
tation, and ideology, amongst various organizational members, can be 
recognized as cognate with an 'action' frame of reference. 
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Of course in practice any particular part of this system may 
fail to work well or as it should. To say that in general it is the 
function of a governing institution in the welfare field to mediate 
between the public which is served and the 'agency' which serves 
them is not to suggest that the existing denl0cratic Inachinery in 
Britain has reached its final perfected fonn - or indeed to be 
dogmatic on whether or not other supplementary machinery such 
as an 'ombudsman' or a systeln of conSUluer councils may not be 
needed as well. What we have here is not so luuch a blueprint for 
the future as a broad description of the kind of social geography 
that already exists. 

The Quality of Departmental Structure 

The next major question is that of the general nature or quality 
of the departmental structure itself. It is noticeable that workers 
employed in departments regularly talk of 'the hierachy' as an 
existent fact, though not always, be it said, in terms of total affec
tion. It is evident too that departmental organization charts arc 
regularly drawn in a familiar hierarchical form. But should one 
take the assuluption of hierarchical structure so easily for granted? 
And even if taken for granted as a matter of fact for the present, 
may one not question its desirability as a pernlanent feature? 

Before answers to these questions can be attenlpted it is neces
sary to step back a little to consider more carefully the whole 
question of hierarchical organizations and ,,,,hat it means. 

Towards a Rigorous Definition of 'Hierarchy' 

Again, it is interesting to start by taking account of the conven
tional wisdom amongst "'Titers and theorists on this subject. 
Broadly it may be said that hierarchical organization is seen not 
just as a neutral description, but as a conception tinged with 
dubious, if not positively undesirable, characteristics. Psycholo
gists have emphasized the dehumanizing effects on those who serve 
wi thin it. and offered other (apparent) possibilities which give 
greater scope for individual creativity and growth.13 The sociolo
gists have claimed that the proper form of organization must de
pend upon a variety of factors such as kind of technology, rate of 

13 See for example McGregor (1960). Likert (1961). Argyris (1964). 
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environmental change. and degree of professionalization.14 

Directly. or by i111plication, they too have offered apparent alterna
tives to hierarchy. On the whole, in their writings hierarchy 
emerges as a rather humdrum option, associated with static envir
onment and sinlple technology. In the British social services scene, 
two recent writers have scorned the hierarchy altogether as an out
dated conception, and offered in its place their own restyled models, 
the 'polyarchy' and the 'arena' respectively.15 In a world-'wide 
movement the new radicals 16 have unhesitatingly lumped 
hierarchy "'lith bureaucracy, authority, the establishment, mani
pulative-technology and the many other bad things that are to be 
abolished in the sweeter. greener, tilne to corne. Even technologists 
and business men are reported as beginning to see dynamisnl (and 
profit) in moving from the static 'pyramid' to the 'constellation' of 
semi-autonomous divisions.17 

'Hierarchy' is often used interchangeably 'with 'bureaucracy'. 
The latter is generally taken t.o ilnply such characteristics as a high 
degree of regulat.ion, impersonality t.aken t.o the point of lack of 
concern for those at the bottom of the organization (let alone the 
clientele), an overwhelming preoccupation with the production 
of written records, and so on. There is an ilnplicit assumption that 
hierarchy (or bureaucracy) if pursued to the limit, completely 
curtails the freedom of the individual elnployee, professional or 
other. 

Surely, however, any view of hierarchical organization which 
purports to show the complete centralization of decisions, the 
cOlnplete determination of actions. the complete specification of 
objectives and values, is so far from any existing or possible truth 
as to be paranoid phantasy. In reality all workers at whatever level 
are continuously having to make personal judgements on actions 
to be taken or priorities to be observed. accepting that in doing 
so they have indeed to stay within certain boundaries or con
straints which are set from above more or less broadly and more 
or less explicitly. The appropriate image, surely, is not that of 
a cast-iron frame v,rhich locks each ,,\rorker in a fixed relation to 
his fellow and predetermines his every action. It is rather that of 

14 See for example Burns and Stalker (1961), LawTencc and Lorsch (1967), 
Rage and Aiken (1970). 

15 See Algic's (1970) 'polyarchy' and Hunter's (1967) 'arena' organizations 
10 See for example Marcllse (1964): Reich (197 2 ). 

17 Schon (197 1). 
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a membrane-like structure which allows each worker smne parti
cular cell or space in which he may freely operate (Figure 2.3) 
Sometimes those above allow the lllembrane to expand at a parti
cular point, and sometimes they pull it in. This leaves quite aside 
any value judgelnent as to how well any particular structure is 
designed to nleet the needs and abilities of its v,Jorkers on the one 
hand. or of the work to be can-ied out on the other. 

Figure 2.3 

Such a picture allows for a degree of difference in the goals and 
priorities held by different people and groups enlployed 'within 
the organization, and moreover for a degree of real-life overlap 
or duplication of work. At the same tin1e, unless there can be 
some consensus. however broad, on common ain1s, and some con
sensus on the Inain divisions of work. then the word 'organization' 
can hardly be employed to describe the situation. l8 

18 This leaves open the question of how far the consensus extends, or 
whether published versions of organizational aims accurately reflect the 
existing consensus at allY time - the distinction between 'real' and 'stated' 
goals made by Etzioni (1964): or between 'official' and 'operative' goals 
made by Perrow (1961). At the same time a clear distinction must be made 
between the lJlotivatiolls of employees and the aims and objects implicit in 
their organizational roles as things of quite different nature and status. 
(Simon, 1964). 
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The main point to be grasped at this stage. however, is that 
neither the concept of hierarchy nor the concept of bureaucracy 
can be put to any effective use in precise analysis until the mean
ing to be assigned to each of thetn is very considerably refined. 
Since the concept of bureaucracy is open to so many interpreta
tions 19 we shall not attempt to use it further here as a possible 
tool of fine analysis. 

As far as hierarchy is concerned, at least one specific and useful 
interpretation can be Blade. This is the notion of hierarchy as 
meaning nothing Blore or less than a structure of successive mana
gerial roles. Here nlanagerial role is taken in the particular sense 
already defined in the previous chapter (see also Appendix A). 
U sing such a clearly bounded definition enables one to say exactly 
what does or does not qualify as hierarchical organization. As 
defined here, it does not for exanlple relate to the relative pay 
or status of various posts - nor to the relative qualifications or 
degree of professional orientation of the people in them. In par
ticular - and most importantly - it is neutral as far as managerial 
style is concerned. 

For it is in this latter area, one suspects, that most of the so
called alternatives to hierarchy really apply. So much of the talk 
about 'organic' organization, 'group' management, and 'team
work', is really about participative and democratic styles of 
management as opposed to more obviously directive ones. At any 
rate, hierarchical organizations as defined above would encompass 
the range from most autocratic, narrow, status-ridden, and un
imaginative, nlanagement style at one extreme, to the most permis
sive, status-free style at the other - provided that the basic 
conditions remained of one manager at each level, with ultimate 
rights to approve or sanction the work being carried out by those of 
his colleagues for whose work he was accountable. 

Hierarchy in Social Services 

'Vith the precise conception of hierarchical structure in mind one 
can now report a striking observation from our own project work -
that nearly without exception the members of the staffs of SSDs 

19 As Mouzelis (1967) and Albrow (1970) have separate1y shown. 
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with whom we have explored this question over the past years 20 

have firmly accepted the present structure of SSDs as fundamentally 
hierarchical in the sense defined above. They recognize, for 
example in the role of Director, full accountability for all that 
takes place within the department, and full accompanying rights 
to determine the selection of staff, appraise their performance 
and react accordingly. They also recognize his right to prescribe 
their work as needs be within the bounds of given statute, regula
tion, and policy. It may be observed in passing however, that what 
has not ahvays been so easy for staff to identify. is exactly how the 
managerial structure expresses itself at levels below the Director 
- an issue we shall return to later. 

In fact, a further finding of significance can also be reported. 
Dra'wing on work in other fields being undertaken at BruneI 
University ,ve have been able to formulate two fundamentally 
distinct alternatives to hierarchical organization - organization 
based solely on the co-ordinated group (as found frequently in the 
health care field), and a possible further conception, the true co· 
operative. In exploring these alternatives 'with departmental staff 
in conferences at BruneI, we have discovered no firnl view at all 
that either might suitably form the basic texture of SSD organ
ization, given its particular social characteristics, either now or at 
any foreseeable time in the future. (This ,,,,hole issue is explored 
and elaborated in more detail in Appendix B.) Indeed, more 
positively, the strong consensus has been to support the hierarchi
cal form (as here defined) as the most appropriate one for this 
particular social situation. 

Given certain obvious characteristics of the social work ethos -
an emphasis on the value of personal autonomy, and a tendency 
to play down reliance on the exercise of authority - these findings 
may seem surprising. Certainly our own instincts were to test the 
applicability of the hierarchical model with caution in the first 
instance, until faced with the strong and repeated reaction des
cribed above. In view of the strength of the response, however, 
the assumption of the basic hierarchical structure of SSDs is taken 

20 vVe have raised this question in conferences and field projects with 
something of the order of seven hundred staff from some 120 of the 174 
authorities in England and Wales. Although the majority of these staff 
held positions equivalent to senior social worker status or above. those of 
lower status formed a significant group in themselves. and also concurred 
with the view quoted when this issue was raised with them. 
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for granted in various detailed discussions of organization in the 
chapters that follow. 

Matrix Organization 

One illlportant proviso must be added. As reported, our ,,,ork has 
led to the strong conclusion that the basic texture of departIllental 
structure is hierarchical in the sense defined. However. our ,,,ork 
has also increasingly brought to light the existence, or desirability 
in some cases, of a further network of organizational relation
ships in addition to the basic hierarchical structure, in which the 
leading roles are co-ordinalive rather than 1nanagerial. As later 
chapters describe, the need to co-ordinate the 'work of many dif
ferent groups of clients (e.g. the mentally handicapped, the elderly) 
or particular fields of 'work (e.g. group work, community '\lark. 
adoption and fostering work) creates a need for people with the 
specific role of pulling all the threads together in each case. Or to 
take another example, given the extended team of people 'who 
may be working with a particular client, embracing staff from a 
nunlber of disciplines and perhaps from a number of agencies. 
there is an obvious need for one to act as the chief co-ordinator at 
any time. In neither case can the role readily be filled by a person 
who is in a nlanagerial relation to all other actors. 

The particular definition of co-ordinative role around which 
turns this conception of the co-ordinated group reads as follows 
at its present stage of evolution: 

CO-01'dinatillg Role 

A co-ordinating role arises where it is felt necessary to establish one 
person with t.he function of co-ordinating the work of a number of 
others in some particular field and 'where a managerial, supervisory. 
or staff, relationship is inappropriate. The activity to be co-ordinated 
might, for example, be: 
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- the production of a report, estimate, plan, or proposal; 
- the implementation of an approved scheme or project; 
- the overcoming of some unforeseen problem affecting normal 

work. 
The co-ordinator can only carry out his role to the full within the 
framework of some generally agreed task. although he amongst 
others may propose such a task for the group where a need is 
discerned. 
The co-ordinator is accountable: 

- for proposing appropriate tasks where a need is discerned; 
and following general acceptance of this or any task-proposal: 

- for negotiating the general form and content of co-ordinated 
work programmes; 

- for arranging the allocation of existing resources where neces
sary; 

- for keeping himself informed of actual progress; 
- for helping to overcome problems encountered by Xl, X2, 

etc.; 
- [or providing relevant information to Xl, X2, etc., including 

infOl'mation of progress; 
- for reporting on progress to his superior (if such exists) or to 

those who established the co-ordinating role. 
In carrying out these activities the co-ordinator has authority to 
make firm proposals for action, to arrange meetings, to obtain 
first-hand knowledge of progress, etc., and to decide what shall be 
done in situations of uncertainty, but he has no authority in case 
of sustained disagreements to issue ovelTiding instructions. XI, X2, 
etc., have always the right of direct access to the higher authorities 
who are setting or sanctioning the tasks to be co-ordinated. 

In cOInparing this with the definition of the manageTial role 
(Appendix A) it is inlportant to emphasize that the co-ordinator 
has no right to nlakc appraisals of personal performance, no right 
to override sustained disagreenlents, and no duty to fonvard general 
career development. 

What results in the department then, is a basic hierarchical 
structure which is overlain or accompanied by many other co
ordinated groups established for various specific purposes - see 
Figure 2.4. In keeping with this. any member of the department 
can be a mClnber of many different working groups established 
form increasingly described in the literature as matrix organiza
for different purposes at different times. This is an organizational 
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tion,21 although the point is not always grasped that it does not 
necessarily replace, but usually complements, hierarchical struc
ture. 

Conclusion 

In essence we have suggested that to talk of social services depart
ments simply as 'bureaucracies' is to miss the enormous complexity 
of the many distinguishable social structures involved. It is true 
that the basic textures of this central departmental structure 
appear to be hierarchical, in a defined sense, and likely to remain so. 
But 'hierarchy' here must certainly not be taken as synonymous 
with 'bureaucracy'. The degree of formalization, centralization, 
impersonality etc., is a matter of separate determination. Moreover, 
the basic hierarchical structure is not the only one of account in 
SSDs. Increasingly, recognition must be given to further group 
structures which cut freely across main hierarchical lines. In these 
groups the leading roles are co-ordinative rather than managerial 
in nature. 

21 See, for example Kingdon (1973)' Algie's (1970) 'polyarchy' for social 
services too, is essentially a matrix structure. 
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Beyond this central structure other systenls arise which are 
certainly not hierarchical in the sense that has been defined. 
Representative systelns, where they arise. have their own distinc
tive forms, and do not involve managerial roles. Local authorities 
themselves are based on a genuine committee structure (see 
Appendix A), as indeed is usual in governing institutions. Other 
sorts of structure which one might provisionally call coalitions 
occur where joint bodies of two or more authorities arise. 22 Just 
as it is dangerous to conceive SSDs Sill1ply as bureaucracies, so it 
is dangerous to conceive their menlbers simply as 'bureaucrats'. 
True, that as nlembers of departments they carry particular ex
ecutive roles. But in other sinlultaneous phases of their social 
life, they are lnembers of professional associations, voluntary 
agencies, pressure groups, and political parties. What they bring 
to the performance of their executive role will be Inuch affected 
by the experiences and expectations of these other roles. If each 
is a 'bureaucrat' then he is (or is potentially) a 'professional' too, 
a political citizen. an individual. 

Our overview, then, is a picture of many different social systems. 
some hierarchical in form and some not. all in interplay and inter
action. Rather than the attractive siulplification of bureaucrat 
versus professional, establishlnent versus underdog, and the rest, 
this more complex model forces us to the real question of organ
ization and social structure. How large a hierarchy? What form of 
public control? What links 'with other agencies? What relation to 
professional associations? And so forth. 

22 As for example. in existing Regional Planning Committees for provisiQIl 
of residential accommodation for children; or. for another example. as in the 
Joint Consultative Committees to be established in 1974 between I.ocal 
Authorities and Area Health Authorities. 



3 The Work of the 
Department 

It is intriguing to discover in casual conversation with interested 
acquaintances just hm"T little general knowledge there appears to 
be about the nature and scope of social work. The inforIned lay
man knows ,veIl enough, in general terms, what goes on in a school, 
a hospital, a prison, or an employment exchange, but he is often 
somewhat at a loss to know exactly what nlight go on in a present
day social services department. 

Possible reasons for this are not difficult to suggest; for a start 
there is doubt even as to the proper phrase to describe the field 
concerned - should it be called social services, social work, social 
welfare. or just welfare? vVhat docs it contain that is not already 
some part of education, health. penology, housing, or employment 
services? Is it to do with helping people 111aterially; that is, by 
supplementing their incOllle or providing goods or services? Is it 
to do with changing people's attitudes and behaviour? Or is it to 
do with improving the general environnlent in which they grow 
up and live? 

It need hardly be added that such questions often perplex those 
working in the field no less than the casual observer. The constant 
streanl of publications on the 'true' nature of social work, social 
case work, community work, residential work, or whatever it l11ay 
be, is a significant indication in its own right; and a phenomenon 
not quite paralleled by discussion of the 'true' nature of other 
better-established areas of social provision, for instance, health 
care, or education? 1 

1 The underlying uncertainty is also indicated by the continuing debate 
as to how far social work is truly a . profession' - see \Vootton et al., (1959). 
Toren (1969). Presumably a U'ue profession is at least clear what its basic 
work is! 
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Fortunately \ve are not obliged here to attelupt a direct answer 
to such general questions. The more limit.ed question we shall 
broach in this chapter is that of the proper range of functions of a 
very particular agency. the present-day Social Services Departluent 
in England and '\Vales. 2 

As it happens, this task has never been posed for us in pre
cisely these ternlS in anyone field-project. However, in practically 
every project which ,ve have undertaken in a specific area - intake 
work. residential care, administrative work, and so on - it has 
sooner or later beconle necessary to get to grips with the precise 
nature of the work involved in order to understand the procedural 
or organizational question at issue. As time has gone on and as 
various pieces of analysis have been converged, we have come to 
see that there can be no cOlupletely satisfactory answer to any 
specific questions of organization or procedure without prelitnin
ary understanding of what the departnlent as a whole is trying to 
do - what it is in business for. 

For example. such an understanding is needed when studying 
general departtuental structure. ("Vhat sorts of activities are im
plied when tenns like 'field work', 'residential work' and 'domi
ciliary and day care' are used to identify various main divisions; 
and what activities, if any, arc in danger of being overlooked when 
employing such tenus?) It is needed when considering the role 
of the trained social worker and how this is differentiated from 
the role of the social ,,,ork assistant or the occupational t.herapist or 
home help. (Does the term 'social work' encompass all that SSDs 
have to do; and if so what activities are carried out by these other 
kinds of staff?) 

Functions and Purposes 

Before attetnpting to define the business of SSDs, it is necessary 
to clarify one general point about the nature of the terms used. 
vVe shall be listing ,vhat we shall call the 'functions' of SSDs. 
How, it may be asked, do such things differ in their nature from 
'purposes', 'aims', 'goals', 'objects', 'objectives', 'duties', or 'tasks'? 

:! Social Work Departments in Scotland have a slightly different con
stitution under law. In any case, though much of the analysis in this study 
may be applicable to them, they have not been included within the formal 
terms of reference for our particular research. 
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All these words are purposive in tone, and in luany contexts they 
are interchangeable. As will be discussed in a later chapter 'we 
have found it necessary to assign a special meaning at any rate 
to one of theln - task - as a specific piece of work to be completed 
in a specific period of time. The Ineaning to be assigned to 'func
tion' is as follows. In establishing any organizational structure 
some basic assumptions have to be made about the general and 
continuing ainls, goals, or objects. which are to be served. It is 
these basic and continuing goals underlying organizational struc
ture which we shall refer to as "functions'. 

Having said this. however, it must be stressed ilnmediately that 
decisions about t.hese basic goals by no means exhaust all t.he 
decisions which have to be made about ends and values. State
ments of functions merely settle decisions of goal or value which 
are inescapable if organizational structure is to be devised in a 
rational way. Thereafter, the various individuals who lnan the 
structure so devised will necessarily spend much of their time in 
furt.her discussion and arguments about ends and values, indeed, 
making value judgements which often ilnply a radical reallocation 
of resources and reorientation of direction. On occasion, of course, 
they will wish to reassess the very functions which are to be 
performed, and then over and above reallocating resources and 
priorities, new or modified organization must be brought into 
being.3 

In essence we are drawing attention to three quite separate 
stages in establishing the total framework within which work is 
carried out in organizations in general. or SSDs in particular: 

(1) decisions about organizational functions (i.e. fundamental and 
continuing goals); 

(2) decisions about the organizational structure necessary to carry 
out these functions; 

S Again we might warn against a too-hasty jump from the word 'function' 
to the assumption that in sociological terms. a 'structural-functional' 
approach is being adopted. Again we must stress that the attempt in this 
project is to help various participants - local authorities, legislators, mem
bers of SSDs - to reach consensus on the kind of work to be carried out; 
not t.o deduce the necessary functions of SSDs from some abstract considera
tion of the role required of them in contributing to the maintenance and 
so on of society as a whole (Parsons, 1960), or in order for their continuing 
survival in an environment of change (Miller and Rice. 1967). 
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(3) decisions within given organizational structure about general 

working objectives, standards. and priorities. in given Clrcum· 
stances at given periods of time - what might be called ojJerating 
policies4 • 

Harking back to the previous chapter. it is evident that social 
analysis as a nlethod of work is likely to have a maximum contri· 
bu tion in clarifying decisions in the first and second areas listed 
above. Decisions in the third area are often quite heavily 'political' 
in character. They depend on knowledge and understanding of 
specific circumstances and specific needs, and are necessarily shot
through with intuitive feelings about what is valid and desirable 
for particular localities at particular times. 

The Functions of Social Services Departments and Their 
Relationship to Legislation 

Our analysis of the functions of present-day SSDs is shown in Table 
3.1. As has been said, it has not arisen directly out of anyone 
field-project, but has been created in response to a growing need 
to have some general framework against which to set more specific 
problems and discussion.5 Before examining it in detail several 
preliminary points must be tnade. 

First, such a list should not be taken as in any wayan attempt 
to prescribe for all places and for all tilne w ha t are the proper 
functions of social services agencies. It is intended as a list of the 
typical activities of one particular kind of social service agencies -
local authority SSDs in England and Wales - under the given 
conditions of legislation and social setting in which they find 
themselves for the present. Such a list might easily be modified 
for the particular circumstances of any given authority, and it 

"The distinction here between organizlltional functions and opemtillg 
policies has some resemblances to the distinction between 'official goals' and 
'operating goals' made by Perrow (1961). However, we believe that an 
extended statement of basic functions such as tllat suggested below. can be 
put to specific practical purposes. in contrast to his image of official goals 
as essentially vague and abstract, and WitllOlit significant practical conse
quences. 

5 Its main testing has been in conference discussions with senior officers 
from social services over several years. during the course of which it has gone 
through considerable evolution from earlier versions. 
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TABLE 3.1 

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT FU~CTIONS OF 
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPAR TwlENTS 

General Function - the prevention or relief of social distress in 
individuals, families, and communities, in liaison with other statu
tory and voluntary agencies. 

This general function is split into a number of more specific func
tions: 

Research and Evaluation 
(Ascertainment of the extent and nature of social distress and 
evaluation of the adeqUaCY of existing operational activities to meet 
this distress.) 

Stmt.egic Planning 
(Planning. in conjunction 'with other statutory, private, or voluntary, 
agencies in the field, new or improved operational activities to 
meet needs.) 

Operational lVorh at lhe Community Level 
(vVork at the community level directly aimed at the prevention or 
relief of social distress.) 

assisting voluntary welfare activity 
stimulating self-help groups amongst those in need 
registration and inspection of the activities of individuals or 
ag'encies engaged in private or va] untary welfare work 
mass screening for individual social distress 
creating public knowledge of services and rights. 

Operational n'ork with Individuals and Families 
("Vork with individuals, singly or in groups, aimed directly at pre
vention or relief of social distress.) 

basic social work 
(the basic or central core of social work with individuals) 
- making assessments of need and of appropriate response 
- providing information and advice 
- monitoring and supervision 

helping to maintain and develop personal capacity for adequate 
social functioning 

- arranging provision of other appropriate services 
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basic services 
- providing money and goods 
- providing meals 
- providing accommodation 
- providing transport 
- providing help in daily living 
- providing recreation, social. and cuI tural life 

supplementary services 
- providing aids and adaptations 
- providing communication and mobility training 
- providing occupational training and sheltered employment 
- providing management of c1ients' property 
- providing an adoption agency service 
- providing medical and paramedical treatment· 
- providing formal education· 

(*ill some degree). 

Public Relations 
(l\1aintenance of a good general social environment through press 
contact, lectures. etc.) 

Staffing and Training 
(Recruitment, general training. and v,,relfare of staff.) 

l11anagerial and Co-ordinalive lVork 
(Selection and induction of staff, prescription of work, co-ordination 
of work, monitoring of work, personal appraisal, staff development, 
etc.) 

Logistics 
(Provision of premises and equipment. materials. and other support
ing services to enable operational and other work to be performed.) 

Finance 
(Collection and disbursement of cash, accounting, budgeting, and 
budgetary control.) 

Secretarial 
(Recording and communication of decisions, actions, and events.) 

would obviously require extension were substantial new legisla
tion to appear. The list has not been produced. then, by some 
process of grand deduction fr0111 the general ainl reproduced at 
its head. On the contrary. it has come fron1 consideration of all 
the activities that already appear to be being undertaken (nlOre 
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or less adequately) in SSDs, and the statelnent of general aim has 
arisen from an attempt to generalize them. 

Second, its relation to legislation must be noted. Properly, 
according to the ultra vires principle, no local authority can under
take any (substantial) activities which it is not obliged or allowed 
to do in legislation, although some deviations from this weighty 
ruling probably occur in practice in a minor way from time to 
time." 'There is no question, then, of the work of any local authority 
deparunent being split into two parts. the statutory and the other. 
All the detailed functions listed in Table 3.1 are, in fact. reflected 
lnore or less closely in legislation. There is, however, SOlne diver
gence in tlvo respects. It is an interesting fact that the legislation 
that brought the new SSDs into being contained no statement of 
overall purpose or aim. 1 Instead a heterogeneous collection of duties 
was gathered together from existing legislation, ranging from those 
as broad as promoting welfare of the physically handicapped8 and 
welfare of the nlentally disordered 9 to those as specific as providing 
supervision of wards of court,lO providing burial or cremation 
for vagrants or others found dead, providing tenlporary protection 
of property belonging to people in hospital, and recovering from 
putative fathers costs of providing assistance for illegitimate 
children.11 

In offering a statement of general aim or function, the list in 
Table 3.1 therefore stimulates consideration of the development 
of further specific legislation, as further specific needs are identified 

',Vhere there is also some question of divergence between the 

Ii Some social workers from former children's departments suggest that 
advisory and preventive work with families often went beyond existing 
legislation prior to the 1963 Children's Act. Presumably local authorities 
of the time were somehow able to satisfy their District Auditors as to the 
propriety of the expenditure involved I 

7 See the Local Authority Social Services Act 1970. This may be con· 
trasted with other social legislation. for example, the National Health 
Service Act 1946 or the Social lVork (Scotland) Act 1968 which do contain 
such g'cneral statcments. The lattcr speaks of the duty of every local 
authority 'to promote social welfare by making- available advice. guidance 
and assistance on such a scale as may be appropriate for their area .. .' 
(Section 12). 

8 Nat.ional A<;sistance Act 1948. Sections 29 and 30. 
9 l\Jcntal Health Act 19ri9. Section 8. 
10 Family Law Reform Act ]969, Section 7. 
11 Na~ional As~istance Act 1948. Sections !lo. 48. and 43. 
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bounds of present legislation and the suggested statement, is in 
the definition of the kinds of persons for WhOlll these functions 
may be invoked. All existing legislation is in terms of closely
defined clientele, be they children. the elderly, the chronically 
sick and disabled, or the mentally ill; and not just in terms of 
the 'needy'. Certain classes of needy persons such as the single 
homeless vagrant or the childless couple with marital problenls 
are not specifically covered by legislation, though it may very well 
be argued that these people, too, give rise to, or suffer from. 'social 
distress'. The problem is, of course, well knov~Tn, and each depart
ment in practice already has to make up its mind on who does 
and "rho does not count as eligible for its help or intervention, 
and under which of the broader items of legislation it is going 
to justify any expenditure if questioned. 

The third general point that must be made is that in producing 
a formulation we have attelnpted to avoid the trap of confusing 
functions with occupations. Thus to suggest. for instance. that 
SSDs must carry out 'residential work' or provide 'occupational 
therapy' is to do little more than say that they must (or do) employ 
residential \vorkcrs and occupational therapists. For the most part 
it is true that specifying a profession or occupation amoun"ts to 
the same thing as specifying the functions to be carried out. How
ever, it is just in cases where occupational groups -like residential 
workers or occupational therapists in fact - are most unclear about 
their mvn identity and role that there is most need for a clear 
specification of the functions to be carried out in various employing 
agencies, so that the occupational groups concerned may judge 
what recruitment and training should be staged accordingly. In 
fact, as we shall see, some of the functions which are identified cut 
right across established groups such as 'field' social workers and 
'residential' social workers. 

Generally. too, we have avoided the use of all common terms 
like 'case work', 'social work', and 'community work' precisely be
cause there are so many extant interpretations of these terms. (Some 
possible equivalence between the terms shown in Table 3.1 and 
those more commonplace ternlS are discussed later in this chapter.) 
These and other general points made so far in this chapter may be 
summarized as shown in Figure 3.1. 

''''hat is being said in essence. is that the analysis of the required 
functions of SSDs is not only a necessary preliminary to the 
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SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY 

Analysis of Required Functions 

/ ~ 

Specification of Required 
0iJerating Policies 

Figure 3.I 

development of required organization, but it is also a stimulus to 
considering necessary developnlents in legislation, and a point 
of reference from which to chart developments in occupational 
structure and training. 

The General Function of Social Services Departments 

Proceeding to the actual content of Table 3.1 it may be seen that 
the proposed statement of the general or overall function of SSDs 
is: 

the prevention or relief of social distress in individuals, families, 
and communities, in liaision with other statutory and voluntary 
agencies. 

Naturally such a broad statement raises Inany questions. ''''hat, 
for a start, is 'social distress' and ho-w does it differ silnply from 
'distress'? 

,.vhilst it is difficult to answer this directly, it certainly appears 
necessary to register the fundamental distinction between the 
sort of needs expected to be met by, for exalnple, a social services 
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agency and those expected to he met by a health service, an 
employment service. an industrial conciliation service, or a church; 
all of which are also in some degree in the business of offering 
to relieve distress of one kind or another. 

'Social distress' is the best phrase we have to distinguish a cer
tain sort of need from what is customarily classified as physical 
or mental ill health on the one hand, or on the other from those 
personal problems v.,rhich have not yet reached the point where 
the social functioning of the person concerned has fallen below 
what at any time is regarded as a generally acceptable level. 12 (To 
distinguish these is not to deny that such needs frequently arise 
in combination. Ill-health for example, is often accompanied by 
social distress.) 

A criticisnl sometillles raised is that such an aim is too narrow, 
and that some positive phrase such as the 'enhancelnent of the 
quality of life' is more appropriate than the seemingly dismal con
cern with 'social distress'. The broader aim is tempting, but once 
again the real need is to distinguish the function of SSDs from 
that of many other agencies also concerned with the quality of life.13 

Education departrnents, housing departments, planning depart
ments, are also concerned with the quality of life - in fact, this is 
the concern of all branches of the local authority. One could per
haps say that SSDs by their inclusion in (general purpose) local 
authorities are in that way associated with a general quest for the 
enhancenlent of the quality of the social life of their locality. One 
could also add more specifically, that to the extent that Directors 
and other officers of SSDs are involved in strategic planning for 

12 There is no formal statement of the proper aims of SSDs in the 
Seebohm Report, but para. 139 refers to the responsibility for 'the prevention, 
treatment. and relief of social problems' and para. I{o refers Lo a com
prehensive approach to 'the problem of individuals and families and the 
community in which they live'. Elsewhere. frequent use is made of the 
phrase 'social distress' (e.g. para. 142, para. 427). 

13 Wootton's (1959) classic attack 011 the social caseworkers' pretensions 
to 'omniscience and omnipotence' in seeking to define the scope of their 
role (as opposed to the reality of what they do in practice) is an obviolls 
reference here. The natural desire of social services to de3.1 with the whole 
man, the whole family, the whole neigbourhood, the whole community, 
leads logically to a L'lkeover bid for all other agencies in the public sector. 
The desire may be natural enough. but the end result of amalgamating 
all interacting' social agencies, ~IS Kogan (1969) poinLs out, is the absurdity 
of a 'Ministry of the People'. 
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the authority as a whole their function transcends a lnere concern 
with actual or potential social distress or malfunction (see further 
discussion in Chapter 9). These provisos apart, we COlne back to 
the point that all activities for which the SSD has specific account
ability do seem to be concerned with actual social distress or with 
the prevention of incipient social distress.l-i SSDs are obliged to 
be selective where and with whom they work. In this respect, they 
are different from education, library, parks, or planning, depart
ments, for exanlple, whose concerns are universal in the sense 
that they arc obliged to be thinking continually of how they may 
enhance the quality of life of all who live in their locality. 

Responsibility for the provision of play groups and day nurseries 
provides an interesting test case. To the extent that play groups 
and day nurseries provide pre-school education, they lneet a uni
versal need. From this viewpoint they - in common with nursery 
schools - should be a responsibility of the education department. 
But they have another function, ,vhich is to meet 'social need' 
by taking care. for certain periods during the day, of young 
children whose families for one reason or another are not otherwise 
able to look after them properly. This obviously links with the 
work of SSDs, and here the need to be met is not a universal 
one. IS 

Again, on the subject of provision of tenlporary accOlnmodation 
for the hOInelesslG it can be and has been argued that it is the 
job of housing authorities to make universal provision for what is 
dearly a universal need - the provision of houses. The job of 
social services might better be defined as providing comprehensive 
support for those families which, quite apart from being sinlply 
without a roof over their heads, ",,rere for some reason or other 

U The Seebohm Report (Chapter XIV) distingllishes what it calls specific 
prevention (which is the job of SSDs) from general prevent.ion - 'com
munity-wide policies aimed at creating environments conducive to social 
well-being by improving work opportunities and conditions by assuring 
reasonable standards of living or educational attainments'. Such broad 
matters clearly involve many agencies other than SSDs. 

15 See the discllssion of this issue in the Seebohm Report, paras. 200-205' 

The Committee argued on a majority view that since the main needs 
which were met by play groups and day nurseries were 'social' SSDs should 
assume responsibilty for them (as in fact they have). 

16 Under the National Assistance Act 194ft Section 21. 
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constitutionally incapable of nlaking or keeping a proper home.I7 

Having said all this one notes the ultimate difficulty of capturing 
in precise definition the overall aim of any fundamental social 
agency. Indeed the constant interpretation and reinterpretation of 
basic aims is part and parcel of the process of evolution. 

The Specific Functions of Social Services Departments 

Proceeding to the specific functions of SSDs listed in Table 3.1 
it will be seen that the phrase operational work is used at certain 
points. By this is meant the work which directly promotes the 
department's aims - in this case the prevention or relief of social 
distress. In other words, operational work is the ·output'. 

The concept is important, for example, in defining what is 
Ineant by research and evaluation, the first item on the list. I-fere 
the phrase is taken to mean research applied to the field in which 
operational work is to be carried out, and subsequent evaluation 
of the success and adequacy of this operational work. Research -
systematic research that is - can. of course, be in relation to any 
object of the department's work. It can be applied to management 
processes, to recruitment problems, to staff attitudes, and so on. 
Sonle restriction of definition is necessary if the term is to be 
meaningful in the organizational context. (l\1any actual 'research' 
sections probably lack just this clear focus. To establish 'research' 
sections without any closer definition of the field of work is surely 
as unrealistic as establishing. say, a special section concerned with 
'comnlunication' or with 'efficiency'.) 

Strategic planning is seen as springing naturally from such specific 
research and evaluation. Is It, too, is seen as having an operational 
focus. The use of the word 'strategic' implies planning that is long
term and comprehensive, and, if it is to be at all adequate, plan
ning which takes due account of the physical facilities and resources 
of manpower required. By implication such planning is directed 

17 See Seebohm, paras. 401-405. The report even went as far as suggesting 
that social services might provide special 'recuperative units' for such 
problem families (para. 405). 

18 The picture of a continuous cycle of research. planning. delivery, and 
evaluation evoked here is similar in essence to that used by Forcn and 
Brown (1971) as a starting point for their analysis of SSDs. 
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'upwards', that is, it is the sort of planning that requires political 
and financial ratification by higher organizational levels before it 
can begin to have effect. (Later. a different and lllore short-term 
species of planning will be distinguished, inherent in what ·will 
be called 'operational co-ordination', which is 'downwards' in the 
sense of being capable of implementation without further ado 
,·vithin agreed and established policy.) The phrase 'strategic plan
ning' as used here is equivalent to ,vhat in the industrial context 
is more usually called corporate or long-range planning.I!l Since 
the work of SSDs interlinks so closely '\lith that of other local 
authority departments (for example, housing and education), with 
existing voluntary agencies in the ,·\lelfare field, and ·with many 
other statutory authorities (health, social security. police, prisons, 
courts, and so on), it is obvious that there can be no systematic and 
effective large-scale planning that is not undertaken in liaison 
with other such agencies. 

The next main heading in Table 3.1 is operational work at the 
community level. This does not rest on any particular definition 
of 'community' (a slippery "'mrd) but is luerely a convenient phrase 
to gather tog'ether all operational work that is not focused on any 
one individual, but rather on greater or smaller sections of local 
society as a whole or on the agencies v.rho serve it. "Vithin this 
main heading, the activity of assisting voluntary welfare includes 
the giving of financial aid to existing voluntary organizations 
(societies for the deaf, blind, or disabled, for example) or the 
stilllulation of new voluntary organizations or groups. By and 
large, it refers to work with bodies of people 1vho are not thenl
selves in need. but who are proposing to ·work on behalf of others. 
By contrast, the subheading stimulating self-help groups amongst 
those in need refers to such things as helping' those in deprived 
neighbourhoods to form housing associations, tenants' associations, 
or play groups, for example, in order to overCOlne some of their 
O'V11 problenls. Registration and inspection of the activities of 
individuals 01' agencies engaged in private or volu.ntary welfaTe 
work includes both work with private agencies or establishnlents 

19 Although the phrase 'corporate planning', as used within local authori
ties, usually implies strategic planning which concerns the local authority 
as a whole, across all its depal'tmenlS (Stewal't, 1971). Nevertheless, the 
process, and the orientation to needs and outputs rather than to internal 
problems, is the same at both departmental and local authority level. 
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(for exaulple private hOlnes for the elderly) and ,,,ork with child 
mindel's. Though these two types of work are frequently carried 
out by different staff. we suggest that they arc essentially similar 
in nature. 

The subheading nwss screening for individual social distress is 
intended to convey something distinctively different frOlu research. 
The obvious analogies here are \vith such public health activities 
as mass radiography or nlass cytology. It is certainly true that Inass 
screening produces invaluable research data, but the purpose 
obviously goes well beyond luere research. 'rhe clear iInplication 
of any mass screening activity is that appropriate treatment or 
remedial action is to follow in all cases 'v here deficiency or danger 
has been revealed. Research does not carry this specific implica
tion; and indeed by various saulpling techniques is often able to 
avoid the laborious chore of establishing and identifying each 
individual case of need. The best existing exaluple of nlass screen
ing in SSDs is that which departments have undertaken in response 
to their stat.ut.ory obligation to ascert.ain the nUlnber of all chronic
ally sick and disabled people living within their locality.20 

The final item under the heading of operational work at the 
cOlnmunity level, naInely creating public knowledge of services or 
rights, may not be one that receives much attention in depart
ments under present conditions. but there is little hesitation 
anl0ngst those in the service with whOln we have discussed the 
Inatter that such an itenl should be included in any such list. 
Again, the obvious exaluple is the statutory obligation to dis
seminate to the chronically sick and disabled infonnation of 
services available and their rights to theln. Of course the inclusion 
of such an item as one of the proper and inescapable functions 
of SSDs says nothing about the desirable level or range of activity. 
The over-enthusiastic pursuit of such activities could obviously 
lead to circumstances in which the department was etnbarrassed 
with a surge of demand which it was then unable to nleet. 

Operational Work with Individuals and Families 

The next main heading, operational work with individuals and 
families, describes what is perhaps the most publically evident of 

20 Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act 1970. Section J. 
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all the department's work. However, the proper formulation of 
the specific activities it encompasses has proved to be extrelnely 
difIicult. 

Conventional analysis of the departlnent's work at this point 
would, no doubt, employ terms like 'field work', 'residential ",,,ork', 
'day care', 'dOlniciliary care'. But these do not stand up in any 
hard analysis as distinct and independent entities. Residential 
work, for example, involves the provision of meals. So may domi
ciliary care. Day care may involve the provision of occupational 
training. So may residential care. SonIe clients may be provided 
with accommodation 'in the community' in the form of foster 
homes or in temporary housing; others receive accommodation as 
one part of 'residential care'. It is universally agreed that clients 
in any setting - in their own home. in foster homes or lodgings, 
in local authority homes, in hospitals or special schools - are 
likely to need some common thread of service at a higher or more 
intangible level, be it called 'case work', 'social work', or sinIply 
·support'. 

As will be seen from Table 3.1, an analysis is offered which 
cuts across these conventional distinctions. An attempt has been 
made to identify the various elements which are to be provided 
in various settings and in various mixes according to the particular 
need of the client concerned. 'They have been divided into three 
main groups: basic services, supplementary services, and what (for 
want of a better phrase) may be called basic social work. 

Basic servl:ces is perhaps an obvious category. It includes all the 
more straightforward things which the department may provide 
in various settings - food, a roof, goods, help in dressing. washing, 
cleaning, and so on. Often these services are provided by ancillary, 
'non-professional' staff. (Though one must resist the temptation 
to analyse by occupational groups rather than by the nature of 
the work itself.) 

Supplementary services is used to describe a number of further 
specific services which may be provided in various settings over 
and above the basic services just discussed. Usually they involve 
staff with specialized skill or knowledge. As with basic services, 
they can be provided in separate elements as required. In looking 
in detail at what they comprise, it is interesting to note that to 
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some extent present SSDs are not only in the welfare business as 
it might be narrowly interpreted. but arc also in the education. 
health. and enlploYlnent business. SSDs sometinles employ their 
own medical officers, chiropodists, physiotherapists. They employ 
teachers in some conlmunity homes (formerly approved schools). 
They themselves provide work for the disabled both at home and 
in day centres. 21 

Before passing on from these two areas of work it nlust be added 
that the distinction between basic services and supplementary 
services cannot be pressed too hard. By and large, as has just been 
observed, the activities described here as supplementary services 
are provided by staff with special qualifications or experience -
though this would not be true of the management of property for 
those in residential care, or for the provision of certain siluple aids. 
By and large basic services are provided by ancillary staff. But 
these distinctions are not definitive. nor can other definitive dis
tinctions be offered. The important thing is the specific list of 
items prepared under these two main headings. However, it is 
convenient, as ,·ve shall see, to have sonle term - in this case 'basic 
services' - to describe a range of fundanlental provisions which 
appear to be required (amongst others) in all residential establish
ments, of whatever kind. 

Perhaps the most difficult work to come to terms with is that 
listed under the third subheading here, basic social work. Field 
social workers carry it out but so do some residential workers, and 
others, too. It will certainly include what is commonly known in 
the social work profession as 'case work', but as it is defined, will 
also include what is comnl0nly known as 'group work'. Some of 
the Inore exacting or specialized parts will only be able to be per
fornled by well-qualified and well-experienced workers, and in 
this sense, the adjective 'basic' is perhaps nlisleading. Other parts, 
like providing certain kinds of information or carrying ou t certain 
routine monitoring of the well-being of clients, will be capable 
of delegation to relatively inexperienced or less intensively-trained 
staff. 

21 Whether the employment of such staff might better rest with other agen
cies is an open question. At the time of writing it is assumed that the employ
ment of all medical, paramedical. and nursing. staff will pass to Health 
Authorit.ies, mirroring' the move for SSDs to employ all social workers who 
carry out their work in health care settings_ 
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I t is perhaps surprising to see words like 'raonitoring' and 
'supervision' appearing as part of the description of what other
",,rise would appear to be a wholly pennissive client-initiated activ
ity. However, it is abundantly clear that there are luany situations 
"V here departlnents must and do intervene whether the 'client' 
likes it or not. Such intervention is legislatively prescribed 'where 
children are being lllaltreated, where those with acute mental 
disturbance are in need of cOlnpulsory relnoval to hospital, and 
where the senile old, whether they know it or not, can no longer 
look after themselves. 

vVe come then to the centre of the difficulty, the activity called 
here helping to m.aintain and develop personal capacity for ade
quate social functioning. Here we have in rnind an activity 
designed to help better social functioning which may be distin
guished frOl11 provision of material aid or even from the provision 
of simple infornlation or specific advice. 'The ''lord 'capacity' is 
crucial. The activity considered is addressed generally to the ,vay 
the individual acts and responds; to his ability to use material 
aid or information adequately in various life situations; to his 
ability to establish healthy relationships with others with wh01n 
he comes into contact at various times; that is, to his own in-built 
constitution. 

Now it is not part of our concern to enter the various con
troversies about how such 'people-changing' activities are best 
carried out; whcther they ever rest on a truly scientific basis; 
whether they ought to yield first place to 'environrnent-changing' 
activities. It is not part of our concern to advocate a non-directive 
as opposed to an interventionist approach; a 'functional' as opposed 
to a 'diagnostic' approach; to advocate 'crisis-intervcntion' as op
posed to long-term case work; to weigh the Inerits of 'interpretive' 
as opposed to 'ego-supportive' work: and so on.22 

It is merely our concern here to note that such activities aTe 
carried out in SSDs, and to attempt to describe thenl in tenns 
which are broad enough to be comprehensive of many schools of 
thought without being so broad as to be nlcaningless. In this way 
it l11ay be possible to understand better how such work should be 
organized and ordered, and to decide '\-vhat categories of staff are 
going to have to undertake it. 

22 For further references to these and other approaches in social case 
work sec Roberts and Nee (1970) 
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Other Functions Carried Out Within Social Services Departments 

The remaining functions listed in Table 3.1 are not themselves 
operational but either support or control operational work in SOlne 
way. Each is evident not only in SSDs but in many other large
scale organizations in various fields of business, and all must pre
sumably exist,. in enlbryo at least, in all undertakings, however 
small. All organizations must in some degree attend to their 
general public image (public -relations). All must recruit and train 
staff (staffing and training). All greater than one person in size 
find themselves involved in the activities of control and cO-Ol'dina
tion per se which arise where two or more people work together 
in some complex role-structure (managerial and co-ordinati-oe 
work). All must assemble various physical resources to promote 
their work (logistics), must maintain accounts of their expenses 
(finance), and llnaintain and transmit records and reports of their 
activities and achievements (secretarial work).23 The detailed 
nature of these activities and the organizational arrangements 
necessary to undertake them are explored in depth in the next 
chapter. 

Standards of Service and the 'Caring' Attitude 

Considering the list in Table 3.1 as a whole, one can perhaps at 
this point anticipate a likely reaction. 'What' (Inany readers may 
ask) 'has happened to the essence of good social work? ,\Vhere has 
the tender care gone, the loving nurture, the sympathetic support 

23 It way well be that the main headings on this list: research into 
needs and evaluation of services; strategic planning: public relations; 
staffing; managerial and co-ordinative work; logistics; finance and secretarial 
work; together with the operations themselves, form a useful analytical frame
work for any organization. At another level we have also found the list 
useful in this project when carrying out systematic analysis of the functions 
in any role - as in the production of job descriptions for example. Gener
ally, the analysis at this point is in keeping with an 'open-system' view, 
seeing organizations as continuously in interaction with their environments 
in procuring and processing' various inputs of money, materials. informa
tion, and human resources. More specifically, links will be obviolls with 
Miller and Rice's (1967) identification of operations, maintenance, and 
regulatory activities; and with Katz and Kahn's (1966) identification of 
prodllctiotl, suppo1·tive. maintenance, adaptive, and managerial subsystems. 
a development of an earlier formulation proposed by Parsons (1960). 
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to those in distress, that a good departlnent provides quite over 
and above all those concrete functions. "\That, in other 'words, has 
happened to the quality of the work?' 

The main answer is that the analysis above is simply not about 
the particular standards of work which are adopted in any case, 
about the way in which activities are carried out, or about the 
attitudes and outlook of those who perform them.24 Of course all 
these things are of vital importance, but such discussion simply 
goes beyond the basic analysis of function which is of concern 
here. An analysis of functions, at appropriate depth, will indicate 
what sort of departluent to create and what sorts of workers will 
be required to man it. It will not indicate what operating policies 
to adopt, what procedures to use, what standards to set and incul
cate. or what sort of 'atmosphere' to create - though these are 
important things which must sooner or later be tackled by any 
departnlent. But conversely - and this is the point - discussion 
of attitudes and outlook, and standards and 'atmosphere', are not 
in themselves sufficient to allow decisions on the structure of 
departments and the proper work of various occupational groups 
\vithin them. As long as it is clear what is hoped to be done with 
an analysis of functions, and the limits of this, one need not be 
abashed that the discussion luakes so little use of all the 'good' 
words, all the vivid, emotionally-positive, adjectives. 

On a slightly different issue, it has been and continues to be 
a nloot point whether or not some such function as 'nurture' or 
'general care' should appear in this list. By and large we are 
persuaded - the value-charged descriptions apart - that, say, the 
activity of nurturing children in care is no more in functional 
terms than appropriate conlbinations of the various activities 
listed above. There are, however, those that argue that the function 
of 'nurture' or 'general care' does include elements which, though 
they may be difficult to define, nevertheless make it greater than 
the sum of any of these particular constituents. 

2~ Thus, when Smith and Harris (1972) talk of Telief functions, treatment 
functions, and social control and moral reform functions of social services 
departments, they are really addressing themselves to the ideologies of 
different individual social workers. Similarly Blatt and Scott's (1963. p. 66) 
famolls study of 'County Agency' is concerned with the attitudes of 
workers of different backgrounds to such things as career and agency policy 
and about their orientations. It is not about organization itself as defined 
here. 
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Field Work, Residential Work, Etc. 

It remains to try and relat.e this analysis of the functions of SSDs 
to the more commonplace adininistrative or professional descrip
tions of social work. Let us consider for a start sonle of the con
ventional administrative classifications such as 'field work', 
'residential work', 'domiciliary services', and 'day care'. The first 
point to make is that these tenns do not (in our experience) refer 
to exactly the same activities in every departtnent 'where they arc 
employed. Furthermore, it has seemed impossible to produce any 
definitions of thein which would be both precise and significant 
enough to deepen understanding of the essential nature of the 
work to be carried out. Nevertheless, if only because of their 
regular use it is necessary to come to terms with thein as far as 
possible. 

Some help in clarification is provided if a related area is con
sidered in which clear distinctions are readily available (an area 
already mentioned earlier in the chapter), namely the setting in 
which the client resides at any time and around which his life 
is centred. The client might, for example, reside: 

- in his own home 
- in lodgings, or a foster home, or private home 
- in residential care (in a local authority or voluntary home) 
- in hospital 
- in a boarding school. 

In any of these si tuations, various packages of care or service of the 
kind described in the list above may be delivered to hinI, ranging 
from minimal intervention to what in effect is cOIllplete and com
prehensive care. Not all elements in certain settings described 
above will be provided by the saIne agency, of course. For example. 
food, accomll1odation. and help in daily living are provided by 
health authorities for those in hospital. 

From this viewpoint, the following equivalences can be estab
lished, bearing in mind that they are very broad indeed: 

Field Jt'ork 
Basic social work with individuals living at home, in lodgings, in 
foster homes, hospitals, boarding schools, and (in some respects) 
basic social worh also with those in residential care, plus various 
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elements of otJemtional work at the community level as defined 
above, i.e. stimulating self-help groups, assisting voluntary welfare 
activity, etc. 

Domiciliary and Day Care 
Provision of various basic ser'uices and sutJ/)Zementary services for 
those living at home, in lodgings. in foster homes, and occasionally 
also for those in residential care (as in the provision of day centres 
for the mentally handicapped who reside in local authority homes); 
occasionally also the provision of basic social 'Work for those who 
attend day centres. 

Residential Cm'e 
Provision of basic services and (in some respects) basic social work 
for those who are in residential care. 

The hazy nature of the boundaries ben-veen these categories be
comes evident. Is the provision of basic social work for those in 
residential care part of field work or part of residential 'work, or 
(even in SOl11e cases) part of day care? In Inany ways the use of 
these three terms obscures nlore problems than it clarifies. Since 
they are in common usage, however, they will be employed in 
the subsequent discussion where broad and general descriptions 
are all that the argument requires. 

Case Work, Group Work, and Community Work 

The difficulties of precise definitions that arise with other COl11-
lllonplace tenllS used in professional discussions - terms like 'case 
\v'ork', 'group work', and 'collullunity work' - are, of course, 
notorious. Far frOln making a direct assault on this Everest of a 
problenl, strewn with the litter and casualties of earlier pioneers. 
one is difIident even to offer broad descriptions in the way just 
atteillpted for 'field work', etc. Nor need we here be too concerned 
with such a task. The important thing perhaps is to ensure that 
any analysis of function like that offered above is cOlnprehensive 
enough to let each would-be explorer (to Inaintain the analogy) 
define what line of attack he likes, in keeping with the particular 
conception of case ,vork, con1munity work. etc., that he wishes 
to promote. 

'Thus there is no need here to worry whether 'social case work', 
in addition to what has been called basic social work in Table 3.1, 
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includes also the actual provision of some luore nlaterial things 
described there as basic services.25 There is no need to worry 
whether 'social work' is synonymous with 'case work', or whether 
it is equivalent to all the activities carried out by an SSD. There 
is no need to worry whether 'cOlunlunity 'work' means merely 
stimulating self-help groups amongst those in distress, and assisting 
voluntary welfare activity (in the language of Figure 3.1); or 
whether its essence is in planning to avoid future social distress 
by large-scale preventive actions by many different social agencies 
what has been called above 'strategic planning'. 26 The inlportant 
thing is to make sure that any comprehensive list of departmental 
work makes provisions sonlewhere for all these activities to be 
carried out in ,·vhatever lnanner and proportions are judged best. 

The same point can be made with regard to three other kinds of 
activity which are currently the subject of some special interest in 
professional discussion - 'social action', 'intermediate treatIuent'. 
and 'group 'work'. 

A 'provisional definition' of social action offered by a Special 
vVorking Party set up by the British Association of Social 'Vorkers 
reads as foll0'ws: 'Social action means tactics and strategies used 
to achieve changes in the social situation of individuals, groups, 
and communities' (our italics).27 Nlany of the particular activities 
which are then discussed by the 'Vorking Party readily fit into 
the framework established here. e.g. carrying out surveys of need, 

25 The literature on social case work is vast. A useful overview is provided 
by Hartman (1971). See also Roberts and Nee (1970). 

26 Again, the literature on community work is too great to be systematically 
quoted here. The Gulbenkian Report (Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 
1968) on the training of community workers in Great Britain is a useful 
starting point. It suggests three main levels of activity: 

(1) face-to-face work with local or neighbourhood groups (p. 3!), p. (9); 
(2) facilitating agency and inter-agency co·ordination and sustaining and 

promoting social groups (p. 35. P' 72); 
(3) community planning and policy formation. based on research (p. 35, 

P·74)· 
The first activity is referred to, in this country at any rate, as commlmity 
development (Seebohm Report, para. 4Ro). All these activities are, of course, 
covered at some point or other in the list developed above. The Gulbenkian 
Report (p. 34) emphasizes that not only professional community workers 
arc concerned with community work thus defined, but also many other 
people concerned with social provision (p. 34)· 

27 Bri tish Associa tion of Social \ Vorkers (1971). 
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stimulating other agencies to action, public education, establishing 
self-reliant and vocal groups in run-down communities. Most of 
these are what we have categorized above as operational work at 
the community level. But others, such as organizing political action 
and deluonstrations, making direct approaches to legislators and 
the press, are more difficult to place. Of course, certain of these 
'pressurizing' activities form a natural part of any organizatIonal 
life. It is comlllonplace for eOlployees in many organizations to 
put direct pressure on their managers or their employers to adopt 
new policies, to allocate more resources or (as the employees see 
it) to adopt a more enlightened outlook. In large organizations 
such attitudes may often be undertaken through employee 'repre
sentative systems' and where the work is national in scope, indeed, 
through professional associations as well (see Chapter 2). 

Having isolated such specific activities which are relatively free 
from problems, one is admittedly then left with a recalcitrant 
remainder. I-low far can the employed social vlorker properly 
step out of his organizational role to criticize or even to act against 
the agency ·which enlploys him? Is he ultimately responsible to 
his clients (however he defines thenl) or to his employers? The 
broader ethical and social issues here are considerable. 

As far as 'intermediate treattnent' is concerned, as a particular 
strategy for dealing ·with certain sorts of young people in need 
of care, protection, or control, 28 we have had little or no chance so 
far to explore its meaning in project work. 'Ve aSSluue that this 
activity too is capable of expression in SOllle conlbinations of the 
terlllS described above - helping to develop personal capacity for 
adequate social functioning, monitoring. and supervision, etc. 

The term 'group work' raises a slightly difficult question. First, 
it must be assumed that work ·with clients in face-to-face groups 
is always concerned with some specific end. The process may be 
helping a group of lllentally ill clients to achieve Inore normal 
functioning, or helping lllembers of a fanlily to understand each 
others' particular problems better, or helping groups of foster 
parents to understand their particular roles better; but it is never 
just 'working with a group'. 

In reality group work consists of a whole hundle of techniques 
which may be employed in a variety of situations to further cer-

28 See the \Vhitc Paper - Children in Trouble (Home Office. 1~)(}8) the 
Children's Act 1969, and lulermediale 1'-reatment (DHSS, 1972 ). 
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tain ends which are to be independently defined. The ends nlay 
be helping to improve capacity for social functioning. giving infor
mation, providing recreation. providing eIllployment, or indeed. 
some combination. Sometimes these ends can best be served by 
working in one-to-one relationships, sOllletimes by working in 
groups, and sometimes by both together. On these arguments, 
group work is not a specific function in its own right, or any 
combination of the specific functions listed above. 

Conclusion 

Here, then, is a general statenlent of all the functions to be can'ied 
out in SSDs. It is a statement which eschews commonplace descrip
tions of activity, either in adtuinistrative tefIllS (field work, resi
dential care, day care, domiciliary services. and the like) or in 
broader professional tenns (case work, group work, community 
work, and so on). It attempts to describe in sharp and realistic 
terms the various combinations of services and interventions that 
can be offered in many different settings; the home, the hospital, 
the residential establishment, and so on. It does not try to describe 
the standards. attitudes. or values. which should colour such 
,vork, but above all attelupts to offer what is rarely offered in 
such discussions - a comprehensive statement of the work to be 
carried out; and not only immediate work with clients, but the 
broader work of planning, co-ordinating. and servicing the main 
operational work as well. 

Such a statement, even though it may require modification in 
the light of further work, provides a proper and necessary basis 
for a number of more specific fields of exploration which are 
pursued in the chapters which follow - the kinds of organization 
and procedures needed in SSDs. the various kinds of occupational 
groups which are called for, and the orientation of training within 
such groups in order that they can play the part required of them, 
individually and in combination. 



4 Alternative Departmental 

Structures 

The unfortunate thing about designing organizational structures 
is that one inevitably tears apart in practice activities that can 
only too easily be shown to be inseparable in principle. No sooner 
had Seebohm's cause of integrated social services triumphed than 
committees and directors were faced with the job of how to divide 
them all up again, in allocating them to various divisions and 
branches of the new so-called integrated departments. 

By emphasis on the overall requirements of the individual or 
family rather than on particular kinds of problems, Seebohm in 
effect said - ho\vever you organize, do not organize as you have in 
the past on the basis of separate "vork with children, the handi
capped, the homeless. the mentally ill, and so on. Instead, prinle 
emphasis "was laid on the provision of comprehensive social \\lork 
from Area Offices situated where they were most accessible, the 
'one door' for the individual or fanlily in distress. But social 'work 
in the comrnunity, so called 'field vlork', is not the only work that 
the department has to carry out. Residential care and various 
forms of day care and domiciliary support are needed, as ,veIl. 
Given the enlphasis on such 'Area Offices', it was perhaps natural 
for those who had to organize the new departments to think first 
of organizing thenl all in one 'field ,,,,ork' division, and thereafter 
to assign the other work - residential care, day care, and domiciliary 
care - to cOIIlplelnentary divisions. And in any case. the former 
departments, within their particular specialisms, had mostly been 
organized on this basis. 

In fact, what was happening over and beyond putting personal 
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social services under the co-ordinating control of one departmental 
director rather than Inany, can be conceptualized as a shift from 
organization primarily according to kind of client (more strictly, 
client need), to organization primarily according to kind of work, 
or more precisely, function. Though indeed the division of work 
below departmental level in children's welfare, and mental health, 
departments had already been functional. 

HO'wever, these are not the only possible bases of organizational 
division. Stepping back to survey the subject broadly, it seems that 
at least five separate possibili ties exist, at any rate in principle. 
Departments might be primarily organized according to: 

- fu.nction (purpose, kind of work) (in whatever terms it might 
appropriately be described) e.g. field work, residential care, day 
care; or (in the terms used in the previous chapter) e.g. provision 
of accommodation, help to achieve personal capacity for adequate 
social functioning, provision of help in daily living; 

- place, e.g. geographical division. area, 'patch'; 
- kind of client, e.g. children, the elderly, vagrants; 
- kind of worker, e.g. social worker, occupational therapist, home 

help; 
- method of work, e.g. work in groups, work with individuals, work 

with communities, etc. l 

1 The classic analysis of this was provided by Gulick (1937) whose frame
work was jJtl.1·pose. process. clientele, alld place. \Vilensky and Lebeaux (1965) 
extend a similar analysis specifically to the social welfare field where they 
suggest that the service provided under any particular ausjJices (or spo1lsor
shiP) can be divided according to pll1'pose (or programme), e.g. case work, 
group work, community organization; clientele: and geograph)) (or location); 
and they discllss the pros and cons of each division (p. 248-259). In effect 
it is suggested above that hind of worker (shill). and method of work 
(tJrocess) , ollght to be considered as separate categories. 

Note the distinction between tunctiom. which refer to ends or purposes. 
even if they seem to be expressed ill 'activity' words and methods which 
are references to how activi ties are carried Ollt. or what kind of activities 
are carried out in pursuit of ends which remain to be specified. 

Note also that hind of client is not quite the same as the client himself -
the crllcial Seebohm argument. Thus the sam~ client, or client-family. may 
exhibit youthfulness, homelessness, mental handicap. or any number of 
states or conditions. Organization strictly according to the client with all 
needs considered would arguably constitute a sixth category, though one 
perhaps lacking credibility as a prime basis for organization ill SSDs -
one division for all clients A-F, one for all clients G-N, and so onl 
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Manifest Structures of the New Departments 

The hundred and seventy new departments that came into exis
tence were not all organized in the same way. Three examples of 
different departmental structure - at least as structure was officially 
described on paper - from authorities with ,vhom we have worked 
are shown in Figures 4. 1 , 4.2, and 4.3· 

The Brent organization (Figure 4.1) or something like it was a 
conlmonly adopted pattern.2 One operational division was to deal 
with field work, through Seebohul-type Area Offices, whilst the 
other operational activities, residential work. day and dOlniciliary 
services were combined into a second division. A third division 
was to provide administrative support, nalnely secretarial and 
financial work. A fourth "vas to carry out the remainder of the 'non
operational' activities described in the previous chapter - research, 
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Figure 4.1 Social SeTvices Department, Loudon lJoTOugh of lhell t. -
Afain Outlines of Organization as Officially Described at Time of 

Formation (1971) 

2 To judge from variolls conference disCllssiolls 011 departmental structure 
with the stafI' from .,evenly-five of the new authorities concerned. 
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planning, and staff training. The Brent nomenclature ", .. as not 
typical in one respect, however. In most departments what in Brent 
were referred to as 'Area Managers' were referred to as 'Area 
Officers', 'Area Chief Social \Vorkers' or sometimes (particularly 
in larger county authorities) 'Area Directors.' 
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Community 
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ment& 
Training) 

Assistant 
Director 
(Finance 
& Admini
stration) 

County Population: about 400,000 

Figure 4.2 Social Services Department, County of East Sussex - Main 
Outlines of Organization as Officially Described at Time of Formation 

(197 1) 

In East Sussex, a pattern was adopted that, on the face of things 
at least, was much less common. Here the Area Officers - called 
'Area Directors' were explicitly declared to be directly accoun
table to the Director of Social Services, not to the Assistant Direc
tor (Social Work Services) and as such were regarded as menlbers 
of the Director's immediate 'management group.' The Assistant 
Director (Social Work Services) was accountable for much general 
planning and co-ordination of departnlcntal activity, but with 
some insignificant exceptions did not carry direct managerial 
accountability for any operational work. 

In East Sussex, community work was associated with research 
and development, partly because of the background and experience 
of the particular officer who held the research post. In \Vandsworth 
(Figure 4.3), on the other hand. adoption of the title Assistant 
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Director (Community Social Work) was used to convey the fact 
that the post carried accountability not only for the case work 
carried out in Area Offices, but also for many of the broader 
classes of 'work at cOllllllunity level described in the previous chap
ter. One unusual feature of the organization in 'Vandsworth was 
the establishment of a small group of professionally-qualified staff 
know as the Supervisory Group whose role was described as 'the 
maintenance, improvement. and development of caring services. 
including staff selection and training'. 

These brief descriptions may suffice to indicate sonlething of the 
variety - and similarity - of patterns and titles adopted. Elsewhere 
operational activities were sometimes divided into three parts. 
Besides a field work division and a residential care division, a 
third division to encOlnpass the provision of day centres of various 
kinds, meals on wheels, home helps, arrangement of transport, 
holidays, etc.. 'would sometimes be fonned. Sometimes separate 
'research' posts would be established. Usually, however, particularly 
in smaller authorities, they 'would be combined with staff training 
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as in the case of Brent. Sometimes a specific Deputy Director post 
would be established. Occasionally it would be sho,,,"n as having 
certain designated sections within its aegis. SOllletimes it would be 
shown in the main hierarchical line immediately under the Direc
tor. Often it would be displayed on charts in the classic manner: 
high but somewhat to the side of the main hierarchical line, and 
without indication of direct control of any specific sections. 

These then are the sorts of structures that published charts and 
circulars indicated, but (and this will hardly be any surprise to 
those who have worked in such settings) what they meant in 
practice was often quite another matter.:! First, it seems that many 
posts were established primarily to harness the particular availa
bility of skills and knowledge aillongst the group of staff inherited 
by the ne\\T departillents at the lllOment of establishment. As further 
staff were recruited, or as existing staff acquired new skills. the 
demands on some of these posts shifted and diminished. Second. 
it turned out that not all the organizational 'lines' dra\vn on 
charts, although pictorially the saille, represented the same rela
tionship in reality. Sometimes, for exaillple, the post of head of 
the field work division (by whatever title) shown clearly bet\veen 
the Director and Area Officers turned out to be one which was 
lllore or less frequently bypassed when the Director needed to do 
business directly with Area Officers, or vice versa. SOllletimes it 
turned out that so-called heads of residential divisions, particularly 
where they were not professionally qualified, were heads for cer
tain more 'administrative' matters but not so much heads when 
it came to other more 'professional' ones. These latter phenonlena 
are explored in depth later. 

Project Work on Departmental Structure 

As we began to work in these three new departlnents, and later 
in others, and as we began to discuss with staff from many new 
authorities the particular organizational structures of their new 
departments, there began to present themselves to our Ininds cer
tain general models to which existing departmental structures 
could be seen to adhere more or less precisely. Later in this chapter 
two main models of departnlental structure, one based priIl1arily 

3 Again, we draw heavily on disclIssion in conferences. 
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on organization by function, and one primarily on organization 
by place, will be considered in detail. 

For a start we "w"ill describe some project work from Brent and 
from East Sussex which was influential in developing these ideas. 

Project work in Brent, which started late in 1971, was not in 
the first instance apparently concerned at all with general depart
mental structure, but with the specific and familiar problelll of 
proper procedures for finding places for those needing residen
tial care (the project is described nlore fully fronl this point of 
view in Chapter 8). Hm,vever, it soon becaTHe apparent that ideas 
about proper placement procedures were integrally linked with 
the assumptions of those involved 4 about the respective roles of 
the two main operational divisions within the departillent (sec 
Figure 4. I, page 60). Each Area l\1anager had certain 'liaison' func
tions in respect of given local establishments. Should the Family 
Services Division, through Area l\'fanagers, be responsible for 
'standards of care' in establishillents? After a few months of dis
cussions the broader issue emerged as being whether responsibility 
for the total managenlent of establishments should rest with Area 
l\-Ianagers, or whether it should rest "with the Residential and Day 
Care Division, or whether it should be divided between them in 
sonle way to be clarified. 

The third possibility was discarded and after further thought 
and consultation the Director and his management team decided 
in the sunlIner of 1972 that Area Managers could not in the 
prevailing circumstances reasonably take on additional responsi
bility. Accordingly it was decided to strengthen the existing mana
gerial role of the Residential and Day Care Division and to 
underline the full accountability of the Assistant Director for all 
the work that went on within the establishtnents. In effect then, the 
Department opted for a clear functional organization, as opposed 
to a geographic organization or a mixture of functional and geo
graphical organizations - a choice which was to have immediate 
practical consequences in selecting the kind of person required 
to fill the post of Assistant Director (Residential and Day Care) 
which had beconle vacant in the meantime. 

4. Initial discussions involved the Assistant Director (Family Services) and 
the Assistant Director (Residential and Day Care), the Residential Care 
Manager, the Senior Administrative Oflicer, two heads of homes and two 
Area "Managers. and at a later point. the Director. 
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At the tilue of writing, this broader aspect of project work in 
Brent has moved on to the stage of exploring the intermediate 
lllanagement structure necessary to support the Assistant Director 
in his task of managing and developing the fifty-six or so establish
Inents concerned. 

Project Work in East Sussex 

In East Sussex the initial ternlS of reference for project work, which 
also started late in 1971, were more obviously related to general 
departmental structure. The brief was formally as follo·ws: 

To analyse the roles of the Assistant Director (Social Work Services) 
and Assistant Director (Residential and Supporting Services) with 
particular reference to: 

1.1 their respective discretion over the allocation of resources and 
their relationships with Area Directors in this regard; 

1.2 the development of the two Assistant Director roles as further 
accountability for the management of operational activities is 
delegated to Area Directors. 

As will be evident from the description at the start of this chap
ter (see Figure 4.2, page 61), the Department as established had 
elements of both functional and geographical organization at the 
first level of division. The existence of the post of Assistant Direc
tor (Residential and Supporting Services) gave indications of a 
functional split. On the other hand, the explicit accountability of 
the six Area Directors to the Director of Social Services, and their 
explicit inclusion in the 'managerial group' together with the five 
Assistant Directors gave counter-indications of a basic geographic 
orientation. Moreover, there was an explicit intention to shift 
responsibility for residential care in due course to the Areas, which 
would in effect bring the Department closer still to a geographical 
Illodel. 

Initial discussions 5 revealed several features of the existing 
situation which raised questions about general departlnental 
structure (other features which related more specifically to place-

s Involving the Director, the Assistant Director (Social Work Services) and 
two of her Executive Assistants, the Assistant Director (Residential and 
Supporting Services) and one of his Executive Assistants. and three Area 
Directors. 
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nlent procedures for those needing residential care are again dis
cussed in Chapter 8). 

(1) Although Area Directors were explicitly not accountable to 
the AD (SWS), the latter tended nevertheless to be seen by them 
as can-ying the role of 'first among equals'. They tended to rely 
heavily on her for advice and guidance. Noticing this tendency, 
the Director had already instituted a regular monthly meeting 
between each Area Director and himself, in order to strengthen 
his direct managerial relationship with them. 

(2) There was some tendency for Area Directors to raise problems 
about standards of care in residential establishments and even 
problems of welfare of }'esidential staff situated in their own 
geographical area, with the AD (S\Y5) rather than the AD 
(Res & 55). 

(3) A member of the staff of the AD (S\YS) dealt with all residential 
placements for the elderly, and apart from questions of whether 
this might not be better done at Area level. this situation again 
raised doubts about how far the AD (Res & SS) was accountable 
for an aspects of residential care. 

(4) Several Assistant Directors were separately involved in planning 
and developing new projects. The AD (Research and Develop
ment) had projects in the community work field. The AD (S'VS) 
had, for example. a specific project to develop 'intermediate 
treatment'. The AD (Res & SS) had a specific project to develop 
community services for the elderly. Ostensibly the rvlanagement 
Group meeting was the co-ordinating mechanism for all such 
work, but inevitably the question arose whether such develop
ment work could not be co-ordinated better with some other 
patte}-n of organization. 

(5) The existing division of work left several obvious areas of over
lap at Assistant Director level. The AD (SWS) and the AD 
(Research and Development) were both inevitably involved in 
'liaison work' with other statutory and voluntary bodies. The 
job description of the AD (l<inance and Administration) referred 
to his responsibility for the 'development and maintenance of 
operational systems' but the AD (S\VS) too would have strong 
interests in this area. 

These problems 'were revie'\ved and analysed in a series of meet
ings with the full management group in the early spring of 197 2 . 

It was confinned that t.he AD (S'VS) ,vas not to be held directly 
accountable for the operational '\vork of the Area Directors. It 
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was agreed that her role should be that of a staff officer. This was 
a type of role that had been identified elsewhere!) in a number of 
earlier research projects. Our current definition of the staff officer 
role in this project reads as follo'ws: 

StaU Officer Role 

Staff 
Officer 

A staff officer role arises where a manager A needs assistance in 
managing the activities of his subordinates (BI, B2) in some partiCll
lar dimension of work such as personnel and organizational matters 
or the detailed programming of activities and services. 
The staff officer is accountable to A: 

- for helping him to formulate policy in the field concerned, 
taking into account the experience and views of A's other 
subordinates; 

- for seeing that agreed policies in the field concerned are im
plemented by A's other subordinates: interpreting agreed policy, 
issuing detailed procedures and programmes, and ensuring 
adherence to these programmes. 

In carrying out these latter activities the staff officer is able to issue 
instructions. If BI does not agree with the staff officer's instructions 
he cannot disregard them, but must take the matter up with A. 
The staff officer has no authority t.o make official appraisals of the 
performance and ability of B 1, nor to recommend what the appraisal 
should be. 

However in East Sussex for the time being the continuing 
operational accountability of the AD (Res & SS) was stressed -
not only for 'bricks and mortar' but for the very quality of caring 
and therapeutic work carried out ,.vithin establishments. Given 
this position at least for the interim, the group hegan to discuss 

G See Brown (1960), Rowbottom et ai. (1973). 
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(as in the case of Brent) what sort of intermediate Inanagenlent 
structure was necessary between heads of establishments and the 
Assistant Director to whOln they were ultimately accountable. 
A separate project was mounted to clarify the role of the so-called 
'residential and day care officers' (see Chapter 6). 

There was also consideration of what should happen to general 
departmental structure as responsibility for residential and day 
care was transferred to Area Directors, and some discussion of a 
full geographical structure started. Would the post of AD (Res 
& SS) continue after the transfer" changing perhaps to a staff 
office.,. role conlplementary to that carried by the AD (SWS)? Or 
would the AD (SWS) post take over responsibility for all opera
tional co-ordination whilst the other post became transformed to 
one specifically concerned with logistics - capital building pro
grammes, supplies, nlaintenance, transport, and so on. And if the 
latter, could it exist on its own, or would it be better combined 
with the chief administrative post? 

At this point it became obvious that no radical changes could 
be usefully contenlplated without taking into account the coming 
anlalgalnation of the existing East Sussex with the three county 
borough authorities in the geographical county. Further work on 
this broader topic was deferred, but later in 1972 a new project 
was agreed ,,,,ith all four authorities, to help them plan the general 
structure of the new department to be established in 1974. 

Two Basic Models for the Organization of Operational Activity 

Generalizing from this and our conference experience \ve began 
to explore in more detail what a fully developed functional and a 
fully developed geographical model would look like. 7 (As far as 
the other possible bases of organization described at the start of 
this chapter are concerned organization according to hind of client 
has lapsed follmving the Seebohm argunlcnts - although as ,\Jill be 
suggested later. this is not quite the end of the matter. Organiza
tion according to hind of worheT does not carry lnuch drive, 

7 It may be worth stressing that the organizational 'models' described at 
this and many other points hereafter are not by any means \Veberian 'ideal 
types'. Far from being the unrealizable extremes of some continuum. they 
are intended as practical alternatives, capable of complete realization and 
test. 
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perhaps because of the relatively insecure and uncertain states of 
professional specialization within social work; in contrast, say, 
to health services. Organization according to method of work as a 
prime determinant again carries little drive. S) In constructing these 
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Figure 4.4 lHodel A - F'IInctiorwi Organization 

models we took for granted the assumption discussed in Chapter 
2. namely that the basic departmental structure was and Vias likely 
to remain hierarchical, i.e. compounded of sllccessive tnanagerial 
relationships; although (as we shall see) other complementary 
elements of organization needed to be taken into account as well. 

As has been stated, the first choice - organization according to 
function - is the more conventional. Using this basis, ,\ve can con
strllct the first model - Model A (Figure 4.4). In this model. the 
primary divisions of the departtnent are the activities broadly 

8 In contrast, say, to the real choice to be found within mdustry as to 
whether to organize workshops according to like·manufacturing methods 
(process or method) or according to like-products (purpose or function). 
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describable as 'field work', 'domiciliary and day carc', and 'residen
tial care'. As pointed out in the previous chapter these terms 
are not the nlost precise or lnost lneaningful in ,vhich to analyse 
the work of an SSD. Nevertheless they are functional divisions of 
a kind; and diffuse though they are, the simple fact of the matter 
is that they represent the present prime basis of division of activi
ties in many if not most SSDs. At a second level, the organization of 
field work is divided according to place by the establishrnent of a 
ntunber of Area Teams. 

The obvious advantage of Nlodel A is that the various assistant 
directors can, in principle, concentrate on their mvn particular 
fields of work - residential care, for example - and ensure strong 
Inanagement of specialist staff and econOlnical use of specialized 
resources. The main disadvantage is also apparent. The Seebohm 
principle has not been driven to its logical conclusion. All divi
sions of the department can easily become involved in anyone 
case (see Figure 4.4), say a problem fanlily with children in residen
tial care and a lnother needing psychiatric care and help in the 
hOlne. If there is significant and sustained disagreelnent on appro
priate treatment or action, the matter can only be resolved at the 
level of the Director himself, since he is the first 'crossover point'. 
Worse than this, any question of develop111ent or standardization 
of general procedures for dealing with various categories of client 
again becomes a rnatter for all three divisions of the department. 
and again any fundatnental conflicts can only be sorted out by 
the intervention of the Director. 

The obvious alternative to ~lodel A is to create geographical 
areas or divisions lvhich deal with all work with anyone client as 
in ~'1odel B (see Figure 4.5). In effect, this creates a nunlber of 
mini-departInents ''''ithin the main SSD - at least as far as the 
delivery of service is concerned. In ~fodel A the officer in charge 
of a particular area is concerned only with field work. In ~fodel 
B he is concerned with operational work of all kinds. This is a 
nluch more responsible position and the title 'Divisional Officer' 
or 'Divisional Director' nlay feel nlore appropriate, although essen
tially the work is still divided on a geographical basis. (In Figure 
4.5 only three Divisional Directors are shown but there could 
be a larger number.) In larger authorities, it lnay be necessary to 
further subdivide field workers thus establishing in effect a layer 
of 'Area Officers' irrlnlediatcly belo,v Divisional Director. 
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Note, however, in this case the difference in conception of 
Division and Area, not only in tenns of level but in terms of func
tions. 'Division' here implies a comprehensive range of functions 
including residential care. 'Area' would not necessarily imply this 
at all, and would be nlore likely to be limited to field social work, 
Sotne but not necessarily all domiciliary services. and some admini
strative support. Below this again might be a 'Team' level con
cerned only with field social work, and not necessarily self-suflicient 
in terms of being able to provide a full seven-day, twenty-four 
hour service. 

For the lnoment our hypothesis is that a full Divisional struct.ure 
is unlikely to be valid for populations of under 70-100,000; 

though much would depend here on the intensity and dispersion 
of social need and on the cOlTesponding size and dispersion of 
staff and facilities provided. Larger Divisions Blight support two, 
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three, or even III ore , Area offices. 9 Residential and day care estab
lishlllents would be allocated to particular Divisions, though of 
course there would be certain specialized establishments where 
control would either have to be retained centrally or given to one 
particular Division which would be responsible for providing the 
facility on a service-basis to all other Divisions (see later discussion). 

The built-in disadvantage of a functional division are nm'v over
come, or at any rate reduced by relegation to a lower organizational 
level. In principle each geographical division is now able to re
spond more freely and flexibly to local needs and circulllstances, 
and to interact with its own 'conlIDunity' in developing 'what 
additional resources it can. By delegating the bulk of continuing 
operational work in this way to relatively self-(:ontained units at 
a lm-ver level, the Director and his ilnmediate staff are freed to 
pursue the development of broader policies. This brings us to the 
next stage of the exposition. 

Supporting Activities 

Actually carrying out the operational work is only half the story. 
No big, complex organizations can continue to run efficiently 'with
out considerable support for the 'sharp end'. (Indeed, the tendency 
to increase the size of the supporting organization at the expense 
of a reduced but more effective operational organization is charac
teristic of many modern undertakings, industrial, comlllercial, and 
military.) As was suggested in the previous chapter, several dis
tinct kinds of such supporting, non-operational, work can be 
identified in social services. 

For a start there is systematic TeseaTch into needs, and syste
matic evaluation of the effectiveness with lvhich present services 
are nleeting thelll (the two ride naturally side by side). Then there 
is what "we have called strategic planning, the planning of the 
kinds of services required to nleet needs in the long term, to
gether with identification of the kinds and levels of resource 
needed to sustain thenl. Then there are 1110re obviously 'suppor
tive' activities - the job of recruiting and training suitable people 

9 It is an interesting thought that the great majority of County Boroughs 
which at the time of wI'iring run their own self-slIfIicient SSDs. are within 
this same order of size, with populations of 70,000 to 150.000. 
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to man the department (staffing and training); the job of providing 
the material resources, buildings, furnishings, transport, lnaterials, 
etc. which are needed (logistics); the job of collating, recording and 
transmitting data of various kinds, and of physically collecting and 
disbursing cash (secretarial and financial work); and the job of 
creating and maintaining a good general social environnlent in 
which the department nlay do its work (public relations). 

Over and above all this there is the job of getting the organiza
tion itself to function. The very fact that the "vork of the depart
ment is done by many rather than by one person itself generates 
work which would otherwise be non-existent. The work comprises 
matters such as the COIlllllunication of policies, '\fork programmes 
and tasks, the allocation of resources, the review of the results of 
others' performance, the discussion and clarification of nIutuaJ 
problems, the stimulation of new ideas and methods. Such "vork 
may be classified broadly as managerial and co-ordinat£ve. It does 
not itself result in departmental 'output', and is therefore not 
operational work, as the term has been defined here. It is work 
which is spread throughout many parts in the organization, giving 
rise to relationships ,,:hich can variously be described as 'manage
rial', 'supervisory', 'staff', 'collateral', 'co-ordinating', and 'moni
toring', each distinct and capable of precise definition (see 
Appendix A). 

One facet of this managerial and co-ordinative work is of par
ticular interest here. In studying the ,,,ork actually carried out by 
'headquarters' staff in several of our client departments, we came 
across a number of activities that did not readily fit into any of 
the other categories described above, and yet seemed to imply 
more attention than could be expected from the Director himself 
in his straightforward managerial role. These activities included 
things like: 

- discussing various detailed working arrangements and procedures 
with other statutory or voluntary agencies (as opposed to engaging 
in discussion with them about long-term plans and financing); 

- issuing detailed procedural instructions on various operational 
matters for use throughout the department; for example, instruc
tions on the detailed implementation of new legislat.ion, or 
instructions on the recording of case information; 

- providing specialist advice and instructions in individual cases. 
where such was required: 
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- day-to-day allocation of resources, e.g. places in residential estab
lishments; 

- ensuring throughout the department that case work as practised 
adhered to laid-down policy and observed satisfactory standards. 

~ow all these activities do in fact hroadly conform to the type 
described above as 'managerial and co-ordinative'. Moreover they 
are all oriented broadly to day-to-day operations, rather than to 
long-ternl planning or systematic provision of resources. Since 
(anticipating what is to come) they appear to justify in many 
cases the full-tilne attention of a senior specialist at headquarters 
level, it is convenient to have a ternl to describe them by, and 
'operational co-ordination' seems a satisfactory one for the pur
pose. IO 

Model A Expanded 

The next step, then, is to see how the two main luodels established 
above need to be elaborated to take account of all this additional 
but essential supportive and co-ordinative work. Dealing first with 
Model A, the basic operational framework luight be supplemented 
by the addition of two additional Assistant Director posts and a 
number of specialist posts, in the way sho,vn in Figure 4.6. Neither 
of the two additional Assistant Director posts ,,,"ould, of course, 
carry direct nlanagerial accountability for operational services. 
And note that although they are shown in Figure 4.6 'higher' than 
the operational posts, they would not necessarily be tnore highly 
graded. Nor ,vould they necessarily be nl0re 10'\lly graded. Each 
Assistant Director post '\lould be graded according to its assessed 
'\lork, but all would be at the SaIne general managerial level, i.e. 
imlllediately subordinate to the Director. (See the discussion of 
grades and managerial levels in Appendix A.) 

The Assistant Director (Research and Planning) would be ex
pected to 'work collaboratively ,\lith his four fellow Assistant 
Directors, as ,.veIl as with a variety of outside agencies in developing 
realistic, costed. strategic plans. He would need to establish a strong 

IU It is worth stressing the point that ol)eratiollal co-ordination is not 
seen as an activity additional to the comprehensive list of departmental 
functiollS offered in Chapter 3. but rather a specific part of one of the 
existing' terms on that list. i.e. managerial 11lld co-onlilwtive work. 
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link with the medical and other planners in the local Health 
Authority, and also with any corporate planning staff employed by 
the Local Authority itself. His brief ",wuId be established or ap
proved by the Director, and it would tenninate ,vith a report to the 
Director. Such a report would contain worked out proposals for 
action, an analysis of the needs that were to be met, a general speci
fication of the human and physical resources needed, and an 
estimate of costs. It would also show alternatives wherever neces
sary. However, it would not be for the planner to decide which to 
adopt - that would be for the Director in conjunction with his 
other senior staff, and ultimately for the Local Authority itsel£.l1 

11 Acting perhaps through some 'Policy and Resources Committcc' follow
ing the suggestion of the Rains Report (1972). 
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Given that the prime job of any systematic research undertaken 
within the department is to lead to the development and institu
tion of new or improved services, there are strong arguments for 
placing specialist research staff under the control of this Assistant 
Director, so adding research to his brief. In this way, the danger 
is reduced of such research staff being left to operate in a vacuum. 

Another advantage of establishing such a specialist planning 
role is that the danger of unco-ordinated development is lllinimized. 
It is only too easy where several divisional heads are concerned 
for the process of dcvelop;ment to take place in a piecellleal fashion 
- in response to a particular deficiency in service that has suddenly 
revealed itself here, in response to the various general enthu
tion there, or simply in response to the various general enthu
siasms of the individual heads concerned. For no new service can 
ever be satisfactorily considered in isolation: it usually affects the 
operation of other existing services in some direct 1vay and always 
alters the possibility of developing other alternative services by 
its call on resources. A new scheme for 'intermediate treatlnent' 
for children persistently in trouble, for example, affects the quality 
of case work (basic social work) needed; it affects the load on 
'community homes'; and, depending on the scheme, it may affect 
relations 1,vith the local comlllunity. Or to take another simple 
exalnple, the appointment of two new workers for 'community 
'work' means, in the end, the appointlnent of nvo less somewhere 
else. 

The second additional post is that of Assistant Director (Adnlini
stration). Now 'administration' is a term that bears two somewhat 
conflicting interpretations in everyday use. It can refer to some 
sort of directing, or more precisely 1nanagerial, activity (see Appen
dix A - managerial role). Or it can refer to any sort of process 
which gives aid, support, or service, to some more primary activity. 
In social services further confusion is added by use of 'administra
tive' as a collective description for all those individuals in senior 
positions who do not happen to be professionally qualified in 
social work. However, since the vlord administration is in COlnmon 
use, some attenlpt at clarification is necessary. 'Ve suggest that in 
the context of social services it is best restricted to the second 
usage, rather than the ftrst or third usages described above; and 
that in this context 'administration' can usually be enlployed to 
stand for son1e comhination of the {inancial, logistical, and seCTC-
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lariat. functions discussed in the previous chapter, as well as luany 
of the routine elements of staffing work. (It appears that admini
strative staff may also properly undertake certain defined kinds of 
operational work, as discussed later in Chapter 7.) In the elaborated 
Model A structure 'which we are considering. the Assistant 
Director (Administration) would be concerned with financial and 
secretarial work, but the bulk of logistical 'work would rest with 
the Assistant Director (Residential Care). 

Although nluch financial work for SSDs is carried out in an 
associat.ed l~rcasurer's Department. the Assistant Director (Adlnini
stration) ,vould have to deal with matters like the collection of 
parental and other contributions, the preparation of budgets and 
estimates, and the systematic checking of actual expenditure 
against agreed budgets as the financial year goes by. Such activities 
would involve the Assistant Director and his staff in a monitoring 
role in relation to other divisions in which they carried authority 
to check the conformity of expenditure to policy (see further 
discussion in Chapters 5 and 6 of project work in this area). 

Certain secretarial work such as the keeping of departmental 
records and statistics and the provision of centralized typing pools 
naturally fits, too. with a 'chief administrator' role. At this level 
the work 'would not be so luuch concerned with providing parti
cular statistics or services. as with creating the necessary organiza
tion and procedures to provide them. However, it is equally clear 
that secretarial support must also be provided in local Area 
Offices. The 'dual influence' situation in which local administra
tive and clerical staff then find thenIselves, and possible solutions 
which have been established in project work. are also discussed 
in Chapter 5. 

As mentioned earlier. however. it is 'operational co-ordination' 
as defined above that poses the greatest problelu in any func
tionally-organized department. All rests on joint collaboration, 
and one hallmark of real-life departments organized on the Model 
A pattern is the frequent occurrence of 'working parties' or 
'discussion groups' busily trying to evolve new procedures and 
systems. In principle. none of the three operational Assistant 
Directors has any 1l10re right to act as co-ordinator of his m'Vll 

and his colleagues' work than another. In practice. the Assistant 
Director (Field "Vork) often appears to assume a leading role in 
such matters. If specialists in various aspects of social work are 
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employed (Figure 4.6) they are frequently put in the Field Work 
Division. For both these reasons, there is probably SOlne tendency 
in practice for I\-fodel A, which as has been observed was the more 
con11non choice at the time of re-organization, to becorne some
what lop-sided in operation. All Assistant Directors are equal, in 
the famous phrase, but the Assistant Director (Field Work) is more 
equal than the others. 

T'raining officers, too, are likely to be added to the staff of the 
Assistant Director (Field 'York) even though, again, their work is 
department-wide, so that the same COlnments apply. 

Model B Expanded 

In Model B, on the contrary. a separate high-level officer to co
ordinate operations but without managerial accountability for the 
provision of anyone segment of operational work is not only 
possible but essential (see Figure 4.7). 

The role of the Assistant Director (Research and Planning) 
would be as outlined above in lVlodel A. though nm\' the Divisional 
Directors would be an important part of the working group \\lith 
,vhom he developed plans and schenles. Again, ,vith the agreement 
of a long-term plan, the Assistant Director (Operational CO-Ol-dina
tion) would be provided with a firm base for action. It would be his 
role, as a staff officer and not as a manager of the various Divisional 
Directors, to interpret broad plans into operational practice, to 
arrange implementation and training, and to monitor consequen
tial action. As a staff officer, he could give instructions to the 
Divisional Directors. provided that they were within the estab
lished policy, but he could not hiIllself set or approve new policy. 
nor would it be proper for him to form official appraisals of the 
general performance of any Divisional Director. His brief l\Tould 
allow him to range the whole field of operational work in search 
of integrated and effective procedures. not restricted to case 'work 
or 'coffilnunity' work. but relating to all phases of action with the 
client and the conlffiunity. Such "vork might logically be associated 
(in larger authorities at least) '''lith specialists of two kinds ,vho 
could thus be included in his staff:: 

(I) those who kept in particular focus the needs of particular 
client-groups, e.g. the mentally disordered, the deaf or blind, 
children, etc.; 
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(2) those who viewed operational activities in terms of particular 
kinds of services or skills, e.g. specialists in residential care, 
group work, community development, home help. occupational 
therapy, etc. 

The snlaller the departnlent, of course, the less scope there would 
be for proliferation at this point. Again, it ,,,,ould need to be 
stressed that such staff did not carry Inanagerial authority with 
respect to their counterparts or other staff 'within the operating 
Divisions. Further, this particular division Inight be the right 
place to locate any training staff employed, particularly those 
concerned with social "\'vork training of various kinds. '['he fonnu-
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lation of training programmes could thus be intimately linked 
with detailed operational plans. It is an open question hmv far 
staffing "'lork Inight also be linked with operational co-ordination. 
Certainly, as we have noted, it is usual for the more routine aspects 
of such work - the mechanics of recruitment, the nlaintenancc of 
staff records, the monitoring of 'establishment' and conditions of 
service, the provision of welfare facilities, and so on - to be carried 
out by adnlinistrative and clerical staff. But this leaves open the 
further question of whether such staff should then act in a service
providing capacity from within the 111ain adnlinistrative division 
or whether they should perhaps be attached to the operational 
co-ordinator's division. 

There would be no place in l\10del B for an Assistant Director 
in charge of Residential Care. Broad consideration of needs for 
new residential provision would be an integral part of the 'work 
of the Assistant Director (Research and Planning). The need for 
new establishments would thus be looked at not simply in its own 
right but as part of a comprehensive survey of what developlnent 
of operational service "\-\'as necessary, for example, the proper 
balance of new residential and domiciliary provision. At the other 
extrenle, Divisional Directors ,,,,auld be accountable for the run
ning of their own residential establishments as operational entities. 
They would, no doubt, need assistants of their o"vn to help man
age, supervise, and support, the "vork of the staff of these residen
tial establishments. 

If the detailed planning and provision of new establishments of 
all kinds, and their physical support and maintenance thereafter 
- what has here been classified broadly as 'logistics' - was thought 
to be a central function, it could well be handed over to the 
Assistant Director (Administration). Financial monitoring, too, 
would rest "vith him. As far as human resources for establishlnents 
were concerned, routine staffing work lnight rest "'lith the Assis
tant Director (Administration) and training 'work with the 
Assistant Director (Operational Co-ordination) as described above. 

Thus all headquarters staff would have within their own par
ticular areas of interest co-ordinative functions which extended 
right across the board, but none would be nlanagerially account
able for the delivery of operational services. It is an essent.ial 
feature, therefore, of this model that the Divisional Directors 
would be regarded as imll1ediate subordinates of the Director, and 
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part of his immediate policy-nlaking team. The Assistant Directors 
might or Inight not as a group be l1l0re highly graded than the 
Divisional Directors, and many would carry authority to issue 
detailed instructions in interpreting established policy, but they 
would not, individually or together, constitute a separate policy
making managerial level. It is a nloot point whether the Assistant 
Directors "vould justify higher grades in view of the extensive re
sponsibilities of the Divisional Directors in this schenle. Indeed 
Divisional Directors theIIlselves might be at different grades. The 
Inain point again is that whatever grades were justified by any 
particular one of these posts - and some variety lnight be expected 
- they would all be regarded as broadly on the saIne executive 
level. 

Deputy Directors 

No Inention has been made in either of these models of the possi
bility of a Deputy Director. In the first instance one must question 
exactly what this title ilnplies. 

The most obvious idea of a deputy is of somebody who stands-in 
for his chief, when needed. In the absence of the chief there is 
indeed a strong case for having one designated deputy. although 
there are those that argue that all the divisional heads can, quite 
readily, take a little more responsibility for the time being. 

However, it is what the deputy does when his chief is there 
that raises the real problem. Now, if the foregoing analysis is 
correct and comprehensive, a designated deputy could only carry 
out one or another of the functions already spelt out whilst his 
chief was present. In other words, whoever the deputy is, he must 
carry out one or more of the various supporting roles already 
described. In ~'lodel A, therefore, if a designated deputy were 
required, the ans\ver ,volIld perhaps be to select the most senior of 
the several Assistant Directors shown, making it clear that his 
deputizing function only provided authority when the chief is 
away. In ~10del B the situation is somewhat different. None of the 
Divisional Directors 'would represent a 'natural' deputy to the 
Director, since none is concerned with total departmental business. 
Of the remaining senior staff. the Assistant Director (Operational 
Co-ordination) lllight, assuming adequate personal experience and 
seniority, represent an obvious choice given his daily concern with 
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pressing operational nlatters and problems. Indeed, putting the 
nlatter the other way round we arc increasingly led to suspect 
that so-called deputies, where no other duties are specified, spend 
much of their time in what has been identified as 'operational 
co-ordination'. They have authority to give instructions in iln
plementing policies, but no authority to set new policies or to 
make appraisals of personal perfornlance. 

Variants of the Two Main Models 

Here then arc sketches of two different 'models' of departmental 
structure, each with its own logic given the particular assumption 
from which it stcnlS. FrOID these two main lllOdels, a range of minor 
variants can easily be derived. 

For exalllple. in Model A (functional organization) the func
tions of domiciliary and day care could easily be split between the 
two other Assistant Directors if it ,,,,ere felt that three senior posts 
were not justified. Again, training and operational co-ordination 
might be combined in two or nlore sections under one more 
senior 'deputy' post - see Figure 4.8. Such an arrangement has 
the clear advantage in i\-Iodel A departments of finding a location 
for operational co-ordination outside any of the particular func-

Director 

AD Domiciliary 
'and Day Care 

AD Fieldwork 

Figure 4.8 

AD Residential 
Care 
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tional divisions. As a further alternative, research and planning, 
training, and operational co-ordination, Inight all three be conl
bined under one Deputy Director in Model A, or for that matter 
in Nlodel B. 

What is perhaps open to doubt is whether it is desirable to 
associate training with research as is sometimes done. The usual 
rationale offered is that both in some sense are 'developnlent' 
activities. There is an implicit idea that the sort of person who is 
abreast with the latest thinking in social work practice is also 
a readY-Iuade trainer. But surely there is a fundamental confusion 
here. There is a significant difference between keeping up to date 
with new social work techniques, which an effective trainer 'would 
certainly have to do, and producing realistic and cos ted plans for 
new services based on systematic assessments of local needs, which 
is what research should be oriented towards in this context. Were 
a luore realistic research role established, and associated with 
planning, it is possible that links with training would seenl less 
obvious. 

On the other hand, there are perhaps arguments for linking 
training - the organization of training at any rate - with other 
aspects of staffing or personnel work. The case is strengthened the 
more that personnel work is recognized as not just concerned with 
routine matters like the placing of advertisements for staff and 
the keeping of personnel records, but also with more complex 
things like manpower forecasting and the planning of organization 
and establishluent, with which training naturally interlinks. 
Whether such an integrated personnel role demands a professional 
social work qualification, or whether it fits with, and starts to give 
additional substance to, career structure for a separate adminis
trative class is another point.12 

12 In effect, the first suggestion gives substance to the role of a separate 
Assistant Director (Staffing) as suggested in some of our own earlier publi
cations. As far as the second suggestion is concerned personnel work in the 
broad sense is clearly part of the professional administrator's brief in health 
organizations, although clinical training for the various health professions 
would be provided elsewhere - see Management Arrangements for the Re
organized Health Service (DHSS, 1972). At local authority level, the Bains 
Report gives strong commendation Lo the establishment of a senior personnel 
post outside any departmental structure. However this would not neces
sarily exclude the establishment as well of more specialized personnel posts 
within each of the major departments such as social services. 
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The Planning of Specialist Operational Services 

One probleln which arises in Model B organizations (and in some 
respects, in IvIodel A organizations too) is how to arrange for the 
provision of specialist services which do not exist in sufficient 
quantity to allow each Area or Division to have its own share; for 
example assessnlent centres, training centres, specialist adoption 
services, and (perhaps) occupational therapy. 

Two obvious alternatives offer themselves. Such services can be 
provided by central headquarters, so Inaking the heads of the units 
or sections concerned directly accountable to headquarters' staff 
as shown in Figure 4.9 Or they can be placed in an appropriate 
Area or Division and luade the accountability of the AreajDivi-
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Figure 4.9 
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sional Officer concerned, but provided on a service-gtvzng basis 
to other Areas or Divisions as shown in Figure 4.10 (using the 
term service-giving as precisely defined in Appendix A). The 
disadvantage of the first arrangement is that it might be difficult 
to find a suitable organizational 'home' for fairly minor specialist 
·work. Which Assistant Director, for example, is going to have time 
to act as an adequate manager in the full sense of the word, for 
an isolated teacher of the blind or a few occupational therapists? 
The disadvantage of the second is that, however carefully the 
arrangement is defined, the tendency is for the Area or Division 
providing the service to get rather 1110re than their fair share of 
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Figure 4.10 

the total services available. Nevertheless it nlay be the better solu
tion on balance. 

Multi-dimensional or Matrix Organization 

It will now be apparent that to pose the issue of departtnental 
structure in terms of a straight choice of organizing by kind of 
work, kind of client, place, etc., is to oversimplify. For what ·emerges 
fronl detailed consideration of alternative structures is that each 
requires a complex set of organizational arrangements if due re
gard is to be paid to a number of co-existing needs. 
, Even if at the first level operational work is split according t.o 

place or area, at the second level it has to be split by function or 
type of work. Even if organization according to type of worker 
is eschewed as a prinlary principle there is a need to take account 
of it somewhere. Certain well-defined occupational groups like 
hOIne helps, occupational therapists, or clerical and administrative 
staff, will need their own head of service some'where in the organ
ization attending to the special requirements of the group, such as 
its recruitment, training, and career structure, though probably 
through the medium of staff or co-ordinati'lJe roles, rather than 
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managerial ones (sec Appendix A). Even if division by type of 
client as an organizing principle has been sunlmarily renlOved 
frOln pride of place in the course of the Seebohm revolution, its 
presence still lingers in the evident nced to have somewhere in 
the departnlent adequate Iuachinery for considering the adequacy 
and devdoplnent of services for the eldcrly, as a group. or the Iuen
tally sub-nonnaI. or the under-five-year-olds. And last but by no 
lneans least, even if account is taken of all these considerations. 
there has still got to be sonle way of integrating all the work "'lith 
individual clients in individual cases - a problem which will be 
explored in sonle depth in Chapter 8. 

What emerges as realistic, then, is the l1lulti-dimensional or 
matrix organization already discussed. in which members of de
partments will at various tinles find themselves working 'with 
various groups of colleagues in many and various orientations.13 

If discussion is needed on the developnlent of ne\v schemes for 
particular client groups or developnlcnts in whole new fields of 
",",ork, like community work, it may be led perhaps by a senior 
specialist in the field concerned, ""vho is perhaps on the staff of 
one of the Assistant Directors. If it concerns the production of long
term plans it luay be led by the head of research and planning. 
If it is on development of working procedures it may be led by 
the 'operational co-ordinator' or a member of his staff. If it con
cerns future treatment plans for an individual client, we shall 

13 As noted earlier there is an obvious link here with Algie's (1970) notion 
of 'polyarchic' pattern of organization for social services, although he claims 
this as an alternative, rather than a supplement, to hierarchy. He advocates 
the individual worker's membership of many changing 'multi-disciplinary 
teams' although he appears to avoid the question of which, if any, would 
involve managerial relationships. His 'sentient groups' would co-ordinate 
work to meet different client needs. Other groups would co-ordinate the 
development of specific kinds of work - residential, case work, and so on. 
He explicitly refers to a 'strategic planning manager' and to an 'operational 
development manager'. 

The links wi th health services should be noted here too, where the Report 
on Management Arrangements for the Reorganised Health Service (DHSS, 
]972) notes specifically that organization in three dimensions will be required 
according to 'skills' (i.e. kind of worker). 'needs' (i.e. kind of client), and 
'places'. Such hierarchical structure as exists - and hierarchical organization 
is by no means universal in health organization - will be in the 'skills' 
dimension, and in the sense that the primary division of organization below 
District level will be by skill - i.e. type of worker. 
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suggest later that it may be led by a designated 'case co-ordinator'. 
Often these 'leaders' will carry either staff officer or co-ordina

lzve roles. In these cases, they will have authority to persuade or 
even to instruct but they will not have authority to re-shape policy 
or to apply nlanagerial sanctions and control to team members. 
vVhat is surely crucial in this complex situation is to retain clarity 
about who (if anybody) carries managerial roles with rights of 
sanction and with duties to appraise and develop staff. To be a 
melnber of nlany working teanlS with Inany different 'leaders' is 
normal and desirable. To be subject to the managerial control of 
more than one person is in most circumstances a situation of dis
comfort and anxiety. l·j 

Number of Managerial Levels 

This discussion leads naturally to consideration of another general 
feature of departmental structure. Accepting that the hierarchical 
structure of managerial relationships in an SSD is only one of the 
many co-ordinative mechanisllls. it is nevertheless obviously an 
important one. 'Vhat, one may ask then. is the optimum shape, the 
optimum height and breadth. of such a structure within the depart
ment? If the hierarchy is too high. the Director loses contact with 
the 'front-line'. If it is too shallow, he may become over-burdened 
with detail, and he and other managers within the hierarchy be
come unable to cope with the numbers of staff each has to supervise. 

In considering this classical problelll. it appears usual not only 
for management consultants. but for many knmvledgeable managers 
as well, to take as an inevitable and unquestionable starting point 
the famous 'span of control' principle. which suggests that there is 
some optimum number of subordinates for any manager to deal 
with, perhaps seven or eight. I5 The single-lninded concern with 
span of control is a pity, for it removes attention from what is at 
least as important, the complementary issue of optinlunl number 
of managerial levels. The effects on lllanagers of unduly large 

l4. The attachment situation as defined in Appendix A is a possible 
exception to this principle. though even here the potential for conflict 
is no doubt high if t1Ie definition of the situation is at all unclear. 

15 The original hypothesis by Graicunas (19~7) employs an abstract and 
mathematically-based argument based on the proliferation of interrelations 
as the size of the group to be supervised increases. 
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spans of control can often be relieved by judicious use of staff 
officers or supervisory roles. But the effects of too Inany, or too 
few, managerial levels are more insidious and more difficult to 
overcome. 

An important hypothesis offered by Jaques 16 suggests that there 
is an optimum separation between the general 'capacity' of any 
manager and that of his subordinates, and hence, in the normal 
course of things, between their corresponding levels of work. Too 
close, and subordinates lose respect for their managers as managers. 
They see them 1110re as senior colleagues, and tend to bypass them 
for the 'real' boss when needs arise. Too far apart, and subordinates 
lose touch l"lith their managers, and tend not to "iant to trouble 
them with what for the managers concerned (though not for the 
subordinates) will be minor problems. The thesis goes on to dis
cuss in more detail the possible nature of this executive 'capacity', 
a quality distinct from professional expertise. Elsewhere evidence 
is offered of the systematic way in which 'capacity' may develop 
during the course of a working career through the study of earn
ing progression histories.17 

Optimulll separation between levels Ineans some optimum 
number of levels for any given executive organization. ls The 
important thing is to separate managerial levels frOlu what is really 
quite a different matter, the grading structure (see Appendix A). 
It is certainly not the case that every step in grade implies a full 
luanagerial relationship. 

Thus, returning to SSDs it is not unusual to see pictures of 
departmental organization employing the various steps shown in 
Figure 4-.1 I. What is actually depicted is a chart of broad grading 
structure, and no more. It can be said with some confidence that 
not all seven above the lowest represent real managerial levels. 

How many full managerial levels do SSDs need? (The adjective 
'full' is added to ernphasize that supervisory roles or staff officer 
'foles do not in themselves constitute a Inanageriallevel as defined 

16 See 'Speculations Concerning Level of Capacity' and 'Preliminary 
Sketch of a General Structure and Executive Strata' (in Glacier Project 
Papers, Brown and Jaques. 1965). 

17 Jaques (1967). 
18 Jaques hypothesizes that even the largest executive organization will 

need no more than six full-managerial levels - seven executive ranks in all 
(Glacie1' Project Papers. 1965). 
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Figure 4.11 SSD Orga.nization as a Hierarchy of Gmdes 

here.) The answer is likely to depend on the size of the depart
ment concerned. We do not have hard research data to report. but 
tentatively we suggest that the answer may be four levels for those 
in the middle ranges of size, perhaps three for the very smallest. 
and conceivably, five for the very largest. For a start it seems 
likely that most Area organizations have need of one full lllana
gerial level in relation to (at least) trainees. students, and junior 
clerical staff, betlveen them and the Area OHicer (see Chapter 5). 
Thus the A}"ea Officer is at least a second level manager. The real 
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question is how many levels exist between the Area Officer and 
Director on the field work side. 

Model A seelns to assume that one level is indeed needed in the 
person of the Assistant Director, making four managerial levels in 
all including that of the Director. Hm·vever it is open t.o some 
doubt whether the Assistant Director level on the field work side 
actually operates as a full tnanagerial level in very small depart
nlents. There is SOllle evidence that the Director tends to establish 
direct managerial relationships 'with the Area Officers leaving the 
Assistant Director in a staff officer or co-ordinating role. If this 
is the case, only three real managerial levels exist, including that 
of the Director, in very small departments. 

The answer in ~Iodel B depends on how the Divisional Director 
post is conceived. If in terms of grading it is realistically conceived 
as equivalent only to a (senior) Area Officer post, and 'with only 
'team leaders' posts below, then the Department is presumably 
operating with only three managerial levels - the Director, the 
Divisional Director/Area Officer, and the Team Leader. I-Io"\vcver 
it is likely that the size of lTIOst Divisions in l\10del B departments 
will be such as to create a need for the establishment of a number 
of separate Area Offices within Divisions in most cases, as suggested 
above. If this is so, Divisional Director and Area Officer would 
represent distinct levels, and again four Inanagcrial levels, inclu
ding that of the Director, would exist in the Department. 

On the residential and day care side, there can be little doubt 
that heads of establishluents constitute a real managerial level. 19 

In the case of more complex establishments like SOBle of the fornler 
approved schools, renland homes, or recept.ion centres, it may even 
be a second managerial leveL In Inany Model A departlnents, the 
Assistant Director in charge of residential care clearly carries a 
11lanagerial role, too. Here the questionable level is that of the 
groups of staff variously titled 'hOlne advisers', 'residential advisers' 
or 'executive assistants'. "\Vhat is in doubt is whether these, or 
some of theI11, represent a genuine internlediate management level, 
or whether their roles are to be explained in a variety of non
managerial terms - supervisory, staff-officer or co-ordinative (see 
Appendix A). In very slnall departlnents the latter is possibly the 
case, leaving again only three Inanagerial levels including that of 

10 Detailed discussions with some dozen heads of establishments in project 
work at variolls times have all confirmed this view - see Chapter 6. 
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the Director. In average-sized Model A departments it is, however, 
very doubtful whether the Assistant Director could sustain an 
adequate managerial relationship with the heads of, say, thirty to 
fifty separate establishluents. l-Iere an additional managerial level 
seems to be called for. even if the need has escaped recognition in 
many departments at the moment (see Chapter 6). 

Summarizing then, for the nloment our working assumption is 
that four natural managerial levels, i.c. five organizational levels 
in all, exist in most departnlcnts, leaving aside those in the 
extremes of the size range, whether of Model A or Model B. 'rhe 
general view shown in 4.12 is expanded in subsequent chapters. 

What is certain in all these situations is that unnecessary mana
gerial levels are not only conducive to feelings of anxiety and 
stress, but simply do not function. In tiIne, work creeps round 
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them as the sea creeps round sandcastles. But to the extent that 
they exist at all they create confusion. They blur clarity as to 
,.vho is accountable for assessing operational problems and for 
appraising staff, and who is supposed to take decisive action where 
such is needed. 

Conclusion 

By building in the course of project work two separate and sharply 
contrasted models of general departmental structure, 'we have 
found it easier to make sense of the wide variety of existing struc
tures, and to orient discussions about possible change and develop
Inent, both in conference and in project discussions. 

Model A is - or was at the time of establishment of the new 
departments - the more general pattern, where the prime division 
is by type of work and where headquarters staff retained opera
tional responsibility. l\1odel B in effect creates a number of mini
departments where headquarters staff lose direct responsibility for 
operational work, and gain instead various 'across the board' 
responsibilities for developing, co-ordinating, or sustaining. the 
work of the operational divisions. 

Although Model B has many strengths, neither it nor Model A 
is being offered as better here. The proper choice no doubt rests 
on a variety of factors in which size and geographical dispersion 
will be of great ilnportance.2o And indeed it may well be that 
natural evolution in the given conditions of any particular 
authority leads appropriately to internlcdiate forms. At the time 
of 'writing some of the authorities v.rith whom we are in collabora
tive work on general departtnental structure are Inaking a con
scious decision to move closer towards a l\fodel A structure as 
circumstances allow, and at least one is Inaking a conscious choice 
to move towards a lVlodel B structure. 

Although the discussion has assumed that the department is 
organized around a central hierarchic fraluework (an assumption 

20 Given the hypothesis mentioned before, that Model B Divisions need 
to relate· to populations of at minimum 70.000 in order to be viable. it 
might be queried whether authorities with populations of less than say 
200,000 could realistically contemplate Model B structures. unless they 
were prepared to concentrate accountability for all operations in the hands 
of only one or two Divisional Directors. 
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'which was critically examined in Chapter 1), it has not been as
sumed that one network of luanagerial relationships is sufficient to 
meet all needs. The main managerial structure can only be oriented 
to one dimension at any point, be it type of \vork, or place of work. 
Other dimensions - the particular needs of particular types of 
clients, the career needs and problems of various types of worker, 
or the total needs of particular clients themselves - need other 
kinds of machinery. Here the leaders of various working groups are 
likely to find themselves in staff office-r or co-ordinative roles, 
rather than managerial. 

One crucial factor is the nUluber of levels in the managerial 
structure, in order to create proper freedom for initiative and 
judgement for those below, without losing proper control by those 
above. 

Above all, the concern must be to find what combination of 
hierarchical and other organizational structures best enables the 
department to respond to the needs of its environment, to deliver 
services effectively, and to develop them effectively.21 

21 There has been a strong tendency in organizational thinking over the 
past few decades to associate hierarchical structure with inflexibility and 
inability to respond to a changing environment - the seminal work is 
probably Burns' and Stalker's (1961) study of 'mechanistic' and 'organic' 
organizations. Of course all depends on what is meant by 'hierarchy'. Here. 
as has been said, what is meant is nothing more or less th~n an extended 
pattern of managerial relationships. 'Vith this definition of hierarchy. we 
would strongly contest that hierarchical organization is necessarily associated 
with rigidity or a static outlook, although we would agree that alternatives 
to hierarchical organization are possible. and in certain situations desirable 
(see Appendix B). 



5 Organization of 

Field Work 

Probe far enough into practically any aching problem in social 
work practice and sooner or later one COlnes back to the same deep
rooted tender spot. I am not just a local government official - cries 
the enlightened social worker, the field worker, or the residential 
worker - I am not a species of bureaucrat: I deal with people in 
a deep and caring way, I anI a professional! And adds with sonle 
despair - why then am I not regarded as are other professionals 
who deal with people, as doctors or lawyers are regarded: why do 
I find myself singled out for supervision and bureaucratic control? 

Leaving aside the unduly contemptuous view of the 'bureau
crat' implied in such utterances on the one hand, and the overly
idealistic assunlption that other 'professionals' are all as free as 
birds on the "\ving on the other (these broader issues we return to 
later) a large part of this chapter is concerned with studying in 
some detail just how the conflict bet,veen organizational control 
and the freedom of the practitioner manifests and regulates itself 
at field work level. 

Now it has already been suggested that 'field work' is a term of 
no great precision. The 'field' can stretch from the home to the 
school, the hospital, the foster honle, the private hOlne, and even 
(for some kinds of work) to the residential establishment. The 
'work' can stretch from social case work in its most esoteric sense, 
to the provision of a full range of services, material and other, to 
those living in the community; and indeed to the provision of all 
this plus many elements of work at the cOlnmunity level itself. 

'Vhat in effect ,\ve shall be doing in this chapter is to study the 
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work and organization of a particular group of people who are 
conlffionly described as field workers - Area Officers. senior social 
workers, social workers. social work trainees, and assistants. "Ve 
shall also be looking at their interactions with the clerical and 
administrative staff, particularly those who support them in the 
field. The work of certain others who might also in a general sense 
claim to be field workers -like occupational therapists. home helps, 
and deliverers of meals to the home - is considered in Chapter 6. 

The discussion is restricted by and large to issues which have 
spontaneously arisen in various of our projects. rrhese include work 
in the present COIulllunity Services division in Wandsworth; work 
in the field work divisions of the former Children's. Mental Health, 
and 'Velfare Departluents in \Vandsworth; and work in two Area 
Teams in the former Children's Department in Essex. As always, 
many of the ideas have received elaboration and refinement as a 
result of discussion within the conference programlne, which now 
brings us in close contact with senior field ,vork staff fronl Inany 
SSDs throughout the country. 

'The nlain issues which have repeatedly called attention to them
selves in the projects in which we have so far becOIue involved 
can be summarized in three groups as £011m\18. 

(I) What is the proper role of the senior social workers or othet' 
supervisors of social workers? Are they just 'enablers', or are 
they complete managers? How can they best observe the balance 
between professional freedom and departmental control? (And 
more recently) How can senior social workers cope with the 
'generic' problem i.e. providing adequate support and super
vision across the whole range of social work situations? 

(2) What is the proper relation of administrative sections to social 
workers? Is their role fundamentally to enable, or to control? 
Are clerical and administrative staff, who work alongside social 
workers, primarily there to help the latter, or should they be 
regarded as outposts of central administration? 

(3) Increasingly situations arise where social workers employed by 
local authorities are working alongside other professionals in a 
variety of institutions concerned primarily with matters other 
than social work - in clinics, schools, hospitals, etc. They are often 
referred to as 'attached'. What exactly does this mean in terms 
of organizational relationships. and must it always mean the 
same thing in every situation? 
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In addition project work has brought us into contact with 
certain other issues, which will also be explored as far as our ex
perience allows. 

(4) Is it possible to establish genuine consultancy roles in social 
work? What room is there for the employment of specialists? 
Is it possible to establish a career path which allows certain 
kinds of people to advance whilst continuing in direct work 
with clients, and without having to assume significant managerial 
responsibili ties? 

(5) How far should field work teams extend beyond 'case work' into 
the various kinds of work that are generally subsumed under 
the title 'community work'? 

Problems of Supervision 

One of the main questions to eluerge from the various projects 
described above was the proper role of senior social workers, team 
leaders, or other senior officers, in relation to the worker whom 
they ,,,ere supposed to supervise. In successive early projects in two 
Area Teams in the Essex Children's Department, this question 
arose naturally out of the terms of reference which were to make 
a general review of organizational arrangements. l About the same 
tilne a project was launched in the Wandsworth Children's Depart
ment specifically to review and clarify the role of the seven Senior 
Child Care Officers (SCCOs). each of whom was in charge of a 
'sector'.2 Subsequent projects arose in Wandsworth 'with social 
workers in the Mental Health and Welfare Departments in 1970-
71 to help clarify and understand the particular characteristics of 
their work and organization in preparation for the amalgamation 

I The first project involved in individual discussions the Area Children's 
Officer, four child care officers, and a Principal Child Care Officer associated 
with the Area, and started in late 1969. A project in a second Area involved 
in individual discussions the Area Children's Officer, a senior child care 
officer, five child care officers. a senior administrative assistant. and a clerk 
within the Area, and started in the spring of 1970. At a later stage. all 
the staff of the Area joined in group discussions. 

2 Individual discussions with the seven secos started late in 1969 and 
led to a number of discussions with the whole group in the early summer 
of 1970. 
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with the Children's Department. shortly to cOlue. 3 'fhese subse
quent projects, like the earlier ones, revealed difficulties and doubt 
about the supervisory role and process. Nor, needless to say, were 
all these problenls imnlediately resolved in t.he new Department. 
Discussions with practically every departlnent with which we have 
contact suggests continuing uncertainty about the supervisory role, 
specifically at the 'team leader' level. Explicit project '"'lork in this 
field continues in Wandsworth, where at the time of writing a 
delibr.rate attempt is being made to introduce throughout the 
Department, and to test over a measured period, a particular 
specification of the role of team leader. 

Some idea of how social workers and their supervisors regard 
this issue can perhaps be cOlnmunicated by quoting extracts from 
a few reports of individual discussions:' 

A report based on discussions with one Child Care Officer (CCO) 
in an Area rream in Essex contained the following passages. 

Review of caSte work by designated supervisor 
The ceo feels that this activity tends to be dictated by what she 
wants i.e. that she raises for discussion with her supervisor the cases 
on which she requires help and advice .... The supervisor's style is 
to initiate discussion with the CCO and provide a framework in 
which the CCO can formulate her own tasks which are implicitly 
acceptable to the supervisor. The supervisor does not prescribe fre
quency of visiting, or firmly formulate specific tasks. In other than 
routine decisions the CCO would be referred by her supervisor to 
the Area Children's Officer as the extent of the supervisor's diso-etion 
to make decisions is unclear. It feels appropriate to the CCO, con
sidering her own stage of professional development, that she should 
have more direction of her work particularly in formulating treat
ment plans in the more complex cases. 

3 The Mental Health Department Project started late in 1970 and involved 
the Principal Social \Vorker. the Deputy and Assistant Principals, and 
four other mental health social workers. TIle Welfare Deparlment Project 
started at the same time and involved the Principal Social 'Vorker, one 
Area Team Leader, a social worker with the blind. a social worker with 
the deaf. and two social workers with the homeless. 

• The extracts do not necessarily represent verbatim quotations of what 
the individual concerned said. Reports usually contain a mixture of descrip
tion, discussion, and analysis. They are drafted by the researcher concerned. 
and then offered for approval to the individual or group concerned -
see Appendix C, Sample Reports. 
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A eeo in another Area Teanl was the designated supervisor of 
two other eeos in the salne sub-area, and as such she carried a 
slightly higher grade than they. In the course of discussions she 
stated that she certainly did not feel accountable for the totality of 
work of the two other eeos but only for routine checking, in so 
far as matters were brought to her attention by events or by either 
of the eeos concerned. 'Vere she and either of her supervisees to 
experience any significant disagreement 011 what was to be done 
in a particular case she would simply pass the matter to the Area 
Children's Officer to deal with. The report of discussions with her 
adds some further interesting sidelights on the situation: 

Apart from the unclarity implicit in the foregoing regarding account
ability and authority in the supervisor role. there are two further 
problems associated with supervisory work as far as the CCO is COl1-

concerned: 

(1) Her own acknowledged lack of interest in being a supervisor. 
This arises from her wish to work directly with clients, and her 
feeling that given the workload of cases for which she is account
able she does not have sufficient time to do both satisfactorily. 
The result of negotiating between the two demands is. she feels, 
that both suffer at the expense of each, i.e. that in neither area 
of work does she achieve a level of performance which is satis
fying to her. 

(2) The physical circumstances of accommodation mean that the 
CCO is too available to her supervisees, and also as other people 
are present when 'supervision' is taking place their presence 
affects the style she adopts, as she is conscious of how they might 
experience her comments and she tries to be sensitive to their 
feelings. Coupling this with the lack of clarity about her author
ity it means that she errs on the side of being less directive than 
more so .... 

It is significant perhaps that a third ceo, an untrained and 
relatively inexperienced officer who was also attached to this 
higher graded eeo f0'r a specific period of induction complained 
in discussion of the need for 'more positive support' and regretted 
the absence of direction and the lack of assumption of authority in 
her role. 

The report of discussions with one of the Senior Child Care 
Officers (SeeO) in Wandsworth raised many of the same issues. 
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The problem for the seeo is to know how best to check everyone 
of the cases for which he is accountable. The seeo uses in-coming 
post and the administrative change reports to pick up points from 
cases. He expects the eeos to summarize their work every two to 
three months or three to four visit.s. handing in their reports or 
bringing them for discussion with him. He holds weekly discussion 
sessions with each eeo in which to find out what they are doing 
and to enable them to reach the appropriate decisions. Before it has 
gone too far he might take up a case which looked troublesome. 

Another problem facing the seeo is the conflict between stepping
in to re-direct a case for which he is accountable and allowing the 
eeo concerned to proceed in the interests of her own professional 
development. As a case worker the seeo is inclined to adopt the 
non-directive approach with such a eeo. The tendency is to see 
himself in a helping relationship to the eeo as well as in authority 
over her. The absence of departmental directives on the extent of 
supervision increases the reliance on case work principles. 

The weekly discussion sessions are seen both as an opportunity 
for case work consultation and as a means of control. The seeos 
aim in these sessions is to find out how the eeos want to use him. 
At the same time it is his responsibility to see that the work allocated 
to them is done satisfactorily. 

And again from discussions with another Senior Child Care 
Officer in the same project: 

In allocating cases to particular eeos and in commenting on their 
work. the seeo has uncertain views as to her ultimate authority in 
the matter. eeos consult the see a about existing cases at their 
own discretion. The subsequent discussion appears to the seeo as 
one in which, in effect. she is commenting on the way the eeo is 
applying her own discretion in a case, the methods she is using and 
the priorities she is setting and from whence the eeo makes her 
independent decisions about subsequent action. 

Considering this and other similar Inaterial two fundanlental 
questions continually thrust themselves forward. 

- Does the supervisor have any right to prescribe. that is. to give 
firm instructions. or can in the end only the social worker who 
is in direct contact with the client know what is best? 

- Even if the supervisor does have such a right, can the prescriptive 
role possibly be combined with an enabling one. without intoler· 
able conflict? 
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Both questions have been explored many times now. in various 
project discussions, with individuals and groups described above. 
and in conference discussions. Our own analysis: and therefore in 
effect our own answer to each is now discussed in turn. 

Professional Freedom and Delegated Discretion 

'rhe trouble about attenlpting to deal with the question of the 
professional freedom of the social worker is that one is apparently 
offered a choice between complete autononlY on the one hand, and 
complete, rigid, bureaucratic control on the other. As pointed out 
in Chapter 2, this is an unreal choice. 

If it is firnlly accepted that all work allows the worker some 
greater or lesser degree of freedom - that no realizable job 
could be devised that could not be demonstrated to require some 
degree of discretion in its performance - then the real issue is laid 
bare. The issue is not whether the social worker should be, or 
even is, allowed a degree of discretion. The issue is whether the 
discretion allowed is delegated by those who are accountable for 
how it is then exercised, or whether the discretion allowed is 
within some defined and inviolate area which is the professional 
"vorker's own by right. In other words the issue can be summarized 
as: delegated discretion or professional autonomy? 

Now the situation of genuine professional autonomy is neither 
unknown in practice, nor unthinkable in social work in particu
lar.5 However it must be recorded that, virtually without excep
tion, all staff from social services of whatever grade "\-\lith whom 
we have seriously discussed this issue over the past four years have 
unhesitatingly concluded after due consideration that the situa
tion of social workers in SSDs is one of exercising delegated discre
tion rather than professional au ton OlUy, and is likely to renlain 
so. 'Vhen the issue is posed in this fashion, it is universally accepted 
that present-day Directors of departments are accountable to their 
employing authorities (and hence ultimately to the communities 

Ii The existing professional autonomy of certain (but not all) doctors in 
British Health Services is described in Rowbottom et ai. (1973)' Appendix 
B examines how far an analogous situation might be possible in SSDs. 
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who elect theIll) for all the work that is done within departlnents. 
and for how it is done.1i 

''\lith this accepted, it seems clear that the right of the Director 
to prescribe what work shall be done (and if needs be how it is 
done), his right to appraise performance, and his ultimate right 
to sanction, must be granted too. That is, the presence of a poten
tial managerial hierarchy must be granted. 

However this does not dispose of many associated issues. Does 
the Director necessarily delegate all these functions to each so
called social work supervisor? Does each social work supervisor 
delegate appropriate discretion to each professionally qualified 
social worker to allow him to make due use of his professional 
skills and to have due room to express his professional values? 
What is more to the point, does every supervisor have the personal 
capability to carry a managerial or quasi-managerial role? As we 
shall see later there is some evidence from our research to suggest 
that the question of whether or not so-called social work super
visors play an effective role is often bound up with whether they 
are, and are seen as, sufficiently greater in capability than those 
whom they supervise. In a time of rapid expansion it is likely 
that some social workers are promoted prematurely to supervisory 
positions. It may well be that overt appeals to the principle of 
professional autonomy in some cases mask the real source of fric
tion, which is much more specific and personal. 

The Idea of 'Task' in Social Work 

There can be little doubt, then. of the right somewhere in existing 
departments to give firm prescriptions to social ,,,ork staff, and 
there appears no reason in principle why such authority could 
not be delegated to those with supervisory roles, provided that they 
possess sufficient personal capacity. Before the other central issue 
identified above can be tackled, the issue of how far 'controlling' 
and 'enabling' can ever peacefully coexist in any such supervisory 
role, it is essential to be clear on certain points about the nature 

6 It is interesting to note that the \Vorking Party on Professional Integrity 
in the Child Care Service set up by the former Associ a tion of Child Care 
Officers (1969) reached virtually the same conclusion. They rejected the 
reality of 'individual professional responsibility' and stressed the ultimate 
accountability of the chief officer of the department. 
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of the ultiluate activity to which both processes are directed. 1~he 
problem nlight be stated thus: what exactly is it in the social 
work process that would be capable of control, and 'what is it that 
'would be capable of being enabled? 

As a starting point it must be stated again as axiomatic that the 
nature of social work, as all work, involves exercising judgement 
or choice in situations of uncertainty.7 It is itumediatcly apparent 
that any question of specification or control of ,,,"ork is not a ques
tion of total renwval of the discretion frOlll work but of hmv and 
how far to linlit or delimit it. 

One distinction of practical inlportance here is between these 
limits or prescriptions which apply indefinitely until modified 
or withdrawn, and those which set specific goals to be achieved if 
possible within specific periods of time. The latter we shall call 
tasks. Lists of duties, those for example given in job descriptions 
or in legislation, are by contrast prescriptions of the first kind: 
they refer to activities to be pursued for an indefinite period. As 
defined then, duties and tasks are not independent conceptions, 
as it is not possible to perfornl duties without first establishing 
specific tasks to be pursued - otherwise work would be shapeless 
and endless. However, tasks are not necessarily externally pre
scribed: the worker frequently establishes tasks at his own discre
tion in response to his given duties and his own reading of specific 
situations. 

Thus it will often be the case that two workers, pursuing the 
same given duties, establish in fact quite different tasks. 

To illustrate this latter point, consider the various ,vays in 
which social workers might carry out the following duties in 
respect of children placed with families with a view to adoption: 

(1) satisfying themselves as to the well-being of the infant; 
(2) assessing the potential of the applicants as adoptive parents. 

The duties inclunbent on each social worker will be the same in 
the general terms described in relation to each adoptive case, but 
each worker Inust exercise his discretion in each case to decide 
just how he will fulfil his duties. Will he restrict himself to noting 

7 Sec Jaques 'The Mental Processes in Work' (in Glacier" Project Pape1's, 
Brown and Jaques, ]9(5) and Jaques (1967) Equitable Pa)lment, Chapter 
IV. 
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on each visit that the baby is well and kicking, and that the child's 
activity produced doting smiles on the faces of the adoptive parents; 
and then conclude that he has fulfilled his duties? Or 'i\Till he 
additionally explore various aspects of the family's functioning 
and attitudes, and isolate areas for further exploration and dis
cussion, according to his assessment of need and the applicants' 
ability and willingness to co-operate? 

In the first formulation he is setting himself a sinlple task 
of checking on the infant's current well-being and the appli
cants' current response to the baby. The task will arise on each 
visit and will be repeated several times during the supervisory 
period. 

In the second, he is setting himself a complex programme of 
work which lllay well take the whole of the supervision period of 
three to four months to conlplete. He I·vill have to exercise discre
tion as to how to generate and follow through discussion on adop
tive parenthood. If he identifies any problems he Illust decide 
what to do about theIn, and how to involve the applicants in 
recognizing thenl and working with him on these problems; and 
he will have to programme his visits in such a way as to allow 
hinlself sufficient time and opportunity to accomplish all this "vork. 
Thus it is only when duties have been broken down into tasks 
in this way that ",''lork beconles evident and concrete. 

In responding to this idea of task, social workers 'with whOln we 
have worked have sOlnetimes suggested that in the nature of social 
work, with its complex emotional interactions between workers 
and clients, the purpose of intervention is to meet and work with 
these interactions on an ad hoc basis, as it \vere situationally -
visit to visit, intervie'w to interview - and that the notion of task 
can hardly apply. Case planning in this context is thought to be a 
matter of determining general objectives or hoped-for results which 
do not necessarily have an implicit or explicit time-scale attached. 
These objectives serve rather to condition the responses that wor
kers might be expected to make to situations as they arise, rather 
than as specific tasks, i.e. specific end-points which require pro
grammes of active int.ervention to achieve. 

It. has to be reasserted however that all work is in fact carried 
out in task fonn. whether wittingly or unwittingly. Those workers 
believing in situational responses only, are seeing in fact short 
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tasks; whilst those working through on a programme of interven
tion see longer ones. 8 

In discussing these matters with social workers it has been our 
experience that practical activities such as arranging for the adap
tation of premises, or for provision of home helps, or for admis
sion to establishments, tend to be more readily recognized by social 
workers as analysable in terms of task. 

Obviously too, all social workers have a lot of short tasks which 
are easy to identify; for example: 

- to phone another agency on a specific subject (matter of days) 
- to make a specific referral (one day) 
- to produce a social history report for court (a matter of up to 

four weeks). 

In some cases a number of tasks may be in hand simultaneously. 
For example, in a large family with multiple problerns, where 
both parents were deaf and without speech, one worker saw the 
general duty of supporting the family as giving rise to the following 
tasks at various times, some concurrently with others: 

- to provide an escort (matter of hours) 
- to act as an interpreter, for example at court (matter of hours) 
- to obtain a grant for school uniform (one month) 
- to obtain reconnection of electricity supply (two months) 
- to get two-year-old boy placed in a nursery school (six months) 
- to supplement parental role, in providing sex education (six 

months) 
- to help mother to be able to undertake part-time employment 

(nine months). 

8 Is there perhaps some relationship betwecn the inability to perceive 
]ollg'cr rasks and the felt lack of a special area of competence and an 
exclusive body of social work knowledge ("Vilensky and Lcbeaux, 1965) 
either in the individual social worker, or in the profession as a whole? 
Goldberg in her experimental study of help for the aged notes the 'vague
ness of the descriptions of what social workers actually do' and comments 
on the 'pompous and complex language' that social workers often use in 
trying to describe what they do (p . .23). She agrees the enormOllS difficulties 
of establishing measurable criteria for ultimate goals but (p. 26) one of 
the findings which the study demonstrates is that it is possible to set some 
limited goals capablc of definition and assessment. These 'middle-range 
goals' (p. !wo) are, we suggest, with appropriate time scales added, precisely 
the tasks that arc being identified here. 
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Most social 'workers who have been able to describe their work 

in task-terms beyond the one-visit, situation-response, type of task 
mentioned previously. have been able to identify some tasks in 
the time range three to six months; a smaller number in the six 
to twelve months range; and a smaller nutnber still in the range 
of one to two years. (It should be noted that we are referring here 
only to tasks being carried out directly with clients and not to 
managerial development, or training tasks. which may well have 
quite different time scales.) 

Some actual exanlples of longer social work tasks described to 
us by social workers, together with the time-scale within which 
they saw themselves working, are as follows: 

- to ensure that a boy in care in his last year at school was settled 
in work and accommodation at the point of leaving school (nine 
months) 

- to help a client newly suffering' from blindness to make a primary 
adjustment to his changed condition by a combination of material 
aid, teaching of new skills, arranging for training. and discussion 
of emotional and social problems (one year) 

- to establish an unmarried mother and her child as a self-support
ing unit in the community (one year) 

- to clarify interpersonal relationships with clients as part of an 
assessment process aimed at determining the suitability or other
wise of the clients to obtain legal guardianship of an infant in 
their care (one year) 

- in the case of a young married woman with a history of chronic 
depression, to help her establish her identity and separate herself 
from neurotic dependence on her mother (one year to eighteen 
months) 

- in the case of a racially mixed marriage. following the wife's 
attempt at suicide, to help the couple to clarify and understand 
the strengths in their relationship and to gain insight into the 
dynamics of their behaviour (eighteen months to two years). 

In each of the above cases the workers were able to describe the 
activities in which they were engaged and the programme they 
'were working through consistently in order to secure the results 
they specified to us. None had explicitly identified a time-scale 
when embarking on these tasks, but each. when asked in discus
sion, felt that the desired results could not feasibly be achieved 
in less than the time stated, and felt strongly that if there were not 
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observable results by the end of the times they assigned. they 
lvould (at least intuitively) have been reconstructing their tasks 
,vith these clients. 

l"'hus social work, no less we suggest than any other work, on 
analysis reveals itself as structured Inore or less consciously in terms 
of various sequences or combinations of tasks. And one might add 
- where no specific task can possibly be discerned, it becomes 
impossible to believe that effective work is being done. 

T'his approach offers new possibilities for the nlechanics of 
'control' and 'enabling' and their combination. Instead of control 
as a process of constriction and denial, and enabling as a process 
of profligate advice-giving, it otIers, through task-specification 
moulded to individual capability, a process which weds the two. 

In other words, for any social worker, but particularly for those 
in training, or those qualified but still relatively inexperienced, 
the explicit definition of task may provide a means both of adjust
ing work to the particular level of capability of the individual, 
and of helping that capability to become more fully realized. In 
discussing tasks to be carried out, the individual social worker 
can see clearly ""hat is being expected of hiIn or her, can comnlent 
on the feasibility of the expectations, and can participate in the 
exact formulation of the task. At the end of the day, the existence 
of a specific task to ,vhich the social worker has comluitted himself 
or herself makes an objective standard against which the worker's 
actual perfornlance can be judged (taking due account of unex
pected difficulties encountered en route). r-rhis can help to move 
the asseSSlnent interview out of the 1110rass of psychological C0111-

ment and on to the finn ground of discussion of etIective or In
effective methods of work.\) 

The Content of the Supervisory Role 

Let us sumnlarize how all t.his contributes to the question of what 
supervision in social work properly involves. 

II This whole process is of course a central feature of the 'management by 
objectives' approach pioneered by Drllcker and McGregor in the U.S.A. 
and by Humble (1970) among'it others jn this country. The process of 
assignment and assessment of work in a more general context has been 
analysed by Newman and Rowbottorn (1968). 
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First, we have pointed out that there is no question but that 
supervisors have rights to intervene and direct, given the present 
setting in which social ,vork is practised in local authority SSDs. 
Second, we have established that although the individual social 
worker does not enjoy professional autonomy, he must enjoy con
siderable freedom to exercise professional judgeluents if he is to 
do effective work. The asstUnptioll is that there will be for each 
worker some optimum degree of freedOlu suited to his particular 
capability at his particular stage of development. Conversely there 
will be some optimum degree of support and direction. For a rela
tively experienced and capable social worker, in respect of case work 
as such, it luay be little and rare. (The availability of informal 
consultation with colleagues is of course another matter.) Striking 
the proper balance between prescribing on the one hand, and 
leaving freedom for the worker to stretch and develop his capabili
ties on the other, will be a large part of what is generally called 
'enabling' and may be achieved through the specification and 
approval of appropriate tasks. 

Third, given again the existing chain of accountability of 
social "vorkers in SSDs, not only must supenrision imply help and 
specification, but it must also imply review. As a result of the 
review the supervisor lllay nl0dify or add to the previous specifica
tion. 

Inevitably too, as a result of successive reviews, the supervisor 
will begin to fonu SOlne general opinion of the capability of the 
worker concerned and his or her rate of deve1opnlent. Growing 
from this it will be natural to fonn judgements about lllore funda
mental responses needed. Perhaps the worker is ready to take on 
some new or extended role, or perhaps is ready for a new range 
of experience or a new kind of training. Sometimes on the con
trary the appraisal must be that the worker's role should be luore 
restrict.ed, both in his or her own interests, and in the interests of 
the department. Occasionally the regretful judgement will be that 
all having been tried, the person concerned is simply unsuited 
for the kind of work concerned. so that action to initiate some 
transfer or change of job must be considered. 

Gathering together these various elements of supervisory 
activity, the result begins to look as follows. The duty of the super
visor includes: 
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- assigning work according to his assessment of the capability of 
the supervisee 

- helping the supervisee to deal with work problems, as they arise 
- reviewing the work actually being carried out by the supervisee and 

in consequence modifying the specifications of particular existing 
or future tasks 

- as appropriate, acting or recommending action to enhance or 
reduce the role of the worker, to provide additional experience or 
training. or (in extreme cases) to report that alternative employ
ment is necessary.l0 

At this point in thinking we in the research team were inevi
tably searching in our minds for relationships bet,veen this role 
and other types of role which had been identified in previous 
project work in the Social Services, the Health Services, and the 
industrial field. Two immediate comparisons offered themselves: 
,vith the tnanagcTial ''fole and with the supervisory role. n The 
most recent versions of the gradually-evolving definition of these 
ternlS are shmvn in Appendix A. The notion of the managerial 
role as defined has now considerable status, for not only has it 

10 The foregoing description has much in common with the perceptive 
and highly realized description of the supervisor's role presented by }leues 
(1967). She argues that the three elements of 'administration', 'teaching'. 
and 'helping' are inseparable. The supervisor is in a social agency and 
must be able to assign work, to set standards and limits, and to know, and 
be able to report on, the quality of work achieved. She points out that 
hesitancy about adopting a positive supervisory role often stems from the 
supervisors themselves ratller than the staff being supervised (pp. 147-148). 
Her comments on the supervlsor's duty to provide formal evaluation of 
performance and staff development indicate a view of the role as fully 
managerial (sec below). 

The more conventional sociological view that the edllcalional and 
administrat.ive functions are in basic conflict in supervision is presented by 
Toren (1969 - pp. 169-184). As she shrewdly observes. an authoritative 
relationship removes the possibility of friendliness and intimacy (but is 
the teaching relationship 'f'cally any different?). She also draws attention to 
the special character of supervision in social work which is necessarily con
cerned to some degree with the worker's own psychology because of its 
impact on the psychological and personal problems of his clients. 

11 The overlap between the term supervisor")' as used here and its more 
general use in social work is unfortunate since the nomenclature seems at 
first sight to beg the question. However, supervisory role was already well 
established hoth in our thinking and in our own publications as a technical 
term with its own precise definition and we have been reluctant to retitle 
it. 
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been agreed and adopted in many industrial and health settings, 
but by and large it has proved acceptable as a working tool for 
most of those with ,·vhom we have had discussions over the past 
four years in social services. The notion of the supervisory role 
is perhaps somewhat less well established. though clear enough 
examples exist in 'charge-hand', 'leading-hand', and 'senior clerk' 
types of roles in a variety of manual-work and clerical-work set
tings. 

At any rate the important thing for the mOInent is to establish 
clearly the differences between the two types of role in order to 
find out whether supervision in social work as it has emerged from 
the discussion above is identical with either. 

In the fully-conceived 1nanagerial role, the manager is con
cerned not only with the allocation of work to the worker 
concerned, and with helping him to deal with working problems, 
but is also concerned in the selection of the worker in the first 
place, and (at the other end of the cycle) in deciding in effect 
what action is necessary to enhance the worker's development or, 
to modify his role. In extreme cases it is part of his role to decide 
whether the particular person is suitable for the work at all. As 
was suggested in the previous chapter, such functions presuppose 
some considerable capacity differential between the luanager and 
his subordinate - or in more colloquial terms, that the manager 
knows what he is about and possesses a degree of judgement that 
can be respected by his subordinate and others. 

On the other hand, the supervisory role in the technical sense 
used here does not imply such a nlarked degree of difference in 
capacity. The emphasis is on the supervisor's role being to help 
the manager in the exercise of his managerial functions. But 
crucial decisions on such things as selection, appropriate level of 
work, and sanction or reward, rest firmly with the manager. Typi
cally, help in the form of supervisors is needed at lower levels of the 
organization where managers often find themselves looking after 
relatively large groups of staff subject to high turnover. In such 
situations there is a constant stream of routine management to be 
provided - new staff to be inducted, specific jobs to be assigned. 
frequent personnel and work problenls to be dealt with. 

The question is, which (if either) of these two models most 
closely represents the needs of a well-structured 'supervisory' role 
in social work? Is anything like either of them, or both of them, 
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already to be found in actual settings? Let us consider relevant 
findings from project work. 

Project Findings on the Location and Nature 
of Supervisory Roles 

The applicabilit.y of t.hese two nlodels to the 'supervisory' role 
was specifically explored in one of the Area Team projects in the 
Essex Children's Depart.ment with t.he Area Children's Officer, a 
senior social ,.vorker, and five social ,.vorkers (one of wh01n became 
a senior during the project). Two of the social workers in the 
interviewed group were officially 'supervised' (in the conventional 
sense) by the senior social worker, and three by the Area Officer. 
In terms of manage-rial and superoisory roles a situation of some 
confusion emerged. 

The Area Officer felt accountable for the totality of the work 
of all the staff (though recognizing SOIne interference with this 
accountability fr01n headquarters' staff) and saw herself in mana
gerial relationship to all the social workers including the senior 
social worker. She perceived the latter as playing not a managerial. 
but perhaps a superoisory, relationship (as defined above) to her 
own 'supervisees'. l-Iowever, the senior social worker saw the sit.u
ation differently. She did feel fully account.able for the work of 
the social workers she supervised and in a full Inanagerial relation
ship to theln. The t.wo social ,.vorkers int.erviewed "were split on 
this question. One saw t.he senior social worker as her 'boss'. the 
other the Area Officer. 

Whilst none of this confusion (and there was Inuch in ot.her 
'working relationships too) appeared to present insuperable 
obstacles, the group confirmed collectively that uncertainties about 
the extent of the supervisory role contributed to a nUlnber of 
misunderstandings and frictions. 

It was impossible not to suspect that variations in individual 
capacity were a factor in this situation, and discussions with indivi
duals and the l1lain group confirmed this. Senior social workers 
felt more cOlufortable about the notion of being held accountable 
(in the managerial sense) for the work of some workers than 
others. They agreed that. this reflected their recognition that some 
more skilled social 'workers lllight be nearly as cOInpetent as they 
were thCtllse1ves, or might becOlne so ,vithin a relatively short 
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period of titne. In this event the relationship, using the terms 
under consideration here, would shift frOll1 a managerial to a 
supervisory one. But where this happened, the group felt that 
such movenlent needed to be made specific so that all three in~ 
valved in each case - the manager, the supervisor, and the subor~ 
dinate - might redefine their situation and behave appropriately. 
For example, the Area Officer might respond by undertaking 
direct supervision herself, or alternatively. by drawing on her own 
direct assessment of the social worker's performance in order to 
redefine the supervisory tasks required of the senior social worker. 
In turn the social worker would be aware that the supervisory 
sessions with the senior social ''''orker which took place were within 
a general setting established hy, and under the control of. her 
Inanager. 

A sOlnewhat similar confusion revealed itself in the project in 
the Welfare Department in Wandsworth where the two Tealn 
Leaders with whom we worked both assumed that they were in a 
managerial relationship to members of their respective teams. 
whereas the social ,vorkers concerned tended to see the Principal 
Social Worker in charge of the Department as their manager. and 
the Team Leaders either in a supervisory relationship, or (in one 
case) as simply a colleague! Again it was interesting that although 
there was a lack of clarity about the r-ream Leaders' authority it was 
unanimously recognized that the Principal had authority to re~ 
view, prescribe, veto or sanction work. 

However it must be stated that, as they stood, all these findings 
turned on the reality of this distinction between managerial and 
supervisory roles as applied to the social work supervision situation. 
As we shall see this apparent choice of role canle under severe 
doubt at a later point. 

Alternative Organizations for Area Field Work Teams 

Generalizing, as the situation seemed at this point in project work 
there appeared to be several identifiable alternatives for the or~ 
ganization of an Area Office. We considered a typical group con~ 
sisting of an Area Officer, a small number of senior social \vorkers, a 
larger number of basic grade social workers (some qualified, SOUle 
not; some well experienced, smne not), sonle social work assistants, 
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and a Sll1all nUlnber of trainees and attached students.13 'There 
might perhaps be anything between fifteen and thirty social work 
staff in all. Almost certainly the staff ,vould be organized in a small 
number of separate teams for various administrative purposes, 
each headed by one of the sen ior social vu)rkcrs. 

Area Officer 

Figure 5.1 

Trainees & 
Assistants 

The first possibility to explore was that every difference in grade 
should be accompanied by a full manage-ria.l relationship. Assum
ing senior social worker grades, basic social worker grades, and 
social work assistant (or similar) grades, this would result in a 

12 Seebohm talked of a typical team of at least ten to twelve social workers 
in an Area Office, serving a population of some 50,000-100,000 in towns 
(para. 590). Considerably larger teams are now in existence, or envisaged 
as resources increase in many of the authorities with whom we have links 
(and indeed there were comments at the time the rCp01't was produced that 
the suggested ratio of workers to population was too low, particularly for 
urban areas). There is a growing tendency too, hastened by sl1Ol'tage of 
trained social workers, to employ more unqualified assistants. and growing 
realization of the large volume of work which is quite suitable for such 
workers to undertake - see for example the survey carried out in Scotland 
on this topic by the Royal Institute of Public Administration (1971). 
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struclure with lhree 111anagerial tiers and no supervisory relation
ships. as shown in Figure 5.1. Evidence of the kind quoted. page 
112. however, threw and still throws very great doubt on the reality 
of this proposal. vVhere such charts appear (as was noted in the 
previous chapter) they arc really telling nothing more than the 
fact that a hierarchy of grades exists. 

Going to the other extreme, we then considered the possibility 
that all members of the Area social work staff, at whatever stage 
of development, might be considered direct subordinates of the 
Area Officer, with senior social workers playing only a supervisory 
role (Figure 5.2). This seemed a more likely possibility but for 
evidence from project work that so-called 'supervisors' usually saw 

Area Officer 

\ 

Senior Social 
. Workers 

\ 

Figure 5.2 

\ 
\ 
\ 

All Social 
Workers, 
Trainees &, 
Assistants . 

. themselves as fully accountable for the work of trainees or students 
allocated to thenl as well as in some cases seeing themselves as 
fully accountable also for the work of certain 1110re junior or inex
perienced social workers. 

In order to see the situation clearly it ,vas obviously necessary to 
step out of the framework of existing grades for the monlent and 
attell1pt to see the variety of workers in any area not in terms of 
particular skills (psychiatric work, work with the blind, etc.) but, 
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for the purposes of the exercise, in tenus of a spectnnll of capacity
levels. Perhaps the ,"vorkers could be classified in three broad levels 
as shown in Figure 5.3, where the differences of capacit.y ben,veen 
the adjacent levels were just such as to prOlnote an easy nlanagerial 
relationship. Thus all workers in Level 2 would look upon the 
worker in Level 3 (the Area Officer) as a 'natural' manager. On 
the other hand, the workers within Level 1 would naturally look 
for managers in the band above, in Level 2 that is. 13 

Area Officer 

S 

S = Supervisory relationship (as opposed to managerial relationship) 

Figure 5.3 

Level 3 

Leve12 

Level 1 

Still retaining the possibility of supervisol'Y as opposed to mana
gerial relationships, some of the higher capacity workers in Level 
2 might well be given a supervisory role in relation to some of the 
workers at the bottonl of Level 2. To the extent that these super
visors, or other workers at the top of Level 2 theillselves needed 

13 'Capacity' is used here again, as in Chapter 4. in the sense suggested 
by Jaques (Brown and Jaques, 196!]). 
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case-supervision or support, they would, however, look fOT it 
directly to the Area Officer. 

Returning to existing grades, one might aSSUlne that most senior 
social workers were in the top of Level 2 whether or not they 
carried supervisory roles. However, all the workers in Level 2, in 
this model, would be in a direct managerial relationship with the 
Area Officer. Most basic grade workers would no doubt fall in the 
lower half of Level 2; but some, newly-qualified, unqualified, or 
less capable, might be judged again as coming within Level I. 

Level I would contain trainees, students, and welfare assistants, 
who 'would thus not just be 'supervised' but in fact 'managed' by 
senior workers at the top of Level 2. Needless to say, as workers 
developed, their position in these bands would change, and of 
course it would be very much the job of those with lnanagerial 
responsibilities to be alive to these developnlents, and do their 
best to restructure the situation accordingly. 

However, both this possibility and the previous one include a 
feature that increasingly gave rise to most serious doubts as our 
project work then moved on. Both models placed many workers 
in a position where supe'rvision on one hand and management on 
the other emanated from different sources. The question had to be 
faced: could the supervisory process in social work as analysed 
and described above ever really be separated frOln those capable 
of carrying a full rnanagerial role in all its parts, and equipped 
with full managerial authority? If it could not, then one was 
forced to think of a further possibility which allo'ws for all the 
following features: 

(1) the assumption that where genuine processes of social work 
supervision were required. however intermittently, a full mana
gerial relationship should be defined and adopted; 

(2) the recognition, however, that every step in grade did not 
necessarily constitute such a managerial relationship; 

(3) the assumption that workers would need to be grouped into 
teams for various administrative purposes (office accommodation, 
provision of secretarial support, duty rosters, allocation of cases, 
etc.); 

(4) the assumption that all workers as they advanced in experience 
and capability would not necessarily wish to assume the mana
gerial and administrative work associated with the role of the 
Team Leader. 
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A further nlodel ,vhich meets all these points is shown in Figure 
5.4 and is currently the one V,re aSSUlne to be most realistic and 
useful. Certain but not all senior workers in Level 2 would be 
designated as Team Leaders. These Team Leaders would act in 
nlanagerial relationships to all the workers in Level 1, but in 
relation to certain other more experienced workers who were 
assigned to their teams (workers in Level 2) they 'would quite ex
plicitly not play a managerial role. T'he relationship here would 
be a co-ordinative one, in effect to ensure within established policy 
that incoming work was allocated and that things ran smoothly 

Social 
Worker 
(More capflble) 

c,. 
Team 
Leader 

Social 
Worker 
(More capable) 

c 

Area Officer 

Team 
Leader 

Other 
Social 
Workers not 
in Teams 

Level 3 

Level 2 

I nexperienced Level 1 
Social Workers, 
Social Work 
Assistants, and 
Trainees 

C c: Co·ordinative relationship 

Figll're 5.4 

thereafter. ]~hey ,'/ollld not be expected to provide case work 
supervision for these workers though naturally they would supply 
informal consultations. Such supervision and formal consultation 
as was needed by such workers (which would be little) they would 
receive directly from the Area Officer. The Team Leaders would 
have no authority to apply or initiate sanctions in respect of those 
senior workers, and would not be expected to provide appraisals 
of their ability or performance. Some of these Inore senior workers 
nlight can"y the saine grade as Teatn Leaders (i.e. 'senior social 
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'worker') without detriment to the co-ordinative relationship. 
Other social workers, for exalnple specialists in conlmunity work 
or group work, Inight not be assigned to teanIS at alL or at least, 
not for purposes of work allocation. Many if not most of these, 
latter workers might be expected to be operating at Level 2 and 
to be graded accordingly. 

As we say, some such model seems inevitable if the four assump
tions above are accepted, and at the time of writing we are now 
actively exploring its validity in several of our field projects. The 
implications of this nlodel for training and career development 
in social work are discussed in Chapter g. 

Relations with Central Administration 

Let us move now to the second topic to be considered in this 
chapter, the relation of field workers to administrative sections. 

Ask social workers to practice free association on the word 
'administration' and they respond with such things as 'planning', 
'control', 'finance', 'restriction', (and even) 'frustration'. The prob
lem, as has been noted earlier, is that the very word 'administra
tion' is double-edged. On the one hand it iInplies by its own 
etymology the act of giving service - of ministering. On the other 
it also carries a clear connotation of regulation. At the extretne, it 
can simply stand as a synonym for 'management', i.e. the activities 
associated with a managerial role. 

This fundamental ambiguity is evident in practice in social 
services. In the project in the Welfare Department in Wandsworth, 
for example, some of the social workers concerned with homeless 
fatuilies commented that the Senior Administrative Officer of the 
Department would sometimes give theln direct instructions not 
only on obvious 'administrative' nlatters but also on what work to 
carry out with families. On occasion his assistants would use their 
own judgement in deciding how to respond to prelinlinary appli
cations frOln hOluelcss clients. Where other social 'workers in the 
Welfare Department made requests for the supply of aids to the 
disabled, or for the adaptation of their homes, adnlinistrative sec
tions would frequently question the validity of the need, or offer 
suggested alternatives like soliciting help from voluntary agencies. 
NIoreover such instances might arise even where budgeted nloney 
was available. 
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Conference discussions suggest that such direct control of opera
tional work by starr frDm adnlinistrative sections is by no means 
unknown in the new SSDs. (The particularly unclear relationship 
of administrative sections to. heads of residential establishnlents is 
considered in the next chapter.) Such situations of full administra
tive control are regarded as unsatisfactory when brought to light. 
HDwever, to go to the other extrelne in identifying the proper 
rDle of central administration sinlply as one of 'service-giving' is 
probably unrealistic, and ignores certain manifest needs and reali
ties. True, there are certain activities in which administrative 
sections can be seen to be playing what can be technically described 
as a seroice-giving role, i.e. genuinely providing services Dn de
nland, when and only when they are required (see Appendix A). 
Staff recruitment, lnaintenance of premises, or provision of trans
port is often dealt with in this "vay. But there are certain other 
areas of activities where adlninist.rative sections properly take a 
much more active part. They keep a keen eye open, they intervene, 
they raise doubts, they block - and all this is appropriate. The 
central question is how and under what conditions such admini
strative control activity can be carried Dut without conflicting with 
the other channels of cDntrol that we have already identified, the 
main chain of supervisDry or managerial rDles. The answer is, by 
use of the monitoring role. 

Now it is an essential part of the managerial role to. review work 
of subordinate staff in all respects. But there are many situations 
in which there is need fDr a detailed check of some proposed action 
against regulation, or against established policy, or against financial 
budget. Often it is convenient for the manager to. rely on some 
specialist section to carry out the work, as it were, on his behalf. 
In a nwnitoring role (see Appendix A) the adlninistrator con
cerned has the jDb of checking the social wDrker's activities in 
some defined respect - perhaps its financial or legal implications, 
Dr perhaps its conformity to policy Dn personnel or purchasing. 
His job is essentially to check sonle proposed action against estab
lished pDlicy, if such exists. If the actiDn proposed is clearly out
side policy, he must inform the worker cDncerned, who if he still 
wishes to proceed must then take up the matter with his Dwn 
immediate superiDr. If the actiDn is within policy, but of doubtful 
validity, there is no. reason why the nlonitor should not CDmnlent, 
but his response is of quite a different status and certainly should 
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not carry the force of instruction. Moreover, his comments are 
appropriately applied only to the special aspect he is supposed to 
be monitoring: it is certainly not his job to make a total reviev .. ' 
of the adequacy of judgenlent of the worker in the case concerned. 
let alone to comment on his total perfoflnance (that rests with his 
own superior, if with anyone). 

For example, in the case 'where a social "worker "vas applying 
for a costly adaptation to the home of a physically disabled person 
he, the administrator, might in certain situations say in effect 'you 
need the approval of a more senior officer for this work' or \ve are 
already overspent on this budget, and I cannot therefore agree to 
proceed without further authority'. In both these situations SOlne 
clear policy-bar is apparent. In other cases his response might be 
in effect 'I note your application for certain adaptations. I will 
provide theIn if you wish. but are you aware that many of your 
colleagues are specifying such-and-such things, which are cheaper?' 
What, however, would be clearly inappropriate would be to say 
in effect 'having studied the case details I suggest that you have in 
fact applied bad judgenlent - other clients' needs are greater' 
(or) - 'this client should surely be in residential care: etc. If such 
reviews of discretion are necessary, they rest appropriately with 
the superior of the case worker concerned. 

Relations with Administrative Staff in the Area 

The other related situation in which project work has revealed 
serious ambiguity in organizational relationships is where clerical 
and administrative staff are posted to work in support of Area 
Teams of social workers, in close geographical and physical proxi
mity to them. On the one hand it is natural for strong links to he 
built up with the social work teanl, and for the latter to look for 
SOllle degree of control over work that is nlainly for their benefit. 
On the other, we have always found also, strong links with central 
administrative sections in such situations.1-l In one of the Area 
Offices in the Essex Children's Deparunent, for exaluple, the work 
of attached clerical staff - four clerks and three copy-typists - was 

14 The situation has been explored specifically in project work in relation 
to two Area Offices in the Essex Children's Depal"tment". and in 1"c}ation to 
all the Area Oflices in \,Vandsworth SSD. It has also arisen for discllSsiol1 
many times within conferences. 
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largely determined by the needs of the Area Officer and his staff. 
But the Area Officer complained that he had no control over the 
appointment of clerical staff, and no control over their hours of 
work or holidays, which they arranged directly with the Admini
strative Officer, sometimes at highly inconvenient tilnes. In effect, 
he felt accountable for the 'output' ,vithout having any control 
of the 'input'. 

Area Central Both 
Officer Admin. 

Who selects? 0 
Who inducts, and defines 

,duties? 0 
Who pre&:ribes day-to.day 

tasks, programmes and 
priorities? 0 

Who defines procedures? 0 
Who provides working 

resources? a 
Who deals with questions of 

pay, hours, leave etc? 0 
Who monitors works done? a 
Who monitors adherence to 

prescribed procedures? 0 
Who monitors discipline? 0 
Who assesses personal 

performance? 0 
Who arranges formal training? 0 
Who provides on{ping staff 

development? 0 
Who has authority to initiate 

transfer or dismissal? a 

Table 5.1 Proposed Division 0/ Managerial Functions in Relation to ATea 
Administrative Staff) fVa,1ldsW01'th SSD 

Discussions in Wandsworth SSD 15 tracked down a whole list 
of detailed questions which required answer as to who ought to 
control or support the 'work of the area clerical staff at various 
points. Table 5.1 shows this list and also the allocation of responsi
bilities between the Area Officer and Central Administration 
proposed by senior staff in Wandsworth. T'he resulting profile 

15 Including discllssions with the Director and three Assistant Directors, 
and at a later point disclIssions with Area Officers, senior social workers. 
and variolls heads of central administrative sections, in a seminar setting. 
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corresponds to what in project work we have called an attachnlent 
situation (see Appendix A). This can be thought of as one possible 
solution of the general situation where a worker is subject to 
organizational influence from two separate sources, both of which 
are or might be managerial. In effect attachment meets the situa
tion where it is required to leave a clear-cut line of operational 
accountability and control with the Area Officer, whilst at the 
same time building a strong managerial link with central admini
stration for the professional staff concerned. 

'Attachment' and 'Secondment' of Social Workers to Clinics, 
Schools Etc. 

There are a significant and increasing nunlber of local authority 
social 'workers ,,,,ho are based for some or all of their time in 
institutions such as hospitals, clinics. or schools, whose prin1ary 
function is not the provision of social work but where the need 
for some social work provision nevertheless arises. IIi Such workers 
are colloquially referred to as 'attached'. or (particularly if some 
transfer of 11l0l1ey is concerned to offset salary costs) 'seconded'. 
Like the administrative staff in Area Offices discussed above, their 
situation can i1nmediately be recognized as a 'dual-influence' one 
in 'which they are potentially at any rate subject to managerial 
control from two distinct sources and thus potentially in some 
situation of conflict (see Figure 5.5). If, for example. they work in 

~~~~~ e -. ~!:~~! 
, / pital, 

, / clinic, 
, / school, etc. 

'-W/ 
'Attached' or 
'Seconded' 
Social Worker 

1& See the arguments in the Seebohm Report for 'attachment' (sic) of social 
workers to schools, health centres, hospitals. courts. housing department,>, 
etc. (para. !?22 et seq., para. 413, par:!. !j!.¢3). 
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a psychiatric hospital does this nlcan that they are under the 
control of a psychiatrist or a senior adnlinistrator of the hospital? 
Does being 'attached' to a general medical practice mean being 
subject to instructions from the doctor concerned? Or is the Area 
Officer alone still accountable for, and in control of, their work in 
all such situations? Or do they, in contrast to all these possibilities, 
Hoat free, exercising professional judgelnents as they think best. 
and subject to no external control? 

If the word attachment is used in the precise ,vay established 
above in the example of area adlninistrative staff it cannot in fact 
apply here. For the attachment situation as defined is a system of 
shared co-nlanagement which rests on and relies absolutely upon 
the concept of some ultimate 'cross-over' manager 'who can estab
lish policy binding on both the co-managers concerned (see 
Appendix A). Where one is talking of separate control by two 
independent agencies, for example a local authority and a health 
authority, such a 'cross-over' nlanager just does not exist. 

This appears to leave three possibilities in principle, which 'we 
have called respectively 01.ltposting, secondment, and functional 
monitoring and co-ordinaling. Extended definitions of these 
various situations have been gradually established in this and 
previous project work in the industrial and health field. l1 and are 
shown in Appendix A. In essence the differences are these. 

Outposling 
The social worker works in a physically remote site, but the mana
gerial links with his or her original superior (be it Team Leader 
or Area Officer) remain intact. Inevitably he or she also becomes 
part of some local team18 and as such, subject to the co-ordinating 
role of some natural team leader - a medical consultant for example. 
However the co-ordinator does not carry any elements of managerial 
authority. 

Secondment 
The social worker not only works in some physically remote sit.e, 
but managerial control and accountability is transferred completely 
and en bloc to some new superior - perhaps a senior social worker 
or a senior doctor on the same site. The original manager (say the 

17 For the industrial field see Brown (1!16o). Later work on this topic 
in the health field is reported in Rowbottom et fll. (1973). 

18 This then provides a clear example of the 111 lIl1i-dillleHs;rmal org:miza
lion described in previous chapters. 
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Area Officer) retains accountability for the long-term career develop
ment of the social worker concerned. 

Functional l\fonitoring and Co-ordinating 
Here managerial control passes to some new superior on the new 
site, but the original manager (say, the Area Officer) retains not only 
accountability for career development but also the job of co-ordinat
ing the development of professional practices and the monitoring 
of professional standards. 

~fost of our first-hand project experience of such situations has 
arisen from work in the rvIental Health Department in Wands
worth. Here we discovered situations in which different Inental 
health social workers spent regular working sessions in a psychia
tric hostel run by a Hospital Management Committee, in two 
day-hospitals for psychiatric patients, in a group general medical 
practice, and in a child guidance clinic run by the education 
authority. In the last situation part of the salary of the social 
worker concerned was paid for by the education authority. 

In attempting to analyse these various situations the Principal 
Mental Health Social Worker (the head of the Mental Health 
Department) was clear that workers in nearly all of them were 
simply outposted, as the term has just been described. She did 
not regard them as subordinate to any of the doctors or members 
of any other health profession in the various institutions concerned, 
but saw them as there to accept referrals at their own discretion 
from these other professionals. either for the provision of psycho
social diagnoses, or sometimes for continuing active social work. 
In the situation of the child guidance clinic. however, she regarded 
the social worker concerned as seconded, again in the sense defined 
above. Discussion with the particular social worker confirnled this 
view, and confirmed too that she saw the Director of the Clinic. 
a psychiatrist, as her manager during the regular periods of time 
that she worked at the clinic. Discussion with the social worker 
attached to the group practice confirnled that she saw herself as 
o'utposted. 

Elsewhere we have had little or no discussion with staff directly 
involved in such situations. However, certain general trends are 
surely predictable. 

First. we suggest that the presence of social workers elllployed 
by local authorities is increasingly likely to be looked for in a 
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wide variety of settings other than Area Offices - in hospitals, 
prisons, schools, and so on - as the nature of their work and poten
tial contribution becomes more generally known. I

!! 

Second, as social work becomes more sure in its own particular 
knowledge and contribution it is increasingly likely that whatever 
supervision or rnanagement of practising social workers is neces
sary will be seen as most properly provided in most circumstances 
by a more senior fellow-professional rather than by, say, a doctor 
or a senior administrator. 

If these predictions are correct then they suggest that outposting 
will indeed be the predominant organizational fonn in the sorts 
of situations considered here. 

All the main managerial links will be to the appropriate level 
,vithin the SSD. Local control will anlount to two things. On the 
one hand, the social worker concerned ,\Till be subject to some form 
of monitoring to ensure his adherence to the 'house rules' as it 
,,,rere of the site concerned. On the other he will probably be 
subject to the co-ordinating influence of whoever is the natural 
leader of the multidisciplinary team who happen to be concerned 
with any case. 20 

'Consultant' or 'Specialist' Roles in Social Work 

Another issue that has often been posed to us in connection with 
field work organization is how far it is possible and desirable to 

19 The proposal that the social workers employed at present by various 
hospital authorities should be transferred to SSDs has now been officially 
adopted. This proposal has generated great controversy. Perhaps some of 
the anxieties would he removed if the various possibilities of 'dual infiuence' 
situations were better understood. For after all, the proposal does not 
necessarily imply that hospital social workers would be totally swallowed. 
socially, administratively, and in terms of siting, in one universal and 
amorphous social work team I (See further discllssion on this point in 
Chapter 9.) 

~o Perhaps psychiatrists more than any others might wish to query the 
generality of this picture. A report on mental health services produced by 
a Tripartite Committee established by the n.M.A., the Royal College of 
Psychiatrists, and the Society of Medical Officers of Health (British Medical 
Association et ai., 1972) fOl' example suggests strongly in child psychiatry, 
that social workers should be 'seconded' to units or clinics for long periods, 
and that the clinic director should always be involved in their selection. 
The inevitable inference here is indeed sec01ulmenl as defined ahove. with 
the clinic director carrying a managerial role. 
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make use of the expert and sometimes specialized skills of certain 
senior social workers in so-called 'consultant' roles. The subject 
has arisen on a number of occasions in conferences, although our 
direct experience of the issue from project work is somewhat 
limited. 

In the first place it is taken as axiomatic that any question of 
consultant roles cannot possibly be looked at adequately in isola
tion from that. of the basic supervisory machinery to be established. 
For if normal supervisory machinery appropriate to the particular 
stage of development of the social worker concerned is already 
provided the correct starting point lllust be to ask: what is still 
nlissing? 

There might be three answers. First there might be a need for 
work in a particular case which called for the services of a 'worker 
expert in SOllle special field. The situation then would be one of 
alTanging transfer of the case to this worker or of arranging for 
continuing collaboration. However, if the situation were shnply 
this the specialist 'worker ,,,,ould no doubt be referred to as such. 
rather than as a 'consultant'. No question of consultancy pure and 
simple would arise. 

A second answer might be that any worker, in addition to having 
formally available the support of some designated supervisor, 
might want at various times to dra,,,, informally on the support, 
guidance, particular knowledge. and acculnulated experience, of 
a large number of colleagues. If this is what is meant by 'consul
tancy', then it raises no great organizational problem. It would 
raise no problem provided, that is, that there was general under
standing that such informal 'consultations' were initiated at the 
discretion of the worker concerned and that any advice given was 
not binding on hilU; and provided that it was understood that it 
\\Tas therefore up to him to decide what use to make of the advice, 
unless he wished to refer the issue to his designated supervisor. 
Indeed. far from raising problellls one 'would have expected that 
such systems of informal support and consultation alllongst col
leagues ,,,,ere to be strongly encouraged. But in a sense this still 
evades the issue, since there is still no question here of any "vorkel' 
carrying an additional and special role as a consultant. 

rrhis brings us to the third possibility. In addition to some or 
all of the al'rangenlents described above. the department Blight 
well recognize the need to bring to hear high-level specialist advice 
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more generally throughout its work - perhaps in relatively new 
fields, or those where in terms of existing staff the department as 
a whole was felt to be weak. Here, indeed, the possibility of a 
specialist consultant role would arise, but certain questions would 
require answer. vVould those who fill such a role really act in a 
purely consultant, i.e. advisory capacity? Could the 'advice' always 
be freely taken, or freely left? Supposing the social ,vorker who 
Vlas seeking consultation showed every sign of ignoring some piece 
of advice which the consultant regarded as absolutely critical in 
the particular case concerned, what would the consultant then 
do? 

In project discussions with one Principal Social Worker who 
tended to be seen in a consultant role,:!1 she felt that in such 
situations, if the matter was important enough in the end she 
would be bound to raise it directly ,vith somebody who did have 
authority - the immediate supervisor of the social vv'orker con
cerned. But perhaps this would only amount to drawing attention 
to intolerable situations - to a breakdown in the nonnal super
visory machine. It is certainly true that giving the 'consultant' auth
ority to instruct in normal circumstances in case discussions lllUSt 
undermine the main channels of managerial accountability for 
work.22 

There are other issues apart from the genuineness of the con
sultancy relationship. If a department has workers of such specialist 
knowledge is it not likely to need to harness their skills more 
systematically than in l11erely providing a resource to be used 
at will in individual case work? Will not such specialists be re
quired t.o act more positively: to produce various schemes and 

21 A Principal Social Worker in the Children's Department in Essex. 
22 Caplan (1970 ) produces an admirable analysis of genuine consultant 

roles. in contrast to supervisory, teaching, therapeutic. and collaborative, 
roles, based on many years of practical experience of acting as a consultant 
in the field of mental health. He emphasizes that the genuine consultant 
accepts no direct respollsibiliLy for action with the client (p. 19) and that 
the person making the approach is free to accept or reject all or part of 
the help offered (po 20)0 But lIe points out that the consultant usually comes 
into the agency from 'outside' - he is not a member of its 'regular staff' 
(po 22). He also analyses two components of the consultant's work - 'client
centred' consultations and 'conslIltee-centred' consultations. the latter aimed 
at increasing the capacity of the person makillg the approach to deal wilh 
cases in general. 
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plans in regard to their own specialist field, to lead various working 
parties, to carry out positive checks on general standards in their 
field, and the like? 

In recent project work in this field we have moved tentatively 
to the idea of two distinct roles for specialists of this kind. As 
specialist practitioners the persons concerned would have cases 
of their own, and thus be in a position to refresh continually their 
experience of field problems. Generalist workers could refer cases 
to them either for the benefit of their advice. or for their active 
collaboration, or even with a view to transferring the case where 
appropriate. In the first instance the specialist would act in a 
genuine consultant role - much as does a medical specialist who 
has cases referred to him by a general practitioner or another 
specialist, for an opinion. As specialist co-ordinators the persons 
concerned would be concerned with promoting developments 
generally in the field concerned - initiating new ideas for new 
services, contributing to long-term planning, providing specialist 
training, and so forth. However, the use of the tenn 'co-ordination' 
would ernphasize that they did not carry managerial authority in 
carrying out this work. What they might do 'would include things 
like calling and chairing meetings, issuing and progressing detailed 
progralnnles for agreed projects, preparing new plans and policies. 
What they might not do would be to set or sanction new policies 
on their own authority, to make personal appraisals of their 
colleagues (other than any assistants to whom they might stand 
explicitly in a managerial role) or to issue overriding instructions 
in situations of conflict. (See co-ordinating role, Appendix A.) 

Clearly the two roles might be conlbined; and it is possible to 
speculate that more junior specialists lllight have a larger propor
tion of 'specialist practitioner' than 'specialist co-ordinator' ,York, 
\'·;hilst the reverse Inight hold for more senior specialists. 

In the previous chapter it was assumed in Model B structures 
that the Operational Co-ordinator's staff nlight include a whole 
range of specialist co-ordinators. As was mentioned, specialislll 
might be established in a number of dilllensiolls - in terms of 
client types (children's work, the mentally subnormal etc.). or 
methods (group work, methods of community work, 11lethods in 
groups (home helps, occupational therapists etc.). 

One could perhaps then begin to see more clearly a definite 
residential care etc.) or even in terms of certain occupational 
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career path for the worker who wished to progress in depth of 
social work technique. rather than in increasing Inanagerial res
ponsibility. In terms of Figure 54 the trainee at the bottom of 
Levell "vould first progress to the 'generic' or general purpose at 
the top of Level 1, but still supervised by the Team Leader. With 
growing experience the worker 11light eventually move into Level 
2, where supervision from the Team Leader was recognized as no 
longer necessary or appropriate. With the development of special 
interests, and desirably too the acquisition of specialist training. 
the worker might then move to a recognized specialist post outside 
the tealn structure altogether, perhaps with a grade similar to that 
of teaIn leader (,senior social worker' grade for example).:l3 Here, 
he or she would act largely as a specialist practitioner, though 
SOIlle general co-ordinating work of the kind described above 
might arise too. Further progression Inight well be to a specialist 
post on the staff of the appropriate Assistant Director (the Opera
tional Co-ordinator in l\10de1 n, the Head of Field Work in l\1odel 
A). By this time the person concerned might carry a grade equiva
lent to that of an Area Officer. Here the bulk of the work would 
be concerned with general co-ordination in the field concerned. 
though there might still be some limited possibility of continuing 
to act as a specialist practitioner too. (See further discussion of the 
general topic of career development in social work in Chapter g.) 

Extension into Work at the Community Level 

Up to this point most of the discussion of the field worker's role 
has been in tenns of what might broadly be referred to as case 

23 It is often assumed that the Seebohm Report advocated that all social 
workers wi thout exception should be general purpose, or in the current 
jargon 'generic'. Actually their precise concern in this respect was that 
'a family or individual in need of social care should, as far as is possible. 
be served by a single social worker' (para. !) 16). It is true that they stressed 
the need for generic training and for social workers to be able to deal with 
many types of problems, but in fact they by no means ruled out the pos
sibility of employing specialist workers (paras. 519, 524). However, their 
proposed career structure arguably underplays the possibility raised above 
of specialization from a relatively early stage (para. 576). Of course the chief 
Seebohm concern was to see all social workers in one administrative struc
ture. Now that this has been largely achieved, we hear many senior staff who 
argue that the 'generic team' is more important and pract.icable than the 
'generic worker'. 
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work, or rather more precisely social work with individuals and 
families in actual or potential distress. Before concluding the 
discussion it would be as well to stress that field workers in Area 
teams are likely to be significantly concerned with many elements 
of what we referred to in Chapter 3 as 'operational work at the 
community level' as well. Such extensions can perhaps enrich the 
role of the field worker, and help to avoid the often complained-of 
effects of an exclusive concentration on work with people who are 
already social casualties in contrast to the more positive work 
which may prevent their becoming such.24 

Moreover, Area teams will probably wish also to become associ
ated in some way with the tasks of ascertaining total needs within 
their own geographical area, and of planning how new or better 
services can be established to meet them. In other words, in the 
language of Chapter 3 (Table 3.1) they will wish to be involved to 
some extent in research and evaluation functions and in strategic 
planning functions. 

The following were agreed in a series of cross-departmental dis
cussions in Wandsworth SSD25 to be essential items to add to any 
specification of the functions to be can-ied out by their newly
established Area teams as they developed: 

- ascertainment of the extent and nature of social distress in the 
Area, and evaluation of the adequacy of existing services carried 
out by Area teams to meet such needs 

- planning and improving ways of meeting such needs within the 
Area 

- stimulating, and monitoring at a local level, work to meet social 
distress undertaken by private and voluntary agencies and asso
ciations operating within the Area 

- creating public knowledge within the Area of services available 
from the Department, and of rights to them. 

(The premise was added that, as in all other things, Area teams 
were subject to the constraints of Departmental policy in pur
suing these activities.) 

24 The Seebohm Report was quite emphatic that Area teams, as well as 
certain specialist officers at headquarters level. should be concemed with 
community work (paras. 504-507). 

25 The discussions involved at an early stage the Director and three 
Assistant Directors. and at a later stage in two two-day seminar events about 
seventy senior field work. residental, and administrative staff. 
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Further discussions in depth with one Area Officer added the 
useful point that an important elclnent in planning at Area level 
,vould be the establishment of appropriate priorities as to how 
social workers deployed their t.ime and skills, including appro
priate discrinlination between what t.hey should do and v.rhat 
should be left for other statutory and voluntary agencies, or for 
volunteers. 

Conclusion 

As was indicated at the start of this chapter, in our experience the 
chief problems of field work organization all cluster around one 
central area of doubt - the relation of the field work practitioner 
to his or her personal supervisor. Has anyone the right in the end 
to dictate to the social worker how to deal with his or her own 
client? If so, exactly 'who should carry this critical role? 

In answer to the first question we have argued that once it is 
accepted that whatever the system the individual field worker 
must properly be left with considerable freedOIIl or discretion in 
dealing with his clients, it is easier to accept the undoubted fact 
that he does not possess professional autonomy in the local autho
rity setting. He is ultimately accountable for all he does to the 
Director, and through hiln to the local authority and then to the 
electorate. And he is subject to normal Inanagerial rights to in
struct, appraise, and if needs be sanction. 

Through the idea of task it can be seen how discretion can be 
measured out, as it were, according to the various capacities and 
capabilities of various workers, and in a positive fashion. If the 
supervisory role is defined around this idea, the supposed conflict 
between 'control' and 'enabling' evaporates. 

One of the difficult issues that remains, however, is exactly who 
is to carry the supervisory role in relation to a number of workers 
not all equal by any Ineans, but ranging along a scale from the 
lnost inexperienced trainee to the most highly expert, and perhaps 
specialized, practitioner. In this situation the capacity of the super
visor too becollles of critical importance. 

Having considered alternative definitions of the supervisory 
role,S in social work it seems increasingly likely that only one which 
stresses its full managerial content (as defined) will be adequate. 
Given this and certain other criteria a particular model (Figure 
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5.4) of organization for the Area Office has been discussed. in 
which heavy stress is placed on the wide range of capabilities to 
be supported and managed. In this model the Team Leader role 
implies a full managerial relation in regard to certain staff - in
experienced social workers, social work assistants, and trainees -
but a co-ordinating relationship only to other very experienced 
workers. With this clear conception of supervision it becomes 
possible to throw new light on other current organizational prob
lems in field work - the roles of specialists of various kinds, the 
situation of so-called 'attached' social workers, and the proper 
combined monitoring and service-giving role of central adluini
strative sections. 



6 Organization of 

Residential Care 

Moving from field work to residential work one comes to an area 
that feels itself to be, and is often represented as, the poor relation. 
It is perhaps significant that a great deal of our work over the last 
three and a half years has been (by invitation) concerned with 
residential '\lork and its organization. During this tinle we have 
conducted discussions in depth in various projects with fourteen 
heads of residential establishments, and with some nineteen other 
senior staff with residential responsibilities - assistant directors, 
executive officers, honles advisers, etc. 'Ve have so far done little 
work with staff of establishments other than heads. 

Since these staff were drawn from five different local authorities 
and the heads were drawn from a wide variety of establishments. it 
might have been supposed that project lvork would have revealed 
a correspondingly wide range of organizational problems. Strik
ingly, however, the sarne two major probleills have presented them
selves in nearly all these settings. 

The first is the absence of strong and straightfonvard organiza
tional anchorages of residential establishmen ts to the main manage
Inent structure of the department. This does not mean to say that 
heads of establishments are without contacts with the rest of the 
departluen t (though the manifestation of these contacts· in actual 
visits may not be as great as many heads might desire). They lnay 
be in contact at various times ,vith a very wide variety of staff. 
Moreover, many of these they may see as carrying some degree of 
authority. They filay be contacted or visited by Area Officers, senior 
social workers, and other social workers. 'I'hey n1ay be visited by a 
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'homes adviser' or a 'residential officer'. They will frequently be 
in contact with a 'homes nlanagenlent' or 'homes adlllinistration' 
section in the Administrative Division at headquarters. Occasion
ally they may see the Assistant Director in charge of residential 
care, though he or she is likely to have nlany dozens of other estab
lishments to visit. Once a year the Director hilllself may find time 
in his busy itinerary to make a flying visit - perhaps to join SOIne 
special social event for the residents. Any or all of these staff 
may freely unburden thenlselves of conlment, advice, and ,,,,hat 
indeed may often seelll to be outright instructions. But which, if 
any, carries direct responsibility for "lhat goes on in the establish
ment, and for '\vhat goes on Hventy-four hours per day, seven days 
per week, is often quite unclear. 

The second main problem which we have regularly encountered 
is the uncertainty amongst residential staff as t.o exactly how their 
work should interlink with that of field work staff. If, for instance, 
the head of a children's home is experiencing problems with 
parents is it the job of the field worker 'in charge of the case' to 
deal with them? If a field worker does not agree ,vith the head of 
a children's home about a particular child's returning home for 
occasional week-end visits, whose view should prevail? In homes 
for the elderly, is it right that field workers should so rarely visit 
their erstwhile clients? \\Those task is it to make arrangements for 
permanent transfers of the elderly from the home to hospital, 
where these become necessary? And so on. 

The combined effect of these two problelDs is to produce in 
many establishments a feeling of isolation, even of alienation, from 
the rest of the departnlent. Indeed the phrase 'rest of the depart
ment' here is ahnost misleading in this context. Here is the Home 
geographically contained and with its own busy institutional life 
embracing both residents and staff in continuing and close inter
action, Out there sonlewhere is the Department; a large but ill
defined group of vaguely authoritative figures SOlne of whom arc 
better knm,vn than others, all of whom must be wooed, placated, 
or resisted, as appropriate, in ordeT that the HOlDe and its way of 
life may be protected. 

So much for a statelDent of the general problem. Within it we 
shall be describing various pieces of project work in Inore detail, 
and various attempts by departments to do something to alleviate 
it. Before doing so, however, and by way of preparation, it is 
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necessary to consider in some detail exactly what is trying to be 
achieved in residential establishlnents. As always we take it for 
granted that there can be no useful discussion of organization with
out prior clarification of the basic functions to be carried out. 

Analysis of Work in the Residential Setting 

An early opportunity arose to analyse the nature of residential 
work in a project in the Wandsworth Children's Department in
volving eight heads of residential establishments. l In each of the 
discussions we explored with the head of the establishment con
cerned how he saw his work in terms of the functions he under
stood the establishment as existing to perform. As work continued 
in various other projects described belm-v concerned with residen
tial care in this and other local authorities, we ·were able to general
ize our findings. Conference discussions provided a chance to 

test emerging generalizations. 
Gradually, we were able to build a coherent analysis of work in 

the residential setting which now stands as shown in Table 6.1. 2 

1 Including a reception-observation centre, three long-stay homes of 
medium size, t.wo long-stay 'family-group' homes. a short-stay home, and a 
short-stay resideI1lial nursery. 

2 This statement and the following discussion may be compared with two 
other substantial analyses of the nature of residential work. The Castle 
Priory Report on the Residential Task in Child Care (Residential Child 
Care Association et al., J 969) expands an analysis in terms of direct nurture, 
indirect nurture, and ,-emedial care; making the important point that all 
children in care are by the nature of their separation from normal family 
life in some need of remedial treatment. Ignoring Righton's (1971) rather 
unwieldy distinctions between 'objectives' and 'task', the various items he 
discusses - assembling relevant information, identification of tasks to be met 
and problems to be solved, clarification of actual work to be done, provision 
of means to stay alive, provision of 'basic maintenance services', provision 
of opportunities for personal growth, execution of care/treatment plans, 
linking the unit to the community etc., strike some obvious parallels with 
the analysis presented here. A third published source which might have 
been expected to throw light on this subject, the \Villiams Report (1967) on 
staffing residential homes, is disappointing in this respect. Although one of 
the first chapters is called 'The Nature of the Job' there is little hard 
analysis of residential functions and a tendency to pose vague aims such 
as 'to create a harmonious group .. .' 'to help him (the child in care) to 
develop his own personality and capacity in whatever direction they may 
lead'. A recent Discussion Document on Residential Training issued by the 
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TABLE 6,1 

ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONS TO BE CARRIED OUT 
IN THE RESIDENTIAL SETTING 

Operational H'ork 
basic social work (all residential establishments) 
- making or contributing to assessments of need and of appro-

priate response 
- providing information and advice 
- monitoring and supervision of residents 
- helping individual residents to maintain and develop personal 

capacity for adequate social functioning 
- arranging provision of other appropriate services for residents 

basic services (all residential establishments) 
- providing clothing, other goods. and money 
- providing meals 
- providing accommodation 
- providing help in daily living (including help with personal 

hygiene, dressing. moving, looking after personal property. 
etc.) 

- providing recreation, social, and cultural life (including the 
fostering of links with the local community) 

supplementary services (provided as needed, and varying from 
establishment to establishment) 
- providing aids for the physically handicapped 
- providing medical or paramedical treatment 
- providing formal education, etc. 

Staffing and Training fVork 
- recruitment of domestic and other staff 
- student training 
-- dealing with welfare problems of all staff 

Managerial and Co-m'dinative ~Vork 
- selection or sharing in selection of domestic staff and care staff 
- induction of new staff and prescription of work 
- personal appraisal <\nd development of staff 
- dealing with problems of staff, and of stafF interaction 
- (in some cases) co-ordination of work of non-residential staff in 

relation to needs of particular residen t5 

Central Council for Education and Trailling in Social Work (1973) contains 
:tn analysis of residenlial functions which has been drawn in part from our 
own work. 
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Logistics, Finance, and Secretarial Work 
- ordering of supplies, replacements, and repairs 
- collection and banking of incoming money 
- control of pett), cash 
- local fund raising 
- maintenance of various records and preparation of various reports 
- care and security of stock and premises. 

The link, indeed the exact parallels, between this statenlent and 
the broader statement of departmental functions shown in Table 
3.1 in Chapter 3 will be at once apparent, and of course the con
nection is not accidental. An explicit aim in this study was to see 
the various strands of residential care not simply in their own right. 
but always in relation to the broad loom of departlnental activity. 
And conversely, the statement of total departluental activity ,vas 
woven from many more specific statenlents fron1 various particular 
fields of exploration. Again, as in relation to the broader state
ment of departmental functions, certain reservations nlust be 
elnphasized. 

First, this is a list of functions which are carried out in a par
tiCldar setting, not a list of functions carried out by anyone par
ticular occupational group. Many of the functions described will. 
of course, be carried out by residential care staff, but medical care. 
for example, will be provided by doctors or nurses, and fonnal 
education by teachers. The provision of meals (as opposed to the 
provision of help in eating them) will be the duty of donlestic staff 
rather than residential care staff. Certain functions in the basic 
social work area, for exanlple helping individual residents to nlain
tain and develop personal capacity for adeq uate social functioning, 
may perhaps be shared between t",.10 occupational groups, nanlcly 
residential care staff and field 'workers (this question is discussed 
1110re fully below). However it does seem to be the case that heads 
of establishnlents at least have direct luanagerial accountability for 
certain lnain blocks of activity in 'Table 6.1 - for SOlne if not all 
basic social work, for all basic services. and for all the various sup-
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porting activities like staffing, logistics, finance. and secretarial 
work. 

The point must be made again too that this particular analysis 
is concerned only with the kind of activities to be carried out, and 
esche\vs other questions of the quality of activity, the standards of 
care, the attitudes brought to bear, the 'atmosphere' created, and 
so forth. 'Ve do not for a moment dispute the importance of these 
things, but the point llIust be reiterated that attending only to 
attitudes and standards and atmosphere can never take one far 
into issues of how to structure departments, or what sort of occu
pational groups to establish and train in the first place. 3 

Specific Tasks in Residential Care 

Before proceeding to consider various ways in which these various 
kinds of work in the residential setting Inay best be organized and 
managed, it is appropriate at this point to describe project work 
which has in fact moved at least one step closer to the question of 
specific quality of care or treatment. In the course of the project 
with heads of children's homes in '¥andsworth, mentioned above, 
we systematically explored with each head not only what functions, 
i.e. 'what kinds of work, he saw as necessary, but also how he saw 
his work in terms of specific tasks to be undertaken with residents. 
Clearly the way in which work is constructed in terms of specific 
tasks affects the quality of result. 

Here our work led us into territory alongside that explored in 
our discussions about tasks with field workers described in the pre
vious chapter, and we found many of the same hesitations and un-

3 Many studies of residential care take these factors of style, attitu.de, and 
standard, as their main concern. To take one example, the recent major 
study by King, Raynes, and Tizard, (1971) of the care of mentally-handi
capped children in a number of hospitals and homes, establishes measures of 
what is called 'child management practice' along a scale from 'institutionally
oriented' at one end to 'child-centred' at the other. The measures were 
explicitly about quality. but exactly what functions this 'quality' related 
to, i.e. what functions the establishments saw themselves as carrying out. 
remained unexamined, the researchers no doubt making their own implicit 
assumptions. The Discussion Document on Residential TI'aining of the 
Central Council for Education and Training in Social Work (1973) is unusual 
in making an explicit exploratioll of both lIecessary attitudes (Chapter 3) 
and functions to be carried Ollt (Chapter 4) 
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certainties as in those discussions. Again, as for field workers, many 
more concrete tasks were easy to identify and agree - arranging 
holidays for children in care, recruitment and induction of staff, 
buying clothes, arranging meals, co-ordinating and collating the 
provision of assessment reports, and so on. In other areas percep
tions were much Inore varied. On the question of ho'w to meet the 
complex emotional needs and problems of children, for example, 
opinion fell broadly into two schools. The first did see the 
possibility of establishing specific therapeutic tasks for specific 
children, and, indeed, were able to offer examples. The second did 
not. and thought that such problems were helped primarily by 
work designed to establish a general therapeutic environment, and 
by inculcating certain general attitudes and orientations in their 
own staff. (What are referred to here and below as 'therapeutic 
tasks' are what we would now locate more preci~ely as attempts to 
'develop or maintain personal capacity for adequate social function
ing' - see Table 6.1, page 135.) 

The following extract from a report of individual discussions 
with one particular Head in a home for twenty lnaladjusted 
children elaborates the second vie'w: 

It is difficult to identify any specific long-term tasks which follow 
a systematic programme of therapy, to be carried out by the Super
intendent or his staff. (Whether such exist for the psychiatrist or the 
psycho-therapist, is of course another matter.) It seems likely that 
the real nature of the therapeutic work carried out by Homes staff is 
as follows. As a result of case discussions, say with the psychiatrist, a 
particular tTeatmenl strategy is agreed for a particular child. This 
may require considerable skill in carrying out, but does not in itself 
constitute a task or series of tasks as here defined. Rather, the 
'strategy' (for example a strategy of planned regression) amounts to a 
policy which shapes the way existiug tasks are to be carried out with 
children, e.g. putting them to bed, telling them stories, providing 
recreational and social opportunities for them, carrying out formal
education tasks, dealing with emotional crises, and so on. 

lf this is so, sllch therapeutic tasks, though requiring high skill, 
are themselves of short time-span (i.e. mostly of hours or days). In 
contrast, the concern is long-term; the strategy may be expected to be 
long-term in its effects, and the p'rognosis may be long-term. Again. 
many of these tasks are carried out by houseparents and other staff. 
but some arc carried Ollt or participated in. by the Superintendent 
on occasion. 
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Support for the first view was provided by the following examples 
(amongst others) of specific therapeutic tasks identified by the 
Superintendent of a long-stay home for about sixteen children: 

(I) In the case of an asthmatic teenager the Superintendent em
barked on a programme of treating the causes rather than the effects, 
and judged that it would take ber a minimum of one yea.r to achieve 
any lasting improvement. Work undertaken to achieve the object 
was: 

- reorientating staff attitude to the attacks; 
- encouraging the girl to reflect on what circumstances induced 

attacks and why; 
- as the frequency of attacks began to decrease, acknowledging 

the girl's own part in this and strengthening her motivation to 
gain control. 

(2) Preparing a 15-year-old for employment by reality testing of 
fixed interest in working with animals, visits to Youth Employment 
Officer, provision of information, i.c. duties and prospects in a 
number of different occupations, arranging attendance at school 
leavers' course at Agricultural College, programme of discussion 
aimed at ventilating and clarifying girls' perceptions - one yea,., 

(3) Helping the same 15-year-old to establish a sense of identity, 
and to articulate feelings by words rather than self-induced fits and 
loss of speech. Exploration of available history and other information 
and the involvement of the Child Care Officer. Helping the girl 
to make contact with her old home and her grandmother. Creating 
the climate within which the girl could choose to visit her mother 
in psychiatric hospital. Discussing problems of colour and sexual 
behaviour - one year. 

The housemother in charge of another smaller long-stay home 
for about eight children gave many additional examples of what 
she saw as specific therapeutic tasks, amongst them the following: 

(1) In the case of siblings aged three and four years, the House
mother implicitly allowed four to five months to herself and the 
staff to help the ell ildren to settle in and to judge whether or not 
through the general regime of the home, and particular activity 
with these two children, they were progressing. (At the end of 
this period it was recognized that there had been virtually no pro
gress in terms of their general development, including such factors 
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as vocabulary recognition, toilet training, muscular co-ordination or 
understanding' of cause and effect. The Housemother has now re
ferred the children, through agreement with the relevant Child Care 
Officer, for specialist assessment, and will now acquire the task of 
taking them for appointments and contributing to the Assessment 
Centre team's diagnosis.) 

(2) In the case of a six-yea1'~old who manifested insecurity through 
stealing, following a number of changes of staff and children, a task 
to relieve his insecurity through: 

- raising bed-time 
- giving him special status by little jobs to do with younger 

children 
- gaining the co-operation of his teacher 
- allocating the assistant housemother to give him extra attention 

- six months. 

(This task has been successfully worked through - had there been 
no progress at the end of this period of time, though not before, 
the Housemother would have sought referral to the Child Guidance 
Clinic.) 

(3) In the case of a fat, sullen, and unkempt thirteen-year-old gi r1. 
a task to improve her self image and sense of feminine identity by: 

- (things like) offering her help in setting her hair and creating 
opportunity for discussion with her focllsed in this area 

- involving the doctor in encouraging the girl to diet 
- encouraging the skills that the girl has, e.g. cooking, and seeing 

that she was rewarded for her efforts by unofIicial aunt 
- motivating her to stick to diet by encouraging interest in more 

'trendy' clothing (new items to be bought every time she regis
tered a loss of five pounds) 

- encouraging other staff and housemothers' husbands to l'ein
force girl's efforts by complimenting her when a realistic 
improvement was achieved - six months. 

(4) In the case of an eleven-year-old girl placed for four months. 
to enable her to mourn over her mother's death and reorientate to 
fostering with aunt who tended to shut off feelings of grief, a task 
shared by the Housemother and the Child Care Officer, who both 
used opportunity to help girl to express feelings and to encourage 
her to talk abollt mother - fOUl' montlts. 
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A number of further exalllples of such treatment tasks were 
identified by heads of other establishments. 

Existing Confusion in Managerial Structure 

Now whether each of these therapeutic task formulations strikes 
the reader as equally realistic or convincing is one thing. (U nfor
tunately further discussion and test of this particular project 
material was not able to be continued. for a variety of reasons.) 
What they surely do indicate, however, if indeed it were in any 
doubt, is the possible existence of real work over and above the 
provision of basic services in residential establishments, in what 
we have called the basic social work area. More specifically, much 
of this would be work concerned with the 'helping individual 
residents to maintain and develop personal capacity for adequate 
social functioning' to use the language suggested in Table 6.1 
above. 

This lilay seem an unremarkable point to Inakc, but the fact 
is that the more conventional description of the residential situa
tion in terms of these all-too-easy terms 'care' and 'case work' tends 
to obscure this issue and in doing so leads to severe problems. 
Generalizing from project work in at least three departments, 
reinforced by many conference discussions, the trouble is as fo11o'ws. 
Where residential work is conceived in terms of 'care' and 'case 
work' there is a tendency for the latter to be wholly associated with 
'professional' staff whilst the former becomes associated with 'ad
ministrative' staff. In effect everything that concerns the treatment 
of the individual client in care then tends to be seen as the ultimate 
concern of field workers. The rest - the provision of bricks and 
mortar, of decent environment and material provision, and per
haps even the provision of a 'therapeutic atmosphere' - becotnes the 
concern of an 'administrative' rather than a 'professional' back
ground. And in the middle stands the poor head of establishment, 
caught in an impossible attempt to split apart 'professional' control 
frotn 'administrative' control, and 'case work' from 'general care'. 
Nor does the 11latter stop here. The 'residential adviser' (or 'homes 
adviser' or 'residential officer') becomes a victim of the same myth. 
Given the notion that the staff of the establishment are not, nor 
could be, concerned \vith positive focused intervention in respect 
of individual residents, and that such concern would rest exclu-
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sively with field workers, the residential adviser is relegated to 
being a provider of nlaterials, a recipient of complaints, and a 
monitor of adtuinistrativc procedures. Hardly ever is he seen as 
a positive manager accountable for helping the residential head 
to provide and develop a full and effective range of service and 
intervention on behalf of his residents. Nor, often, is there any 
identified person who does carry such a role. 

Illustrations of the absence of clear-cut managerial roles with 
accountability for all aspects of residential work abound in our 
project experience. In the project described above with heads of 
residential establishments in the 'Vandsworth Children's Depart
ment, for instance, the Children's Officer, the Assistant Children's 
Officer (Honles), the Case Work Supervisor, the Senior Child Care 
Officer (HOlues), and the senior administrator in the Homes Mana
gement Section, ,vere all seen as possible contenders for a mana
gerial role. Different heads varied in their ideas of exactly \vhat 
degree of authority each of these people carried. Two thought that 
only the Children's Officer hinlself represented a full manager, five 
tended to identify the Assistant Children's Officer as their manager, 
and one just did not know. Some saw the Senior Child Care Officer 
(Honles) as having supervisory authority. Some saw him as having 
monitoring authority, and three thought that possibly he carried 
no authority in relation to them. The staff of the significantly
titled 'Homes ~fanagement Section' (a section of the administra
t.ive division) were seen not just as monitoring adherence to 
regulation and policy. but as playing a nluch luore positive role in 
deciding ,\That material support was appropriate. Indeed, two heads 
even thought that they might share in managerial functions -
selection, definition of work, appraisal of performance, and so on. 
In this particular case there was little doubt that the senior resi
dential staff - the Assistant Children's Officer (Homes) and the 
Senior Child Care Officer (Homes) - were seen as 'vearing a profes
sional mantlc, but neither one nor the other was seen fully and 
unequivocally in a straightforward lnanagerial relationship. Sub
sequent project discussion with these two latter people confinned 
these uncertainties £r0111 their point. of view as well. 

In Brent too, ambiguity about residential management arose, as 
was noted in Chapter 4, but here it was in a different form. 
According to the published charts the Assistant Director (Residen
tial and Day Care) ,vas in direct and straightforwarrl control of all 
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establishments. However, discussions with one Area fvlanager pro
duced the following statements: 

The Area 1t.1anager sees his role as that of glvmg social work 
support and advice to the staff of the residential homes. It is not 
clear to him what the precise form of this advice is, whether it 
carries authority, or whether it is 'take it or leave it advice'. The 
Area lVlanager is of the opinion that matrons see Area Managers as 
powerful figures who can 'put things right'. 

More precis.ely, the Area Manager would define his present role 
as: 

- making joint decisions with client and residential staff concern
ing immediate client problems 

- educative, preparing Heads for changes as far as social work 
practice is concerned 

- monitoring general standards of 'bricks and mortar' which 
affect the client. 

In initial discussions at least. the Assistant Director (Residential 
and Day Care) \\Tas inclined to see the Area Manager as 'the manager 
of the establishment head in all nlatters concerning client-staff 
relationships' . 

A very similar situation was evident in East Sussex. In the 
initial project there, which was concerned with field-residential 
relationships, one Area Director observed that although the Resi
dential Division was manifestly concerned with all aspects of 
residential care, in practice he hiIllself tended to make a mental 
split between what he called ',velfare' matters and 'building man
agement and maintenance'. Unresolved welfare problems he 
would refer to the Assistant Director (Social Work Senrices) rather 
than the residential division. Another Area Director said that 
many of the Residential and Day Care Officers (equivalent to 
'residential advisers') projected an image as being concerned for 
the most part with 'nuts and bolts and general hotel keeping'. 
Reinforcing this view, a report of discussions with the Executive 
Assistant in the Residential Division included the comlnent: 

The R & DeOs currently in role are not qualified social workers 
and lack confidence and expertise ill supervising the total operations 
of establishments. This is reflected in some unwillingness to get 
involved in case reviews which would provide opportunity to 
develop their skills and enable them to be real bridges between estab-
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lishments and Area staffs by following through on treatment plans 
made. 

The Executive Assistant added that she perceived herself to be 
in Inanagerial relationships with all heads of establishments. 
though she noted that SOlne, e.g. the Head of one of the Approved 
Schools, probably did not regard her in this light, nor would 
some of the heads of establishments who were not originally part 
of the Children's Department from which she had come. 

Later work in East Sussex in a project4 specifically designed 
to Teach an agreed definition of the Tole of the Residential and 
Day Care Officer threw up much more evidence of the uncertainty 
about accountability for residential work. 

As the head of one establishment experienced it, there 'was no 
one individual in the Department ben.veen herself at the one 
extreme and the Assistant Director at the other who carried a 
clear-cut twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, responsibil
ity for the Home and its problems. And it was taken for granted 
that the Assistant Director could not himself be directly 
approached with all the problems 'with which the Head could 
not cope. 

Another Head commented that ,·vhilst the role of the R & 
DCO was still evolving, it was at the moment largely concerned 
with problems of material provision. But she "vas quick to add 
that it was impossible to separate problelns of material provision 
from quality of care on the one hand, or indeed from the Inany 
pressing problems of staff and staff relations on the other. She 
noted that there were a number of people in the Department 
who were very ready to comment on the quality of care provided 
for residents (including for example many visiting social workers) 
but no one person who then seelned disposed to take respon
sibility for doing anything constructive about it. 

Coming to the two R & DCOs v,rho were themselves involved 
in the project, the report of work v\Tith one summarized his own 
view of the position as follows. 

-4 The project started in July 1972 and involved the Assistant Director 
(Residential and Supporting Services), lhe Executive Assistant referred to 
above, two Residential and Day Cal'c Ofilccrs. two Area Directors, and the 
heads of a horne for the elderly, a hostel for Lhe mentally sub-normal. an 
adult training centre, and a children's horne, 
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Generally, your role is unsatisfactory in practice, at the moment. 
On the one hand you are seen as 'matron's friend and advocate' -
words like advice, support, help, guide, tend to be used. On the 
other you are seen as an agent of County Hall. These two aspects 
feel inconsistent. Put another way, you feel that you carry responsi
bility without authority. 

The report fed back to the other R & DCO commented In a 
more analytic vein: 

You believe that the R &: DCa does not carry the authority of a 
fully fledged manager, but does carry authority. Although the style 
of discussions might be advisory, you believe that any indications 
you give are necessarily prescriptive and that you must accept res
ponsibility for the advice given. Perhaps the nature of the role is 
a general supervisory one. 

Residential and day care staff are subject to authoritative influence 
from other quarters, e.g. they have been told that they are part 
of the geographical area and it is clear that an Area Director is in 
charge of an area. 

One of the Area Directors involved in the project observed 
that the present role of the R & DCO was ill-defined as far as 
she was concerned, and this made for difficulties in working 
relationships. She noted that matrons of homes SOllletimes 
approached her with problems, not only about individual clients, 
but even on occasions about staff. 

Alternative Clarifications 

Well, how might all this be put right?5 First, surely the nettle 
must be grasped. rrhat is, the fact must be accepted that resi
dential work. by residential staff, is an activity which aims to 
provide not only what we have called basic services (provision 
of food, accommodation, recreation, etc. in an appropriate 'caring' 
lllanner) but also the systematic provision of what we have called 

5 There appears to be little or no literature which goes beyond discussion 
of general approach and standards in residential care to the harder and 
more abstract issues of organizational structure for optimum support and 
control. A significant exception is an article by Hodder (1968). which 
examines from a practitioner's viewpoint the need for a stronger and 
dearer management structure. 
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basic social work. Moreover, the two are integrally and indis
solubly linked in the residential setting. For if this fact is grasped, 
the corollary is that any managem.ent structure (as opposed to 
monitoring structure or service stru.cture) for residential care 
must be concerned with BOTH these aspects of work. 

Moreover, given the fact that the practice of all social work 
in a local authority setting is subject to managerial assessment 
and control in present circumstances, then such a Inanageriallink 
is unavoidable. Staff of homes do not in reality exist in a separate 
organizational structure, however close-knit the texture of insti
tutional life, and seemingly loose the links with the rest of the 
department.6 In the end, if no other officer is accountable for 
what goes on in any establishment, then the Director at least 
certainly is: and his employing authority are likely to leave him 
in no doubt of the matter if the case is serious enough. 

Acceptance, however, of the need for a clear managerial link 
with establishments still leaves open the question of where it 
might best be located in the main departillental structure. 

In Model A departnlents (Chapter 4) the general managerial 
line will, of course, flow down the main functional strand under 
the Assistant Director in charge of residential care. The main 
question will be the exact fornl of structure between the estab
lishment and the Assistant Director. The sheer nU111ber of estab
lishments to be nlanaged in departments of medium or large size 
(of the order say of thirty to sixty7) suggests that in these depart
ments the Assistant Director cannot Inanage them all unaided. 
This supposition is reinforced by the existence already in IllOSt 
departments of a whole range of residential advisers, executive 

6 Although it might be important to recognize here the distinction (and 
impingement) of two social systems - the organizational structure of the 
department as an executive entity and the more comprehensive social system 
of all those staff or residents who share much of their life together within 
the walls of one institution. To analyse, for example, husband and wife 
teams in a small family group home only in terms of departmental organiza
tion would no doubt be to miss much of importance. However trends like 
these described and advocated in the vVilliams Report (1967) towards the 
professionalization of residential staff - the trend fo1' example for more staff 
to 'live out' - may tend to strengthen the distinction between occupational 
and other roles in the total-life situation of such staff. 

7 That is thirty to sixty residential establishments. If an organization is 
contemplated which involves day-care establishmenls as well. the number 
will be significantly increased. 
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officers, etc., of intennediate grade, albeit often in ill-defined 
relationship to establishment heads. as indicated above. 

All the evidence points to the need to create in departtllents of 
medium or large size new posts under sonle such titles as 'residen
tial group tnanager' or perhaps 'residential manager' (see Figure 
6.1) to fill what we have COlne to call the missing level in residen
tial management. 

In terms of general managerial level, though not necessarily 
in terms of precise grade, such staff nlight equate with Area 
Officers - Level 3 in Figure 6.1. This is on the assumption that 
heads of most establishments operate in Level 2 (the first lllana
gerial level) - equivalent, say, to Team Leaders or experienced 
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field workers. However, it may be that certain heads of very large 
or very complex establishments, perhaps for exanlple heads of 
those community homes which were fornlerly approved schools, 
must be recognized as not only higher in grade than the general 
run of heads, but operating at a lnanagerial level higher by one 
step (Level 3). If so, one would predict that the only comfortable 
managerial relationship in most l\'1odel A departments for these 
heads would be directly with the Assistant Director, though the 
appropriate Residential Manager might conceivably carry a co
ordinating role in relation to them with regard, say, to develop
Inent of standard practices and procedures. Again. the heads of 
certain very slllall or unconlplicated establislullents might perhaps 
be operating at a level lo\ver by one step than the general run, 
which could suggest the need for an intervening lnanagerial post 
not shown in 'Figure 6.1, one or Inore 'group heads' in Level 2. 

This l11ight apply particularly if one llloved frOln residential 
establishments to establishments such as day nurseries or luncheon 
clubs, where these were organized in the same main division. 

In NIodel B departments the same problenl of the missing 
managerial level arises, but this tinle it arises between anyone 
Divisional Director (Level 4) and the heads of residential estab
lishments in his particular Division (Figure 6.2). Again, as in 
l\Jodel A departments there are the same problelns of how to 
treat heads of certain very large or cOlnplex establishments (Level 
3) or certain very snlall or unconlplicated establishments (Level 
1 ). 

In both ~10del A and Model B departnlents, it seems likely 
also that the Blain structure of tnanagerial roles will need supplc
Inenting with staff-officer or service-giving roles (see Appendix A) 
in relation to residential work - the posts shown as 'central staff' 
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 

Work in Brent and vVandsworth R has established a whole list 
of activities which nlight well be assigned to such support staff: 

- the preparation of detailed plans and briefs for architects, in 
respect of new establishments 

- the commissioning of new establishments 

8 \Vith a 'Resident ial Manager' in Rrent and the head of the 'Residential 
Senrices' Section in Wandsworth. 
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Residential Care - }\,fodel B 

- the provision of food, supplies, and equipment, for establish-
ments 

- the maintenance and repair of establishments 
- the provision of transport 
- the maintenance of central records and statistics 
- the preparation and monitoring of budgets, etc. 

Such work clearly falls into the 'non-operational' categories des
cribed in Chapter 3, and particularly into the fields of logistical, 
secretarial, and financial work. In Model A Depart.lnents such 
work may be carried out by central staff attached to the Assistant 
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Director. Alternatively SOlne or all filay be assigned to the Ad
ministrative Division. In Model B Departlllents much of the 
work might be carried out by staff attached directly to the various 
Divisional Directors, though some might be carried out centrally. 
Again, this work rnight be seen as part of the work of the Admini
strative Division, as discussed in Chapter 4. (The question of how 
placement work is handled, another possible field for staff-officer 
support, is discussed in Chapter 8.) 

It 11lust be emphasized that such administrative or other sup
port staff would not be in a managerial relation to residential 
rnanagers or heads of individual establishnlents. Their roles 
would include a combination of service-giving and monitoring 
elenlents and with regard to the latter, would be subject to all 
the provisos explored in the previous chapter in discussing the 
proper relation of administrative staff to field work staff. 

Developments in Residential Organization in Project Departments 

I-Iere, then, are some general nl0dels or pictures of developed 
residential organization. Such ideas have grown from, and then 
in turn influenced actual developments in, project departments, 
particularly in East Sussex and Brent. Let us describe some of 
these developlnents. 

In East Sussex, a series of discussions with the l11anagement 
group!! in the spring of 1972 produced the following report on 
the subject of residential management. 

Present Organization 
It was agreed that presently the Assistant Director (Residential and 
Supporting Services) is accountable to the Director for the totality 
of residential work activity: 

- hotel keeping and maintenance of premises 
- environment - general social and recreational opportunItIes 

and the regime of the establishment whidl enhances or detracts 
from the individual's good life experience 

- individual therapy - planned and focused treatment physical, 
social or emotional. 

9 See page 61. 
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There are more than fifty (residential and day care establishmcnts) 
and it scemed to the group unlikely that the Assislan t Director 
could or should be in a direct manager /subordillatc relationship 
with each Head of establishment, i.e. that he would require assist
ance in managing establishments. 

Manifestly there are six Residential and Day Care Officers and 
one Executive Assistant 'between' the Assistant Director and Heads. 
The nature of the role relationships between these people and 
Heads is open to alternative interpretations. 

The report went on to eUlphasize the general need to distin
guish grade from Inanagerial level, and cont.inued Illore speci
fically as follows: 

The salary grades of Heads range from approximately £ I., 100-

£3,500 per annum, the majority falling in the range £1,800-£2,000 

which is roughly the same grade as that paid to general social 
workers. Residential and Day Care Officcrs arc paid one grade above 
some Heads and less than others. If it is assumed that salary grade 
in some rough way reflects the felt level of work, it can be assumed 
that a large proportion of Heads could not be managed by Resi
dential and Day Care Officers. 

The situation is made some' .... hat more complex by the fact that 
only one Residential and Day Care Officer in post is qualified. 
Therefore the ability to act 'across the board' which is expected of 
managers or supervisors is limited. However it was agreed that 
these facts should not limit the generation of requisite altel"natives; 
these alternatives might well carry implications for future recruit
ment and remuneration and for staff development activity in the 
here and now. 

The report went on further to record the views of the gToUp on 
which of various organizational alternatives that had been con
sidered, appeared to them to be the lllost viable, noting, however, 
the problems that this particular choice brought in its stead. 

The following diagram suggests the organization structure of 
choice which the group settled on after considerable discussion. The 
weakness of the structure is that the Executive Assistant is expected 
to be in a staff role to the Assistant Director. helping him to co
ordinate on general policy implementation and at the same time 
manage some establishments and the team of Residential and Day 
Care Officers. 
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The discussion Illoved on to consider organizational implica
tions of a further change which had been contell1platcd for some 
time, i.e. the transfer of control of residential and day establish
Inents to Areas. Even though the problem of managing heads of 
establislunents would be reduced by dividing establishments out 
amongst the Areas, it was considered that Area Directors would 
still need some help in this respect. Could senior social "vorkers 
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combine supervision of heads of establishment.s with supervision 
of social workers? 'The group thought. not. Probably separate 
supervision was necessary. using some form of staff like the present 
Residential and Day Care OfJicers. However. the need for special 
treatment for the 'high level' establishments would remain. Heads 
of these would, no doubt. have to be managed directly by Area 
Directors. 

Following this discussion a further project was mounted to 
establish a lllore precise specification of the role of Residential 
and Day Care Officers, on the assumption that they "lould be 
lllore closely integrated with individual Areas. 'The project still 
continues at the time of writing, some of the initial discussions 
with various Inembers of the department having been drawn on 
above in illustrating the precise degree of unclarity about such 
roles. A draft job description which has been produced identifies 
the R & Dca as clearly accountable to the Area Director and (for 
the tinle at any rate) with a su.pervisory role rather than a mana
gerial one, in relation t.o all heads of establislunents, except some 
designated ones ,vhose heads would be both nlanaged and super
vised by the Area Director. 'rhe R & DCO would deal with all 
aspects of work in establishnlents: general levels of care, the 
treatment of specific cases, staffing, training. financial, and logis
tical matters. He would also act in a co-ordinating role in: 

- allocating vacancies, including in consideration the availability 
and use of residential accommodation in private and voluntary 
establishments 

-- arranging and attending case reviews according to established 
policy for those in care 

- progressing agreed programmes between collaborating workers 
(either in respect of individuals or as general facilities for resi
dents). 

In the field of voluntary or private establislullents he ,..,ould deal 
with applications for registration. cany ont regular visits of 
inspection, and give advice as required. 

With regard to project work in Brent it has already been noted 
how discussion of the problem posed initially - that of placement 
procedures for those needing residential care - inevitably hroad
ened to consideration of total rcsidential organization. After a 
nUlllbcr of discussions with various individuals. two discussiolls 
were held in the sumlller of 1972 "vith a whole group of senior 
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staff concerned with the project, including in the second discus
sion some heads of residential establishments. The report of the 
second discussion is reproduced in full in Appendix C. It des
cribes how the group rejected the viability of any 'split' manage
ment of residential care, and began to pay serious consideration to 
the alternative pros and cons of l\fode1 A or l\fodel B organiza
tions. 

F or various local reasons a departlnen tal decision was made in 
August 1972 to opt for the time being explicitly for a Model A 
structure. Since that time project work has proceeded in Brent in 
a detailed exanlination of present intennediate management struc
ture bet,·veen the Assistant Director and heads of establishments, 
and possible ways of strengthening and clarifying it. One of the 
issues under consideration is the possibility of grouping residential 
establishments according to three lnain client types - children, the 
elderly, and the nlentally and physically handicapped. 

Relations Between Field and Residential Workers 

The other main problem in the area of residential care described 
at the start of the chapter is the uncertain relationship between 
field and residential workers - specifically between heads of estab
lishments and the particular field worker concerned at various 
points with the individual residents. The uncertainty is partly 
about how luuch authority the field worker carries vis-a-vis the 
residential worker in their vaious dealings, and partly about where 
the work of one ends and the other begins. 

Approaching these questions in discussion with field workers 
one notes the tendency, at any rate initially, for theIn to bend over 
backwards in emphasizing the desirability of field work and resi
dential staff operating as 'equal partners'. But the point is then 
usually lnade that due account must be taken of the general dis
parity in level of training between 5eld workers and residential 
staff.10 Coupling this with the evident 'weakness described above 
in the managerial structure of residential care it is not surprising 

10 As already observed less than 4% of residen tial staff have training for 
residential work (CenlTal Council for Education and Training in Social 
Work, 1973, para 6). About 40% of main grade field workers have a profes
sional qualification of some sort, ignoring trainees and assistants (Depart
ment of Employment, 1972). 
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that many departments explicitly assign a special role to field 
workers to 'liaise with' or 'support' establishments in their par
ticular geographical area. 

In East Sussex the statement of the supportive role that one Area 
Director saw herself as expected to play in respect of residential 
staff has already been quoted earlier in this chapter. So, too, has 
a statenlent of the 'liaison responsibilities' of Area Managers in 
Brent as seen by one of them. 

In the Children's Department in Essex we had a chance to ex
plore in some depth with a group of Child Care Officers and one 
Senior Child Care Officer a situation where each individual field 
worker had an explicit 'liaison role' in relation to a given estab
lishment. ll Below are some quotations from the way some of them 
analysed this liaison role in conjunction with the researchers. 
Looked at together a number of different elements will be seen to 
be battling for position. Clear elements of a monitoring relation
ship are discernible where reference is made to checking standards 
of residential "vork. At other points co-ordinating elements are 
indicated in relation to work on particular cases. At other points 
again, hints of supervisory or even m,anagerial functions begin to 
appear, particularly with reference to support and training, even 
though, as will be seen, none of the field workers concerned be
lieved that they had clear authority to instruct, let alone to provide 
official appraisals of personal performance. 

(I) ... it is (the duty of the CCO) to know the Home. to be able 
to gauge the total feel, to provide support for the residential staff, 
and to be discerning enough to pass on to the appropriate senior staff 
information which is relevant to them. having knowledge of the 
establishment and being able to ensure that the Home is generally 
being run within the policy of the Department. The CCO is speci
fically not concerned with administrative or staffing matters, i.e. 
all she can do about problems in these areas where she judges them 
to be having an adverse effect on the care of the children. either 
directly or indirectly, is to bring the problem to the attention of 
someone with authority to act (usually the Deputy Children's 
Officer). The CCO is concerned with the professional child care 
practices of the Home, and feels that she is expected to provide 
positive support to the staff in handling ch ild care problems and to 
interpret departmental policy to them. 
11 The question was explored with six field workers from one Area Team 

and seven field workers from another. 
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(2) The duty of the liaison officer is: 
- To co-ordinate the treatment plans for children as between the 

residential officer and the child's ceo. in order to ensure con
tinuity and efficiency of service to each child. 

- To support and advise residential staff on the day to day care 
of the children. 

- To provide a ready reference point for any queries of the resi
den tial officer. 

(3) '" the ceo has a duty to maintain sufficiently good contact 
with the establishment to be able to form relationships with the 
staff within which they are able to discuss any problems and diffi
culties with the feeling that they are not inferior to the eco but 
working with him on the problem. \Vhilst adopting a style which 
he considers consistent with his perception of the duties described 
above, he believes that in an extreme case he would have a duty to 
inform a senior officer of any matter arising in the Home which he 
felt could be of concern. 

(4) The seeos duty is to co-ordinate information from the field 
and residential staff. This involves visiting the Home regularly, read
ing the files of all children in the Home, including up to date 
reports and letters, contacting the eeo concerned if the house
mother has a problem with the child, arranging with the house
mother for the case worker to use facilities in the Home if necessary 
- for instance for meeting the parents of a child - informing herself 
about any case due for review and attending the review when it 
occurs, ensuring that the eeo concerned is aware of any action 
arising from the review, and later checking that it has been carried 
out, and the Deputy ehildren's Officer informed. The seeo does 
not see her duty as liaison with the housemother over problems 
concerned with the physical welfare of a particular child, nor as 
checking on conditions and statutory requirements in the Home. 
These are the prerogative of the Homes Staff at Head Office. 

(5) - participating in all formal reviews of children within the 
Home 

- acting as a field case worker as the necessity arises with all 
cases where children in residence are not already associated 
with a particular field worker 

- helping to solve. or reporting to the Deputy Children's Officer 
(who has a special responsibility for homes). staffing. adminis
trative or other more general problems arising at the Homes. 
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(6) The ceo has no absolute authority to give instructions to the 
staff of the two establishments, but she is expected to check on how 
the establishment is run, i.e. in ways consistent with good child 
care practice; to advise and support the staff in their handling of 
the children; to negotiate for improvement. and to report to senior 
staff where improvement is not effected. 

Clearly a complete analysis of such liaison roles could never be 
satisfactorily driven home without consideration of the kind of 
roles to be played by senior staff of the residential division, and 
such did not happen in this case. 12 However, it is reasonable to 
enquire lvhich (if any) of these relationships nlight remain in 
departments where all managerial and monitoring functions are 
finnly assigned to the residential division. 

We had another opportunity to test the nature of the relation
ships of field work to residential staff, this time from the residential 
point of vie\"l, in the project with residential heads from the "\Vands
worth Children's Department described above. In this particular 
situation there was no question of field work staff having any 
special liaison functions, and we explored their relationships as 
follows. Basically. we asked, was the relation of the social ·worker 
in a case to that of a residential worker like that of a doctor to a 
nurse? Should the former be regarded as having an authority to 
prescri be specific treatments or courses of action to be carried out 
by the latter?13 Or should the two properly be regarded as equal 
and co-operating parties, in collateral relationship, with neither 
having authority over the other (see Appendix A)? The group of 
heads ·were unanimous in their choice: the answer lnust be colla
teral. And so too has practically every other social worker. field 
or residential, with whom ·we have discussed this particular issue 
subsequently, either in project ,vork or in conference. 

Given this general view. there is of course a powerful corollary. 
that in the long term training should be aiming to provide a 
central cadre of residential staff (though not necessarily all) who 

I!! Project work in Essex ceased in fact with the abolition of the Children's 
Department in 1971. but all existing material was released by the Depart
men t for general report. 

13 What in hospital studies has been identified as an organizational 
relationship in its own right a prescrilJiug or treatment-prescribing relation
ship (Rowbottom et fll .. 1973). 
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are able to interact on equal terms with trained field staff at an 
equal level of professional competcnce.J.i 

I-Iowever, this is not quite the cnd of the lllatter. For a start, 
it appears that there is a need for some one person in a case at any 
tiIlle to playa co-ordinaling role (see Appendix A) in respect to 
other staff involved from other disciplines. At any point this might 
be the field worker or the residential head. and such a role with 
its own specific functions and authority ","ould clearly have to be 
taken into account as well as the basic collateral relationship. (This 
issue is discussed further in Chapter 8.) Secondly. there is still the 
possibility of SOIne kind of liaison role, as we shall now discuss. 

Division of Work Between Field and Residential Worker 

Even the recognition of a collateral relationship (with or ,vithout 
a co-ordinating 'overlay') still leaves the issue of how work is to 
be shared between field and residential workers. For if. as we 
have suggested above, there is no essential difference in the com
mon thread of basic social work with which each is involved, this 
leaves wide open the question of which parts of it are best done 
from a residential base, as it were. and which from a field work 
base. 

There can be littlc doubt that the establishment of a clear and 
proper division of role is a real and present probleill. Heads of 
establishments have frequently complained to us of what they 
call (revealingly perhaps) the 'lack of social work support'. In the 
words of a report of work lvith one Head fronl East Sussex: 

It is often difficult to get hold of social workers from other Areas 
in order to discuss a particular child - you go next to the social 
workers' senior and in their absence to your local Area Director or 
to the Executive Assistant. This lack of contact is specially difficult 
in respect of new children when neither side knows the other -
this is the time when the children are most likely to be a problem, 
because you do not know them either. It is more usually the case 
that you need help with problems to do with the parents of the 
children rather than the children themselves. By their nature those 
are most likely to occur out of l'egular office hours - it is highly 

14 A view strongly advocated by the National 'Vorking Party on Resi
dential Training (Central Council for Education and Training' in Social 
Work. J973) who press for joint training programmes. common qualifications, 
and common career structures for resident.ial and field staff, 
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unlikely that you can contact the family social worker and the duty 
social worker is not familiar with the case details. 

Although there are nlany cases where a client in care has a finn 
and continuing relationship with a field social worker in addition 
to his relationship with residential staff, there are many cases 
where such a relationship is faltering or does not exist, and its 
weakness or absence is felt. The field 'worker who originally 
arranged the placement may have left the departruent; or he may 
simply be too pressed to fit in the necessary visit and other work 
to maintain an effective relationship. Again, the client may have 
been taken direct from a subnormality or geriatric hospital with
out involvement of a specific field worker from the department. 

On the other hand, the view has often been expressed to us that 
accountability for certain types of client might be transferred com
pletely to residential staff, who would then need direct access to 
all case records. This might apply, for example, to certain elderly 
or subnormal clients who were expected to need residential care 
for an indefinite period. 

Logically there would seen1 to be three possibilities to consider: 

(1) that the field worker who arranges the placement remains firmly 
responsible for continuing work with that client. or that another 
field worker is appointed to continue work with the particular 
client concerned, i.e. one field worker per client in care; 

(2) that one or more 'liaison' field workers are appointed to carry 
out continuing work with all (or most) of the clients in anyone 
establishment, i.e. one or mote field workers per establishment; 
or 

(3) that for some clients in care it is assumed that continuing field 
work support will not be necessary, and that therefore account
ability for all continuing case work rests with the head of the 
establishment concerned, i.e. no field work support. 

The three possibilities could all of course coexist in respect of 
different groups of clients. Which of the three tactics was most 
appropriate for a particular clien t could be made an act of deliber
ate choice at any case conference or case review (sec further dis
cussion in the next chapter). 

Where 'liaison' roles were established certain clarifications 
would be necessary. Presumably it would be part of the job of 
the liaison social worker: 
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- to pick up case l\'ork in the field as required. for any client in the 
establishment'who had not already been assigned to another case 
worker; 

- to provide the head of the establishment with a general appre
ciation of the work, staff, outlook, and developments. in the local 
Area Office; 

- to provide staff of the Area Office with a general appreciation of 
corresponding features in the establishment. 

However, even with such a liaison role established it 'would be 
clearly understood that all nl0nitoring, supervision. or manage
ment, of residential heads rested with the residential division, and 
not with field workers. I'be basic relation of field and residential 
staff would still be collateral. 

Internal Organization af Establishments - Varieties of 
Occupational Groups 

Finally a word nlust be said about the internal organization of 
establishnlents, if only to acknowledge the importance of the sub
ject. Unfortunately project work as it has naturally unfolded has 
provided us with very little experience in this area. but what we 
have learned or sunnised is as follows. 

Discussion with the various heads of establishments 111entioned 
above - fourteen in all- has strongly suggested that they, and only 
they, play full managerial roles in their establishments.I5 A pre
liminary exploration in one establishment11i suggested that below 
this level only supervisor), relationships arose, though exactly who 
supervised whom and with what degree of authority was not always 
as clear as those concerned would have liked. 

The other point about internal managelnent that warrants enl
phasis is that not one homogeneous group of staff but a number of 
separate sub-groups in terms of functions and in terms of skills must 
surely be recognized in residential work. For lllost purposes it is as 

15 It might be noted that no discussions have taken place with heads of 
really large establishments, former approved schools, or remand homes, 
where one might guess that a real internal managerial level would reveal 
itself below the head (as suggested by implication in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 
where certain heads are shown in Level 3). 

16 A home for the elderly with ninety places. Discussions were held with 
the Matron, Deputy Matron, Assistant Matron, and Senior Attendant. 
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inappropriate to lump together heads of establishnlents, 'profes
sional' care staff, 'non-professional' care attendants (for example 
in old people's homes), and domestic staff, in one portmanteau 
category of 'residential worker' as it is to lump together all grades 
of field workers from senior specialists to welfare assistants. These 
various sub-groups cannot be expected to carry out identical work, 
they do not require identical training. and they will not necessarily 
be recruited frOlU the same kind of people. It should not be 
assumed that they are able or potentially able to work at the same 
level. Developing this theme, we are now beginning to consider 
such questions (in the language of Table 6.1) in project work as: 

- which basic services in residential establishments are provided 
by so-called domestic staff, and which by 'care attendants'? 

- is the work of 'care attendants' purely in the basic services area, 
or are they expected to become involved in any basic social wO'rh 
too? 

- what specific elements of basic social work can be expected of 
'professional' care staff below heads of establishments, at various 
stages of their career? 

Again our assumption is that the recruitlnent, traInIng, and for
Ination, of identifiable occupational groups should rationally pro
ceed frOln analysis of the functions to be performed, and not vice 
versa. 

Conclusion 

The most important point made in this chapter is the inadequacy 
and unreality of the commonplace split between 'case work' and 
'care'. Demonstrably, many heads of residential establishments are 
involved in basic social work to an extent which differs in no funda-
111ental respect (apart from the setting) frOlH the involvement of 
field workers. If this fact is accepted and welcomed, then the impli
cations for organizational structure are profound. No longer can 
administrative or quasi-administrative sections be unthinkingly 
assigned managerial accountability for the 'caring' aspect.s of resi
dential work, leaving the 'case work' aspects to the field work divi
sion or sub-division. Residential Inanageluent means management 
of the full range of work with clients in establishments, and if 
better qualified or experienced residential managers are needed 
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than at present available, then they ,vill have to be found or grown. 
Almost certainly a whole new layer of residential Iuanagers ,viII 
have to be developed to fill the 'missing level' above establishluent 
head which exists in most departments. 

'The second implication is that residential staff, or a central core 
of thenl at any rate, are social workers just as are field workers. 
Field workers are social workers who work with clients at home, or 
in foster home or in hospital: residential workers are social workers 
,,,rho work with clients in residential care, 'who then have additional 
functions in connection with the organization and delivery of 
basic services. Level for level the two are natural colleagues, need
ing a large degree of conlmon outlook and common skill. 1'heir 
natural organizational relationship is not that of manager and 
subordinate, supervisor and supervisee, prescriber and prescrip
tion-filler. In the language of this project it is basically a collateral 
relationship: though it seems that either party luight at various 
moments of time carry an additional co-ordinative relationship 
with respect to work on a particular case. (Such findings lead 
naturally to general considerations of occupational development 
and career structure within social work. These topics are pursued 
in Chapter g.) 



7 Organization of Day Care 

and Domiciliary Services 

The shortness of the chapter that follows simply reflects the slight
ness of our own direct project experience in day care and domi
ciliary services. Apart frOlll some brief 'work in three day care 
establishments1 and brief discussions with two heads of central 
sections concerned with adlninistration of day care, the material 
which we have to present rests on fairly speculative fonnulation 
tested only in conference discussions. However, it is important at 
least to peg out the area concerned for further exploration, and to 
draw attention to some of the lnajor problems that can already 
be discerned. 

Nature of Day Care and Domiciliary Services and the Occupations 
Involveil in Them 

The phrase 'day care and dOlniciliary services' is a conventional 
complelnent to 'field work' and 'residential care' but, as was pointed 
out in Chapter 3, it does not seem any more capable of precise 
definition than the other two. The following broad equivalence 
was suggested in tenns of certain lTIOre precise language offered in 
the same chapter. 

Domiciliary and Day Care 
- provision of various basic services and supplementary sa"vices for 

those living at home, in lodgings, in foster homes, (and occasionally 

lOne adult training centre for the mentally and physically handicapped. 
one day centre for the elderly. and one day centre for the handicapped. 
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also for those in residential carc, as in the provision of day centres 
for those who live in local authority homes); and occasionally also 
the provision of basic social work for those who attend day 
centres. 

Again the point must be made that this by no Ineans portrays a 
clearly identifiable or clearly bounded area of work. l\10reover, the 
title does not apparently carry exactly the saIne Ineaning in every 
deparunent which employs it. Looking for guidance to the general 
statenlent of basic se'(Y'vices and supplernentary services nlade in 
Chapter 3 (Table 3. 1) it appears, howcver, that 'day care and domi
ciliary serviccs' is usually taken to include lTIOSt if not all of the 
following activities: 

Basic Se1"1Jices 
- direct provision of money and goods, for example concessionary 

travel for the elderly, goods at concessionary rates for the elderly, 
direct financial aid to families in financial trouble 

- provision of meals direct to homes ('meals on wheels') or in 
luncheon clubs and day centres 

- provision of accommodation, for example temporary accommoda
tion for homeless families 

- provision of help in daily living, for example by the provision 
of 'home helps' 

- provision of transport for the disabled 
- provision of recreation, social, and cultural life, for example 

within day centres, or through direct provision of outings and 
holidays 

Sup/J/ernentary Services 
- provision of aids for the disabled, and adaptations to their homes 
- provisioll of communication and mobility training, for the blind, 

deaf, or disabled, living in their own homes 
- provision of occupational training and sheltered employment for 

the disabled in day centres 
- where necessary, managing the property of clients who are in 

hospital or residential care 
- provision of paramedical treatment in the form of occupational 

therapy for those at home or in day centres2 

2 Bearing in mind that responsibility for the employment of occupational 
therapists as such, seems likely to be transferred to health authorities _ 
see later comment. 
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[n addition. there Iilay be SOllIe unknown quantity of basic social 
work to be taken into account, for exatnple in SOlne of the work 
with the mentally and physically handicapped within training 
centres. 

The occupational groups involved in the delivery of these ser
vices are lnany and various - occupational therapists, craft instruc
tors, qualified social workers, specialist ,vorkers with the blind and 
deaf. social work assistants, home helps, volunteers, and general 
administrators. One of the significant features is the uncertain pro
fessional status of many of those involved in this work. Are, for 
exanIple, wardens of day centres for the elderly an occupational 
group in their own right needing special recruiunent and train
ing? Are wardens of homeless family units? Are 'adlninistrative' 
staff who arrange holidays, or provide nleals, or organize transport? 

Linked to this is the question which groups of workers in the 
day care and dOll1iciliary service field are required or qualified 
to carry out basic social work. as this has been defined (Chapter 3). 
rro what extent for example. should occupational therapists or 
hOlne teachers of the blind be involved in general asseSSlnents and 
general 'treatment', apart from assessments and consequent actions 
in their own specialized fields? Should heads of day centres be 
providing any general social work, as it were, or should their role 
be more specifically prescribed? 

In discussion with a warden in charge of a day centre for the 
elderly he reported the following activities as clearly within his 
brief: 

(1) providing su osidized lunches and refresh men ts; 
(2) providing recreation within the centre; 
(3) providing olltings and theatre visits; 
(4) selling goods at concessionary prices; 
(5) building-up and using appropriately a general 'amenities' fund. 

His main uncertainties were how far he should extend beyond the 
Centre itself in attracting clients in the first instance and visiting 
them in their m,vn honles thereafter. In establishing a membership 
of the Centre should he take whoever presented themselves (the 
majority) even if he felt that their need was not great, or should 
he only take those who were referred by field social workers (the 
lninority)? He referred in discussion to those who came in 'just 
for a cheap meal' and regarded the place 'just as a cafe'. (Although 
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it might be argued of course, that such attitudes were quite legiti
mate I) Would he have any duty t.o look around for those whose 
need was pressing, but were unaware of the availability of the 
service? He certainly regarded hilllself as accountable for the well
being of members during the time they were physically present 
in the Centre. If merubers stopped cOining he and his staff did try 
to visit and see what help was needed, but the whole thing was 
very informal and unsystetuatic at this point. 

Another issue is the extent to which any of these services should 
be provided by designated adnlinistrative sections. As was pointed 
out in Chapter 3, the basic definition of 'adnlinistration't at least as 
it applies in SSDs, includes the following elements: 

(I) Logistics 
- provision of premises and equipment, materials, and other 

supporting services to enable operational and other work to 
be performed 

(2) Finance 
- collection and disbursement of cash, accounting, budgeting. 

and budgetary control 
(3) Secl'elarial 

- recording and communicating of decisions, actions, and events 
(4) Staffing Work (some elements) 

- recruitment services, welfare, maintenance of staff records, 
monitoring of establishments, and conditions of service. 

None of these activities demands professional social work training 
(here is the main point) none is operational, i.e. none results in 
direct departmental 'output'. 

N ow all the day care and domiciliary services listed above are, 
by definition, operational. However, some, though not all, do not 
demand high professional social or therapeutic work skills in their 
organization or delivery, and it is certainly worth considering which 
can be suitably dealt with by administrative staff over and above 
their basic supporting and monitoring activities. 

'The answer would seenl to be that there are no bars in principle 
to administrative staff carrying out operational activities provided 
one condition is met. This is that other (professional) staff are able 
to specify the quantity and quality of output required in such a 
way as to leave the administrator little or no discretion on output, 
though he may be called to exercise considerable discretion in 
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engineering the required output in the most efficient way. Indeed, 
work which can be specified in this way is just the kind to which 
general adnlinistrative skills might best be applied. Such work 
would seem to include the provision to clients of many material 
goods and services: the provision of meals, transport, money, 
groceries, laundry, etc. l\-foreover such things often fit naturally 
with the existing 'logistics' element of administration identified 
above. 

"\That is excluded by this criterion is any operational activity in 
which significant discretion in respect to interpretation of needs 
has to be exercised by those who have actually to deliver the ser
vice. If it is required to mobilize services of these latter kind, there 
is an implication that the prime actor (e.g. a social worker) can do 
no more than refer the case to the second actor. And it is further 
implied that this second actor then has special training or cap
ability to make an independent or supplementary estimate of the 
client's real needs. In other and more precise words it seems that 
adrninistrative staff can appropriately become involved in opera
tional activities where they can be in a service relationship to social 
work or other professional or therapeutic staff, but not where a 
collateral relationship is necessary.3 

The Organization of Day Care and Domiciliary Services 

With these considerations in mind one may begin to sketch at 
any rate the main alternatives for placing day care and domiciliary 
services within a departmental structure. For simplicity one may 
consider ~1odel A, or functionally organized departments, bearing 
in mind that in ~fodel B, or geographically organized departments, 
the same issues arise almost point for point in the functional struc
ture below the level of t.he main geographical Division. 

There are, then, two main alternatives. On the one hand a Day 
Care and Domiciliary Division or Sub-division may be established 
which is separate from either Field Work or Residential Care 
(Figure 7.1). 

In this situation it is unlikely that the Administrative Division 
will undertake any operational activities, but will probably be con-

3 A more subtle question is whether the request for a service might not 
be so strong in some cases as to .\ffiOunt to a binding prescription - see 
service-giving and prescribing relationships, Appendix A. 
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cerned wholly lvith support and Illonitoring activities: secretarial, 
logistical. financial. and staffing work. 

On the other hand no separate Day Care and DOluiciliary Divi
sion lnay be established (Figure 7.2). In this case Day Care is likely 
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to be combined with Residential Care. Domiciliary services are 
likely to be split. Some (the more professional) will be included 
in an expanded concept of field work. Provision of the more con
crete or material domiciliary services is then likely to become the 
responsibility of the Administrative Division, in the 1vay discussed 
above. 

\\That seems likely, however, from our own research, is that in 
both these cases the organization of two particular occupational 
groups, the hOine helps and the occupational therapists, will pre
sent special and rather complex organizational problenls. The two 
will be examined in turn. 

The Organization of Home Helps 

The first thing to emphasize in discussing home helps is the sheer 
size of the problem. A typical medium-sized departlnent nlay em
ploy many hundreds or even over a thousand home helps. Most of 
these will, of course, be working part-time, and none are likely to 
wish to travel very far to their places of work. (Although the pheno
lnenon of 'bussing' home helps from one part of a city to another, 
to cover poorly-provided areas, has been described to us in con
ference discussions.) Given these facts, some considerable degree of 
decentralization is likely in either Model A or Model B depart
nlents, so that each Area Team (of field workers) has its own 
associated group of home helps under one or more Home Help 
Organizers. The question is, what is the organizational significance 
of 'decentralization' in this context? 

At one extreme it could mean that. honle helps becOine a full and 
straightforward part of each Area Team, managed (through the 
Home Help Organizer) by the Area Officer and by him alone 
(Figure 7.3). No central organization of home helps would exist. 

However, none of the departnlents with "whom we have discussed 
this issue seems to feel that the home help service could operate 
satisfactorily without some central organization. A Borough or 
County Home Help Organizer (or Divisional Honle Help Organ
izer in ~lodel B departments) seenlS to be required for such things 
as: 

- recruiting and training Home Help Organizers 
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- co-ordinating recruitment and training programmes for home 
helps throughout the division (or department) 

- standing in for Home Help Organizers in their absence. 

level 

3 

2 Team Leaders & 
Experienced 
Fieldworkers 

Trainees, Assistants, 
Inexperienced 
Fieldworkers 

Area Officer 

Home Helps 

Figure 7.3 

Home Help Organizer 

Moreover, some departments consider that responsibility for 
other services like 'meals on wheels' can be usefully combined 
with this v\Tork. to nlake a broader post under such a title as 'Domi
ciliary Services Organizer'. 

Inevitably then, the simple structure of Figure 7,3 must be 
modified by some 'line' (i.e. organizational relationship) between 
the local Area Honle Help Organizer and the Departmental (or 
Divisional) Home Help Organizer or Domiciliary Services Organ
izer. This is the classic 'dual influence' situation (see Appendix A) 
'where possibilities of sonle degree of managerial control now exist 
in either or both of two 'lines' (Figure 7.4). 

It is in fact the same situation as identified for area administra
tive staff in Chapter 5. and as in that case there seem to be in 
principle four different possibilities - 011 tposting. attachment, func
tional monitoring and co-ordinating. and secondment. 
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A full description of each of these forms is included in Appen
dix A. In effect they represent a range of different shares of con
trol. In outposting at one extreme, the Departmental (or Divisional) 
Home Help Organizer would carry a full Inanagerial role, and 
provide home help services on a local basis to Area Teams, through 
local home help teams. In attachment, the management would be 

Figure 7.4 

shared: operational control resting with the Area Officer, and 'pro
fessional' control with the Divisional (or Departmental) I-Iome 
Help Organizer. In functional monitoring and co-ordinating, the 
Area I-Iome Help Organizer would be accountable only to the 
Area Officer, the Divisional Home I-Ielp Organizer retaining (as 
the title suggests) a monitoring and co-ordinating role only. 
(Secondment, where workers are temporarily allocated to the full 
control of another nlanager is a theoretical possibility, but seems 
unlikely on two grounds. First. Area Home Help Organizers will 
presumably wish to work pennanently in one Area. Second, the 
Departlnental Honle Help Organizer will be required to carry 
out continuous co-ordination. Secondment. as defined here, does 
not allow for either of these features.) 

'Ve have not as yet been able to follow this analysis fully through 
in any actual field projects, but many discussions in conferences 
have confirnled the prevalence of the dual influence situation in 
most departnlents. Over and above this they have suggested that 
organizational practice already veers to junctional monitoring and 
co-ordinating, or attachment, rather than outposting. 

Organization of Occupational Therapists 

One of the problellls of discussing the organization of occupa
tional therapists is to know which to include and which to exclude 
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for the purposes of discussion. T'he presence or absence of a quali
fication is a clear enough matter, but the kinds of work ,vhich 
possessors of a qualification in occupational therapy currently 
carry out within SSDs are sonlew hat varied. SOll1e are concerned 
,vith providing aids for the disabled and with teaching theni hOlv 
to use them; and also with advising on the desirable adaptations of 
premises for these people. SOIne in addition carry out more regular 
therapeutic work with clients in their mvn homes. Some work in, 
or are in charge of, day centres of various kinds for the mentally 
and physically handicapped. 

For those who are employed in domiciliary "vork. various dis
cussions have suggested that the saIne organizational issue arises 
as for home helps. Although the number of occupational therapists 
employed in departments is far fewer than the number of hon1e 
helps employed (a typical departlnental strength may be well 
under a dozen) they too have usually been felt to be best employed 
'attached' in some way to Area Teams. 

As the nunlber of occupational therapists employed in a depart
ment has increased some departlnents have employed a 'Head 
Occupational Therapist' to co-ordinate professional practice and 
development. Is the individual occupational therapist practising 
in an Area then accountable to the Area Officer, or to the Head 
Occupational 'T'herapist (Figure 7.5)? Again the presence of a 
dual-influence situation is evident. 

Figure 7.S 

However, a new factor arises here which presulnably docs not 
in the case of hOlne helps. ''''ould an Area Officer with norn1al 
social work qualifications and experience be capable of lnanaging 
the work of an occupational therapist? The issue is not, of course, 
whether he could do all the work of the occupational therapist. 
It is whether he could be expected to appreciate enough of the 
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technicalities of occupational therapy to be able to provide a 
reasonable appraisal of personal perfonnance, to be able to help 
the occupational therapist in dealing with work-problems which 
might well have a technical content, and so on. 

Again we have no opportunity for full-scale testing of the organ
izational problenls and possibilities here. Such discussion as we 
have conducted with Area Officers in field projects and in con
ferences reveals considerable doubt in their minds as to their 
own unaided competence to manage occupational therapists. If this 
is realistic it suggests outposting or perhaps attachment as the 
most appropriate forms in this particular dual-influence situation.4 

Conclusion 

'Day care and domiciliary services' forms a convenient portluanteau 
phrase with which to discuss the present organization of certain 
aspects of SSDs but has no fundamental significance in terms of 
specific method, occupational group, or field of work. Even more 
than with 'field work' or 'residential care' use of the phrase suggests 
a definite entity, which turns out on closer inspection to have no 
clear identity or clear outlines. 

The important thing to stress again is the need to regard depart
Inental organization for work with individuals and families in terms 
of a number of kinds of provision - provision of food, recreation, 
help in personal developlnent, lnonitoring. paramedical services, 
etc. - which can be linked in a variety of cOlubinations to provide 
more or less comprehensive intervention on behalf of clients in a 
number of different settings. 

The t'iVO key questions are, who is accountable for what specific 
groups of staff, and by what nlechanisms the work of these various 
groups can be co-ordinated at ground-level in the interests of 
individual clients. This later thought leads on to the next chapter. 

"There are indicat.ions that all occupational therapists will in future be 
employed by health authorities, and deployed to provide services in SSDs 
as they are required. An important practical issue will arise as to which 
occupational therapists are involved. for this purpose: for example. the 
principle will presumably not apply to staff of day centres who have this 
qualification. For those occupational therapists affected by this change, the 
appropriate organization is perhaps likely to be ou/posting. managerial 
accountability resting with some senior occupational therapist employed 
by the Area Health Authority .- the mirror-image of the new situation for 
hospi tal social workers, described in Chapter 5. 



8 Co-ordination and Control 

of Work with Individuals 

and Families 

The trouble with conventional descriptions of social service 
activities, whether in terms of particular nlethods like 'case \vork' 
or 'group work', or in terms of the activities of particular workers 
like 'social 'work', 'occupational therapy', or 'honle help', or in 
terms of particular settings like 'field work' or 'day care', is that 
they all tend to obscure a clear view of the totality of activities 
undertaken with anyone particular client. or client-family. 

Consider, for instance, a problem family with a nlentally dis
turbed mother and children neglected and running wild. A 'whole 
complex of activities may arise, involving workers fronl all 
branches of the department and frOln other agencies as well. A 
social worker may be carrying out 'case 'work' with the mother and 
father. and perhaps with the children. HOlne helps may visit the 
home. Some of the children Inay need to be 'in care' for a period, 
which will bring foster parents or residential staff into the picture. 
If any of the children are greatly disturbed, psychologists and 
psychotherapists may be involved. Almost certainly their school 
teacher 'will be involved. If the 1110ther is receiving hospital treat
ment, a psychiatrist will be involved and perhaps another social 
worker. 

Such cOlllplexity may not be frequent, but it is far fronl un
known. Somehm"r the work of a large group of workers, some 
'within and some without the department, Inust be co-ordinated to 
the benefit of the client-family concerned in a way that is not 
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inuuediately obvious frOlu the nlain outlines of administrative 
structure. Given that SSDs and other agencies could not conceiv
ably be organized so that one worker or one section provides all 
possible services for anyone client, there have to be (and are) 
Inechanisms brought to play other than that of the managerial 
hierarchy. 

The general problem addressed in the chapter that follows is 
exactly this: hmv the totality of work with the individual client 
gets adequate co-ordination and control. More specifically four 
questions are addressed: 

(1) How are new referrals or applications dealt with, and how is an 
assessment made of adequate response (reception) duty) and 
intake systems)? 

(2) How do cases get allocated to specific social workers and how 
is their work subsequently reviewed (case allocation and super
visory review)? 

(3) How are placements in residential care arranged (placements)? 
(4) How is continuing work with clients - particularly those in 

care - adequately co-ordinated (case co-ordination)? 

Each topic is exanlined in turn. In each instance, the main pieces 
of project work from which our ideas have grown are described, 
and then a more general analytical framework is offered. 

Reception, Duty, and Intake Systems - Initial Work in 
Wandsworth 

One of the lllost crucial problems facing any department is how 
to deal with the continuing bombardment of new demands for 
services. On the one hand. the reception and intake point can be 
viewed as the department's only defence against the ravenous 
attack of all too many legitilnate cIainlants on the department's 
all too few resources. On the other, an unsympathetic or unskilled 
first response Inay fail to allow those in deep and genuine need 
to establish contact, and may repel those with apparently minor 
problems only to see their inevitable return at a later point when 
the problems have Inultiplied unchecked. 

Our own thinking in this area is strongly coloured by a series 
of projects in Wandsworth, starting in early work in the Children's 
Departlnent and extending into the new SSD. In the Children's 
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Department we had the good fortune to be involved in exalnina
tion of the working of a specialist intake section - good fortune 
because the presence of a specialist intake system in addition to a 
normal 'duty' system provided a chance to exalnine, as it were, the 
most complex case first. Initially the problems posed were those 
of transferring cases fronl intake to 'long-term' sections. Later, 
consideration shifted to how the intake section could be better 
used to control the workload on the department as a whole. Later 
still a variety of different practices for duty and intake were 
examined in the five Area Tealns of the new integrated depart
ment, as a result of which it was possible to construct a general 
analysis of the situation which might be applicable to all depart
ments. 

The intake section in the Children's Departlnent (known as 
the 'Applications Sector') handled all Be,,,, work presented by 
'would-be clients in person, all new 'work cOIning by telephone, 
and also referrals of rent arrears cases by letter. Where long-tenn 
work was seen to be necessary. cases were passed to six 'long-tenn' 
Sectors, which were organized on a geographical basis (Figure 
8.1). (Certain types of referral by letter went direct to the long
term Sectors.) Each of the seven Sectors was headed by a Senior 
Child Care Officer (SCCO) and manned by a nunlber of Child 
Care Officers (CCOs) with supporting clerical staff. 

Etc. 

Six 'Long
term'Sectors 
each covering 
a designated 
geographical 
area 

Figm"e H.I 01"ganization of Intake lVm"k - Wandsworllz Children's 
Department 
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Work over six months with the seeo and four eeos of the 
Applications Sector produced a final report 1 which started with 
a brief outline of the present system and how it was supposed to 
work: 

Each ceo has her own 'patch' and handles approximately twenty 
new referrals each month. The eeos agree that a substantial 
majority of referrals are dealt with fairly rapidly and without trans
fer, after an initial interview and one or two home visits. The re
maining cases take longer to assess and deal with, and produce 
further work, for example through the reception into care of children 
on either a short- or long-term basis or through the need for ongoing 
case work. 

The Children's Officer's policy statement with regard to transfer 
reads 'the responsibility of Applications is to assess new cases '" 
and determine which are likely to need long-term (i.e. more than 
three months) work. It should retain short-term and transfer long
term cases ... Cases should be passed immediately after assessment by 
the seeo (Application Sector) to the seeo of the (long-term) 
Sector concerned. 

The report went on to record some of the detailed problems 
revealed by project discussion: 

Discussion showed that it is not believed to be possible to make an 
exact and invariable prescription of the point at which transfers 
should take place. Discretion must be exercised in each case. The 
seeo prefers to let her more experienced ecos judge for them
selves when transfer is appropriate, but reserves the right to con
firm or veto that judgement in discussion. In fact, more experienced 
ceos do on occasion make preliminary approaches to long-term 
Sectors abollt prospective transfers with their see~'s agreement, 
and it may be that members of a long-term Sector have discussed 
a transfer case in one of their own allocation meetings before the 
case file is submitted to the seeo (Applications) for formal consent. 
However, all are agreed that the SeeD has the right to make all 
final decisions as far as the Applications Sector is concerned. 

The policy statement quoted above seemed to imply that those 
in the Applications Sector had authority to insist on transfer of a 
case to a long-term Sector. However. reality turned out to be more 
complex. 

1 Based on individual disclIssions with each of the five, followed by two 
discussions with all the social work staff of the Sector as a group. 
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CCOs have distinct feelings of diHiculty in effecting transfer of 
cases. It feels to them that long-term Sect.ors in some way blame 
Applications Sector for the illflux of work t.o them which is more 
than their resources allow them to undertake comfortably. (How
ever, Applications ceos estimate that only 10-12 cases per month 
are transferred. This figure, if accurate, means that only 10% of 
all referrals handled by the Applications Sector lead to long-term 
work.) 

Those cases ultimately coming forward for transfer are likely 
to be those more complex ones where the assessment process has 
been more lengthy and less definitive, and where the continued 
contact of the Applications ceo with the client has at least miti
gated some of the presenting problems so that the need for ongoing 
service is less apparent to the long-term Sector. Again, where an 
Applications ceo is trying to transfer a case, her own assessment is 
being subjected to the scrutiny of others, and a lack of clarity as 
to who has authority to accept or reject transfer in these cases does 
not help the situation. Altogether it is not surprising that there feels 
to the Group to be factors inhibiting them bringing forward cases 
for transfer. 

Finally the report proceeded to a Inore general analysis of some 
of the problems and to a description of some of the changes which 
the group were proposing in order to alleviate the situation: 

It became apparent in discussion that transfer is a process rather 
than a single act, and that confusion arises about who is accountable 
for a case which is in the process of being transferred. Two decisive 
points can be extracted, firstly the decision that a case should be 
transferred and secondly the point at which accountability for that 
case actually passes from the Applications Sector to the long-term 
Sector. 

It is felt that Applications CCOs attending allocations meetings 
(in long-term Sectors) should not be there to sell a case but by 
outlining the case, enable allocation to an appropriate officer. This 
implies that the decision to transfer has already been made and 
accepted. 

When the transfer of a case has been agreed the group felt that 
it should be decided at the same time whether personal introduction 
of new worker to client is appropriat.e. 

Where personal introduction is not indicated accountability 
should pass as soon as the new worker is named. and that a name 
should be available in not more than a week. 
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Where personal introduction is indicated the group recognized 
that a longer period of time may be needed (though not more than 
two to three weeks) before the named officer could be introduced 
to the client. Accountability would remain with Applications Sector 
and transfer on the day of introduction. 

It was noted that where indications for transfer are clear the 
Applications ceo should initiate transfer procedure two to three 
weeks ahead, knowing that this amount of time will be needed. 
During this time she can prepare the client, round off her work and. 
hopefully not get involved in more complex tasks which might make 
transfer inappropriate. 

In addition to the assessment work and short-term case work it is 
accepted that Applications eeos should carry a small ongoing case
load. The notion is that this allows them to develop other skills 
and keeps them in touch with the general work of the agency. The 
consensus of the group was that six or seven cases was the maximum 
to be consistent with the aim of development and the demands of 
the other work. 

Concunently with this project, another had been established 
to discuss nlore generally with the seven seeos their role in the 
Department. Inevitably, the question of transfer arose in these 
discussions too, and work with the long-term Sector sceos re
vealed some sharply divergent perceptions of how the transfer 
and re-allocation process should operate: 

Individual discussions revealed considerable uncertainty about 
mechanisms for transferring cases from Applications Sector to long
term Sectors. One seeo of a long-term Sector perceived herself as 
having discretion to decide when to accept or resist the transfer of 
cases. Two mentioned discussion prior to transfer and the pos
sibility of clarification leading to a return of cases. Another SCCO 
stated that it is the group itself which, in the interests of staff 
development. is allowed to make the decision to accept or reject 
cases. One seeo maintained that seniors have no choice in the 
matter, and that the Applications seeo has the authority to insist 
on cases being passed. The Applications Senior herself took a 
similar view, suggesting that once cases have been diagnosed as long
term there should be no difficulty in passing them. 

Following three discussions, the group of seeos reached the 
view that the sceo (Applications) should indeed make final 
decisions on transfer and should not concern herself with the 
implications for workload on the long-ternl Sectors. It 'was also 
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agreed that, whilst the process of transfer is not an instantaneous 
matter, a definite point could be established in each case at which 
accountability shifts fronl one worker to another. 

In fact, a distinction was being made here between two rather 
different processes - the process of Teferral and that of. actual 
tTans/eT. Having made the distinction it appeared to have a very 
wide validity. What is generally called 'referral' not only arises 
between intake and long-tefln Sectors, but in many other situa
tions as ,veIl. It arises, for example, wherever it is judged 
that the help of a specialist worker is needed, or the help of 
another agency. If there is any question of transferring the case, 
the same uncertainty about the exact moment of the shift of 
accountability filay well arise in these situations too. Hmvever, the 
referral may well not be ailued at transfer: it may just as well be 
aimed at getting supporting services of some kind, or collaborative 
help (the technical distribution here ,vould be between a service
giving relationship and a collateral one - see Appendix A). A 
general definition of referralluight therefore read as fo110\v5: 

Case Referral 
- the process of passing details of cases or potential cases to the 

department or from one person or section of the department to 
another, or to another agency for 
(a) proposed transfer, or 
(b) proposed collaboration, or 
(c) prescribed treatment or services. 

By implication referral always requires an answer. And even if it 
is ailued at transfer, the Inain point is that referral does not auto
matically imply the simultaneous transfer of accountability. Even 
if the proposal is that the case should be transferred, accounta
bility for the case stays with the originator of the proposal until it 
is accepted by the recipient of the proposal. 

In keeping with these ideas, relevant definitions of case lTansfer 
and case collaboration were constructed as follows: 

Case T1·ansfer 
- the agreed transfer of accountability for a case at a given moment 

of time from one person or section of the department to another 
person, section, or agency (i.e. from the head of the section C011-

cerned to the head of another section or agency) 
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Case Collaboration 
- the agreement to divide accountability for future work on a case, 

from a given moment of time, amongst two or more parties (indi
viduals, sections, agencies). It may also be agreed in this situation 
that one of the parties acts as case co-ordinator. 

Further Work on Intake in Wandswortb 

The analysis had, then, clarified one problem, but it had exposed 
a larger one. How was the Department to control its total work
load, and how far could the intake section be used to this end? A 
few months later a further project ,vas mounted to explore this 
question with members of the Applications Sector. ~Iore parti
cularly, it 'was required to see how far it was practicable to 
establish specific policies or prescriptions for appropriate response 
to various types of client, which could be changed as available 
resources changed in order to maintain control of total Depart
lIlental workload. 

In fact, further discussions with staff of the Sector 2 failed to 
reveal any confidence that such policies could be constructed in 
principle, let alone any concrete suggestion as to how clients Inight 
be categorized. On the contrary all were at pains to emphasize the 
highly discretionary nature of the work, which threw so much on 
the judgement and skills of the individual intake worker and also 
on the adequacy of the supervisory support available to each. In 
the words of one eeo: 

The best control mechanism for intake is a highly-skilled intake 
officer with particular personality and assessment skills that are 
different from those for long-term case workers. Administrative skills. 
ability to organize several concurrent tasks, an ability to cope with 
anxiety, and strong supportive control from a senior are the neces
sary ingredients for intake assessment. 3 

Given this feeling, a nUlnber of ways were suggested by partici
pants in which the judgelnent of the worker might be guided and 

2 The seeo and six ceos. 
:I It is interesting to note in passing that several ceos again emphasized 

the need also for some long-term caseload. One suggested that protracted 
short-term work could result in increasingly faulty assessment. Another 
emphasized the special satisfaction derived from long-term relationships_ 
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supported so that good work ,,,ould be done, and moreover work 
\vhich took due account of the problems of total workload. It ,\-vas 
considered by the project group that any systems established nIust 
allow intake ,vorkers: 

- to have a constant flow of information about the current state of 
the department's resources, including details of c;lseload size and 
vacancies in homes; 

- to have as extensive a know'ledge as possible oE community and 
local resources, particularly information about voluntary and 
other agencies that could provide alternative services to those 
offered by the department; 

- to have available specialist consultation and discussion of cases 
and assessment technique; 

- to receive regular feedback from long-term groups concerning 
action taken on cases referred to them in order to highlight any 
inconsistencies in the assessments of intake and long-term workers; 

- to receive detailed information about what had happened to 
cases which intake had not accepted in the past. 

Case Assessment, Short·term and Long-term Case Work 

In connection with the first point - the need for intake workers 
to be aware of the state of availability of departmental resources at 
any tinIe - an interesting issue had come to light. Discussions with 
SOll1e of the workers revealed that they were much concerned about 
the desirability of what they called a 'pure' assessment. A 'pure' 
or proper assessnlent would be one which was oriented wholly to 
the needs of the client, without, as it were, contaillination by 
considering the constraints of 'what the DepartnIent nlight realis
tically provide. But if intake workers saw their job only in this 
way, evidently they would be exceedingly liable to create a work
load which the Department 'was unable to meet. The point '''las 
discussed with this group, and later lllore generally,4 and the 
following definition of the asseSSl11ent process was eventually 
agreed: 

Case Assessment 
- the process at any stage of a case of 

(a) considering the needs of the case, 

4 \\lith the management group and bter in two two-day seminars with in 
total about seventy senior social work and administrative staff. 
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(b) considering the resources available in the department and 
the priority of the case, and 

(c) deciding or recommending ''lhether to continue with the case 
and if so what action to take. 

In other words, it was agreed that any process of asseSSlnent ,vas 
incomplete if it did not, as well as considering the needs of the 
client, also discuss possibilities for action in the light of the exist
ing state of 'workload and availability of resources. At the same time 
two other things 'vere becoming clear. T'he first was that intake 
work involved Inore than just assessment as defined here. The 
converse point was that the assessnlent process did not only take 
place within intake work - as acknowledged in the definition 
finally arrived at. For although the main function of the intake 
section tended to be described loosely as that of 'assesslnent', 
thought and discussion soon dClnonstrated the inadequacy of trying 
to break off a part of the case '\lork (i.e. basic social work) process 
in this way. Ass(:ssInent as a reflection on the progress of any case 
and its possible outcOIne is an inextricable counterpart of action. 
It is likely to be undertaken in an infornlal way by the worker 
involved at any stage in a case according to a spontaneously-per
ceived need for SOlne sort of reappraisal. Even a departnlental or 
statutory demand for a formalized and duly-recorded assessnIent 
Inight. be likely to arise at l11any separate points along the road. 
What was often referred to loosely as 'assessment' was no doubt 
intended to relate to one specific nloment in a case - the first stage 
at which it was possible to Inake a deliberate and fornlal assess
ment of whether active work or support was going to be necessary 
over a prolonged period, and if so, of what kind. l\10rcover, a 
process of pure asseSSlnent that does not also in SOllle 'way interact 
on the client is unthinkable. The very act of posing questions. for 
example, expresses SOIlIC attitude. It begins to inlply 'advice' to 
consider this aspect of things, or 'guidance' to ignore another. r• 

Having confirnled the unreality of describing the early and 
later parts of case work simply as an 'assessment' phase and an 
'action' phase. it was still necessary to find SOIne way of distinguish-

5 One is l'eminded of the famolls Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle in 
physics which (roughly) indicates that no observer can make a measurement 
of any phenomenon which docs IlOt in some degree affect the very pheno
menon to be meas ured. 
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ing the two. In fact, the crucial distinctions seemed to be the 
time scale in which assessment and consequent action was con
ceived, and around this criterion the following definitions were 
constructed, discussed, and agreed within the Department: 

Short-term Case JtVork 
- the process of basic social work in new cases up to the point where 

case assessment produces 
(a) the need for long-term case worh, or 
(b) a decision to close the case, or 
(c) a decision to proceed only by future provision of certain ba.sic 

or supplementary services. 
(This process is expected to be within a defined short term of X 
days or '\leeks.) 

Long-term Case Work 
- further basic social worh in a case which is expected to be needed 

for some period significantly longer than that allowed for short
term case work. 

Wandsworth Children's Departnlent had already set a value of 
three months for 'X', as indicated in the report quoted above. At 
a later stage, in an effort to concentrate the skills of the intake 
teams even more on the initial stages of case work, they shortened 
the figure to one month. More generally. any duty team lvhich 
deals with all intake is in effect setting out to do short-term case 
,,,rork within the defined span of the duty period, one day, one 
week, or whatever it may be. As to "",hat is the optimu17~ time 
period in which to try to deal satisfactorily with incoming cases, 
or to hand them over for long-ternl intensive work, we have at this 
stage no findings to offer: we assume that it is related to various 
theories of the efficacy of brief case ,,,ork and crisis intervention. 6 

Towards a General Model of Intake Processes 

At about this tinle (the Slunmer of 1971) the whole situation in 
this particular project changed radically with the cOIning to an end 
of the Children's Department in Wands,vorth and the setting up 
of the new integrated Social Services Department. Five Area Teams 
were established and each, as a deliberate policy, was allowed 

nSee. for example. Reid and Shyne (19()9); Rapoport. (1970). 
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considerable freedom in what arrangements it made in dealing 
with intake and duty work. After a minimum settling-down period, 
with the agreement of the Area Teams we began to explore with 
them exactly how the new intake and duty systems were working, 
and found in fact a wide variation in practice. 

All Areas, at least initially, had duty teams which changed 
daily. Some employed intake specialists and SOlne did not. In 
some Areas, a whole team went on duty together. so that the Duty 
Team Leader 'was the normal team leader of the team concerned, 
and in others the Duty 1"eam Leader and other team members 
were assembled at random according to the working of individual 
rotas. In some Areas, duty workers other than intake specialists 
automatically transferred any cases which were incompleted at the 
end of the duty period. In others individual duty workers retained 
them if only a limited amount of further work was considered 
necessary. 

In this considerable complexity it was not only difficult for 
researchers such as ourselves to understand what was going on, but 
it was difficult even for the Department to know clearly what was 
happening, and thus to start comparison of the comparative merits 
of the various approaches. We turned our attention to the question 
of providing a more precise descriptive frame,vork. What for ex
ample did 'duty "rork' mean exactly? What was the distinction 
between 'duty work' and 'intake work'? In how many ways did 
new cases arrive in the department, and what indeed was a 'case'? 
Where did 'reception' come into the picture? 

Work was undertaken with the staff of one particular Area to 
help clarify the intake and case allocation arrangements. The daily 
duty team in this Area was composed of the following: a Duty 
Senior drawn from a roster which included a designated 'Intake 
Specialist Senior' and the Area Officer; one or two basic grade 
social workers also designated as intake specialists; and two basic 
grade social workers drawn from a separate roster. 

Considerable uncertainty was experienced by the staff of this 
Area on the respective roles of duty workers and so-called 'intake' 
specialists. It was not clear, for example. how far intake specialists 
could make their Ol\'n decision on whether or not to take on a case 
themselves for sustained work, and whether or when to initiate 
transfer for long-term work. An attclnpt was Inade to define a 
special role for intake workers in terms of co-ordinating intake 
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processes, analysing the effectiveness of the system, and co-ordinat
ing the training of other workers in intake and duty work. Follo,v
ing discussion along the lines of the general analysis presented 
below this particular Area eventually opted for a more straight
forward duty system, although registering their desire to move to 
a fully-fledged specialist intake system as the availability of re
sources allo,ved, in the future. 

Gradually, frOln this and other work we constructed a general 
nlodel, of 'W hich the outlines are ShO\4,lll in Figure 8.2. \Ve built 
into it the ideas of short-ternl case work, and long-te·rm case "Work 
that had already been developed. rrhe Inajor missing element that 
needed to be added was tbat of the initial screening process . 

. (Unscreenedl 
Bombardment 
of Applicants 

and New 
Referrals _ - _ - _ - _,,, " ... rpp,,, nn 

I , 
I 
I 

+ 
Deflection 
to Other 
Agencies 

1 
I , 

I , 
I I 
I I 

+ t 
Case Case 

Closure Closure 

Figure 8.2 A Flow Chm·t of Ca.se Work with 1lldi'oiduals (md Families 

Definitions of 'Screening', 'Case', and 'Client' 

New cases arrive in a department in a variety of ways. SOllletimes 
individuals or families arrive in the departrnent to present their 
problems in person, having come of their own accord or having 
been referred by a doctor, a teacher, or some public official. Some
times the salne people present their case by telephone or letter 
rather than in person. Sometitnes cases are referred in writing or 
over the telephone by third parties - the police, courts, housing 
departnlents, and so on. 

In a Iuinority of these situations the referral cannot be refused. 
for exaluple where courts refer cases of young offenders for a 
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statutory social report. But in the vast majority of cases the jifSt 
job of the department, before any significant short-ternl case work 
is embarked upon is to make the primary decision as to whether 
the applicant or referral represents a proper case at all for a SSD. 
SOluetimes applicants may simply have wanted another depart
ment and have come to the wrong door. In other cases applicants 
luay be turned away (rightly or wrongly) because the person who 
first meets them himself judges their problems to be inappropriate 
to the departIuent - too trivial perhaps, or Illore suitably deflected 
to housing or education or social security, for thenl to deal with.7 

This decision as to ,\'lhether the applicant or referral represents a 
proper case is what \ve nlean by screening. For applicants arriving 
in person it is usually carried out by receptionists (who will not 
usually, of course, have any social work training). For those who 
telephone, the department's telephonist will inevitably be carry
ing a minor screening role. Sometimes, as in the case of written 
applications or referrals, screening may be carried out by the social 
worker who first examines the opened letter. Particularly in the 
latter situation it Inay seem hard to know where screening ends 
and initial case assessment begins. Here we suggest it is useful to 
employ the precise criterion of registration, and this in turn is tied 
up with the definition of case, and ultinlately of client. 

What broadly is meant by the 'client'? From one point of view 
the clients of a social services department are all people in the 
locality to be served ,,,,ho suffer from need of the particular kind 
describable as 'social distress'. (Put another way: all those "vhose 
social functioning falls below what is judged to be a generally 
acceptable level - see Chapter 3.) This might represent a very 
large clientele. FrOIn a llluch 1110re narrow view, the definition of 
clientele might be restricted to all those who are described as 'in 
care' and all those subject t.o continuing 'case work' (the latter is 
what is usually meant when workers talk about 'case loads'). This 
would exclude, for exatnple. those merely in receipt of such services 

7 Hall (197 1) presents an interesting case-study of the reception of clients 
in a Children's Department. He speaks of receptionists carrying out an 
'initial interview' and emphasiles the significant effect of their own use of 
discretion in the way they carry out their work - demonstrating how they 
can 'suppress' certain clients or act as 'advocates' for others. Rees (1972) in 
a more abstract analysis of access problems in personal health and welfare 
stresses the importance of what he calls the 'scolltil1g' services of general 
medical practitioners and health visitors. 
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as home helps or meals on wheels, or those elderly people, who 
attend the department's day centres for Ineals and social recrea
tion. Clearly this would produce a nluch smaller figure for the real 
clientele. 

However, we suggest that there is a nl0re useful way of defining 
clientele than either of these. a way which turns on the apparently 
trivial matter of registration, in ,vhatever Inanner it may occur. 8 

For although a departnlent no doubt carries accountability in 
some diffuse sense for all those in need in its locality, when details 
of such cases are officially kno\vn and registered the accountability 
sharpens very considerably. If, unkno'wn and unregarded, an old 
lady dies of hypothermia it is one thing: a matter of regret and 
indicative of lack of initiative or responsibility somewhere or 
other. If, on the other hand. the old lady is already on the books 
of the department, and supposedly, for exanlple, receiving occa
sional visits from a social worker, it is quite another thing. Again, 
the accountability of the department where a child dies of neglect 
or cruelty is quite different if the department has bcen advised 
beforehand, say by the police or by neighbours, that such a risk 
is suspected, than if no such information has been lodged. 

At the other extreme, the fact that the department (or one of its 
workers) has judged that active 'case work' is no longer justified in 
a particular case does not necessarily relnove accountability. Al
though in general it can be agreed that decisions of this kind are 
quite proper, in any particular case a decision to stop active case 
work Inay well be an ill-judged one, for which the department will 
inevitably be held to blanle if things turn out badly. In this sense 
a department can never close its cases unless the client dies or 
changes status in some luarked ,vay as, for example, when a child 
legally beconlcs an adult. The lnost that can happen is that any 
one particular worker can be relieved of accountability for a 
particular case by his own superior. Ultitnately (in a hierarchical 
system) the director of the department continues to carry account
ability. 
We have then: 

Case 
- an instance of the situation presented by a person or family regi

stered by the department as in need of help or action by the 
department to relieve or prevent social distress. 

8 In some departments known as ·indexing'. 
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Exact definition of 'client' seenlS more difficult. Where one 
person only is involved it is easy enough, but where, for example, 
does one draw the line in a family? Does one include the would-be 
adopters in adoption work, or the foster parents in fostering? 
There is no doubt that the department is carrying out work of 
some sort with both these latter kinds of people. Does one include 
the recalcitrant employer or the insensitive school teacher? Tenta
tively we have suggested the following: 

Client('s) 
- the particular person or people in a case identified as in need of 

help or action to relieve or prevent social distress. 

Again, the definition turns on the idea of social distress. If the 
person with whom the social worker is in contact himself suffers 
from social distress or is at risk of doing so, then he is a client. 
Otherwise, however integral his involvement and influence in the 
case, he is not. 9 

However, leaving aside uncertainties as to who exactly does or 
does not qualify as a client, the hard definition of case at any rate 
allmNs a sharp definition of 'what is nlcant by screening, and dis
tinguishes it from short-term case work. The formal definition of 
screening becomes: 

Screening 
- the process of deciding whether applications or new referrals rep

resen t proper cases for the departmen t. 

To complete the scheme illustrated in Figure 8.2 two further 
definitions may then be added: 

Bombardment (Unscreened) 
- the impact of applicants and new referrals on the department, 

made in person. by telephone or by writing. 

Bombardment (Screened) 
- the impact of new cases on the department. i.e. the incoming work 

load after screening. 

9 One cannot pretend that this exhausts the discussion. Smith and Harris 
(1972) in their empirical study of the ideologies adopted by social workers 
distinguish those who tend (0 identify illdividuals as clients. those who tend 
to identify families as clients. alld those who tend 10 idenlify slIb-r:ultllres 
as cliellts (for example teen-age gangs). 
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Definitions of the Respective Roles of Reception, Duty, and 
Intake Staff 

With the establishnlent of this general descriptive model of the 
process of receipt and subsequent handling of incoming work ,vith 
individuals and families, the way lies open to a clearer conception 
of the work of such people as receptionists, specialist intake 
workers. and dutv "varkel's. and of the differences between thein. 

Receptionists in this view carry out screening work as here de
fined, with those ",,,,ho apply in person to the department. Follmving 
screening their job is either to deflect or redirect the applicant to 
another more appropriate agency, or to register details of the case 
and to direct it to the attention of the social worker on duty or 
intake work. 

The work of duty officers can be defined as: 

(1) carrying ou t such short-tam case war h on all new cases as can 
be accommodated within the duty period, and either concluding 
work on the case or providing written case assessments, including 
suggestions as to further work or services needed; and 

(2) dealing with emergencies on existing cases where the field worker 
normally responsible is not available. 

In addition t.hey may be involved in the screening and registration 
of certain written applications or referrals, and they tuay also 
provide a reference point for all those who are seeking more 
general information on or about t.he department. 

Specialist intake workers are simply those who specialize in 
short-term case W01'k as it has been defined, within sonIC under
stood time-limit. In this respect. then. intake work and duty work 
overlap, though in practice the time scale on which any specialist 
intake workers operate is likely to be very considerably longer than 
that in which duty oHicers operate, even where teams are on dut.y 
for a week at a time.1o (Again the relevance of various theories 

10 Very little seems to have been published on the operation of specialist 
intake teams in British SSDs. One exception is an informative account of 
the experimental introduction of a specialist intake team in Hammersmith 
(Duncan, 1973). This argues (with the support of statistics on the treatment 
of bombardment before and after the experimental scheme) that the special
ist intake team does indeed remove pressure from long-term workers. and 
offers the new diem a better service than is possible under a conventional 
duty system. 
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about what can be successfully achieved with various cases in 
various periods of time is apparent.) 

Present State of Work on Reception, Duty, and Intake 

This in fact represents the present substance of our work in this 
particular field. Our experience for the moment is almost wholly 
based on work with one authority - Wandsworth. Out of this 
experience we have established the general model for work pro
cesses at the intake point described above, and we have identified 
what seem to be SOllle of the tnost inlportant requirements for the 
establishment of successful specialist intake teams - the easy avail
ability of infornlation on resources, good access to specialized super
vision, etc. The model in its entirety has now been explored and 
revised in a number of discussions ·with various groups of staff in 
Wandsworth. Over and above this it has been expounded and 
tested many times in conference discussions, as a result of 'which 
it has given rise to specific development work in at least one other 
local authority. 

Case Allocation and Supervisory Review 

Let us turn nov,,' to the second question posed at the start of the 
chapter, namely how cases get allocated to specific social workers 
and how their work gets reviewed. 

In the study described above of the various intake and duty 
systems established by the five Area Teanls in the newly established 
SSD in Wandsworth, we also had the opportunity of studying allo~ 
cation processes, and again found a wide variety of practice. All the 
Areas had regular rneetings at roughly weekly intervals to allocate 
those incoming cases which had not already been dealt with and 
closed by the duty learn, or taken on voluntarily for further '"'lork 
by one of the duty team, or by a specialist intake worker where 
such existed. 

The various ways in which these allocation meetings were or~ 
ganized 'were as follows: 

Area One 
The whole Area Team, comprIsmg four sub-teams met together 
for allocation. The Area Officer was present but it was up to each 
senior social worker to arrange allocation to his own sub-team. The 
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Area Officer and the seniors met on the day before the meeting for 
a preliminary discussion. and sometimes seniors had already dis
cussed with the individual concerned the possibility of taking a 
particular case. 

Area Two 
The Area Officer, having seen all the cases to be allocated. met two 
of the four sub-teams at a time, presented a resnme of the cases, and 
asked for suitable volunteers. 

A'rea Three 
Duty seniors brought cases to be allocated to the allocation meeting. 
which was presided over by the Area Officer. Again for the sake of 
spreading load equitably, the Area OAicer met two of the four 
slIb-area teams at a time. 

Area Four 
Again the staff met for allocation purposes twice, t,,,",o sub-teams at 
a time. Each meeting was presided over by one of the two seniors 
concerned. The senior introduced each case, the duty worker who 
had dealt with it amplified the details, and the , .... hole group dis
cussed it. The meeting was used quite deliberately to aid the pro
cesses of getting workers formerly specialist, to understand and cope 
with cases of all kinds. Eventually. with some guidance from seniors, 
the social workers would choose their own cases. The Area Officer 
dealt with any cases not disposed of at a weekly Area Team meeting. 

Area Five 
The Area Officer having seen all cases, they were passed directly to 
the four sub-area teams, who then sorted out their own allocations. 

The last situation ,vas of particular interest because at an earlier 
stage in the life of this ne'w Area Teanl the Area Officer and his 
seniors had decided in advance who should get ,,,,hat case. Hm·vever. 
following criticism of the systeln by social workers in the Area, 
the more participative systenl described above had been adopt.ed, 
though the Area Officer still insisted on the right of the tearn 
leaders to intervene if they thought that inappropriate self-alloca
tion was taking place. 

Discussions with these and other social workers showed hmv 
difficult and delicate they all felt this allocation process to be. Area 
Officers and Team Leaders would often bend over backwards to 
avoid the ilnpression of insensitive and authoritarian direction. 
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But how luuch genuine deluocracy was really possible in this mat
ter? It is true that luany different procedures are possible and 
indeed that the adoption of different styles of approach may lead 
to different attitudes to the process - to a different 'climate' of 
operation. Hmvever, one cannot ignore basic realities of organiza
tional life. Given the existence of a managerial hierarchy, by 
definition those at the top are accountable for all the work of those 
lower do'wn; and if this is the situation it seenlS logical and neces
sary that final authority to prescribe what shall and what shall not 
be done luust also rest with thenl, In other words it seems that 
adequate analysis lllust distinguish the style of working from the 
underlying organizational structure. 

Silnilar problems and hesitancies continue beyond allocation, 
where any question arises of reviewing how the social worker is 
actually conducting the case. Significantly, the worker now talks 
of 'his' case. This has an obvious Ineaning in ternlS of immediacy 
of personal contact and of personal identification, but again one 
can enquire as to what it 111eans in an organizational sense. 

Surely in this sense any social worker in an agency which is 
hierarchically organized can only speak of 'my' cases by virtue of 
smue explicit or inlplicit process of allocation by more senior 
officers. Given a hierarchical organization with managerial rela
tionships at all levels, all cases 'belong', in an organizational sense, 
to the head of the hierarchy - the Director. It is certainly he who 
will be held to account by his employing authority for serious 
shortcOluings in the handling of any case. l1 In this situation he will 
want to establish an adequate system for reviewing ,,,,ork. 

Ho'wever, a further clarification is needed before any so-called 
review process can be completely understood. For as the word 
'review' is conuuonly used in social work, it bears two distinct 
lllcanings: review of the progress of cases with particular clients 
(sometilnes statutorily deternlined), and review of the work of the 
individual worker concerned in the case. 

Because of the way certain reviews are prescribed in legislation, 
it becomes easy to confuse the two. For example, legislation l

:! 

covering children in the care of a department who are placed in 

1 J But see again the very different implications of the possible 11011-

hierarchical organization of social work discussed in Appendix B. 
12 The Boarding-Out of Children Regulations 1955 (S~'ltutory Instrument 

No. 1377). 
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foster honles says not only that there shall be regular reviews of 
the well-being and progress of the children, but that such revie,vs 
shall be carried out as far as possible by a person other than one 
directly concerned. Usually it is the supervisor of the 'worker who is 
visiting. In fact two things are going on here. One is a case assess
ment as we have defined it, which is directed to the needs of the 
child and possibilities for further action or change in plans, and the 
second is an authoritative review by a nlore senior officer of the 
quality of work carried out by a mere junior - a s'upervisory review. 
A supervisory review always implies some elelnent of case assess
Inent, but (as has been noted earlier) case assesslnent does not 
necessarily imply supervisory review. 

Nor (obviously) need a supervisory review await SOllle statutory 
case asseSSl11ent. Any discussion of a case, hmvever brief, '\1hich 
takes place between a junior officer and a nl0re senior who carries 
authority in the matter concerned affords opportunity for - indeed 
inevitably forces - sonle review of the quality of the junior officer's 
judgelnent and capability. Discussions of apparently lilllited nlat
ters such as the authorization of particular expenditures provide a 
good example. 

However a distinction must be nlade between such a review 
and other fonus of consultation bet,veen two working colleagues. 
In a supervisory review there is a person present 'who carries 
authority to affect in sonle way subsequent action in the case and 
luaybe even to affect the future career and development of the 
worker in charge of the case. Inevitably in such situations the 
senior person concerned has shouldered SOlue responsibility for 
subsequent events, even if his or her response has anlounted to no 
luore than tacit approval of what is heard or discovered. It need 
not be assumed, however, that in all situations where one 'worker 
approaches another to share difficulties and anxieties, or to get 
advice £1'0111 one lllore experienced than hilllself in a particular 
field of activity, there is a supervisory eleluent. Obviously many 
such approaches are quite infonnal and ilnply neither authority on 
the part of the person approached nor any accountability for 'what 
subsequently happens. (The third case, where specialist consultant 
roles are formally established, has already been discussed in Chap
ter 5. As there argued, in this situation also there would be no 
supervisory elenlent.) 

In the climate of some departlnents it Inay sometinles seenl that 
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little or no review of the ,vork of the individual social worker is 
carried out. It was obvious. for example, in the ~'fental Health 
Department project in Wandsworth13 that the prevailing social 
clilnate "vas very non-directive. Workers participated fully in all 
decisions as to how cases and special duties were allocated, and had 
apparently unlinlited discretion on choice of treatment and alloca
tion of time to particular clients. However, careful analysis re
vealed all the following potential means of review, either direct or 
indirect: 

(a) immediate, but retrospective, review of all work handled on 
duty rotas; 

(b) review of work at closure points; 
(c) review when services or resources were needed beyond the use 

of the social worker's own time and skill; 
(d) review of specific work on receipt of complaints or on request 

for information from certain other agencies and individuals; 
(e) review when workers raised cases for discussion with a senior 

officer: 
(f) review on occassion where other colleagues had to pick up work 

with clients during duty sessions, during periods of crisis or 
emergency (this created a pressure to keep work and recording 
etc., up to date). 

So whilst there was no regular systematic review of all ongoing 
work, it was only where no outside resources or infonnation were 
needed, no enlcl:gency arose, and the worker never identified the 
need to discuss the work she ",Jas doing, that the way in which 
workers were handling cases \vould fail to be reviewed at SOllle tinle 
or or-her. Even then, review at acceptance gave room for prescrip
tion of work to be done and the closure revie'\v ensured a check 
on use of discretion by the worker in the interinl. Ho\vever, this 
is not to suggest that all existing review processes were already 
adequate, or indeed that they were already located in snch a way 
as to harmonize with the fundanlental managerial structure. This 
may well apply more generally. 

In the project in the Essex Children's Departlnent, for exanlple,H 
when Child Care Officers ,vanted authority to spend cash or initiate 
prosecutiolls they lllight bypass the Area Children's Officer and go 

13, 1·1 See details on page go. 
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straight to the Assistant Children's Officer, the Deputy Children's 
Officer, or even the Children's Officer. A four-Iuonthly revie'\'l 
system existed for all children in care, which was operated by the 
Deputy Children's Officer directly ,vith the residential staff and 
Child Care OfIicer involved, though the relevant Area Officer 
might occasionally attend. In addition, a six-nlonthly review system 
operated for all other cases, which Inight be presided over by any 
of a number of senior officers according to a rota system - the Area 
Officer, one of two Principal Child Care Officers, the Assistant 
Children's Officer, the Deputy Children's Officer, or the Children's 
OHicer. In this situation, in the words of the final report: 

The combined effect of extensive referral to senior officers for ad hoc 
consultation or specific decision ... and the departmental review 
system could lead to a situation in which a case might be scrutinized 
by any or all six senior officers in a year, as well as by a supervisor. 
Given that the advice of these senior officers is viewed as prescrip
tive and that none has a totality of accountability. there is created 
in the minds of CCOs an impression of interchangeability between 
these people. The exact nature of the relationship of senior officers 
remains unclear though some elements of a su.pervisory relationship 
are apparent ... 

It is perhaps the fact that had the main lines of rnanagerial auth
ority been clearly established, the system of formal case review~ 
might have been acceptable without organizational confusion, 
given also a special conception of the role of 'case conference 
chairman' as discussed below. 

As a result of these (and other) various pieces of project work, 
we gradually evolved more precise definitions of case aliocaUon 
and supervisoTY review" and in particular distinguished the latter 
luore clearly frOIll case assessment. ',Ve also developed in project 
,,,"ork in vVandsworth a possible stateluent of the proper role of 
Team Leaders and Area Officers in various processes of allocation 
and supervision.15 The statclnent and its accompanying definitions 
,\vere discussed in a number of lueetings and provisionally agreed 
as follows: 

15 Initial discussions were with tIle Director and his three Assistant 
Directors. Subsequent discussions took place ill two two-day seminars for 
senior social work and administrative staff - abollt seventy in all. 
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Case Allocation 
is the process by which specific workers become accountable for 
action on specific cases. It proceeds either: 
(a) by the assignment of a case to a worker by another officer; or 
(b) by automatic allocation according to some predetermined prin
ciple, e.g. a 'patch' system or a duty system. iIi 

A Supervisory Review 
- occurs whenever an assessment of a case is discussed by the worker 

or workers accountable for the case with another member of the 
department who has authority to modify the assessment if needs 
be. 

The Roles of Area Officers and" Team Leaders in Res/Jieet of Allo
cation and SUjJemis01Y Review 

In duty W01"k it is part of the function of the Duty Team Leader 
(,Duty Senior') to see that all new cases or emergency referrals on 
existing cases are dealt with, and the Duty Team Leader has 
authority to allocate cases to duty workers. 

It is also the function of the Duty Team Leader to satisfy himself 
or herself that appropriate short-term case work is being carried out 
during the duty period and if necessary to review the work carried 
out by duty workers. 

Where case.s have been transferred [rom duty teams or specialist 
intake workers to other teams for long-term case work, a number of 
different means exist for dealing with the process of case a.llocation. 
Case allocation can take place, for example, through interaction 
between: 
- the Area Officer, the Team Leader. and the individual social 

worker 
- the Team Leader and the individual social worker 

the Team Leader and his or her full team of social workers, etc. 
In terms of personal motivation, or good social work procedure, 

each of these means of allocation have their pros and cons. However, 
it should be recognized that none of these alternatives can ignore 
what managerial relationships already exist. If the Team Leader has 

16 A further elaboration of case allocation formulated in project work 
in one Area in Wandsworth suggested that it is properly concerned over 
and above assigning aCCOlll1 lability with four things; 

(1) the clarification and formulation of the social work tasks; 
(2) the determination of priorities; 
(3) the allocation of resources (mostly social worker time I choice of 

worker); and 
(4) the development of staff consistent with client needs. 
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a managerial role. then he or she is accountable for ensuring that 
cases get allocated as efficiently as possible, bearing in mind the needs 
of clients on one hand and the capabilities and needs for growth of 
the worker on the other. The Team Leader has authority to assign 
a particular case either for short-term case work or for long-ienn 
case work to a particular worker without further ado, if needs be. The 
same would apply to the Area Officer, where he or she is directly 
concerned in the allocation process. 

Where the Area Officer or the Team Leader are concerned in case 
allocation either have authority in addition to allocating the ca~e: 
- to propose specific tasks to be adopted in case work; 
- to veto tasks proposed by the social worker which they do not 

consider appropriate, or in the ultimate; 
- to withdraw the case for reallocation. 
(Question: is it only authority to tnojJOse specific tasks, or is it 
authority to prescribe them?) 

It is the duty of the Area Ofllcel', or where the duty is delegated, 
of the Team Leader, to carry out: 
- all statutory supervisory reviews (e.g. in children's work) 
- any regular supervisory reviews laid down by Departmental pre-

scription 
- such other supervisory reviews as he or she judges necessary in 

view of the capability of the social worker concerned, and in the 
light of the accountabilit), of the Area Officer for the work carried 
out by the social worker. 
In a supervisory review situation, the person carrying out the 

review again has authority: 
to propose specific new tasks, or reformulation of tasks 
to veto tasks proposed or being undertaken by the social worker 
\vhich they do not consider appropriate. or in the ultimate 
to withdraw the case for reallocation. 

(Again the question of l'ight to prescTibe specific tasks, rather than 
merely to tJrotJOse specific tasks, arises.) 

It ,\lill be seen that at this point in project work, the right of 
the supervisor not only to veto ·what was to be done, but also (more 
positively) to prescribe tasks to be carried out, 'was left in doubt. 
Elsewhere (see the discussion in Chapter 5) we have assumed that 
the supervisory role does carry this positive authority. 

At the tinle of writing. project work continues in Area 'reams 
in vVandsv.:orth, so that this material is likely to receive further 
test and refineluent as work proceeds. 
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Existing Procedures for Placement in Residential Care 

The third question raised at the start of the chapter was hO"\\7 places 
in residential care are arranged for clients who need them. 

For a start it can be taken as given that there is not likely to be. 
now or in any foreseeable state. an abundance of possible places in 
departmental establishments from which the most suitable one 
Inay be carefully selected for the client in question. Places are hard 
to come by, and often rough and ready comprOlnises will have to 
be made. In other 'words, the placement process is always likely to 
be experienced as something in the nature of a difficult and anxious 
search by the field worker who initiates it, more or less urgent 
according to the nature of the case concerned. 

Second, the question of the establishlnent in which he is placed 
is likely to be a Inatter of immense significance for the client him
self. As the head of one old person's home put it to us, 'for many 
old people coming into care is the second nlost inlportant step in 
their lives, the first being marriage and the purchase of a house'. 
l\10st elderly people in care are likely to be in the hOlne concerned 
for the rest of their lives. So are many of those who are mentally 
subnormal. Even for children. there will be sonle who stay in 
residential care for many years. perhaps until they are fully adult. 

Third, the financial inlportance of placement decisions war
rants stress. Typically, well over half of departtnental budgets is 
spent on residential provision. 

Clearly the procedures by which this step is decided dClnand 
vcry careful consideration. 'Ve have had the opportunity to study 
them in two departments - in some depth in Brent and to a lesser 
degree in East Sussex. As a result of this experience, we have been 
able to construct again, if only t.entat.ively, a general analytical 
model of the situation. 

The opportunity to study this subject in East Sussex arose as 
part of our initial project there, which was concerned with the 
general relationships of the field 'work and residential divisions.17 
Although the question of placenlent procedures was not one 
specifically pursued in subsequent project work, initial discussions 
l'lith a number of senior staff from both divisions thre,v up in
cidental material of SOlne interest on this subject. 

It appeared that a nllInber of different systems were in operation 
17 For the specific t.erms of reference and other details see page 6r,. 
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for different kinds of clients. An Executive Assistant on the staff 
of the Assistant Director (Social Work Services)18 allocated all 
places for the elderly and homeless throughout the County. Area 
Directors or their senior social workers allocated places for all 
child care establishluents in their particular Areas. Places for the 
majority of nlental health establishments were allocated by a 
senior social worker in one particular Area. who 'was experienced 
in the work. 

One of the Area Directors commented on the difficulty that the 
Executive Assistant faced in gauging the real needs and priorities 
of requests for places for the elderly presented to theIll by a large 
nUluber of social 'workers when they could not possibly know or 
contact individually. He saw it as necessary for social workers in 
each Area to sort out the relative priority of their applications 
before making applications for places, and noticed the developing 
tendency 'where resources were particularly sparse (for example. 
in places for the homeless) for the Executive Assistant to leave the 
Areas themselves to negotiate respective priorities in their own 
applications. But in the words of another Area Director, 'the system 
depends mainly on how eloquent any social worker is in presenting 
a case to the Executive Assistant, and how hard they continue to 
push thereafter'. 

At the tilue of discussion, there ,,,"'as a waiting list of about four 
hundred for places in old people's homes, including about fifty 
classified as urgent. The views of the Executive Assistant reflected 
back to hilll in a report included the following: 

In your view it is the Area's job to assess need, and, given that 
there are more applications than vacancies, it is your job to try 
to ensure that the scarce resources are used in the best possible way. 
Thus you may have to decide between competing needs. 

You feel that it is not your place to arbitrate in such sitnations 
and you refer back to the Area with the information on the vacancy 
and ask them to select the most appropriate client. Similarly. when 
clients proposed by different areas seem to have equal weight you 
refer to the Area Directors to negotiate collaterally and decide 'which 
client is the most suitable for admission. 

It seems as though some improvement could be achieved by Areas 
sorting out their OW11 priorities before application is made to H.Q. 

18 The main outlines of (he organization of East Sussex SSD at (he time 
of its establishment are shown in Figure 4.2, page 61. 
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With the more difficult clients, it feels to you as though you have 
to 'sell' them to the Matrons. It is at this stage that they may well 
produce some information, e.g. about a staffing crisis. which justifies 
their reluctance. It is your view that ultimately you have the right 
to insist on a client being admitted to a Home; however. you would 
try to avoid this situation as you feel it would not augur well for 
the welcome and care likely to be offered to the client. You would 
never insist without checkir~g out the situation with the Residential 
and Day Care Officer concerned. 

The Assistant Director in charge of Residential and Supporting 
Services strongly emphasized that his complete absence of control 
over placements was quite at odds with his accountability for the 
effective functioning of establishluents. How could he feel account
able if the overloading of a particular establishment led to a 
general lowering of standards? The Assistant Director (Social 
Work Services) completely concurred with this analysis of the 
situation as it stood, but stated her opinion that in the long run all 
social 'work decisions, including those of placement, should pro
perly be made at Area level in any case. 

In Brent the initial problem with which the Department was 
concerned was the establishment of SOlue fonn of 'central place
ment bureau' faced ,vith the prospect of Area Teams who "vere 
gradually moving frOln headquarters to various local sites. At the 
time that our work in Brent commenced in the autunln of 1971, 
information about vacancies was collated and held in the (central) 
Administrative Division, whilst decisions on placement were nlade 
by a 'Residential Manager' on the staff of the Head of Residential 
and Day Care Division.19 Because of the Inagnitude of the question, 
it was agreed that in the first instance attention should be con
centrated on placement procedures for the elderly. Subsequent 
discussions revealed nlany problems similar to those experienced 
in East Sussex. 

For example, the views of the Residential 1Vlanager who dealt 
with placements, as reflected in a report of discussions with her, 
included the following: 

You point out the general difficulty of deciding priorities, particu
larly since you only have the waiting list card and not the case 
papers. 

19 See the organization chal·t for Brenl in Figure 4.1. page 60. 
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You keep a priority waiting list according to Area demand, and 
in your assessment of priorities are guided by the views of Area 
l\1anagers. The Area's definition of 'priority' varies widely, and some 
social workers might almost always put in a case as a 'priority'. 
Also, applications can come in directly from social workers without 
the backing of Area Managers or seniors. Overall, you consider 
that it might unfortunately be the case that 'he who shouts loudest' 
might be securing preferential treatment for their clients. 

One criterion, however, which is used is that any client over 
ninety is put on the priorty waiting list. (At present there are about 
25 clients on the priority list plus 115 on the ordinary list.) 

In addition to the waiting list and priority list, there is also a 
third list comprising residents awaiting transfer to other homes. In 
practice, therefore, you decide on admissions from amongst the three 
lists, since to choose from the 'priority' list alone would leave the 
'ordinary' and transfer clients with no real prospect of admission. 

Clients can move from list to list, that is to say either become priori
ties, or move from priority to the ordinary waiting list according to 
circumstance. 

Although the client's wishes are taken into account. it is difficult 
to fit clients to desired homes. Areas are notified of vacancies and 
the place is held for one week. If the client accepts the place, the 
Area informs you, and the administration then prepares an admission 
order to be sent to the matron. In theory the matron should receive 
the order three days before the client arrives. 

The admission order contains the name of the Area :Manager 
and the social worker who dealt with the client. If the matron was 
unwilling to accept the prospective resident, she would inform the 
Area l\1anager. If there was still no agreement. the question would 
come to you. Theoretically, the issue could eventually reach the 
heads of the Family Services and Residential and Day Care Divisions. 

Discussions with two hcads of homes confirnlcd thc thinness of 
the existing alTangements for introducing the would-be resident 
to the home. In t.he '\-\lords of one: 

Some residents may never have seen the Home prim' to their admit
tance. They are not informed of their expected behaviour in the 
Home, nor are they warned, for example, that they might have to 
live in a Toom with four beds and not necessarily in a single-bedded 
room. 

But she added that she did not want to have to choose residents 
herself, or to assess thetn before entry to the Hotne. The other 
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head, however, thought that the Matron or Superintendent should 
see potential residents not only to introduce them to the home, but 
also to assess their suitability, for exalnple, their compatability 
with existing residents. 

One of the two Area Managers with whom the subject was dis
cussed described his experience of the existing situation as follows: 

The Area is notified by the Residential Manager when a place is 
available. There is usually little choice in the matter. The place 
is kept open for ten days. although a longer period might be 
requested. The client is visited by the social worker and at maximum 
would see the home once before entry. There are pressures on the 
client to accept the place, although he can refuse if he wishes. Like
"vise, the matron might wish to refuse entry to the suggested 
resident, but she too would be subject to pressures in favour of 
acceptance. In the case of a matron refusing to accept a client, even 
after any other Area Managers, Residential Manager, etc., had been 
involved, the Area Manager considers that the Assistant Director 
(Residential and Day Care) would have the final decision. The Area 
Manager points out that he does not consider himself to have the 
authority to instruct the matron, and that anyway if the matron 
refused he does not feel that it would be in the best interests of the 
client to insist on admission. 

At this point a general report was prepared and presented to the 
various people involved.:10 It summarized SOlue of the existing 
problems, and presented the following list of prerequisites which 
participants had elnphasized as necessary for any adequate place
lllent procedures: 

- the need to obtain maximum knowledge of available vacancies 
in private and voluntary organizations. with suitable means of 
communication between Areas 

- an adequate system of records 
- the need to build in a method of dealing with emergencies 
- that placement decisions should be made on the basis of maximum 

professional (field and residential) assessment 
- maintenance of equal assessment standards between ATeas 
- optimum utilization of resources, avoidance of Area empire build-

ing, etc. 

20 The Assistant Directors (Family Services) and (Residential and Day 
Care), the Residential Care 'Manager. the Senior Administrative Officer. two 
heads of homes. and two Area Officers. 
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_ clear-cut and agreed procedures, to avoid costly and frustrating 
time wasting 

_ maximum client consultation and agreement, to avoid the diffi-
cult process of transfer h-om Home to Home 

The report also offered a general analysis of the placement pro
cess. It suggested that in reality placenlent consisted not of one, 
but of a whole complex of connected decisions, of which the key 
ones were those shown in Table 8.1. It also suggested various alter
native ways in which this complex of decisions might be handled 
in Brent. 

In fact it was at this point in the Brent project, as described in 
Chapter 4, that a radical shift occurred in the discussion, from the 
specific questions of placenlent procedures for the elderly to the 
much more fundamental question of how residential care as a 
whole 'was organized, and indeed, what exactly it constituted. The 
next phase of project work was concerned chiefly with these latter 
questions, and this aspect of the work still continues. 

In the meantime, however, Brent have proceeded towards estab
lishing a central placement bureau; taking account of many of the 
needs revealed by earlier project work. such as for example the 
desirability of heads of homes being party to placell1ent decisions.21 

A General Analysis of the Placement Process 

As a result of this work in East Sussex and Brent we have been 
able to evolve a general analysis of the placement process as sho\·vn 
in Table 8.1. There appear to be at least seven distinguishable and 
critical decisions in the process. The Table suggests how these 
might Inost appropriately be placed in the organization, depend
ing, for example .. on whether the departlncnt concerned ,vas 
generally organized according to a ~10de1 A or a Model B pattern. 
The proposals are, of course, consistent wit.h two underlying 
assunlptions - first that the work of residential and field \·vork staff 
brings thenl essentially in a collateTal relationship, and second, 
that each division is essentially organized as a managerial hieT
archy, so that ultimate rights to review and if necessary to reverse 

~l Thc project work on placement in Brent and the subsequcllt g'cneral 
analysis based on it is described in more detail by Billis (1974)' 



DECISION' 
POSSIBLE LOCATION POSSIBLE LOCATION 

MODEL A DEPARTMENTS MODEL B DEPARTMENTS 
I 

1. Whether residential care is needed Fieldworker in level 2* Fieldworker in level 2* 

2. Designation as 'urgent' or not Ditto or Area Officer Ditto or Area Officer 

3. Relative priority in Area Area Officer Area Officer 

4. Relative priQrity in Department Assistant Director (Fieldwork) Divisional Director', or Divisional 
(or Division - Model B) Operational Co-ordinator (if such 

exists); at Departmental Level, 
Assistant Director (Operations) 

5. Suggested matching of clients Staff Assistant to Assistant Divisional Operational Co-ordinator 
to vacancies Director (Residential); or (if such exists) or Residential 

member of his staff Manager; or members of their staffs 

6. Suitability of Home for client Fieldworker in Level 2 Fieldworker in Level 2 

7. Suitability of client for Home Head of Home, with review by Head of Home, with review by 
Residential Manager or Assistant Residential Manager or Divisional 
Director (Residential) if necessary pirector if necessary 

.. See Chapter 5 

Table 8.1 Key Placement Decisions and Their Possible Organizational Locations 
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the decisions of those at lower levels always rest with those at higher 
levels (see Chapter 6). 

Since its first fornlulatioll we have been using conference dis
cussions to test, and where necessary, to lllodify this general frarne
',vork. 

Case Co-ordination 

The general statements made above bring us back, hmvever, to the 
issues identified at the start of the chapter, and in a sense to the 
crux of the problem. In the typical situation where several workers 
are involved in the sanle case, by what means is successful cO-Ol-din
ation and control to be achieved? Typically it is not by means of 
straightforward managerial relationships at all. The intrusion of. 
for example, Area Officers (let alone Departmental or Divisional 
Directors) in case discussions is a rare event in comparison ,vith the 
many interactions that arise betv,reen the workers directly in con
tact with the clients. Even where t.he Area Officer is a party to the 
discussions he is not necessarily in a lllanagerial relationship to all 
those involved. Gradually, in the course of research we have come 
to sec that control and co-ordination in specific case work is typic
ally achieved through a kind of role that can be described as a 
co-ordinating one. 

In general, co-ordinating roles seen} to work as fo11ows. 22 Within 
the fralne,vork of some agreed task, the co-ordinator is obliged to 
nlonitor general progress, to dra,v attention to lapses from pro
gramme, and to take the initiative in situations of uncertainty. The 
co-ordinative role does not carry either supervisory or managerial 
authority (see Appendix A). It does carry authority, for example. 
to call meetings, and t.o require accounts of progress, but not 
authority to issue overriding instructions in the face of sustained 
disagreement by any of the parties involved: only tnanagers of 
the participants concerned have this right. 23 A more specific ver-

2:.! The recognition of co-ordinating Toles as a type of their own first ~Irose 
in our own work at Rrunel in the health field. The precise definition that 
has been evolved and tested there is shown in Appendix A. VVe have at 
this point no reason to suppose that such a conception does not apply as 
usefully in cert.:'1in similar situations in social services. or indeed. elsewhere. 

23 It seems from paralIel work in the health field (hat the (:o-ordillating 
role is the typical means of control too in the muhi-disciplinary health 
team, though managerial relationships may intrude to some degree (See 
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sion of the definition to fit the particular situation of the co
ordinator in a case work situation might read as follows: 

Case Co-ordination 
(a) proposing necessary tasks in relation to the total needs, short

and long-term, of the case; 
(and then, assuming agreement): 

(b) negotiating co-ordinated work programmes and procedures; 
(c) arranging the allocation of existing resources to colleagues or 

arranging the provision of additional resources where necessary; 
(d) keeping informed of action and progTess in the case; 
(e) helping to overcome problems encountered by other colleagues; 
(f) providing relevant information to other colleagues. including 

information on progress; 
(g) l'eporting on progress to superior. 

Although (c) above refers to the allocation of such resources as 
there are, it should be emphasized that few. if any, significant 
resources may be under the control of the co-ordinator. It is cer
tainly not suggested that case co-ordinators will necessarily have 
control of the availability of residential places, or be able by some 
luagic to lnake nlore IllOney available for nlaterial aid, say, or 
lllore tiIne available for carrying out case work in depth, hmvever 
badly such things may be needed. 

At the time of writing we are at the point in several projects of 
trying to identify lllore clearly with the staff concerned the exact 
locus of the co-ordinating role in various situations where a number 
of people are involved in the saIne case. Altnost certainly it rests 
in the early stages of a case with the field social worker, or the 
n}()re senior field social worker. involved: there is probably some 

Rowbouom d al .. l~n:j).l he thought that adeq lIate treatment of the client 
or patient requires the teamwork of a number of different professions or 
specialisms, often from both health and social services is rapidly acquiring 
the StatllS of a cliche. Although the Scebohm Report (1968) advocated that 
the family in need of social care should as far as possible be served by a 
single social worker (para. 516) it goes on to agree that there would some
times be reasons for involving other specialist workers as well (para. 519). 
Where health care starr are heavily involved as in mental health care (see 
for example the report on the l\:fental Health Services Mter Unification 
(British r.,·!edical Association, 1972» the problems of team organization 
cannot be ignored. Is the psychiatrist automatically in overall charge? 
(Seebohm, para. 348) If so. what is his role, managerial or co-ordinating? 
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analogy here lvith the general medical practitioner in health care. 
At later stages, or in other cases, it lnay shift to or rest with heads 
of residential establishments, or 'with other senior residential staff. 

For example, in East Sussex the possibility of the Residential 
and Day Care Officer (see Chapter 6) carrying out a co-ordinating 
role in respect of clients newly-admitted to care, has been under 
discussion. A possible statement of his duties includes the follow
ing: 

Convening meetings of interested parties in respect of each client 
within X weeks of the client's admission to care. The purpose of the 
meeting will be to agree: 

(a) the treatment tasks to be undertaken. 
(b) whether the case can be transferred to the Head of the Estab

lishment; and if not in the event of eollaborative working, 
who shall co-ordinate in future (it could be the Head of the 
Establishment, the Field Social 'Vorker. the Residential and 
Day Care Officer, etc.); 

(c) an appropriate date for next review. 
The Residential and Day Care Officer will have a duty to convey 

the decisions or recommendations made to each participant and his 
manager to ensure ongoing support and snpervision. 

Chairmanship of Case Conferences 

Closely associated with case co-ordination is the question of chair
manship of case conferences and case reviews of various kinds. It 
appears that it is 110t unusual for a wide variety of senior depart
lnental staff to chair such events, as evidenced in the system of 
case reviews in the Essex Children's Department, described above. 
Often the same case may be chaired by different senior staff at 
various times. Should one person chair all case conferences, and if 
so who should it be? What authority should he or she carry? 

Some basic analysis lllay help to clear the ground considerably. 
Given that directors of departments are not likely to have time 
to chair all such events (or for that matter directors of divisions in 
:rvlodel B departments either, presumably) then whoever chairs 
the meeting is not going to be in a managerial relationship to all 
others present. For example, a senior residential officer is not in a 
111anagerial relationship to field work staff present, however junior; 
or vice versa. (As always, one must be on guard against the assump-
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tion that difference in grade or status constitutes in itself difference 
in organizational authority.) Secondly the chairnlan is not neces
sarily the natural case co-ordinator (as ,ve have just defined it) for 
all cases under review. 

It seenlS then that the chairnlan must be seen neither as in a 
l1wnagerial role (unless incidentally) to others present, nor ncces
sarily as the specific co-ordinator of action on each case, but as in 
some sort of lllOre general 'tueeting-co-ordinator' role. As for any 
chainnan. it "would be his job to steer the discussion, and to 
'manage' the agenda. He would have co-ordinating authority in 
l'cspect of these Inatters, but no authority to make binding deci
sions in the face of sustained disagreement. It ,vould be seen as his 
role to help the various parties to reach consensus if possible; but 
if this were not possible. to take due account of the realities of 
basic departlnental organization, and the existing division of 
accountability. If the chainllan's role is seen in this light, the 
question of "who should take the chair becOllles perhaps less critical 
provided he is senior and experienced enough. In the course of 
such meetings various decisions, for example about continued 
collaboration of field ,,\'orkers and residential workers, or deliberate 
transfer of cases to residential staff, could be made in the way 
described earlier. The lneeting could also consider any question 
of transfer of the case-co-ordinating role itself, when the moment 
scemed appropriatc to do so, in any given case under review. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have been describing project work which has 
gone beyond the study of the main shapc of departmental struc
ture and the functions of its various parts discussed in previous 
chapters. Here, the focus has been on the detailed processes by 
which incoming work is dealt with, assessed, allocated to appro
priate workers, and thereafter controlled. We have also examined 
some of the questions of transfer, collaboration, and co-ordination, 
which arise where a nUluber of workers are concerned with any 
one case. We have studied too the processes by which clients get 
placed in residential care. 

Broadly, the result of the first phase of our project work in this 
area is the provision of analysis which allows SOIne clearer 
understanding of the nalu.1"e of these processes, and the creation of 
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better-defined language in which to describe t.henl and fonnulate 
alternative ways of dealing with thenl. Ho·wever, the lvork has as 
yet provided little or no experience of deliberate test of some of the 
possibilities which can now be more clearly seen. 

Project work concerned both with specialist intake teams and 
with duty teams has enabled the creation of a general model of the 
initial stages of 'case work' (i.e. basic social work) with new clients. 
There appear to be three main elelllents, for each of which a 
precise definition has been evolved: 

screening 
sho'ft-tenn case work 
long-term case work. 

The model also incorporates definitions of bO'1nba.rdrnent, case, 
client, case assessment, J'e/en'al, and transfer. In terms of this model 
it has been possible to olfer a detailed analysis of the typical work 
of such staff as receptionists, specialist intake workers, and duty 
workers. 

Research on the way that allocation and supervisory processes 
are carried out in practice has led to fonnulation of the ilnportant 
distinction between case assessment and su.pervisory review. A 
,vide variety of different occasions on which supervisory reviews 
inevitably arise has been identified in current departrnental prac
tice. A detailed formulation has been evolved of the proper role 
of the Team Leader (or Area Officer) in both allocation and sub
sequent review processes. 

Project work on procedures for placing clients in residential 
care in two authorities has demonstrated some comIllon problelns. 
It is suggested that in 'placement', not just one but a complex of 
perhaps seven nlajor decisions or processes is involved. The likely 
locus of these various decisions in ~10dcl A and Model B depart
nlents has been explored. 

Work with particular clients proceeds typically through the 
cOIubined efforts of a multi-disciplinary team including on occa
sion people frotn other agencies or departrl1ents. The co-ordination 
of the \'lork of any particular tearn through simple managerial 
nlechanisms is usually inappropriate if not impossible. rrypically 
(in contrast), it is possible to identify a defined co-ordinative role 
which may rest initially with field ·work staff and filay be trans
ferred later by deliberate decision to residential staff for certain 
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types of client in care. Project work suggests, m.oreover, that the 
role of chairman of case conference is not properly conceived either 
as a straightfon-\rard managerial one or necessarily as that of a 
case co-ordinator. 



9 Further Areas of Expanding 

Project Work 

Harking back to the broad view of the SSD and its social environ
ment which was presented in Chapter 2, it will be evident that 
projects described in the previous chapters have been concerned 
largely with the central executive system - its functions, its role 
structure, and its co-ordinative procedures. Given the nature of 
this particular research which deals with those problems and only 
those problems which it is invited to consider by client depart
lllcnts, such a bias or preoccupation is perhaps only to be expected 
in the first years of a newly reorganized service. We have not yet 
been presented with opportunities to explore, for example, local 
authority structure itself, or the roles of local authority tuembers 
vis-it-vis officers of the department. We have not yet had oppor
tunities to work jointly with social services and other agencies 
and departments. Nor have we undertaken direct work with clients 
or would-be clients of SSDS,l 

However, as the new service gradually achieves order in its own 
house its attention naturally begins to turn outwards, and signs of 
the reorientation start to be reHected in our own project work. In 
this chapter we shall describe some emerging areas of work on 
this broader front. In some of these areas we have started actual 

1 Indeed whether such latter work is possible within the limits of the 
social-analytic approach as we presently conceive it, is a question which has 
to be considered in its own right. If it is not possible, one returns to more 
conventional methods of exploration, such as surveys or detailed case-studies. 
for this particular area of investigation. 
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project work in specific departtnents. In others we rely for the 
moment mainly on observation and speculation. 

Generally speaking, then, these emerging areas of interest are 
concerned with the relationship of the central departillental struc
ture to other social groups and social systelllS which lie outside 
it. vVe shall describe, for example, sOlne ideas which are develop
ing on the links between social services and health authorities. 
We shall register some first thoughts on corporate organization 
within local authorities, and on community participation. We shall 
offer some suggestions on the likely future development of pro
fessional and occupational groups within social work. \Ve shall 
describe in some detail a project concerned with a staff representa
tive system in one of our client departments. This lies beyond 
the central executive structure, in the sense that the staff as a 
group may be thought of as having a distinct existence and social 
force of their own, regardless of the fact that also, as employees, 
they man this central structure. 

The Present Social Climate of SSDs 

By way of introduction to these broader issues it is helpful to 
take note of certain general trends in thinking and practice which 
fundanlentally condition the present social climate in which SSDs 
operate. At least six such important trends can readily be identi
fied. 

First, there is the increasing acceptance of the links between 
the social breakdown of particular individuals and families and 
the general social environment in which they occur. No longer is 
the social breakdown of individuals or families seen in isolation, 
but increasingly in relation to, and indeed as a result of, matters 
such as inadequate housing, poor education, uncertain and un
satisfactory elnployment, and the general poverty of social and 
cultural environment.2 We have already noted in Chapter 3 that 
one effect of this tendency is the more explicit recognition of the 
need for departments to carry out work at the community level in 

2 It is unnecessary for our purposes here to produce evidence to support 
the assertion. The main point is that it is widely believed to be true, and 
that such a belief, more or less consciously held, forms the basis of much 
planning and action, as will be evident from sampling any leading 
periodicals in the field. 
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addition to carrying out 'case work'. i.e. work with individual 
clients and families. 

Second, and this is sonlcwhat related, is the trend to C01n

munity care in both social services and in health. Increasingly it 
becOlnes accepted opinion that the treatrrlCnt of many conditions 
of social, Inental, and even physical, distress or damage is most 
effectively carried out 'in the community' rather than in large and 
self-contained institutions (,homes', 'hospitals') geographically and 
socially renlote fronl the places where people pursue their normal 
lives. a One effect of this view is a tendency to opt for organizational 
arrangelnents which are decentralized both physically and in ternlS 
of organizational control. As SSDs grow in size, IVlodel B structures, 
where establislllnents are linked to, and run by, divisional teanlS, 
become more attractive than Model A structures, with their enl
phasis on specialism and central control. In health services, the 
'health centre' and the 'conllllunity hospital' attract fashionable 
attention at the expense of the 'district general hospital', or the 
large relllote Inental health institutions built in response to earlier 
ideologies. 

l"'hird, there is an increasing emphasis on corporate and joint 
planning which also relates to sonle degree to the two trends 
identified above. Local authorities are adjured not to plan social 
services, education, housing, land-use, and so on, in isolation; 
but to conceive each as part of one grand plan concerned with 
the general quality of local life, a total 'community plan'. In con
sequence there is increasing talk of 'corporate managenlent' in 
local authorities involving all the chief officers. There are pro
posals for the establishment of general 'policy and resources' com
mittees of local authorities, and of the establishment of general 
'research and intelligence' units to feed the planning processes:1 

Recognition that plans for health and social services are inevitably 

~ Again this statement is presented uncritically as representing the received 
opinion of the moment. However, the pressure of a counter-movement 
is also evident which reasserts the view that better treatment is provided 
in relatively large, relatively specialized. institutions in certain conditions 
and cases. 

4 See the Bains Report (1972) on the management and structure of local 
authorities. See also the work of the Institute of Local Government Studies 
on corporate planning and management as presented. for example, by 
Stewart (1971). and Greenwood and Stewart (1972). 
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intimately linked brings its own specific proposals for joint con
sultation and joint planning. ll 

Clearly associated with this last trend towards 1110re compre
hensive planning at local level is the trend for greater central gov
ern1nent intervention in planning, as evidenced in the recent 
(1972) request ll to all local authorities to produce and submit tcn
year plans for the development of their social services. Inevitably. 
moves to more coherent local planning become linked with moves 
to more coherent national planning. And thus, as we have discussed 
at various points, 'strategic planning' becomes a subject of increas
ing importance in SSDs themselves. 

A fifth trend of increasing ilnportance Inight be described as the 
move to greater p·ublic participation in the processes of local gov
ernment (and in those of other statutory agencies too). 1£ more 
coherent and comprehensive plans are to be Inade, then the public 
want to be in on the act before they become too established and 
hardened - and not only through the nlechanislll of their elected 
councillors. Proposed land-use developluents are put to public 
scrutiny at an early point. Community I-Iealth Councils are to be 
established in each Health District. Within sonle local authorities 
special comnliuees of councillors and members of local societies 
and welfare organizations have been established on a geographical 
basis to act as local reference points for SSDs. Organized pressure 
groups grow apace, each with its o"\vn particular concern and each 
intent on influencing the development of policy and allocation of 
resources that already takes place within the duly constituted pro
cesses of denlocratic government. 

The interest of social services departments thernselves is a double 
one here. Not only will they have to learn how to live with various 
more or less formalized pressures from the 'public', other than 
these translnitted through elected local authority menlbers, but 
to some extent (as discussed in Chapter 3) they themselves are in 
the business of helping to foster the capacity to create such pres
sures on local authorities and other agencies. 

f> The 'Vhite Paper on Natioual Health Service Reorgallizalioll (Depart
ment of Health and Social Security, 1972) describes Joint Consultative 
CommitLees of local authority and health authority members. The report 
on Alrmaw~mellt Arrangements fOT the Reorgrl1lisecl Health Services (DHSS. 
1m2) describes variolls 'hc:llth care planning learns' which would include 
local authority social services stall as members. 

6 Department of Health and Social Security. Circular 35/72. 
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Finally, there is the trend of growing professionalism in social 
work itself, as a force to be reckoned with. With the formation of 
one main association for social workers,7 the accelerating increase 
in professional training, and the improved career prospects which 
the new larger departments offer, the social work profession 
increasingly becOlues a political force in its own right. 

With this broad picture in mind some preliminary thoughts on 
organizational and procedural issues at various specific points 
within it will now be offered in turn. 

Links Between Health and Sodal Services 

At the level of the health and social services authorities themselves, 
it is now kno'\vn that the formal link will be through a Joint Con
sultative Conlnlittee. 8 This will consist of members of the Area 
Health Authority itself meeting, in effect in a negotiating situation, 
with members of the corresponding local authority itself - non
metropolitan county or nletropolitan district as the case may be. 
What are the necessary and appropriate links at departmental 
level? 

We have surmised that they might be of three kinds: 

(I) those concerned with strategic planning, e.g. planning long-term 
comprehensive provision for the elderly, in hospital, in resi
dential care, and in the community; 

(2) those concerned with operational co-ordination, e.g. the estab
lishment of detailed systems for the transfer of clients from 
hospital to the care of the social services and vice versa; or the 
detailed deployment of social work staff in health care institu
tions of various kinds; 

(3) those concerned with individual cases. 

Although there has been much talk of the prime need to associ
ate Health Care Districts with Social Services Areas, this is prob
ably somewhat unrealistic in terms of their very different scale and 
range of functions. Health Care District organizations (led by 

7 The British Association of Social 'Vorkers. formed in 1970 by the 
amalgamation of a large number of more specialized professional associa
tions. 

8 See White Paper on NHS Reorganisation. Department of Health and 
Social Security (1972). 
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'District l\fanagement Teams') are essentially comprehensive units 
of health care planning and delivery. In consideration of the eco
nomics of modern health care technology, such cOlllprchensive 
operational units are only viable for populations of the order of 
200-250,000. Area Social Service Teams on the other hand do not 
in either l\10del A or Model B departments provide a complete and 
comprehensive range of social services (see Chapter 4), nor are 
they the Inain locus of comprehensive planning in SSDs. Typically 
they correspond to populations of 30-70,000 - a whole order 
slnaller than the Health District. Even self-contained geographical 
Divisions in l\IIodel B departments are likely to be sOlnewhat 
slnaller than Health Districts - perhaps of the order of 70,000-

150,000 populations. Given the arrangenlents for Health Service 
organization9 one Inay suggest tentatively that the following prime 
organizational linkages might apply: 

Health Authority 

). Area Team of 
Officers (the Area 
Medical Officer. 
Area Nursing 
Officer. etc.) and 
their immediate 
assistants 

2. District Manage
ment Teams (the 
District Community 
Physician, District 
Nursing Officer, etc.) 

3. He~tlt11 Care 
Planning Teams 
(Geriatrics, Mental 
Illness, Sub
normality. etc.) 

Social Services Joint Activity 

- Director of Social - Strategic Planning 
Services and his and Operational 
immedia te assistants Co-ordination 

- As a hove. Also the 
Divisional Directors 
in geographically
organized depaIt
mcnts 

- Senior specialists 
in the fields 
concerned 

- Research and 
Planning Officers 

- A Principal Health 
Care Co-ordinator? 

- Strategic Planning 
and Operational 
Co-ord j na tion 

- Strategic Planning 
and Operational 
Co-ordination 

9 See ivlanagement An'a11gemenls fm' the ReoTganised Health Services 
(Department of Health and Social Security. 1972). 
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Health Authority 

4. Individual Units 
(Hospitals, Health 
Centres, Clinics, 
Group Practices) 

5. Individual doctors 
and nurses 

Social Services 

- Staff outposted to 
the Unit concerned 
or designated 
Liaison Officers 

- Area and 
Divisional Officers 
on occasion 

Joint Activity 

- Operational 
Co-ordination and 
individual Case 
Co-ordination 

- Individual social - Individual Case 
workers, field or Co-ordination 
residen tial workers 

- Area and Divisional 
Officers on occasion 

Corporate Management in Local Authorities 

In the discussion of corporate management within local authorities 
one of the prime organizational questions is the intended nature of 
the much-discussed management teanlS of chief officers 'led' by a 
chief executive officer.l0 We assume tlVO possible answers. First, the 
'chief executive' might indeed be the head of a unified manage'rial 
hiel'archy (Figure g.l). In this case each chief officer would be 
genuinely accountable to the Chief Executive Officer, and to him 
only. Any direct contact which any had with a particular com
mittee of the local authority lllust then be seen in the light of each 
being essentially an assistant to the Chief Executive Officer; and, 
of course, any policies which 'were prescribed by particular COlll
mittees would have to be the subject of discussion with the Chief 
Execu tive Officer as well. 

Alternatively the Chief Executive Officer might be the general 
co-ordinator of the chief officers group, and chairman of any joint 
meetings (Figure 9.2). In this case each chief officer would be 
accountable only to the local authority itself, and subject only to 
policies set or approved by the authority. Such discussions as we 

10 As described for example in the Hains Report (p. 40 et. seq.). The 
Report leaves it unclear whether a rnnnagerin.l or cO'Q1'dinnti'tJe role as 
discussed below is being presnibed for the Chief Executive Officer. 
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Figure 9.1 

Other Chief"Officers 
(Director of Social 
Services, etc.) 

have had lvith Directors of Social Services and other senior staff 
have indicated that the second picture is considered n10re realistic 
and acceptable. Again the chief point is to distinguish a particular 
(and in this case no doubt very appropriate) process or style -
corporate management - from the underlying structure of organ
izational relationships. 

In passing it is worthy of note that similar nlanagelnent groups 
are becOluing increasingly popular at departmental level. The same 
contrasts of structure and process arise. At the tinle of our project 
work in Brent, a management group consisting of the Director, 
the three Assistant Directors, the Chief Administrative Officer, the 
six Area Managers, and the Residential and Day Care iVlanager, 

r----
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ch ief Executive 
Officer 

I Other Chief 
I Officers L ___________________ J 

Figure 9.2 
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,\Jcre Ineeting at four-'weekly intervals. In East Sussex the Director 
and his immediate subordinates .- four Assistant Directors and six 
Area Directors - also fornled a managemcnt group which ll1ct 
together at regular intervals. Project '\lork with the group con
cerned in this particular situation con finned that nlanagerial status 
of the Dircctor did not disappear during such lueetings. Rather 
such Ineetings ,verc used as a particular method of promoting 
c01umunication within the group, joint discussion, and the colla
borative fOrInation of departnlcntal policy. There is no reason to 
suppose that the SaInc analysis does not apply elsewhere within 
SSDs. 

Consumer Participation 

The subject of consumer partICIpation cannot of course be ade
quately considered without due account of the prior existcnce 
of the delllocratic control of departluents through elected repre
sentatives who forn1 the local authority. Nevertheless the question 
may be posed: what luore direct links, if any, might be built 
between clients, consumers. the public, on the one hand, and the 
department on the other? One thinks here, for exanlplc, of such 
things in neighbouring fields as Comluunity Health Councils in 
relation to health matters, parent-teacher associations in education, 
and proposed neighbourhood councils in relation to local author
ity senrices generally. The problems are classic. 

(I) "Vho exactly are the consumers who are to be represented? 
(2) How are they to achieve genuine representation through their 

own elected representatives as opposed to the mock-representa
tion of appointed (or self-appointed) spokesmen? 

(3) How are snch representative bodies to be given enough power 
to make their mark, ·without giving them so much that they 
begin to confuse the existing lines of democratic control? 

(4) How do such formalized bodies of consumer representation 
stand in relation to spontaneously-emerging pressure groups of 
various kinds? 

A passing thought - it is obviously easier to conceive institu
tionalized client-representative systems for those clients who them
selves live within an 'institution', for example an old person's 
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home, than for those, to take an extreme case, \.,.,ho arrive individu
ally and in an unrelated fashion at the reception desk of the Area 
Office. 

Professional and Occupational Development in Social Services 
Departments 

In the light of developing professionalism in social work we have 
constantly been testing the question whether full managerial roles 
are considered possible in relation to those who might reasonably 
be classified as fully competent 'professional' workers. So far (as 
indicated in Chapter 5) the evidence is that not only are they 
possible, but already more or less fully realized. whether explicitly 
or not. in most departments. However, a further issue which still 
remains to be explored is at what point the development of social 
work as a profession in its own right, with its own particular skills 
and mysteries, might preclude managerial structure; and 'what 
organizational structure might then replace it. OUf tentative 
analysis of this question is developed in some length in Appendix 
B. 

Over and above this, we suggest that an important realignment 
is likely to take place within the broad occupational category of 
social work in the coming years. At present there are (roughly 
speaking) two main sub-occupational groups within social work -
field workers and residential workers. (This leaves aside a third 
ill-defined and heterogeneous collection of workers mainly em
ployed in domiciliary and day care work, including home helps. 
mobility and communication specialists. and unqualified staff, 
some of whom might also be reckoned to be social workers.) At 
present. generalizing somewhat again, the main career paths are 
constrained within these two sub-categories (see Figure 9.3). 

If the analysis and findings accumulated in our own project WOTk 
are correct, however. there are strong similari ties between field 
and residential social work as it needs to be practised. As was dis
cussed in Chapters 3, .t). and 6, something describable as basic social 
work is possible in both kinds of work and the provision of a 
nunlber of basic services of virtually identical kinds is called for in 
both. What is chiefly different is the setting in which these activities 
are undertaken. To a large degree. this applies also to the field of 
dOlniciliary and day care. 
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Figure 9.3 Existing Broad Career Paths in Social l'Vork 

Increasingly as this situation becOlnes recognized, it is predict
able that common training patterns, and more closely integrated 
career structure will follow. 11 (This leaves aside certain occupa
tional groups such as occupational therapists and specialist teachers 
who, it can be predicted. will be likely to become even more 
clearly distinct fronl social workers. These are the people who 
carry out what we have called supplementary services.) Ho'wever. 
this does not preclude the development from a comnlOn generic 
training of certain specialisms within a lnore closely integrated 
social work profession - and indeed such subjects as residential 
care. or perhaps community work, form an obvious basis for 
specialization. 

What is also likely, hmvever, is that as social work grows in 
professionalism, auxiliary sub-groups will develop in support of 
the main professional group, with their own separate (and neces
sarily lllore modest) career progressions. The pattern of occupa
tional groups might therefore become sOlnewhat similar in titne 

11 The strong similariLies hClwecn the argument;; developed in this section 
;md those developed by the National ''Vorking Parly on Training for 
Residential ,.york (Central Council for Education and Training' and SQci;:tl 
'Vark, 1973) will be evident. 
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to that found in the health field, where basic generic training for 
doctors gives rise, at later stages, to choice of a number of special
iSIns, and where a whole host of ancillary and supporting pro
fessions exist which have developed over the years. 

In social work the ancillary group would include many of the 
people currently employed under titles such as welfare assistants, 
social work assistants, family aides, care attendents, and residential 
child care officers. The qualification and training required by this 
group would not be so stringent as for professional social workers. 
However, there would presumably be chances to Inove frOID the 
ancillary group to the main social work group by the acquisition 
of appropriate further qualifications. 

The career paths for these two main groups of workers might 
then be as shown in Figure 9-4. The 'levels' described are as those 

Level 
3 

Level 
2 

Level 
1 

(Field) ( Residential 
and Day Care) 

Figure 9.4 Possible Futu1"e Carea Paths iu Social W O1"k 

used in previous chapters (see Chapters 4, 5. and 6). ':Vhatever the 
setting, certain distinct qualities of work could be identified at 
these three levels. The "Nork and the kind of workers involved 
might be as follows: 
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Level I 

The work would be concerned with providing specific basic services 
and can-ying out specific parts of basic social work under the super
vision of Level 2 workers. (The kinds of stafE involved would be 
assistants, trainees, aides, students, and inexperienced social workers.) 

Level 2 

'Vorkers here would be in charge of cases and fully capable of 
carrying out basic social worll, including planning and implementing 
treatment programmes of various kinds. They would also be capable, 
as necessity arose, of helping in the provision of basic services. (The 
kinds of staff involved would be capable field social workers, team 
leaders and specialist practitioners, heads of most residential estab
lishments, and heads of certain day centres.) 

Level 3 
The work here would be managing groups of Level 2 (and Levell) 
workers; establishing policies and development programmes, and 
ensuring the maintenance of general standards; or calTying out high 
level specialist activities, or staff work. (The kind of staff involved 
would be Area Officers. residential group managers and heads of 
certain more complex residential establishments, specialist co-ordin
a tors, training managers, etc.) 
Social-workers-to-be would start in lower grades in Level 1 ,vork 

as trainees or students, and subsequently, as newly qualified 
workers, move to a higher grade in Level 1. Thereafter, they could 
be expected to graduate to Level 2 work within a relatively short 
period of tilne as a matter of course. Further promotion would be 
to Level 3 and beyond. 

Social work assistants of various kinds would start in the lower 
ranges of Level 1 and advance through various grades within Level 
I as they acquired more skill and experience, and perhaps also 
appropriate formal qualifications. It should be stressed that each 
organizational level would contain several distinct grades - see 
Appendix A. Thus advancement within a level would have very 
real meaning. I-Iowever, social work assistants could not be ex
pected to Inove into Level 2 posts without gaining the sort of quali
fication necessary to undertake the control and direction of basic 
social work activities.12 

12 Unless, conceivably, separate complete sections start to become estab
lished to provide basic services under separate management, i.e., under 
Level .2 workers who are not necessarily trained to carry out or direct 
basic social work. This might conceivahly arise, for example. Ollt of the 
extension of home-help activities_ 
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Representatille Systems for Departmental Staff - Experience in 
Wandswortb 

I n relation to Inany of the broader issues described above our work 
for the present is prelilllinary and speculative. In one particular 
area however - that of representative systeIlls of staff within depart
ments - \ve have in fact had some direct project experience. 

In April J 971 \\'e were approached by a newly-formed group of 
fLeld work staff representatives in Wandsworth to see if we might 
help thein collectively to clarify their roles and methods of work
ing. In initial discussions it transpired that each of the five recently
established Area TealllS had elected three representatives, and that 
t.he total group of fifteen representatives had already started to 
illlpress on the Director and other senior staff the strength of 
concern about certain subjects that existed anl0ngst field work staff. 
vVhilst the inevitable problems of bringing into being a cornpletel), 
new department were recognized, there was nevertheless luuch 
concern, for example, about what was considered to be inadequate 
reception and interviewing facilities for clients and inadequate 
clerical support for social workers; about the difficulties of com
munication between top and bottom of the new departnlent; about 
uncertainty over the roles of various senior administrative staff; 
and so on. It was inteTesting to note that ahnost all the issues, at 
this point at any rate, were about how the department worked 
and the quality of service which it gave to clients: they were not 
about more obviously personal things like conditions of employ
ment for field 'work staff, payment, and promotion opportunities. 

During the next felv months, we attended three meetings of the 
Representative Group, mainly observing, but as time went on 
111aking occasional comnlents as well. We then produced and fed 
to the Group an analysis directed not towards the specific issues 
on which they were themselves attempting to communicate and 
negotiate, but to evident problems about their own roles and pro
cedures. Questions had emerged, for example, of how representa
tives were to find out just what was of genuine concern to their 
constituents, and how they were to communicate progress on sub
sequent action to them. Could existing Area Team Meetings be 
used? If special Area meetings were called by representatives, 
attendance tended to be poor. There were also problems of the 
internal organization of the Group - constant difficulties of finding 
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sOlnebody to take minutes, and of agreeing who was to negotiate 
particular issues with particular senior officers. Last but not least, 
we ourselves noted tnany occasions when representatives seemed 
to be pressing issues on the grounds that they personally happened 
to believe thein important, without any apparent evidence that 
they were of general concern. Our first report to then1 read as 
follows: 

Noles on lVandsworth Field fVm'kers' Representative Group 
This note on the constitution and functions of the Wandsworth 

Field Workers' Representative Group is produced at their request as 
a basis for a discussion of these subjects at a forthcoming meeting. It 
follows the attendance of Brunel research en as observers at three 
earlier meetings. 

There can be little doubt that the subjects discussed at these and 
other meetings have real meat in them - intake and allocation pro
cedures, role of sector clerks, establishment and appointments, recep
tion facilities, etc. - but this still leaves the first and fundamental 
question: is a 1'e/Jresentative system necessary, to discuss these or 
any other questions? What distinguishes these particular discussions 
from those that might be entered into for instance by complete 
Area Teams, or even by spontaneous groups of social workers 
within areas? 

A nalysis of the Role of the Representative Group 
In principle, representative groups in general may discuss: 

(a) issues which happen to concern them as individuals, or 
(b) issues which they believe to be of concern to the group they 

represent, either: 
- issues common to all basic grade social workers 
- issues common to all the social workers in a particular 

Area. 
Discussions of a kind (a) are not in accord with the idea of a 

representative system. Individuals do not need to be elected as 
representatives to take up such issues in any place that may be 
appropriate, e.g. in Area Team meetings, or in working parties, or 
just in individual discussions with senior or Area officers. 

Representatives should surely restrict themselves to issues of kind 
(b). But how do they know which issues are of concern to their 
consti tuents? 

- It is suggested that, in principle, representatives need not, and 
cannot always work on a precise mandate from their constitu
ents - that they have to use judgement about what issues are, or 
will be of concern to their constituents. 
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- Nevertheless. at the same lime there must be some regular 
means of communication between represenatives and constitu
ents so that the former can generally keep their finger on the 
pulse, or so that they can, on occasion. raise specific issues for 
discussion, or pass on specific information. 

Meetings with Constituents 

Such a means is obviously a meeting of representatives and their 
constituents within each Area. 

- Can such a meeting adequately be combined with a meeting 
called and run by the Area Officer? Who decides the frequency 
of meetings, the agenda, the urgency of particular items? Can 
members really ignol-e the presence of the Area Officer in speak
ing their mind? 

- If separate meetings are held can these be justified as 'official 
business' within work-time? Or should they be considered as 
'out-of-hours'? 

The attendance of constituents at meetings will surely give a 
measure of the genel'al strength of feelings about issues needing to 
be raised. When 'hot' issues arise there will presumably be no diffi
culty in getting good attendance. 

Issues Particular to One Area 
Issues particular to one Area should be dealt with at Area level 
in the first instance - if necessary through discussions between rep
resentatives and the Area Officer concerned - only with the failure 
there of adequate resolution should they become meat for discus
sion by the full Repl'esentative Group. 

Administration of Representative j\1eetings 
The present Group has no definite Chairman and rotates the duty 
of Secretary. One obvious advantage of the latter is a spreading 
of workload. The obvious disadvantages are: 

- that no one 'guides' meetings through discussion or attempts 
to ensure that a particular agenda is adequately covered 

- that there is lack of continuity in the taking of minutes, and 
a variety of styles employed 

- that neither constituents nor senior officers of the department 
have any definite or obvious point of contact should they wish 
to communicate with the Representative Group as a body 

- that nobody can legitimately speak for, or act for the Group 
between its meetings. 
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Representative Role and Executive Role 
On one occasion the Director apparently suggested in discussion 
that a particular social worker 111ight personally pursue, explore 
and report on an idea which she happened to be advocating (in 
connection with the Hopton holiday scheme). Again, there is prob
ably an inconsistency here bet\ .... een the e\·cryday (executive) role 
of the social worker, and the special nature of the representative 
role. In a representative role, the social worker responds only to the 
needs, expressed or unexpressed, of his constituents, alld cannot be 
assigned work by any senior ofncer of the department. 

Circulation of lHinutes 
Minutes are presently circulated to constituents and to senior field 
workers and Area Officers. It is noted that one consequence of this 
is that if anything were said which was unduly critical of individual 
senior officers, or groups of senior officers, the criticism would have 
to be toned-down or modified in minutes. If it were important to 
communicate the full strength of the particular criticism to con
stituents this would have to be done separately. 

rrhe Representative Group started to discuss the report. About 
the same time, and in response to pressures from various field work 
staff, the Group decided that the problem of communication be
tween representatives and the body of field workers luight best 
be met or circumvented if all field 'workers luet regularly in one 
general meeting to discuss their common problems. A series of 
such Ineetings was duly launched (outside normal working hours) 
which we started to attend in addition to our continuing attendance 
at the meetings of representatives which usually immediately pre
ceded them. 

ftlany of the issues of internal structure and procedure already 
noted in meetings of the Representative Group raised their head 
again in the general meetings, and others too became apparent. 
The issue arose in discussion, for example, of how far 'manage
ment' would be likely to take notice of what representatives said 
unless they were aware of the possibility that field workers might 
apply sanctions at sonle stage - though what sanctions would be 
appropriate would be another matter. And the issue arose again of 
how the field worker group as a whole could best organize itself 
in order to act effectively, and lvith whom it should prilnarily deal 
in its negotiations. We produced a second analysis of the various 
issues that now seemed to arise and fed it back, this time not only 
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La the representatives but to the full field work group. I:! It read as 
follows: 

The Representation of Field JVor!lers' Views - An Analysis 
The purpose of this note is to provide an analysis of the discussion 
at the general meeting of field workers on 27th October. 

It supplements an earlier analysis by the BruneI Team of the 
workings of the existing Representative System, which has already 
been circulated to all representatives. 

The starting question raised at the general meeting was: 'how 
can an effective field workers' voice be created?' 

Some of the main issues noted from the subsequent discussion 
are listed below, and a brief analysis of each is suggested. 

If these comments are helpful, perhaps they can be pursued at 
the next general meeting. 

Issue Possibilities Comments 

1) How wide a - own interests why not all or 
range of - clients' interests any of these issues 
topics should - in terests of if considered 
the 'field department as important by 
workers' voice a whole, etc. field workers? 
speak on? 

2) Who are the - might include - strength of com-
'field workers' senior social mon interest is 
involved? workers probably the key 

might include criterion. Noted 
Area Officers, that at present 
etc. the group excludes 

senior social 
workers and Area 
Officers. 

3) What is - there might be 
relationship an agreed strict 
to NALGO? division of func-

tion 

13 The full field work group would number some hundred or so, had all 
attended. In fact in the three general meetings at which we were present. 
the attendance ranged between thirty and fifty. 
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Issue 

4) Should 
activities he 
carried out 
by the total 
field worker 
group, or by 
a smaller 
group of 
elected rep
resentatives/ 
delegates on 
their behalf? 

5) Freq uency of 
meetings (Area 
meetings, De
partmental 
meetings, meet
ings of repre
sentatives, 
meetings with 
senior officers). 

Possibilities 

or general under
standing of divi
sion. but some 
overlap of func
tion tolerated 

- or com plete over
lap tolerated. 

- Area meetings 
might mandate a 
a delegate to 
report views 

- or Departmental 
meetings might 
mandate a dele
gate to report 
views 

- or represen tati ves 
might interpret 
views 
as best they 
could and act 
at their own 
initiative, 
etc. 

- might be 
according to a 
regular pro
gramme 

- might be a.d 
hoc as 
required. 

Comments 

- None of these arc 
mutually exclusive. 
A delegate who can 
on1 y work on a 
specific mandate is 
working in very 
constrained situa
tion. A repre
sentative who 
never has a chance 
to communicate 
with his constitu
ents as a group 
is often faced 
with great UnCel"· 
tainty. A system 
of elected repl"e
sentatives who can 
meet togethel', meet 
Area field workers, 
or meet with the 
field worker group 
as a whole perhaps 
gives maximum 
flexibility. 
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Issue 

6) Application of 
sanctions 

7) vVhich senior 
officers to 
communicate 
with? 

8) To what extent 
are regular 
chairmen, 
secretaries. 
conveners, etc. 
needed? 

Possibilities 

there might 
be invariable 
threat of appli
cation of 
sanctions wi th 
each communi
cated unease. 
no sanction or 
threat of sanc
tion on any 
occasion otl~er 
than verbal 
pressure 
sanctions or 
threats of 
sanctions accord
ing to the 
degree of 
unease and the 
course and 
circumstances 
of discussions. 
with the 
Director 
with the 
Assistant 
Director 
with Area 
Officers 
with others 

field workers 
associations 
and their rep
resentatives 
might have no 
regular 
officers; work 
would be done 

Comments 

flexible tactics 
(the third pos
sibility) may have 
much to be said 
for them. An 
effective system of 
credible represen
tation which can 
accurately and 
rapidly communi
cate the degree 
of unease on any 
issue to senior 
officers. will 
hopefully tend to 
reduce to a mini
mum the likelihood 
of the need 
to consider 
further sanctions. 

- perhaps with all 
or any, according 
to the issue? But 
any Area Officer 
would be communi
cated wi th only on 
issues related to 
his Area, by rep
resentatives from 
that Area (if not 
by the field work 
staff of that Area 
as whole). 
elected chairmen 
and secretaries 
facilitate the 
conduct of meet
ings and the sys
tematic handling 
of communications. 
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Issue 

~)) Should senior 
officers of 
the Depart
ment attend 
meetings? 
Should they 
see minutes 
of meetings? 

Possibili tics 

and roles played 
ad hoc 

- certain posts 
might be filled 
by election for 
prescribed and 
limited periods 
of time 

- they might 
never be 
invited to meetings 
or shown 
minutes 

- they migh t be 
present at all 
meetings and 
see all 
minutes 
they might 
sometimes 
attend meetings 
and sometimes 
have the results 
of meetings 
relayed to 
them. 

CommcIlts 

- if officers always 
attcnd meetings. 
and sec all minutes 
certain types 
of discllssion or 
statements al-C 
bound to be in
hibited thereby 

- if on the other 
hand sen ior officers 
never met 
with groups of 
field workers, at 
the initiative of 
the latter or with 
their representa
tives; nor ever 
received written 
communications 
from the field 
worker group or 
their representa
tives, then field 
workers would not 
be voicing their 
'views to anyone 
but themselves. 
If these two points 
are right. it follows 
that meetings 
of field workers 
(or their represen
tatives) by them
selves should 
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Comments 

simply be dis
tinguished from 
those with officers, 
both being 
needed; and 
that communica
tions between 
field workers should 
be distinguished 
from communica
tions with senior 
officers, hoth 
being needed. 

The next general meeting tried hard to find time to consider 
procedural problems. but found itself forced to concentrate on 
substantive issues which were already under negotiation with the 
Director and other senior staff. In the meantime, at the invitation 
of the Representative Group. we helped them draft a possible 
constitution of a 'field workers association' identifying such things 
as who exactly were the members, and how various representatives 
and officers might be appointed. 

The third general meeting again was heavily and necessarily 
involved in substantive issues, but did in fact eventually force itself 
to debate procedural matters. The proposed constitution was put 
forward by the representatives. but ran into considerable criticisnl. 
Why was a constit'ution needed? '\\T}lY lvas the legalistic word 
association being employed? A small but vociferous group ex
pressed what one sensed as a strong emotional antipathy to the very 
ideas of 'rules' and formalization. 

Clearly something was wrong. Perhaps the larger group needed 
amongst other things to define its own attitude to ourselves, the 
researchers. We decided not to attend the next general meeting in 
order to allow them more freedom to discuss the issue. 14 The 

14 It is worthy of note in passing that researchers involved found diffi
culty in establishing an adequate social-analytic relationship in so large 
and unstructured a group. (This was not so with the smaller Representative 
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invitation to join their discussions ,vas not in fact renewed, and 
at this point this particular project lapsed. 

Representative Systems for Departmental Staff - General 

Before the arrival of this particular project, our previous exposure 
to Glacier Project material had already alerted us to the concep
tion of representative systems as social systems in their own right, 
clearly distinct or distinguishable from the main structure of 
executive roles 1vithin organizations.15 Discussions in our con
ferences ,vhich have drawn people from a wide range of 
departnlents have revealed two interesting facts about current 
representative activity in SSDs. First, it would appear that the 
phenomenon of social workers (usually field workers) expressing 
their views through the mechanism of elected 'spokeslnan' or 
representatives at various times of stress is by no means uncommon. 
Second, however, it appears that such activity tends to be spora
dic and that very few departluents have anything ,,,rhich might be 
described as an established and continuing representative systeln. 

In general, as departments increase in size one would predict 
that those at the lower levels might have more incentive to find 
direct ways of itupressing their views and needs on those at the 
top other than by indirect comnlunication through an increasing 
number of managerial levels. Where, for example, the hierarchy 
consists of only three or four tiers in all (that is organizational levels 
as opposed to grades - see Appendix A) as 'was the case no doubt in 
nl0st former children's, vv'eHare, and Inental health departments. 
it is not difficult for those at the bottom to maintain some direct 
personal contact, individually or as a group, with the head of the 
department. Whether this is possible. however, with the typical 
five-tiered social service department described in previous chapters 
is another matter. 

The possible benefits of representative systems have been pre
sented elsewhere. ls It certainly goes beyond our particular role to 

Group - usually about ten in number.) Our doubts about the technical 
feasibility of social-analytic work in such a setting contributed also to the 
decision to withdraw from the general meeting. 

15 See for example the fully formalized and explicit distinction between 
the Executive System and the Representative System at the Glacier Metal 
Company described by Brown (1960). 

16 Brown, op. cit. 
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advocate them universally, or, indeed, in any particular circum
stance. And in any case, by the nature of the thing. they can only 
come into being where SOlne considerable need for them is already 
felt to exist anlongst the staff from whom they might spring. 

All that needs to be done here by way of general comment is 
to draw attention to the existence of this particular kind of social 
phenomenon, and to draw attention to the need to distinguish it 
from the phenomenon of normal executive machinery. The repre
sentative system where it exists is a social system in its own right 
with its own internal requirements and logic. Its characteristic 
role - the elected representative - has its m,vn distinct properties 
(see Appendix A); and though, for example. managers and repre
sentatives are both in a sense 'leaders', the distinction in the role 
and respective authority of each is crucial. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has dealt with a number of subjects which are for 
the moment still at the edge of advancing project work. All are 
concerned in sonle way with the relation of the central executive 
structure of the SSD to its social environment, and hence all in this 
way reflect the stage to which project work is now evolving. 

A broader appreciation of the present nature of this social en
vironment is helped by taking account of certain prevailing trends 
in social thought and practice. Six trends of particular importance 
can be identified: increasing recognition of the effect of general 
social environment on the social breakdo'\\!TI of particular indivi
duals or falnilies; eillphasis on the benefits of care 'in the conl
munity' in social services (and in health) rather than on care within 
closed institutions; a marked trend to corporate and joint planning, 
and an accompanying trend to greater intervention by central 
government in planning processes; a general move to,,,"ards greater 
public participation in the running of public services; and finally 
a growing professionalism within social work itself. 

The development of project thinking 'with regard to those 
\'arious aspects of the broader social environment is far from even. 
but several areas of developing thought or experience have been 
described, as they happen to exist. 

In regard to links between social services and health services. it 
is hypothesized that several distinct kinds will be necessary at 
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departmental level - those concerned with strategic or long.term 
planning; those concerned with operational co-ordination, e.g. the 
development of lnatching systems and procedures; and those con
cerned with co-ordinating work in relation to individual cli~nts 
or patients. 

In regard to corporate planning, a prelilninary question has 
been raised on the role of the local authority 'chief executive 
officer' in the chief officers tealn - is it managerial or co-m'cZinative? 
Parallels are noted ·with 'lnanagelnent groups' within SSDs them
selves. Some preliIninary thoughts have been expressed on the 
broad subject of public participation. 

In regard to professional and occupational devdoprnent in social 
work, two ideas have been noted. First, taking into account demon
strable sitnilarities in the nature of the work which they nlight be 
expected to be doing, it is likely that a closer professional integra
tion of social ,,,'orkers in field ,,,,ork, residential, and day care. 
settings can be expected. On the other hand, an increasing differ
entiation can be expected to be recognized between relatively 
highly-qualified social workers in any setting, and the less well
qualified social workers who help thenl in that setting. Separate 
career patterns can be identified for t,,,TO broad groups of staff, and 
related to three distinct levels of work. 

Finally, project work on a staff representative system in one 
particular department has identified a nunlber of critical issues 
for effective functioning, and the possible ways of dealing with 
them. It is suggested that as SSDs get bigger, there will be an 
increasing likelihood that a need for explicit and established staff 
representative systems will be felt. 



10 Conclusion 

What the Project has Achieved So Far 

As was indicated at the start of this book, it is our fundamental 
assUlnption that project work of the kind we are undertaking 
must grow out of organizational problems as they are directly 
experienced and must be orientated to change. We see our role as 
helping the departtnents with which we work to understand and 
analyse their organizational problems more clearly, and to ilnple
ment and evaluate remedial action. Thus two results might be 
expected - an output of better knowledge of the nature of organiza
tional problems in SSDs and of solutions to them; and an output 
of actual change. The two are different but not, of course, inde
pendent. It is only by experiment and change that one tests the 
validity of knowledge. 

Dealing 'with the second output first, so far it is very difficult to 
assess ho'w lnuch change has taken place as a direct result of project 
work. 

In fact. in designing the project, change was sought at two 
distinct levels - change in individual departments as a result of 
intensive project work within them over extended periods of time, 
and change nationally through the dissemination of ideas in 
written form and through the national conference programme, the 
latter being referred to loosely as 'training'.l Now the difficulties 

1 As commented in Chapter 1, we now see in fact tile possibilities of a 
three-level change process: 

(1) intensive social-analytic project lLIork within a limited number of 
individual departments, aimed at working sooner or later at all levels 
and in all parts; 

(2) intermittent consultancy activities with a further number of depart-
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of assessing the lasting effects of training are notorious. Moreover. 
the shortness of these particular conference progranllnes does not 
increase confidence about their possible impact. Nevertheless ,ve 
have over the past three to. four years run a succession of apparently 
successful conferences,!l and we do assunle that they themselves 
have created some modest Ineasure of change. 

Again, the assessment of change in individual departnlents is 
difficult. At a very basic level we are assured by many concerned 
that our continuous intervention over a period of years in some of 
these departnlents has had the effect of raising generally the sophis
tication of thinking about, and dealing 'with, organizational prob
lenIs. This is a vague statement (though inIportant if true) and 
impossible to substantiate with hard evidence. Ho,',rever, over and 
above this, we are just now reaching the point in relationships with 
several authorities where action which is a direct result of project 
work or ,vhich takes explicit account of project work is either being 
planned or actually being taken. Hence opportunities now arise 
for deliberate test of explicit organizational formulations, with the 
possibility of systematic evaluation or review by the client depart
ment concerned.3 

Given that the introduction and subsequent test of explicit 
organizational change was always seen as one of the principal goals 
of the collaborative process. it is perhaps appropriate to consider 
why it has taken so long to reach this point. Partly, no doubt, 
shortcomings in our own Inethod of ,vork, which in any case ,ve 
have had to revise and develop considerably during the course of 
the project, provide some explanation. 'Vithout any doubt, too. 

ments probably restricted to senior levels. but still oriented to the 
particular problems of the department concerned; 

(3) geneml dissemination of ideas through conferences. lectures. and 
publications. aimed at national coverage. 

2 Mostly two weeks in length, sometimes one week, involving altogether 
(as reported in Chapter 1) nearly five hundred senior staff from SSDs 
throughout England and 'Vales. and from the Social 'Vork Service Group 
of the Department of Health and Social Security. 

3 Note again that it is the ciiellt department which must evaluate. not 
ourselves; although we will naturally participate in their evaluation pro
cesses as we do in all other processes concerned with the project. If the 
systematic collection of factual data is needed \0 aid evaluation it will be 
the responsibili ty of that client department to decide what they want and 
how to get it; though again we will help them to analyse what they need. 
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the coming to an end of the children's, welfare, and Iuental health 
departtuents, and the fornlation of the new integrated social services 
departments has had its effect. The period of changeover was one 
of such intense activity and stress for those in the service that it 
virtually precluded the start or continuance of systelnatic project 
work until late in 1971. Above all this, our experience leaves us to 
believe that organizational change based on systematic analysis of 
the fundamental needs and realities of work (as opposed to change 
in response to specific adrninistrative or political pressures) is a 
process whose time scale must probably be Ineasured in years rather 
than in months. 

As far as demonstrable results frOlll project work are concerned, 
then, they lie for the nlOlllent mainly within the first area lnen
tioned above - that of increased knowledge of the nature of organ
izational problellls in SSDs and increase in awareness of the various 
possibilities of tackling them. Given that the method of work does 
not attempt to provide a systematic survey of the incidence of 
particular problenls throughout a wide range of SSDs, what has 
been achieved might be described more precisely as the creation 
of an analytical framework for the study and practical solution 
of certain sorts of problems. To continue the analogy, the analy
tical framework has two main tiers or levels. 

The bottom or basic tier consists of a whole system of defined 
te-r1nS and concepts to enable the Illore accurate recognition and 
description of organizational and procedural problems in SSDs. 
For convenience of reference, all the separate definitions have been 
brought together in Appendix A. Some refer to organizational rela
tionships - manage-rial, co-ordinative, representative, etc. SOlne 
refer to procedures - transfer, case assessment, supervisory -review, 
etc. Some refer to more basic concepts - task, policy. {/.·utho-rity, 
powe'r, etc. 

The second tier consists of a number of possible models and 
jonnulations, drawing support as it were from the tier below. 
These have been outlined at various points within the previous 
text, following descriptions of the particular projects which have 
given rise to them. Each can be expected to be luodified or sup
plenlented in the light of further detailed research work and 
increasingly (we hope) in the light of actual trial and test. In the 
meantime, these general formulations as they stand at present may 
be sUlllmarized as follows. 
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Summary of Main Formulations 

The Social and OrganizatioHal Setting (Chapter ~) 
(1) This project has found inapplicable any simple two-part model 

of social work organizations in terms of a professional element 
on the one hand and an agency or bureaucratic clement on 
the other. Instead, a model has been developed involving the 
interaction of a number of separate social systems - the execu
tive role structure, governing institutions, staff representative 
systems, professional associations, pressure groups, and other 
agencies - which it is suggested is closer to the complexities of 
reality. This is a plul'alistic picture. Moreover the social sys
tems involved are of many forms - hierarchies, committees, 
coalitions, co-ordinated groups, and so on. 

(2) As far as the central executive role structure is concerned, 
there is a strong finding to report that it is almost universally 
acknowledged as hierarchical at the moment, and considered 
likely to remain so for good reasons. Here 'hierarchy' is used 
in the precise sense of successive managerial relationships. and 
does not necessarily carry connotations of a high degree of 
formality, centralization, depersonalization, or rigidity. These 
latter elements are considered to be independent variables. (An 
alternative to hierarchical structure along the lines described 
in Appendix B, based on medical organization. has been tested 
in many discussions but for the reasons given has found little 
support.) Moreover, the basic hierarchical structure is not the 
only one of account in SSDs. Increasingly, co-ordinated groups 
cut across the main hierarchical lines, giving rise to multi-dimen
sional patterns - what is becoming known as 'matrix' organiza
tion. 

The J/VoTk of the Department (Chapter 3) 
(3) It is strongly suggested that no adequate and comprehensive 

definition of the work of social services departments can be 
made in terms of the various conventional categories usually 
employed - case work, group work, community work, etc., or 
field work, residential work, day care, and domiciliary services, 
etc. Considering first work with individual clients and families, 
we suggest that this can best be described as aiming to provide 
more or less comprehensive combinations of basic social work, 
basic services, and supplementary services (as these terms are 
themselves detailed in Table 3.1) for those living in various 
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settings.: their own homes, foster homes, residcntial cstablish· 
ments, hospitals, and so on. But this is not the only operational 
work or 'output' of departments. Departments are also expected 
to provide demonstrable results, i.e. 'output', at community 
level, in such things as carrying out mass screening for social 
distress, creating public knowledge of services and rights, assist
ing voluntary welfare activity, and stimulating self-help groups. 

(4) A comprehensive statement of the work of the department must 
add to these two main categories of operational work a number 
of others which do not themselves directly result in 'output': 

- research and evaluation 
- strategic t)Zanning 
- public relations 
- staffing and training 
- manage'rial and co-ordinati-oe WOTk 

- logistics 
- finance 
- secreta'rial work. 

Alternative Det)artmental Structures (Chapter 4) 
(5) Theoretically, departments might choose to organize their 

operational work according to any of a number of different 
bases: fu.nction or kind of work, place, kind of client, kind 
of wor/ier, method of work. In practice the choice of prime 
division is likely to be either by function, that is for example, 
field work, residential care, etc. (Model A departments) or place, 
that is geographical division (Model B departments). 

(6) In either model, decisions must be made about how to organize 
the other, non-operational work. Model A departments will 
perhaps need a senior officer in charge of research and planning 
and one in charge of administration - defined here more pre
cisely as a combination of financial work, secretarial 'Worll, and 
some share of logistics and staffing work. ~fodel B departments 
will need both these plus a further operational co-ordinator in 
a staff officer capacity to deal with much detailed planning and 
control across the various geographical divisions. (In Model A 
departments such work depends largely on mutual interaction 
between the heads of the various operational divisions.) 

(7) Both specialists in various aspects of operational work (e.g. 
in group work, or social work procedures, or work with the 
mentally ill) and training staff are likely to be best placed on 
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the staff of this operational co-ordinator in l\'Iode1 B depart
ments. In .Model A departments. the most appropriate place 
for sllch specialists and trainers is less clear. Conventionally (but 
for 110 good logical reasons), they arc often attached to field 
work divisions. 

(8) Although the prime division of the department is likely to be 
either in terms of function or in terms of place. none of the 
other possible bases CCln be ignored. Various organizational 
mechanisms for co-ordinating, [or example work with particular 
kinds of clients, will have to be devised. The }'esult is a multi
dimensional or matrix organizational pattern only one of whose 
dimensions is hierarchical. 

(9) Given nevertheless the existence of this main hierarchical struc
ture, the question arises of the optimum number of levels 
within it for effective and responsive operation. Tentatively it 
seems that the answer may be five levels (including the lowest. 
non-managerial, level) for departments in the normal range of 
size, perhaps four in some smaller departments, and conceiv
ably six in the largest. (The distinction here between mana
gel'ial levels and grade is crucial - see Appendix A.) 

Organization of Field r-v ork (Chapter 5) 
(10) Our research shows evidence of much confusion about the 

appropriate manner, and even the basic propriety, of the super
vision of field workers. One of the things often quoted is the 
need to respect 'due professional independence'. But does due 
professional independence equate to genuine professional 
autonomy or to what might be called delegated disC1'etion? 
The overwhelming evidence from our work is that social 
workers do, when the point is put to them in this way, believe 
that they are working in SSDs within a managerial hierarchy, 
and therefore working essentially within the limits of delegated 
discretion rather than with genuine professional autonomy -
as available, for example, to medical consultants. The question 
is confused by another important one, namely the necessary 
difference in professional and executive capability for a satis
factory and accepted managerial relationship to exist bet\veen 
supervisor and supervisee. 

(ll) A definition of supervisory work is offered which pays due 
regard to the need of professional social workers to exercise 
considerable degrees of delegated freedom, according to their 
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various capabilities. At the same time the need of the super
visor to review and to prescribe authoritatively what is to be 
done in the interests both of the client and of the development 
of the social worker concerned, is emphasized. More specifically} 
a possible way of doing this is through definition and delega
tion of particular tasks. 

(12) Actual examples of specific definitions of task (defined pieces 
of work with specific planned end points in time) are offered 
from project work. Examples are described both in the I'eIa
tively abstract field of helping the individual to achieve better 
capacity £01' adequate social functioning, and in more concrete 
fields like arranging or providing specific services. 

(13) Several models of Area Team organizations are offered based 
on analysis of specific field situations, The essential idea is put 
forward of two levels of work (and worker) within the Area 
Team. It may be that whilst Team Leaders manage a variety 
of workers at the lowest level (Level 1) their relationship is 
only co-ordinative to certain other 'career grade' social workers 
who are working essentially at the same level as themselves 
(Level ~). 

(14) Evidence now appears that clerical and administrative staff 
working alongside Al'ea Teams cannot be assigned either 
wholly to the control of the latter, or wholly to the control of 
the central administrative division. They are probably best 
recognized as being in an attachment situation (see Appendix 
A), 

(15) However, social workers who are so-called 'attached' to hos
pitals, clinics} etc., al'e more likely in the terms developed in 
this pI'oject to be outposted or seconded (see Appendix A). 

Organiz.ation of Residential Care (Chapter 6) 
(16) Our researdl reveals much evidence of the organizational 

isolation of heads of residential establishments from the rest of 
the department. Intermittent links exist with staff from many 
divisions, but which staff carry authority, and more particularly. 
which carry accountability for the full support and manage
ment of establishments is often quite unclear. 

(17) Analysis of the actual work and tasks of residential staff sug
gests that no satisfactory division can be made between 'care' 
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matters and 'case work' matters. However, research has revealed 
frequent attempts to allocate responsibilities for these two sub
jects to residential and field work divisions respectively. In some 
ways, this mirrors the equally unreal division between 'profes
sional' and 'administrative' matters. Our work leads us strongly 
to the conclusion that effective residential management must 
be concerned with both these aspects. Put in another way, any 
effective residential division must be concerned both with 
basic services and with basic social WOdl. 

(18) Drawing on evidence of work with 'homes advisers' and such
like staff, the proposition is advanced that there is typically a 
missing managerial level in residential management - the one 
immediately above heads of establishments - although the 
warning is also made that all heads may not themselves be 
working at the same managerial level. 

(19) Research work on the relationship between field and residential 
workers points strongly to the appropriateness of a collateral 
}·e1ationship. Each, if doing their job fully could be can-ying 
out exactly the same kinds of work, though in different settings. 
They form (level for level) natural colleagues, and by implica
tion they requit'e parallel if not similar training. 

(.20) However, in dealing with particular cases, it is likely that one or 
other may need to playa defined co-ordinating role at a par
ticular period of time. l\IIore generally there may be a need for 
defined liaison roles for particular field workers in relation to 
particular establishments. 

01'ganizatioll of Day Care and Domiciliary Services (Chapter 7) 
(21) We have little direct project experience in the day care and 

domiciliary field, but an analysis of what the work involves 
is nevertheless offered, and the problem of the professional 
identity of some of the staff concerned noted. Some of the 
work in this field which can be expected to be carried out by 
clerical and administrative staff is identified. The inevitable 
'dual influence' situations (see Appendix A) of certain staff such 
as Area Home Help Organizers and occupational therapists 
working in Areas is also noted. 

Co-ordination and Control of J-Fork with Individuals and 
Families (Chapter 8) 
(22) Project work concerned both with specialist intake teams and 

with duty teams has enabled the creation of a general model 
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of the initial stages of 'case work' (i.e. basic social work) with 
new clients. There appear to be three main elements, for each 
of which a precise definition has been evolved: 

- saeening 
- short-term case work 
- long-term case work 

The model also incorporates definitions of bombardment, case, 
client, case assessment, re/en-al, and tranSfe1". In terms of this 
model it has been possible to offer a detailed analysis of the 
typical work of such staff as receptionists, specialist intake 
workers, and duty workers. 

(23) Research on the way that allocation and supervisory processes 
are carried out in practice has led to formulation of the im
portant distinction between case assessment and supervisory 
review. A wide variety of different occasions on which super
visory reviews inevitably arise has been identified in current 
departmental practice. A detailed formulation has been evolved 
of the proper role of the Team Leader (or of the Area Officer) 
in both case allocation and subsequent processes of review. 

(24) Project work on procedures for placing clients in residential 
care in two authorities has demonstrated some common prob
lems. It is suggested that in 'placement' not just one decision, 
but a complex of perhaps seven major decisions or processes 
is involved. The likely locus of these various decisions in l\fodel 
A and l\1odel B departments has been explored. 

(25) Work with particular clients proceeds often through the com
bined efforts of a multi-disciplinary team, including on occa
sion people from other agencies or departments. The co
ordination of the work of any particular team through simple 
managerial mechanisms is usually inappropriate if not im
possible. Typically (in contrast) there may be identified a 
defined co-ordinative role which may rest initially with field 
work staff and may be transferred later by deliberate decision 
to residential staff for certain types of client in care. Project 
work suggests, moreover, that the role of the chairman of a 
case conference is not properly conceived either as a straight
forward managerial one or necessarily as that of a case co
ordinator. 

Further Areas oj Expanding Project J¥ork (Chapter 9) 
(26) A tentative picture has been drawn of the way in which links 

might develop between social services and health authorities. 
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At departmental level links of three kinds might be required, 
each with its own separate organizational machinery: 

(a) those concerned with strategic planning, 
(b) those concerned with operational co-ordination (the 

establishment of matching systems and procedures), 
(c) those concerned with individual cases. 

(27) A speculative look at corporate management teams at local 
authority level, consisting of Chief Executive Officers and other 
chief officers, raises a major issue of organizational relation
ship. Is the Chief Executive Officer in a managerial or a co
ordinative role to the others? At departmental level, work with 
one management group, consisting of the Director of Social 
Services and his senior staff, has confirmed that the managerial 
role of the former is necessarily sustained in such events, 
though this does not detract from the importance of the pro
cess being undertaken or prescribe the most appropriate style 
of interaction. 

(28) Consideration of the way in which pl'ofessional and occupa
tional groups in social services are likely to develop, suggests 
that two things may happen. First, a closer professional integra
tion of social workers in field, residential, and day cal'e settings 
can be expected. and welcomed as being appropriate to the 
work to be done. Second, increasing differentation can be 
expected to arise between relatively highly-qualified social 
workers in various settings and less highly-qualified social work 
assistants who help them in those settings. The possible cal'eer 
patterns of resulting broad groups of staff can be traced in 
relation to three distinct levels of work below higher manage
ment. 

(29) Project work with members of a stal! 'representative system 
in one department has identified a number of critical issues 
for effective functioning, and some possible ways of dealing 
with them. It is suggested that as SSDs get bigger, the likelihood 
of a need being felt for explicit and established staff representa
tive systems will also increase. 

Postscript 

As was indicated in the introduction, what is presented here is in 
a very real sense a progress report on a continuing project.4 Further 

4 At the time of writing the project is financed (by the DHSS) on a fOllf

year rolling programme. re-negotiable annually. 
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series of national conferences are planned. Further specific pro
jects are reaching completion, in hand, or just about to be launched 
in our several client departments. We are experimenting with 
nelV less-intensive methods of intervention in other departments. 
"Ve are beginning to establish working links with various central 
agencies and organizations. 

Although our method of work changes and evolves, its prin
ciple object is still the institutional machinery through which social 
services are transmitted. By this we do not just mean the 'nlanage
ment structure' of departments, but the whole complex of estab
lished social relationships within the department, between the 
department and other agencies. and between the department and 
the various bodies which provide more or less authoritative public 
participation and control. vVe mean also the whole network of 
procedures and systelTIS by which the department decides ""hat 
needs it has to meet, decides (or recommends) how they are to be 
Inet, and revie"ws after the event how well they have been met, 
both in individual cases and in its total operation. 

That such institutional Inachinery is not the be all and end all 
of social service provision is obvious enough; but that well-con
ceived developments in it lllay lead to better service to the com
munity and better careers for the staff concerned, can hardly be 
doubted. 



Appendix A. A Basic Vocabulary 

for the Analysis of the Work and 

Organization of Social Services 

Departments 
(In Alphabetical Order) 

The obJect of this appendix is to bring together in a succinct form 
all the basic conceptions which have evolved so far from this and 
associated research as prime tools of analysis for the problems of 
organization and management of SSDs. In most cases a formal 
definition is offered accompanied by a short commentary - not so 
long as to duplicate seriously any more extended discussion ·which 
has already taken place in the previous text. 

The point is worth making again, that without a rigorous defi
nition of basic organizational and procedural concepts there can be 
no useful statement of existing situations, no unamhiguous state
nlent of possible improvements, and no chance of providing formal 
training in nlanagement with the certainty that what is taught is 
an accurate reflection of the situation in which the trainee is to 
work. In a word there can be no science. l However, it must be 
understood that these definitions, like all other scientific endea
vours, may be subject to review and developlnent as research 
proceeds. 

1 See \Vilfred Brown's essay 'Organization and Science' 011 this theme -
Brown and Jaques (1965)' 
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ACCOUNTABILITY 

Accountability is an attribute of a role which indicates the likeli
hood of the occupant of the role to be subject to positive or negative 
sanctions according to assessments of his performance in the role. 

The accountability inherent in a given executive role, and the 
range of functions to which it relates can usefully be distinguished 
from the sense of responsibility which any particular occupant 
nlay feel, and which may spread well beyond the bounds of his 
particular executive role. People frequently feel some responsi
bility for all that goes on in their social environlnent. Again, 
social workers, for example, often talk of 'responsibility to their 
clients'. This may be valid, but is different from their accoun
tability, which is clearly to their elnployers. 

ATTACHMENT (see also Dual Influence Situations) 

Cross-over 
Manager 

Operational 
eo·manager 

Functional 
Co-manager 

A ttachment arises where it is desired to manage the work of B in 
technical, occupational, or professional respects, in con.1 unction with 
that of other practitioners in the same function or field, whilst 
leaving intact a clear line of operational accountability. This is 
achieved by B's functional manager atlaching him to the staff of 
some operational manager. Since both then carry elements of mana
gerial authority in respect of B, they become in effect 'co-managers'_ 

The arrangement relies on the existence of a 'cross-over' manager 
who can set or approve policies which are binding on both co
managers, and who can adjudicate on any unresolved issue which 
divides them. 

Specifically, the functional co-manager is accountable in respect 
of B: 

- for helping to select him according to professional criteria. 
and for inducting him in matters relating to the field con
cerned; 
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for helping him to deal with technical problems in the field 
concerned; 

- for co-ordinating his work with that of other similar participants 
in the field; 

- for keeping himself informed about B's work; 
- for discussing possible improvements in standards with him and 

for reporting to the operational co-manager any sustained or 
significant deficiencies or lapses from established policy in B's 
work; 

- for appraising his technical competence; 
- for providing for his technical training. 

The operational co-manager is accountable in respect of B: 

- for helping to select him and for inducting him in operational 
matters; 

- for assigning work to him and for allocating resources; 
- for appraising his general performance and ability. 

Each co-manager has right of veto on appointment, right to pro
vide official appraisals, and right to decide if B is unsuitable for 
performing any of the work for which they are accountable. 

The functional co-manager can give instructions provided that: 

- they are given within policies established by the 'cross-over' 
manager, binding on both co-managers; 

- they do not conflict with policies or operating instnlctions 
issued by the operational co-manager. 

Since the functional co-manager is accountable for B's functiona1 
competence, he must have the authority to monitor the operational 
co-manager with respect to policy in t.he functional area. to ensure 
that B's competence is being utilized in a professionally appropriate 
way. 

In SSDs it seems likely that area adnlinistrative staff arc often 
in attachment situations. So too may occupational therapists who 
"'lork in specific geographical areas. 

AUTHORITY 

Au.thority is an attribute of a role which indicates the right of the 
occupant to act at his own discretion. 

The authority in a role lnay be to expend cash or tnaterial re-
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sources at discretion, for example to spend money on clients, or 
to receive them into care. Alternatively it may be to act in some 
",,ray in relation to other members of the organization - to give 
them instructions at will, to censure or reward thein. Just as 
accountability may be distinguished from sense of responsibility, 
so may authority be distinguished from power (q.v.). The exercise 
of pmver - the ability to act or cause action at discretion - mayor 
Inay not be legitimate or irregular. Acting with authority implies 
acting in a legitinlated way. 

BASIC SERVICES 

Basic services is a general term for certain kinds of provISIOn to 
individuals and families in need, such as the provision of food, 
clothing and accommodation. No precise definition is offered, but 
its content is indicated in Table ~.l, where it is contrasted with two 
other broad areas of work with individuals and families - basic 
social work and the provision of supplementary services. 

BASIC SOCIAL WORK 

Basic social work is a general term for the basic or central core 
of social work with individuals and families. singly or in groups. 
No precise definition is offered. but its content is indicated in Table 
3.1, where it is contrasted with two other broad areas of work with 
individuals and families - the provision of basic services and the 
provision of suptJiementary services. 

BOMBARDMENT 

Unscreened bombardment is the impact or applicants and new 
refenals on the department, made in person, by telephone, or in 
writing. 
Screened bombardment is the impact of new cases on the department. 
i.e. the incoming work after screening. 
(See screening.) 

CASE 

A case is an instance of the situation presented by any person or 
family registered by the department as in need of help or action 
by the department. 

Here cases are contrasted with individuals or falnilies who are 
referred to the department or apply themselves. who Inay or may 
not turn out to be suitable cases for the department to 'take on' -
see bombardment. 
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CASE ALLOCATION 

Case allocation is the process by which specific workers become 
accountable for action on specific cases. It proceeds either: 

(a) by the assignment of a case to a worker by another officer; or 
(b) by automatic allocation according to some predetermined 

principle, e.g. a 'patch' system or a duty system. 

CASE ASSESSMENT 

Case assessment is the process, at any stage of a case of: 
(a) considering the needs of the case; 
(b) considering the resources available in the department, and 

the priority of the case; 
(c) deciding or recommending whether to continue with the 

case, and if so what action to take. 

Case asseSSluent may take place at any stage of a case and at least 
implies some recording of the results of the process. It mayor may 
not be accompanied by supervisory review (q.v.). 

CASE COLLABORATION 

Case collaboration is the agreement to divide accountability for 
future work on a case from a given moment of time amongst two 
or more parties (individuals, sections, agencies). It may also be 
agreed in this situation that one of the parties acts as case co
ordinator. 
(See also Case Referral, Case Transfer.) 

CASE CO-ORDINATION 

Case co-ordination involves: 
(a) proposing necessary tasks in relation to the total needs, short

and long-term, of the case; 
(and then, assuming agreement): 

(b) negotiating co-ordinated work programmes and procedures; 
(c) arranging the allocation of existing resources to colleagues 

or arranging the provision of additional resources where 
necessary; 

(d) keeping informed of action and progress in the case; 
(e) helping to overcome problems encountered by other colleagues; 
(f) providing relevant information to other colleagues, including 

information on progress; 
(g) reporting on progress to superior. 

A ca5e co-onlinating role is a particular example of the more 
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general co-ordinating role (q.v.). In the first stages of work it will 
presumably be held by a field worker. Later, for clients in residen
tial care, it could by specific agreement be transferred to an appro
priate member of the residential division. 

CASE REFERRAL 

Case referral is the process of passing details of cases to the depart
ment or from one person or section of the department to another, 
or to another agency, for: 

(a) proposed transfer, 
(b) proposed collaboration, or 
(c) prescribed treatment or services. 

(Referral requires an answer.) 
(See also Case Transfer. Case Collaboration.) 

CASE TRANSFER 

Case transfer is the agreed transfer of accountability for a case at 
a given moment of time, from one person or section of the depart
ment to another person, section. or agency (i.e. from the head of the 
section concerned to the head of another section or agency). 
(See also Case Referral, Case Collaboration.) 

CASE WORK, SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM 

(Case work in this particular context may be taken as synonymous 
with basic social work.) 
Short-term case work is the process of basic sor.ial work in new cases 
up to the point where case assessment produces either, 

(a) the need for long-term case work, or 
(b) a decision to close the case, or 
(c) a decision to proceed only by future provision of certain 

basic or supplementary services. 

This process is usually expected to be completed in a short term, 
a matter of a few weeks. or even (in certain duty systems) in one 
day. The time limit - X days or weeks - will be an administrative 
decision. 

Long-term case work is further basic social work in a case which is 
expected to be needed for some period much longer than that 
allowed for short-term case w01'k, 

The question of defining long-term case work only arises where 
special intake sections are established to carry out short-term case 
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work. The criterion for transfer has to be that further work is seen 
to be needed as far as can be judged for some period much longer 
than the X days or weeks allowed at maxiIllum for short-term case 
work. Otherwise the case will stay with the intake section for 
completion. 

CLIENT 

Client or clients are the particular person or people in a case 
identified as in need of help. 

(This definition is relatively untested. The point is to distinguish 
clients from others, for example, foster parents or teachers who 
may be deeply involved in a case.) 

COLLABORATION - See Case Collaboration 

COLLATERAL RELATIONSHIP 

A collateral reialionshil) arises where the work of two people ulti
mately subject to the authority of a common manager interacts in 
such a way that mutual accommodation is needed in certain matters. 
and where neither has authority over the other. (Their tasks may be 
complementary, or they may be supplementary, or they may be un
related apart from use of common resources.) 

Each person in the collateral relationship is separately account
able: 

- for accommodating to the other's needs, as far as is reasonahle; 
- for referring to his own manager any significant problem of 

mutual work which he has been unable to resolve. 
''''here collateral colleagues fail to reach agreement, ultimate reso
lution can only be found at the cross-over point represented by the 
common manager. 

Comillon examples of collateral relationships in SSDs are where 
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two field workers, or a field worker and a residential worker, colla
borate in the sanle case. 

COMMI'ITEE 

A (true) committee is the meeting in some explicit undertaking of 
a group of people who bear or represent a common interest, and 
who then carry identical roles under the co-ordination of an agreed 
chairman. By implication decisions are authorized by majority 
acceptance. 

'rrue conuuittces cannot exist within managerial hierarchies, 
but exaillpies in social services can be found at local authority level 
itself. 

CO-ORDINATING ROLE 

A co-ordinaling role arises where it is fdt necessary to establish 
one person with the function of co-ordinating the work of a number 
of othel'S in some particulaT field and where a managerial, snper
visory, or staff l'elationship is inappropriate. The activity to be 
co-ordinated might for example be: 

- the production of a report. estimate, plan or proposal; 
- the implementation of an approved scheme or project; 
- the overcoming of some unforeseen problem affecting normal 

work. 
The co-ordinator can only carry out his role to the full within 

the framework of some generally agreed task, although he amongst 
others may propose such tasks for the group where a need is dis
cerned. 

The co-ordinator is accountable: 
- for proposing appropriate tasks where a need is discerned; 

and following general acceptance of this or any task-proposal: 
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for negotiating the general form and content of cO-Ol-dinated 
work programmes; 

- for arranging the allocation of existing resources or seeking 
addi tional resources where necessary; 

- for keeping himself informed of actual progress; 
- for helping to overcome prohlems encountered by Xl, X2, etc.; 
- for providing relevant information to XI, X2, etc., including 

information of progress; 
- for I-eporting on progress to his superior (if such exists) or to 

those who established the co-ordinating role. 

In carrying out these activities the co-ordinator has authority to 
make firm proposals for action, to arrange meetings, to obtain first
hand knowledge of progress, etc., and to decide what shall be done 
in situations of uncertainty, but he has no authority in case of 
sustained disagreements to issue overriding- instructions. Xl, X2, etc., 
have always the right of direct access to the higher authorities who 
are setting or sanctioning the tasks to be co-ordinated. 

Examples in social services are provided by case co-ordinating 
roles, specialist co-ordinators working in particular fields. and 
more generally leaders of working parties. It is possible that so
called chief executives of local authorities play a co-ordinating 
rather than a 111.anagerial role in respect of other chieE officers. 

DEPUTIZING AND ACTING MANAGEMENT 

In the absence of any manager from his normal place of work, certain 
decisions may need to be made by one of his subordinates. Which 
decisions must be made, and which may be left for referral to the 
manager on his return will be determined to a great extent by the 
expected duration of his absence. 

One of the subordinates will need to be assigned this dejJutizil1g 
function whether or not the word 'deputy' figures in his title. 

vVherc the deputy in the absence of his superior takes on so much 
of his superior's role in relation to the other subordinates, as to be 
perceived as carrying accountability for their work, and as carry
ing authority to assess them and if necessary, to apply sanctions to 
them, dctJutizi1lg changes to acting management. (The implication 
is that the deputy has the personal capacity to carry the full weight 
of his superior's l-ole, with the further implication that he is unlikely 
to be satisfied with a more diminished role on the return of his 
superior.) 
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It has not proved possible to assign any significance to the 'word 

'deputy' other than that described above; that is, it has not proved 
possible to identify any function for a deputy as such which sur
vives the return of his superior. However it is possible that there 
often is an implicit expectation that deputies playa continuing 
role as 'operational co-ordinators' - see Chapter 4. 

DUAL INFLUE~CE SITUATIONS 

Dual influence situations arise where a persoll is subject to organi
zational influence or control which may potentially at least be 
managerial, from two sources: 

(a) a more senior person in the operational field in which he 
works; 

(b) a more senior person from the same function or specialism 
at some higher or more remote echelon of the organization. 

Functional 
Head 

Site or Oper
ational Head 

Such situations arise in social services. for example for adminis
trative staff, occupational therapists, and for home help organizers 
working in Areas; or for social workers 'attached' to clinics, hospi
tals, schools, etc.; although the precise organizational position 
(see below) is usually far from clear in any of these cases. Discus
sion suggests that not one but a number of organizational formu
lations may be appropriate in such situations, according to various 
circumstances and needs. It is probable that at least four choices 
of organizational formulation arise: outposting, attachment, 
functional monitoring and co-ordinating. and secondment (q.v.). 

DUTIES 

Duties are the functions prescribed for a particular position within 
an organization. or for a particular organization, or any part of it. 

Duties are ongoing and open-ended, in contrast to tasks which 
imply some specific objective and time litnit. 
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FUNCTIONAL MONITORING AND CO-ORDINATING 

Functional monitoring and co-ordinating arises where it is desired 
to mOt'Il:{or the work of B in technical, occupational, or professional 
respects and to co-ordinate it with the work of other practitioners 
in the same function or field, whilst leaving intact in all its essential 
elements the managerial or directive relationship between A and B. 

Specifically the functional monitor and co-ordinator is accountable 
in relation to B: 

- for helping to select him {either in an advisory role or with 
right of veto); 

- for providing advice to him in the specialist field concerned, 
where sllch is needed; 

- for co-ordinating his work with that of other similar participants 
in the field; 

- for monitoring the adherence of B to any established policies 
or practices in the specialist field concerned; 

- for providing for B's technical training. 
The functional monitor and co-ordinator does not have authority 

to provide official appraisals of B's work, or to initiate his transfer 
or dismissal. Such authority rests with A. 

A may be an individual manager of B, 01' a composite body to 
whom B is directly accountable. 

We do not as yet have any clear exalnples of functional 11loni
toring and co-ordinating within social services. Occupational 
therapists or home helps within Areas may be in such a situation. 
So may, for example, the Chief Administrative Officer of the 
SSD in relation to the Clerk to the Local Authority. or the 
Treasurer. 

GRADE - see l'rfauagerial Le'oels and Grades 

HIERARCHY - see Managerial Hierarchy 
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l.EVEL - see Managerial Level 

LOGISTICS 

Logistics is an actIvIty which encompasses the prOVISIOn of all 
material and other real resources (other than the provision of per
sonnel) in support of operational or other more primary work. 

MANAGERIAL HIERARCHY 

A managerial hierarchy is a system of roles built upon successive 
layers of managerial relationships. 

Afanagerial hierarchies can be contrasted with other institutiona
lized role systems. for example c01nmittees (q.v.), coalitions of 
different interest groups (e.g. 'joint committees' of different autho
rities) or simply co-operatives or partnerships (e.g. general medical 
practices). 

In general, the word 'hierarchy' can of course be applied to any 
set of characteristics which can be ordered. In organizations it 
can be applied to status or grade, or even to discernable increments 
in authority whether Inanagerial or supervisory. A hierarchy of 
full managerial roles has the characteristic that the person at the 
top carries as clear and unlinlited accountability as is possible for 
the work of all those beneath. For this rca son it is a form which 
is frequently chosen or accepted by governing bodies for their 
subordinate executive systems where other circUlllstances allow 
it. 
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MANAGERIAL LEVELS AND GRADES 

Grade is an attribute of an organizational role or position which 
indicates a particular level or range of pay and particular condition 
of employment. 
Alanagerial Level (or Rank) is the level of any organizational role 
which is part of a managerial hierarchy. 

It would seem that these concepts are easily separable, but they 
are regularly confused in practice. It js so often assumed in an 
unthinking way that differences in gTade imply SOllle particular 
relationship of organizational authority - that senior social workers 
automatically carry authority in respect of basic grade social 
workers, for example, or Assistant Directors in respect of (more 
lowly graded) Area Officers. This mayor nlay not be so. Since 
there is usually a need to employ more steps in a total grading 
structure than there is possibly rOOlll for in terms of managerial 
levels, it is quite conceivable for managers to have subordinates 
at several different levels of grade, thus: 

2A. A 

Level 2 28 

2C 

lA Bl 

Levell lB 82 

lC 83 

Here. two successive levels in a mlHlagerial hierarchy have heen 
broken for convenience into three successive grades each. 
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MANAGERIAL ROLE 

A managerial role arises where A is accountable for 
certain work and is assigned a subordinate B to 
assist him in this work. A is accountable for the 
work which B does for him. 
A is accoun table: 

- for helping to select B; 
- for inducting him into his role; 
- for assigning work to him and allocating l'esources; 
- for keeping himself informed about B's work, and helping him to 

deal with work problems; 
- for appraising B's general performance and ability and in 

consequence keeping B informed of his assessments, arranging 
or providing training, or modifying role. 

A has authority: 
- to veto the selection of B for the role; 
- to make an official appraisal of B's performance and ability; 
- to decide if B is unsuitable for performing any of the work for 

which A is accountable. 

Clear examples of Iuanagerial roles in SSDs are provided by 
Directors themselves in relation to their immediate Assistants, or 
by Area Officers in relation to their own immediate staff. 

~IONITORING ROLE 

MOnj'ore_---

A monitoring role arises where it is felt necessary to ensure that the 
activities of X conform to satisfactory standards in some lJarticular 
field, and where a managerial, supervisory, or staff, relationship is 
impossible or needs supplementing. The aspect of performance 
being monitored might, for example, be: 
- adherence to contract of employment (attendance, hours of work 

for example); 
- safety; 
- financial propriety and security; 
- level of expenditure; 
- progress on specific project; 
- personnel and organizational matters. 
Specifically, the monitor is accountable: 

- for ensuring that he is adequately informed of the effects of 
X's activities in the field concerned; 
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- fOl' discussing possible improvements with X or with X's superi
ors; 

- for reporting to the higher authorities to whom he is account
able sustained or significant deficiencies in the field concerned; 

- for recommending new policies or standards where required. 
The monitor has authoritv: 

- to obtain first-hand k~owledge of X's activities and problems; 
- to persuade X to modify his performance, but not to instruct 

him. 
He does not have authority to make or recommend official apprai

sals of X's work. He does not have authority himself to set new 
policies or new standards. 

Note: 
It is possible that certain scanning roles exist with account
ability for reporting serious deficiencies to higher authorities, 
but with no accountability for discussing them or negotiating 
changes. 

Although they are no longer called inspectors there is little 
doubt that Regional Staff of the professional Social Work Service 
of the DHSS still carry a nlonitoring function amongst others. in 
relation to the staff of SSDs. Within the SSD itself there seems less 
obvious scope for such roles, since monitoring is in any case an 
integral e1elnent of such roles as managerial, supervisory, and 
staff. However, one clear example of a Inonitoring role arises in 
adtninistrative staff, who invariably have the job of nlonitoring 
expendi ture incurred by all departll1ental staff against various 
budget limits. 

OPERATIONAL WORK 

OjJerational work is that which arises directly out of the given 
objects or aims of the organization - the work of providing the 
services that the organization is in existence to provide. 

In SSDs all activities which prevent distress or give direct relief 
to distress are operational. Operational activities can be contrasted 
,·dth other necessary organizational activities such as research and 
evaluation, strategic planning. public relations, staffing and train
ing, nlanagerial and co-ordinative work, logistics. financial, and 
secretarial work (see Table 3.1). 
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ORGANIZATION 

An organization is a system of people who play complementary 
roles and observe common procedures and policies in pursuit of 
some common and specific aims. 

According to most sociological commentators, an organization 
is distinguished from other forms of human groups - crowds, 
cliques, falnilies, cOllnTIuuities - by two features. The first is the 
formal and often explicit nature of the internal role structure. 
The second is the existence of specific or specifiable aillls - though 
there may well be vigorous discussion as to what exactly these are 
at any lllOlllcnt of time. Other features of organization are the 
possibilities of establishing both C0111111011 procedures and counnon 
policies (q.v.) to guide action. 

SSDs are thenlselves organizations by this definition. 'They are 
part of the larger organization of local government, which exists 
,vithin the context of a further organization - central government. 

OlJTPOSTING (see also Dual Influence Situations) 

Outposting arises where A is required to make the work of his 
assistant B available on some physically remote site, whilst retaining 
the main elements of managerial control of that work. 

A is accountable for carrying out the full range of managerial 
functions in respect of B. 

The site monitor and co-ordinator is accountable: 
- for inducting B into the local situation; 
- for monitoring the adherence of B to local regulation and 

practice; 
- for co-ordinating the work of B so far as local problems or 

developments are concerned. 

In social services it is likely that field workers are outposted to 
various clinics, hospitals, schools etc. Alternatively, some may be 
seconded (q.y.) to work under given local heads. 
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POLICIES 

Policies are enduring prescriptions which limit or guide work across 
a numbel' of organizational roles. 

Policies are not only set by governing bodies, but in fact by any 
manager in respect of his own subordinates. (Though any manager 
must obviously himself work within policies established at higher 
levels.) Some policies limit authority without directly implying 
the creation of separate duties (example: 'employ only qualified 
staff for this post'). Others create new duties for a range of people. 
or for the whole organization (example: 'better provision should 
be nlade for the elderly'). As seen in these examples, policies can 
range from the very specific to the very general: it is not their 
generality which defines their character, it is their enduring 
nature, and applicability to numbers of roles. 

POWER 

Power is an attribute of an individual or group and indicates the 
ability to act or cause action at discretion. 

In contrast, authority expresses the sanctioned right to act at 
discretion (see authority). Pmver rests both on personal qualities -
personality, knowledge, expertise, and so on, and on the extent 
of control of other human and other Inaterial resources. 

PRESCRIBING RELATIONSHIP 

A tJrescribillg relationship2 is similar to a service-seeking relation
ship (see service-giving) but it has this difference. 

Provided the prescription is within established policy the person 
who is to meet the prescription cannot in the face of difficulties refer 
the problem back to the prescriber, but must somehow contrive 
or seek resources so as to carry out the prescription at the time 
required. 

2 Formerly referred to in research at BruneI as a treatment-prescribing 
relationship (Rowbottom et. al. 1973). The modification was introduced 
in recognition of the fact that more thall 'treatments' arc lIsually pre
scribed in stich relationships. 
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The prescription thus has the force of an instruction, rather than 
a request as is the case in service-seeking. The prescribing relation
ship arises where the action l'equired is seen as meeting an absolute 
need in its own right, as is the case, for example, in the medical 
treatment of individual patients 

The prilile exaulple of a prescribing relationship is that 
between a doctor and a nurse. It seems to embody the organiza
tional recognition of higher technical or professional skill where 
a managerial relationship (for example) is not for various reasons 
appropriate. No instances of prescribing relationships have been 
discovered at this point within social services, nor, for example, 
between doctors and social workers. This negative finding is of 
considerable significance. 

REFERRAL - see Case Referral 

REPRESENTATIVE ROLE 

, Elected Rep. 

I 
I 

Where any group wish to express the consensus of their views and 
feelings, or to negotiate with another body, they may choose to do 
so through the medium of an elected representative. 

The elected representative will carry some degree of discretion in 
presenting views or negotiating, unless he is specifically mandated. 
(A delegate is a representative who works only to a specific mandate.) 
He is accountable to the group for what he says and does, and if 
he is judged inadequate by them they will be able to replace him. 

Representatives of various groups of staff in SSDs are by no 
nleans unknown. However, elected representatives must be distin
guished from individuals appointed, for example, to sit on work
ing parties or advisory cOlnmittees because they are judged typical 
of the group frOlll 'which they come. 
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RESPO~SIBILITY 

Responsibility may be thought of as a personal attribute - having 
a sense of responsibility - in contrast to accountability (q.v.) which 
is an attribute of a particular role. 

Just as effective organization requires people with personal 
capacity (power) to use the authority in their roles, so it requires 
people with an adequate sense of responsibility to accord with 
their accountability in a role. 

ROLE 

Role may be briefly described as a set of expectations of behaviour 
in a given social situation. 
Organizational roles can be explored and defined in terms of 

(a) the duties or functions which fall to the occupant, 
(b) the authm-ity available in carrying these out, and the limits to 

it which exist, 
(c) (sometimes) the particulm- taslls which structure activity 111 

the role, 
(d) the accountability of the occupant for his performance. 

SCREENING 

Sc·reening is the process of deciding whether applications or new 
referrals represent proper cases for the department to consider. 

Screening is conlmonly carried out by receptionists though SOlne-
tinIes, especially in the case of ,vritten applications or referrals, 
by trained field workers. 

SECONDMENT (see also Dual Influence Situations) 

Secondment arises where it is required to transfer B from his origi
nal manager Al to some other manager A2 for some limited period, 
such as the time for B to gain some desired training or experience. 

In this situation the new manager A2 will: 
- be accountable for inducting B into his new position and 

assigning work and allocating resources to him; 
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- be accountable for reviewing B's work and for providing' Al 
with appraisals of his perfonnance: 

- be accountable for helping B's personal development in his 
work during the time of his secondment; 

- have authority to initiate his return, should his performance 
prove unsatisfactory. 

The original manager A 1 will: 
- be accountable for providing a continuing official appraisal of 

B's work; 
- be accountable for providing for B's formal training. and for 

making appropriate plans for his career development. 

In certain situations it appears that field workers may be 
seconded to work part-time under medical consultants. In future 
junior field workers may perhaps be seconded for finite periods to 
work under team leaders at particular hospital sites. 

SERVICE-GIVI~G RELATIONSHIP 

Service 
Giver 

Service 
Seeker 

A service-giving relationship arises where it is required to provide 
access at discretion to certain services without accompanying account
ability for managing the work of the person or people who provide 
the services. 

The services offered may include the provision of physical re
sources, information, or advice. or the carrying out of certain 
specific tasks. 

The service-giver is accountable: 
- for providing any service specified by the service-seeker so long 

as it is within the limits of established policy on kinds of ser
vice available; 

- for notifying the service-seeker if at any time it is seen to be 
impossible to provide the service he requires, and discussing 
possible alternatives; 

- (within the limits of delegated authority) for negotiating with 
the service-seeker any changes or reductions in the kinds of 
service to be made available. 

The service-seeker is accountable: 
- for keeping infonned of the quality of service actually provided; 
- for discussing shortcomings with the service-giver and negotiat-

ing changes or improvements; 
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[or reporting slLstained or significant dclicicncies ill service to 
the servicc-giver's superior or to his own superior. as appropriate. 

Exaillpies of service-giving in social services arise where clerical 
and administrative sections at various levels provide on dernand 
such things as typing services, staff recruitillent, provision of food 
or transport. 

STAFF OFFICER ROLE 

B1 B2 

Staff 
Officer 

A staff officer role arises where a manager A needs assistance in 
managing the activities of his subordinates (BI, B2) in some par
ticular dimension of work such as personnel and organizational 
matters or the detailed programming of activities and services. 

The staff officer is accountable to A: 
- for helping him to formulate policy in the field concerned, 

taking into account the experience and 'views of A's other 
subordinates; 

- for seeing that agreed policies in the field concerned are 
implemented by A's other subordinates, interpreting agreed 
policy, issuing detailed procedures and programmes, and en
suring adherence to these programmes. 

In carrying out these latter activities the staff officer is able to 
issue instructions. If Bl does not agree with the staff officer's instl'uc
tions he cannot disregard them, but must take the matter up with 
A. The staff officer has no authority to make official appraisals of the 
performance and ability of B 1, nor to recommend what the appraisal 
should be. 

In social services, training officers probably play appropriately 
a staff officer role. The proposed 'operational co-ordinator' roles in 
Model B departments at departmental level (and divisional level 
too, if they occur there) are essentially staff officer roles. 
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SUPERVISORY REVJEW 

A s'ujJervisory review occurs whenever an assessmcn t of a case i!'i 
discussed by the worker or workers accountable for the case with 
another member of the department who has authority to modify the 
assessmen t if needs be. 

Note the distinction from case assessrnent (q.v.) which does not 
necessarily imply the intervention of a second person. 

SUPERVISORY ROLE 

81 B2 

A supervisory role arises where a manager A needs help in managing 
the work of his subordinates Bl, B~, etc., in all its aspects. 

The supervisor is accountable to A: 
- for helping to induct BI, B2. into their roles; 
- for helping to assign specific work to BI, B2, and helping to 

allocate resources; 
- for helping to keep A informed of the work of BI, B2, in all 

aspects; 
- for helping BI, B2, to deal with work problems that arise; 
- for helping A both to appraise the performance and ability of 

BI, B2, and to decide appropriate response. 
The supervisor has authority to give instructions to B 1. If B I does 

not agree with the supervisor's instructions he cannot disregard 
them, but must take the matter up with A, his manager. He has the 
authority to recommend to A what the appraisal of the performance 
and ability of B 1 J B2, should be and to recommend the exercise of 
sanctions where necessary. 

At earlier stages in the research we assumed that teanl leaders 
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(senior social workers) frequcntly carried superu':sory as opposed 
to 1nanagerial roles in respect of certain if not all luembers of 
their teams. Deeper consideration of the naturc of the supervisory 
process as the phrase is conventionally used in social work suggests, 
however, that this inevitably implies managerial capacit.y and a 
full lllanagerial relationship. 

However, distinct supervisory roles as here defined probably do 
occur at Level I - 'shopfloor' level - in roles such as senior clerks, 
or assistant and deputy heads of establishments, or assistant home 
help organizers. 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES 

Supplementary services is a general term for certain kinds of pro
vision to individuals and families in need, such as the provision of 
communication and mobility training, sheltered employment. formal 
education etc. Typically it is purveyed by specialists of various kinds. 
No precise definition is offered but its content is indicated in Table 
3.1 where it is contrasted with two other bl'oad areas of work with 
individuals and families - basic social work and the provision of 
basic services. 

TASK 

A task is a piece of work with a specific objective which is to he met 
within some definite time scale. 
Within an organization tasks may arise 

(a) at the discretion of the performer in response to some (continu
ing) duty; 

(b) sometimes by direct assignment. 

The dist.inct.ion between tasks and duties has been noted and 
is crucial. (Examples of basic social work tasks of field 'workers and 
residential workers are given in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.) 

TRANSFER - see Case Transfer 



Appendix B. Possible Alternatives 
to Hierarchical Organization in 
Social Services 

As was described in Chapter 2. one firm finding from project ,vork 
is that of the widespread acceptance by staff in the service of 
the appropriateness of the hierarchical texture of SSDs. Here 'hier
archical' is used in the particular sense of a structure of successive 
nwnagerial relationships. The basic hierarchical texture is widely 
accepted, but the need is also seen for additional patterns of co
ordinated groups to nleet various purposes. and sometimes. for 
accolnpanying staff representative systems as well. 

I-Iowever, throughout our three years of work 'we have been con
stantly at pains to test and retest the validity of this acceptance. 
Throughout discussions we ourselves have thought that the best 
test was not simply to enquire whether hierarchical organization 
(in the sense defined) was acceptable or adequate. and to leave 
it at that; but to press as far as possible in exploring the viability 
of any possible alternatives. 

This in turn depends on the ability to conceive genuine alter
natives - in contrast to what Inight turn out on exalnination to be 
nothing Illore than redefined versions of hierarchical organization 
with emphasis, say, on diminished bureaucratic characteristics, or 
on enhanced participative styles. 

At least one basic structural alternative was known to us frOIn 
several years of research in the field of hospital organization which 
has been undertaken at Brunel. l In this Appendix. drawing from 

I Sec Rowbottom et ai. (1973)' 
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the health care field we shall speculate on what a pattern of non
hierarchical organization along the lines of the medical model 
might look like in SSDs, and under what conditions it could be 
expected to develop. Finally we shall touch on the possibility 
or otherwise of even more radical alternatives. 

Professional Autonomy in Hospital Organization 

Typical organization of a Hospital Group in the 1948 Health 
Service is shown in Figure B.l. To avoid the additional compli
cations that the dual system of Hospital Management Committees 
and Regional Hospital Boards introduce, a Teaching Group has 
been illustrated, operating under the direction of an appointed 
Board of Governors, though most of what follows applies equally 
to I-I1\.1C Groups. 

At first sight, hierarchy still predominates: large parts of the 
Group are hierarchically organized, as here defined. The chief 
administrator (or 'House Governor') is head of a hierarchy of 
administrative, clerical, and hotel services staff; the chief nurse, 
by whatever name, is head of a large hierarchy of nurses; the 
treasurer is head of more administrative and clerical staff. and so 
on for the other chief officers. 

On the l11edical side too, many grades of staff - registrars, house 
officers, medical and clinical assistants. and a variety of technicians 
- find themselves in effect in an (organizationally) straightforward 
subordinate relationship to a surgeon, a pathologist, a radiologist, 
or some other medical consultant. 

But the consultants themselves are different. They are not 
hierarchically organized. Although the usual variety of experience, 
seniority, and professional and executive capability, can be sup
posed to obtain amongst their ranks none is in a managerial rela
tionship to the other. Moreover, no other officer is in a managerial 
relationship to any of them (with the disappearance, or one should 
say, transformation, of the medical superintendent where he pre
viously existed). Nor is the governing body itself. In fact, provided 
the individual consultant stays within certain well-understood 
bounds of professional codes and ethics, and adheres to. the limits 
inlplicit in his contract, and to the law. he is not answerable to. 
anyone. No-one has the right to prescribe with authority ,vhat 
,,,rork he should or should not do. The governing body, the officers, 
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and above all his professional colleagues, can advise him, persuade 
him, coerce him: but they cannot, in the ultirnate, instruct him or 
apply forrnalized sanctions - not, again, so long as he stays within 
certain established bounds of conduct. Here then is genuine pro
fessional autonOluy. 

'Vhy should nledical consultants hold such a privileged position? 
There are two 111ain lines of argument. 

The first is concerned with the nature of profession.!! 'Vithout 
attelnpting to reach a final decision on what does or does not con
stitute a 'profession', there would be certain consensus amongst the 
theorists that the more fully-professionalized an occupational group 
becomes, the more likely it is to exhibit some or all of the following 
characteristics: 

(I) that there is the existence of a body of scientific or systematic 
knowledge, and that the knowledge is applicable to practical 
problems; 

(2) that the profession has exclusive competence in understanding 
and applying this knowledge - to the 'layman' the knowledge 
is mysterious, esoteric; 

(3) hence the profession itself must be responsible for the trans
mission and development of knowledge, and for the control of 
entry to and exit from the profession; 

(4) that members subscribe to a prime ethic of service rather than 
self interest, but at the same time aim to remain independent 
of the value-systems of the clientele (detached-involvement). 

Of these characteristics, it might be argued that the idea of a core 
of knowledge 'which is beyond 'lay' apprehension. and thus to some 
degree mysterious. is central and definitive. 

Given this particular characteristic, it will at once be obvious 
that the Blore advanced the profession - and it is rarely doubted 
that nledicine qualifies as an advanced profession - the more difIi
cult it is to sustain a nlanagerial relationship across a professional 
boundary, i.e. between a layman, however capable, and a profes
sional, however in need of management. For hm,v can a manager 
adequately prescribe his subordinate's work, how can he possibly 
make any fulL rounded, and authoritative assessment of that 'work, 
and how can he 'zoom-in' to his subordinate's problem-areas to 
deliver the sort of help expected frOID a manager, without any real 

:: Sec Goode (196~)) and Jackson (1970). 
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appreciation of the central elements of knowledge and technique 
concerned? 

These arguments, then, suggest the difficulty of establishing for 
a highly-developed profession a full managerial relationship out
side the profession. They do not however imply that there can be 
no effective lay control of such professionals either through officers 
or governing bodies: lllerely that such control cannot properly 
encompass the full range of what we have defined above as mana
gerial authority. Nor again do they explain in the case just 
considered 'vhy consultants should not be subordinate to some 
'super-consultant' within the profession itself. 

Here a second consideration emerges. Present hospital con
sultants do not just supply a professional service. They, like general 
medical practitioners, provide a personal service. It is a service in 
which the patient has the right to choose which doctor he attends, 
even if on occasion he does not, or indeed cannot, use this right. It 
is a service in \vhich he is essentially in the care of one personally 
identified doctor and in which he is free to change this doctor 
should he wish. It is unlike the agency service provided by doctors 
in the public health field. The patient is receiving care from 
Doctor X and his assistants, not from the medical department of 
the hospital authority concerned. 

As we have said, hierarchical organization is not totally absent 
frolll this situation - the doctor in charge, as has been noted. has 
his assistants, many of the status of apprentices. But hierarchical 
organization above the level of the doctor in charge of the case 
is indeed incompatible with a 'personal' service. 

To return to the typical hospital organization pictured in Figure 
B.l, there is no one person directly accountable to the Board of 
Governors for the totali ty of work carried out under its auspices. 
Instead there arc a large number of people directly accountable 
to it. in two main groups: 

(1) chief officers, each the head of a certain occupational or pro
fessional group, with varying degrees of professional indepen
dence, but all subject ultimately to the policy-making authority 
of the governing body; 

(2) professional clinicians or therapists employed to act as indepen
dent practitioners, with full autonomy to select and act in 
referred cases as they think best provided they stay within well
established limits: not subject to the policy-making authority 
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of the governing body as far as their own individual work is 
concerned. 

Of course. the work of all these people must be brought together, 
co-ordinated, and controlled, in some degree and by SOllle means. 

The research quoted has definitely confirmed the ahsence of 
full managerial roles at this level, but it has shmvn in their stead 
a number of co-ordinative and monitoring roles instead. Detailed 
definitions of these ternlS are shown in Appendix A, but certain 
essential features l11ay be stressed again at this point. 

Co-ordinating roles involve, within the framework of some agreed 
task to be carried out by a group of people. for example 

- calling co-ordinating meetings 
- drawing up programmes of work 
- monitoring and reporting progress 
- resolving obvious uncertainties and indecision. 

The co-ordinator has no authority to issue overriding instructions 
in case of sustained disagreements, and no authority to apply 
man agerial sanctions. 
AIonitoring Toles involve in relation to certain defined aspects of 
the work of a number of people 

- ensuring that the monitor is adequately informed of the actual 
performance in the field concerned; 

- negotiating improvements with the person or persons concerned 
where there are shortcomings; 

- reporting significant or sustained shortcomings to a higher 
authority. 

Again the monitor has no authorit.y to pt'escribc work, and none 
to apply managerial sanctions. 

In the hospital situation the chief administrator typically plays 
a monitoring and co-ordil1ating role in relation to his fellow chief
officers, and in some respects in relation to consultants. However, 
the substantial co-ordination of the 'work of consultants is typically 
provided by 'heads of departlnents' or 'chainnen of committees' 
chosen by consultants theIllselves £rOln al110ngst their mvn number. 

A Possible Alternative Structure for Social Services - A Personal 
Service with Professional Autonomy 

Here, then, are exalllpies of something truly different frOI11 the 
managerial hierarchy. The basic organizational element in each 
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case is the monitored and co-ordinated group, which may be sho\\7n 
thus: 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

, , , , , .. 
in contrast to the hierarchy, which may be shown thus: 

Using the hospital situation as a Inodel, it is possible to see 
what an analogous social services organization would look like pro
vided certain conditions prevailed. 3 Let us boldly sketch a picture 
of such a fully-fledged professional social service organization as 
follows. 

The key workers of the agency are now the 'consultant' social 
workers. who offer a personal sen'ice to clients on demand, and 
enjoy complete professional autonomy in the way in which they 
handle cases. Not every qualified social worker by any means is in 
this category. On the contrary, an extended period of practical 
experience under the managerial control of such a 'consultant', 
plus a further qualification. is needed before junior social workers 

:l The result provides at least one possible concrete interpretation of 
Etzioni's 'Cuny fledged professional organization' (1964). 
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reach professional independence.4 That is, the majority are still 
subject to hierarchical organization. 

Certain agency activities - provision of l11eals, donlestic help, 
keeping of accounts and central records, staffing. and training work, 
etc. - are still hierarchically organized. So too, perhaps, is residen
tial and day-care work, which at this stage has differentiated into 
the relatively highly skilled individual therapy and case ,,,'ork 
handled by social workers, and the relatively 10'wly skilled general 
caring work (analogous to nursing) handled by other workers hier
archically organized. 

In this picture, the post of Director \\-'ould dwindle or disappear. 
as has that of medical superintendent in hospitals. In his place 
we should expect an agency 'chief administrator', in a central co
ordinating role, though with managerial control of some or all of 
the residual agency functions. 

Does this appear realistic, now or at any date in the future? 
It is as well to remember that independent personal practice is not 
unknown in social work. (It is commonplace for instance in the 
U.S.A.) Hm,vever, for social services provided by statutory agencies 
two serious objections to this model arise. 

First, it is doubtful to say the least, whether social work is 
regarded by the public in general, or melnbers of statutory author
ities in particular, as being possessed of an exclusive, science
based. or esoteric, body of knowledge. "\Vithout this premise, it 
is unlikely that the precondition for independent professional 
practice exists for social "workers who are publicly employed and 
financed. 5 

4 According to the Report on the Responsibilities of the Consultant Grade 
(Department of Health and Social Security, )909) the average age of achieve
ment of medical consultant status in England and 'Vales is 38-39. Interest
ingly the National Association of Social 'Vorkers in the U.S.A. recommend at 
least five years experience under supervision as a necessary qualification 
for independent practice in their guide on 'Requirements for Private 
Practice' (N.A.S.W., ]967)' Toren (1969) is on the same track , .... hen she 
talks (p. 18) of the 'assumption of autonomy' by the social work practi
tiOIler after a stipulated number of years of supervised work. 

5 Perhaps in this context Etzioni's (]g6g) designation of social work along 
with teaching and nursing .. as a 'semi-profession' is after all the most 
accurate. See Toren's detailed analysis within this context of the uneasy 
professional status of social work (pp. l<j 1-1 !)o). vVilensky and Lebeaux 
(p. 287) point Ollt that social workers' move towards professionalism 'will 
not be fully successful without the delimitation of a clear area in which 
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Second, social workers in statutory agencies have a strong and 
well-defined lTIonitoring function. For example, they Inust investi
gate, and if necessary intervene. in cases of suspected cruelty to 
children, or in cases of those who nlust be cOlnpulsorily taken into 
care by reason of failing powers or mental disorder. rrhey now 
cOlumonly undertake systematic screening of all the chronically 
sick and disabled in the locality. Such functions are most readily 
undertaken within the fratlleWork of a hierarchically organized 
agency service: they fit uneasily in the voluntary relationship 
between the independent therapist and his self-appointed client. 

In effect, the argulTIent so far has run thus. At least one genuine 
structural alternative to the hierarchy exists - the co-ordinated 
group. Significantly, in one real-life setting in 'which it can be 
seen as the major form, it is associated ,·vith advanced professional 
development. Since social "\lark has claims to professional status 
it is interesting to sketch a picture of what local authority social 
services nlight look like organized through co-ordinated groups of 
professionally autonomous workers, but the resulting picture raises 
many doubts. 6 Perhaps, however, even luore radical alternatives 
should be considered. 

The Radical Critique 

'·Vhat has been considered so far anl0unts to what luight be called 
a professional critique of hierarchical organization. But we are 
all now well aware of social forces that strive far beyond this. The 
new radical critique of existing social structures and institutions 
has as little time for the traditional tweed-coated professional as it 
has for the legendary grey-suited bureaucrat. 

Now it is difficult to trace in the present day radical writings 

social work, and no other occupation. has technical competence' (p. 287), 
but warn that 'social work' must not necessarily be treated as one homo
genous occupational group (p. 291). Both Toren (p. 164) and Wilensky 
and Lebeaux (p. 326) point out that professionalism in social work tends 
to be associated with. and depend on, the therapeutic content of the 'social 
reforming' type wor k. 

6 As has heen noted earlier, a Working Party on Professional Integrity 
in the Children's Service (Association of Child Care Officers, 1969) reached 
a similar conclusion in rejecting as unreal the notion of a social worker with 
individual responsibility, and accepting a continuous line of accountability, 
through the chief officer to representatives of the public. 
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any very specific analyses and criticisms of hierarchical machinery. 
It is also difficult to discover any detailed specification of the 
alternatives to be preferred. Attacks tend to be at a general, far
ranging level, and this is significant. Essentially perhaps, the ailTI 
is not for new redesigned machinery: it is simply for a new spirit. 1 

If, however, in keeping with the nlain preoccupation of this book 
the discussion is deliberately forced back to the consideration of 
structure, the question is one of trying to discern what basic pos
sibilities really do, or could, exist other than the two ·which we 
have already identified, the managed group (or managerial hier
archy), and the co-ordinated group. 

In fact there is apparently one further radical possibility: the 
genuine co-operative. It lnay be designated thus: 

This is an organizational form in which no difference in role is 
identified for anyone of those involved, nor is any special authority 
or accountability specified. All have an equal voice in affairs, and 
each plays his part purely according to willingness and capability. 
Under the nanle 'partnership' it finds clear existence in law, for 
exanlple. The trouble as far as organizational theory is concerned 
is that it is a non-form. 'Vithout some institutionalized division of 
functions, duties, or rights, there is literally no organization. In 
practice, of course, groups of people working together in such a 
supposedly unorganized way infonnally aSSUIne cOlllplementary 
functions - that is what 'working together' lneans. tvIoreover, where 
there are Inany of them, and they work long together, it is impos
sible to believe that the informal separation of roles will not 
become institutionalized over the course of time. In this situation 
any continued insistence on the absence of organizational structure 
will therefore assume the proportion of lllyth, propaganda, or self-

7 As Reich (197 2) says, the crucial thing in the radical movement is the 
adoption of a new life-style. 'Structure is not irrelevant ... but it is useless 
to seek changes in society without changes in consciousness. Consciousness 
is prior to structure.' 
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deception. Can onc for example iluagine a typical local authority 
social services agency enlploying luany hundreds of staff in pro
viding care, meals, aids, transport, advice, supervision, and a multi
tude of other specific services, managing over the years without 
sonle differentiation and formalization of structure? There seems 
no alternative but to renew the search for structures more cOInplex 
than the simple co-operative for enterprises other than the very 
slnallest. 

One further point nlust be added, however. Even noting the 
expressed desire of the radical for a change of spirit or life-style 
in organizations, it would be interesting to say the least, to test 
out how far one particular structuTal development would renlove 
son Ie of the causes of his discontent. The structural change in 
question is that of the general development of adequate employee 
representative systems (as discussed in Chapter 9). Such develop
Inents might aid acceptance of the inevitability of strong executive 
role structure, ,,,hether managerial or co-ordinative in nature, in 
order to achieve the ailns of the enterprise. In essence, this execu
tive structure could be thought of as the means of effective expres
sion of the power of those who establish the organization. At the 
sanIe time, through the developlnent of representative systelns, a 
systematic means could be established of expressing the counter
vailing power of the employees. 

In 'social engineering' approaches such as described in this book, 
attention is shifted from broad, and ultimately meaningless ques
tions such as whether people actually concerned in social services 
should be left to work out for themselves, in co-operation with 
their clients, what sort of activities to pursue. Instead attention can 
be focused more practically on issues like the optimUl1l size and 
structure of such social agencies in order to allow the governing 
authority, the employees and, indeed, the immediate clientele, to 
exert their own due influence on the course of events. 



Appendix C. Sample Project 

Reports 

It may be clear froln what has been said in the previous text, as 
well as elsewhere,! that the social-analytic method of work does 
not include at any point the s,'stelnatic collection and recording of 
data as the process is normally conceived in social research. Pro
gress ensues by the gradual accumulation and testing of insights 
into organizational problenls, and is registered by the production 
and agreement of what are in effect joint reports. As each report is 
produced it often makes obsolete to some degree the previous 
reports from the sequence of discussions involved. (Over and above 
this researchers keep their own personal notes of discussions and 
observations - but these are not available as publishable 'data' 
until cleared with the clientele concerned.) 

"rypically, each discussion or sequence of discussions with each 
individual concerned in any given project gives rise to a report. 
At the appropriate point various individual reports are summar
ized and distributed with the summary to the whole group. Dis
cussion then commences with the group as a whole. as a result of 
which one or a sequence of group reports is produced. 

Two samples are shown below, an individual report and a group 
report. Other samples are available in Chapter 6, where a large 
part of a report of group discussions on the subject of residential 
organization in East Sussex is reproduced; in Chapter 8, where a 

1 For more detailed discussion of the social-analytic method see Jaques 
'Social-Analysis and the Glacier Project' Brown and Jaques (1965), and 
Appendix B 'Social Analysis in Large-Scale Organizational Change' in 
Hospital Organization (Rowbottom et. al. 1973)' 
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large part of a group report on the subject of intake work in 
'rV'andsworth Children's Departlnent is reproduced; in Chapter 9 
where two complete reports on the subject of staff representation 
in \Vands,\vorth are reproduced: and at many other points through 
the tcxt where shorter excerpts fronl individual and group reports 
are rcproduced. 

The first sample is the report of a single three-hour discussion 
with the Superintendent of an Adult Training Centre in East 
Sussex. Notice how, although precise terms of reference already 
exist for the project (paragraph 1), the researcher has felt free to 
explore various branches fronl the main track during the course 
of the discussion. 

The second sample is a report of discussions with a group of 
senior field and residential staff from Brent on the subject of place
ment procedures for the elderly. 

Generally, our reports have tended to become more informal in 
style as research work has proceeded. We do not eschew the use 
of precise technical language - that is what the work is about in 
a sense - but only introduce it as and when it is needed, and then 
with a strong sense of wishing to test and retest its adequacy on 
each occasion. It has become increasingly clear that what is in
volved is at the opposite pole from the systematic collection of 
data according to a standardized form. Thus increasing responsi
bility is thrust on each researcher to judge as best he nlay how 
frequently to produce reports and what material to include in 
them. (By and large the frequency of feedback to clientele has 
greatly increased over the first few years.) As a consequence, reports 
increasingly reflect the researcher's own particular style and 
luethod of work. The ultimate goal may be objective, general and 
scientific, knowledge, but the path to it denlands subjective judge
ment and scrupulous attention to the concrete and to the par
ticular. 

(SAMPLE I) 

RESIDENTIAL & DAY CARE PROJECT - EAST SUSSEX 
NOTES ON DISCUSSION JVITH MR. X, 

SUPERINTENDENT, ADULT TRAINING CENTRE 
(A UGUST 1972) 

Introduction 
I. We met in conjunction with the research project designed: 
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a) to develop a detailed role specilicatioll for Residential and 
Day Care Officers; 

b) to obtain specification of major decisions to be taken by 
staff in respect of clients, and to establish the respective 
discretion of Count}' Hall, Establishments or Area Staff to 
make such decisions. 

2. Such formulations must be seen in relation to the particular 
establishment. YOll described the Centre to me as existing to 
provide training for employment (open or sheltered), and related 
social training for 60 (presently 78) mentally and/or physically 
handicapped persons and a few formerly mentally ill. Trainees, 
male and female, range in age from 16 - Go plus. Twenty-six are 
resident in the local authority Hostels. 

3. In theory trainees should flow through the Centre and the 
'permanent' trainee would be an exception. At one time 25% -
30% of trainees per annum were placed in open employment. 
However the current high national unemployment rate mitigates 
against the trainees. The work centres are not developed to 
take the remainder. 

4. You are assisted by a deputy and six or seven instructors. You 
have considerable discretion to organize your own work and 
social programmes and are accountable for costing and contracts 
for work undertaken. You usually arrange employment for 
local trainees and provide support in the first few weeks. For 
trainees from further afield you have to rely on the social 
workers to do this. 

5. There is a Committee for the Centre including local trade 
union and business interests. This provides a useful network for 
establishing work contracts, obtaining gifts of machinery, and 
finding work for individual trainees. 

6. Organizationally speaking: 
6.1 you believe that you are primarily accountable to the Train

ing Officer who is a specialist in your kind of work and with 
whom you relate on a professional level; 

6.2 you believe that the local Residential and Day Care Officer 
is concerned with the bricks and mortar and domestic aspects; 

6,3 you note that both the Training Officer and the R & DCO 
are the subordinates of the Assistant Director (Residential 
and Supporting Services, and from time to time this Assis-
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tant DirectOl' visits the Centre personally and you have the 
opportunity to discuss things with him; 

fi'4 you believe that you are in a collateral relationship (neither 
side having authority to override the other) with Area Social 
work statI and with residential staff at the hostels. 

Problems 
7· By and large you feel your organizational situation has been 

little affected by the integration. 2 though there has been some 
dilution of your contact with the social workers. You still relate 
ptimarily with those who were formerly mental welfare officers. 
We shall return to this later - suffice it to say that you believe 
there are ways in which work could he better co-ordinated. 

8. Note has already been made of the way in which shortage of 
resources in terms of both open and sheltered employment 
opportunities defeats the training objective of the Centre in 
the sense that many trainees are pennanent attenders. 

9. You are concerned about the transition from the Junior Schools 
to the Adult Training Centre and believe that there are ways 
in which this could be better achieved - we shall return to this 
later. 

The Role of the Residential and Day Care Officer. 
10. We discussed the policy to decentralize accountability for the 

management of establishments to Area Directors at somc time in 
the not too distant future. We noted that provided resources 
increased at a reasonable rate this decentralization would provide 
opportunities for closer working together between all staff 
delivering direct services to clients. 

11. It was recognized however that just as the Assistant Director 
who is presently accountable needs assistance in managing estab
lishments, so will the Area Director. We discussed whether the 
role of the Residential and Day Care Officer could be broadened 
in scope to bc concerned with all activities in your centre. 

12. In particular you felt that the R & DCO could act as a co
ordinator of Centre, social worker, and Hostel activity with 

2 The integration referred to is that of the Mental Health, Welfare, and 
Children's. Departments in 1971. 
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trainees by convening case conferences designed t.o obtain agree
ment about the training plans for the individual and the kind 
of work which needs to be done with his family, or using COlll

munity resources; by seeing that reports necessary for such 
meetings are prep,u'ed and circulated; by seeing that decisions 
of the collaborating workers are recorded; and by reconvening 
the group at an agreed suitable point for further review. The 
first case conference would be held soon after the trainee's 
admission and thereafter according to the needs of any trainee. 

13. Within the agreement reached about the trainees' programme, 
the R &: DCO would be a continuing point of referral for any 
member of staff concerned if the programme was getting out of 
gear. 

14. In your case the role of the Training Officer is going to be of 
continuing importance. Presently for example, he is involved 
in the selection of trainees and as far as you are concerned he is 
the specialist in the Department. We discussed how this speci
alism could continue to be available to you in the form of a 
staff officer role - establishing criteria governing your work, 
providing procedural instruction and high level advice - instead 
of as now in a quasi-managerial relationship. 

15. You feel that there is so much work to be done with trainees 
and their placement in the community that you think that as 
an alternative to, or as well as, the R & DCO occupying a co
ordinating role between field and residential workers, there 
may be a case for having a social worker fully (or more or less 
fully) attached to the Centre. Such a person could set up relation
ships with industry etc.; and could help to initiate, with the 
local education authority, a scheme to integrate the junior 
school transfers by having them in their last year at school 
attending the Centre a couple of days a week, learning to use 
public transport etc. 

Decision Jl.t[aking 
16. You believe in an establishment like yours, with an active 

treatment programme and an objective of a flow-through of 
trainees, that you will always be in a collaborative working 
situation with field and residential social workers. All decisions 
whether to admit, what treatment to engage in, when to transfer 
etc., must be made in agreement with the other workers con
cerned. In the post-decentralization era, the .Area Director will 
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constitute a closer 'cross-over point' to resolve occasional sus
tained disagreements that exist within the present structure. 

(SA~'IPLE 2) 

PROJECT: RESIDENTIAL ACCOAflHODATION 
FOR THE ELDERLY, BRENT 

REPORT OF SECOND GROUP DISCUSSION (JULY I972) 

Introduction 
1. This short report attempts to summarize the two l~ro.iect Group 

meetings which took place on the 15th June and 7th July, 1972. 
l\'Iany of the points incorporated were presented in the first 
Group Report but this paper can be taken to represent a further 
step in the ongoing clarification. especially in view of the fact 
that for the first time the entire Project Group was present. 

2. Concerning some issues a fair degree of consensus was obtained. 
In other cases it was made clear that opinions were made with 
considerable reservations, usually caused by the sheer complexity 
of the potential ramifications of the issues. 

3. The approach of this report will be first to reiterate those areas 
of reasonably solid consensus and then to consider subjects which 
seem to be more open to disagreement or alternative interpre
tation. 

Areas of Consensus 
4. The attitude, expressed in the First Group :Meeting. that the 

role of the Residential and Day Care Division must be clarified 
before effective placement procedures can be introduced, was re
iterated at the Second Project Group meeting. Despite its avowed 
intention to devote time to the 'nuts and bolts' of placements, 
the Group found itself returning to a more detailed examination 
of the points raised in the first Group Report. 

5. There was no disagreement that the present policy. whereby 
Areas have 'liaison responsibilities' for specified Homes, has 
failed. 

6. The point made in the first meeting, that some Heads of estab
lishments are confused ~bout accountability for their work, w~s 
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reinforced by comments made by the two Heads who were 
present in this second meeting. 

7. There is a general desire to move away from the 'last refuge' 
approach - towards a more treatment-orientated approach. 

8. The role of the R &: DC Advisers l'equires detailed clarification. 

The klanagement of Residential Care 
9. In the previous document a number of alternative choices were 

suggested to the Department on the assumption that the present 
structures are inadequate. Some movement must be made to
wards a more requisite pattern. The alternatives that were sug
gested were: 

9.1 total management of establishments at Area level; 
9.2 total management of establishments in R &: DC Division; 
9.3 establishments subject to a 'dual influence' situation; 
9.4 some establishments managed at Area, some at Headquarters 

level. 

The second Group Meeting concentrated its discussion around 
alternatives 9.1 and 9.2. There appeared to be an implicit agree
ment that 9.3 and 9.4 were not suitable alternatives. 

10. At the beginning of the discussion there appeal'ed to be a wide 
gap between those participants who felt that with appropriate 
support from Residential Advisers, Area management (in the 
fullest sense) of residential establishments was possible. Further, 
bringing residential establishments into the Area framework 
'would increase promotion prospects for residential staff. On the 
other hand the reservations of some establishment Heads and 
others concerning the ability of the Area Tvlanagers, and indeed 
some of the present Advisers, to manage Homes, was strongly 
voiced. 

':My Adviser doesn't know problems of Old People's ,.vclfare.' 

'Area l\1anagers have no expertise to manage Homes.' 

'OUf work is different from that of field workers - VVe have to 
live and deal with problems 2.1 hours a day.' 

',Ve should be managed by the R & DC Division.' 
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11. By the end of the discussion many of these objections to Area 
management see'med to have lessened and the Group was ent.er
ing a practical discussion of how a decentralized system might 
work. For example: 

11.1 what would be the function of the new R &: DC Division -
the problem of supply and maintenance; 

11.2 ",.'hether Heads would go through Area ~1anagers for sup
plies; 

11.3 whether Seniors could manager Day Centres; 
I 1.4 the changing role definition of R &: DC staff. 

12. However. on balance it is probably inaccurate to claim that a 
'solid consensus' was reached in favour of either of the two alter
natives (9.1 or 9.2). What did seem to emerge, was the feeling that 
whilst a decentralized system might work, many questions would 
require a much more detailed and finer clarification than is 
possible within the framework of this particular Project Group, 
whose initial terms of reference were much narrower. 

Future Project Wm-k and the Achievements of the Present Group 
13. At the onset of the researcher's commitment to Brent it was 

made quite clear that action can only be taken by the relevant 
executive mechanism of the Department. Project Group percep
tions and reports represent analysis of problems and possible 
alternative approaches for Depal-tmental decision-making. There 
can be little doubt that much of the earlier Project work will 
provide the Department with the material to begin the change 
process to a more requisite system of placements for the Elderly. 

14. It is also no secret that the departure of the present Assis'tant 
Director (Residential and Day Care) has inevitably lead to a 
a change in the programming of future project work. It had, for 
example. been intended to proceed immediately to a similar and 
more complex project with regard to placements of children into 
care. This has temporarily been postponed. 

15. One of the major achievements of the present Project Group is 
the way in which the analysis has contributed to executive dis
cussion of divisional structures. The ambition of the researcher 
is that the method of work will whilst avoiding personal anxieties 
assi~t Departmental organization to optimize service to clients. 
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